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ABSTRACT 
In th is the i , w  propo e everal re ource al location strategies for re­
lay networks in the context of joint power and bandwidth al location and 
r lay election, and j int power a l location and sub channel assignment for 
orthogonal fr quency di i ion mul tiplexing (OFDM) and orthogonal fre­
qu ncy di i ion multiple access (OFDMA) ystems. Sharing the two best 
ord red relay with equal power betw en the two users over Rayleigh flat  
fad ing channels is proposed to establish fu l l  diversity order for both users. 
Clo ed form pre sion for the ou tage probabi l i ty, and bit error probabi l­
i ty (BEP) performance mea ure for both amplify and forward (AF) and de­
code and forward (DF) cooperative communication schemes are developed 
for d ii ferent cenario . To u ti l ize the fu l l  potentia ls of relay-assisted trans­
mis ion in mul ti user systems, we propose a mixed strategy of AF relaying 
and direct transmi sion, where the user transmits part of the data using the 
relay, and the other part is  transmitted using the direct l ink. The resource 
a l location problem is formulated to maximize the sum rate. A recursive 
a lgorithm al ternating between power al location and bandwidth a l location 
steps is  proposed to solve the formulated resource a l location problem. Due 
to the confl ict between l imited wireless resources and the fast growing wire­
less demands, Stackelberg game is proposed to al locate the relay resources 
(power and bandwidth) between competing users, aiming to maximize the 
relay benefi ts from el l ing its resources. We prove the uniqueness of Stack­
elberg Nash Equil ibrium (SNE) for the proposed game. We develop a dis­
tributed algorithm to reach SNE, and investigate the conditions for the sta­
bi l i ty of the proposed algorithm. We propose low complexity algorithms 
for AF-OFDMA and DF-OFDMA systems to assign the subcarriers to the 
users based on high SNR approximation aiming to maximize the weighted 
sum rate. Auction framework is proposed to devise competition based so­
lu tions for the resource al location of AF-OFDMA aiming to maximize either 
V1 
the sum rat or the fa imes index. Two auction algorithm are propo ed; e­
quential and one-shot auctions. In equential auction, the user evaluate the 
ubcarrier based on the rate marginal contribution. In the one-shot auction, 
the users evaluate the ubcarriers based on an estimate of the Shapley value 
and bids on a l l  ubcarriers at  once. 
Keywords: Relay ehvorks, Amplify and Forward (AF), Decode and 
Forward (DF), Resource Allocation, Optimization, Stackelberg Game, 
OFDM/OFDMA, Auction Framework. 
�\ 
. (OFDMA) 
viii 
OFDMA 
. .lljo � J...s. . OFDM / OFDMA ,(Stackelberg) �I � ,.u:..,)11 
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C H A PT E Rl 
I N T R O D U C T I O N  
Wi reless communications have seen unpred ictable growth during the past 
few decades and will continuously evolve in the futu re. The exploding 
growth of wireles data tra ffic is far beyond th growth of wireless capacity. 
Wirele pectrum is very l imited and overly crowded, and wireless chan­
nels suffer from random varia tions of channel qual i ty in time, frequency, 
and space due to mul tipath fading, shadowing, and pa th loss effects. The in­
troduction of  multiple-input mul tiple-output  (MIMO) communication con-
titutes a breakthrough in the design of wireless communication systems 
[ 14, 94] .  MIMO systems could potential ly increase the system capacity as 
well  as system reliabili ty. Such systems provide significant improvement 
in l ink reliability and spectra l efficiency through the use of multiple an­
tennas at  the transmitter and / or the receiver sides.  Mul tiple-antenna tech­
niques are very attractive for deployment in cel lular systems at the base sta­
tions and have a lready been included in third generation cel lular standards. 
Variations of MIMO techniques are now considered in many existing and 
emerging wireless standards, such as IEEE 802. 1 1  wireless fidelity (WiFi), 
IEEE 802. 16  worldwide interoperabi l i ty for microwave access (WiMax), and 
IEEE 802.20 mobi le broadband wireless access (MBWA) [ 1 4, 62] ' 
Size and power constraints l imit the deployment of M IMO techniques in 
cel lu lar mobile devices, as well as in wireless sensor and ad-hoc networks, 
which are gaining popularity in recent years. An innovative approach to 
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gain patial di ersity without deploying multiple antenna i cooperative 
diver ity, al 0 known a cooperative communications. Instead of a c1as­
ica l nen,vork with i olated communicating pair , cooperative communica­
tion technique take advantage of th broadcast nature of wirele s transmis-
ion, creating irtua l antenna array through cooperating nodes, This new 
tran mi. sion paradigm pr mises significant performance gains in terms of 
link reliabilit , p ctTa] efficiency, system capacity, and transmission range. 
Cooperative communication builds upon a network architecture in which 
nodes help each other in relaying information to realize spatial diversity ad­
vantages, thereby impro ing their own performance and that of the whole 
network [35, 62, 1 44 ] .  
An, over iew of cooperative comn1lmications; history and mi lestones, 
ta te-of-the-art, application areas, and pros and cons are presented in Sec­
tion 1 . 1 .  The motivations behind this dissertation and the addressed prob­
lems are presented in Section 1,2. A chapter by chapter overview and sum­
mary of contributions of this dissertation wil l  be given in Section 1 .3 .  
1 . 1  Cooperative Communications 
I t  i s  e pected that the served data rate of the next generation mobile system 
wil l  be 1 00 to 1 000 times more than the current ones. The limitations of tra­
ditional cellu lar systems to achieve high data rates in future mobile systems 
can be discussed as : ( 1 )  cel lu lar networks can not meet the desired high 
data rate due to limited transmit power, (2) high speed mobile environment 
requires high frequency handover, which makes the system complex and 
expensive, (3) at frequencies higher than 2GHz, the cel l  edge effect becomes 
more serious due to the larger attenuation of radio Signals. 
However, a new paradigm has emerged to overcome these limitations 
and tum the traditional  cel lular system into a cooperative system. A coop­
erative communication system may contain one or more of the fol lowing 
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techniqu : relaying, d i  tributed antenna ystems (DASs), multicel l  coor­
dination, group celt and coord inated multiple point transmis ion and re­
ception (CoMP). In relaying cooperative transmis ion, a relay is used to for­
ward the overheard information after processing. DAS was introduced to 
impr ve the indoor coverage performance of wireless communication sys­
tern , in which two or more information sources simul taneously transmit a 
common me sage. Multicel l coordination was introduced to increase the ca­
pacity of cel lular mobile communications by using microcel ls and advanced 
pow r control techniques. A group cel l is characterized by several adjacent 
celL that use the arne resources to communicate with a specific user and 
differ nt resources to communicate with d i fferent users. CoMP entails dy­
namic coordination among multiple geographical ly separated transmission 
point . I t  was proposed to improve the coverage at  the cel l-edge and / or to 
impro e the system throughput at high data rates [ 1 40, 1 71 ] .  
I n  thi s  d issertation, our main concern is cooperative communication us­
ing relaying; other cooperation techniques are beyond the scope of this dis­
sertation. In the fol lowing subsections, we trace the h istory and mention 
some milestones of relay networks, then present the state of the art and ex­
plore some appl ication areas. Final ly, the advantages and disadvantages of 
relay networks are d iscussed . 
1 .1 .1 History a n d  M ilestones 
Information theoretical development of the simplest form of cooperative 
communications sterns back to the groundbreaking contributions by van 
der Meulen in 1 968 [ 1 45 ]  and by Cover and Gamal in 1979 [29 ] .  In particu­
lar, they determined the capacity region of a three node network consisting 
of a source, a destination, and a relay. I t  was assumed that a l l  nodes can op­
erate in the same band, so the system can be decomposed into a broadcast 
channel (BC) and a multiple access channel (MAC) from the viewpoint of 
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the source and de tination nodes, re pectively. Cooperative relaying where 
tw u r help ach other t boo t each other's performance was introduced 
by endonari et a l .  in [ 1 1  , 120 ] .  Specifica l ly, each of the two users is re-
ponsibl for tran mitting not only her own information, but also the in£or­
mation of her partner, which he receives and detects. 
Harrold and i [ 54, 55] were the fi rst to prove that by cooperating, ev­
ery u er gain in the long run, whi lst sometimes short-term gains were un­
favorable. They al 0 howed that coverage holes in a cel lul a r  system could  
be  largely do ed  by  u ing simple relaying. 
Lan man [ 84, 6 ]  in  his s mina l  work formal ized various types of sup­
portive and cooperativ conu11.unication protocols and proved that signi fi ­
cant gain in performance can be achieved using cooperation. Cooperative 
cherne based on channel cod ing, and special code designs were proposed 
by Hunter et a l .  and Stefanov et a l .  [69, 1 32 ] .  Space-time relaying key contri­
butions emerged from the works of Dohler et a l .  and Laneman and Stefanov 
in [3 -1, 85, 133 ] .  
Huang et a l .  [66] proposed auction framework to sel l  the relay power to 
source nodes, where the relay al locates i ts transmission power proportional 
to the source nodes' bids.  Wang et a l .  [ 1 49 ]  formulated the trade between a 
source node and multiple relay nodes as Stacke lberg market with the source 
node as the leader and relay nodes as fol lowers. Yang et a l .  [ 161 ] proposed 
an auction mechanism to a l locate the relay nodes and charge the source 
nodes a iming to maximize the revenue of the base station. 
Zhang et a l .  [ 1 74 ]  proposed a cooperation strategy among two users 
communicating with an access point to a l locate the bandwidth using the 
Nash bargaining model .  Chen et a l .  [24] proposed a reputation based mech­
anism to provide incentives for nodes to serve as relay nodes using repeated 
game framework. Gao et a l .  [42] introduced a game theoretical approach to 
stimulate user cooperation using indirect reciprocity game. 
Buildmg 
Penetration 
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Figure 1 . 1  Use Cases for 802 . 16j [43 ] .  
1 .1 . 2  S tate o f  t h e  Art 
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Multihop wireless systems have the potential to offer improved coverage 
and capacity over single-hop radio access systems. The relay has been adopted 
by many international communication standards, such as IEEE 802 .16j and 
the third-generation partner hip project-long term evolu tion (3GPP-LTE) .  
The IEEE 802 . 16j standard has been developed to provide performance en­
hancement to existing I EEE 802.16 networks by incorporating relay capabil­
i ties to the system as shown in Figure 1 . 1 .  IEEE 802. 16j was approved by 
the IEEE-SA Standards Associa tion Board on 2009-05-13  as an amendment 
to IEEE standard 802. 16-2009. 
Two relaying modes are defined in the standard; transparent and non­
transparent modes. In the transparent mode, the relays do not forward 
framing information. The main use of this mode is to faci l i ta te capacity 
increase within the BS coverage area . In the non-transparent mode, the re­
lays forward framing information or generate their own framing informa­
tion based on a scheduling scheme (distributed or centralized) .  The relays 
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ar u d in thi m de to provide an increase in the co erage area. on­
tran par nt rela can upport more than two hop in either centralized or 
d i tributed cheduling mode , leading to different levels of complexity at 
the rela n d . 
Relay is one of the key features of the 3GPP LTE-Advanced standard .  
R lay are introduced to reduce the cost of wired back-hau1 .  Similar to IEEE 
02. 1 6j tandard, the relay in 3GPP LTE-Advanced standard can operate 
in tw opera tiona l  modes; transparent and non-transparent. Only  simple 
r laying chemes are considered in I EEE 802. 16j and LTE-Advanced stan­
dards. However, more complicated and advanced cooperative communi­
cation technique are exp cted in later versions and other future wireless 
terns [ 63 ] .  
1 .1 .3 App l i ca t i on Areas 
Cooperative communication is one of the promising wireless technologies, 
and it has promising applications in many wireless systems and networks as 
shown in Figure 1 .2 .  A brief overview of some application areas is presented 
as fol lows. 
• Mobi le  Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) :  Two potential architectures 
for cooperative MANETs are proposed for improving the connectiv­
i ty; the clustered infrastructure where cooperative relays are centra l ly 
control led by cluster head and the decentral ized architecture, where 
cooperative l inks are formed by request of a source node [ 1 16 ] .  
• Sensor Networks (SENETs) :  Multiple relay nodes can be  used to im­
prove energy-saving compared to direct transmission as proposed in 
[ 1 78 ] .  In  addi tion, cooperative transmission among sensor nodes can 
be used for maximizing the network l ifetime under maximum bit­
error-rate constraint. The network lifetime can be maximized by choos­
ing the optimum location of each relay and optimal ly a l locating the 
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power at  the rela and en or n des [61 ] .  Furthermore, unmanned 
aerial vehicl rela (U VRs) can be u ed to increase the transmis ion 
reliabi l i ty of sen or nodes under rea l-world impairments such as dis­
tance or obstructed line of sight between the nodes [25 ] .  
• Vehicular  Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) :  Cooperative communication 
can be u d t enhance the qual i ty of service (QoS) performance of 
VA ETs; through the c op ra ti n of a et of dynamical ly selected re­
lay nodes, high peed content downloading can be achieved [93, 1 79 ] .  
• Heterogeneous Networks (H ETNETs) :  I t  i s  expected that the relay 
node wil l  consti tu te the ba is of HETNETs. The efficiency of large­
cale HET ETs mainly dep nds on the deployment of relay nodes; 
relays can be employed to provide a cost-effective coverage [63 ] .  
• Cogni tive R adios (eRs) :  In overlay cognitive networks, the secondary 
users (SUs) can transmit simultaneously with the primary users (PUs). 
The interference to the PUs can be offsett by using part of the SU's 
power to relay the PUs' data [ 1 5, 91 ,  168 ] .  In addi tion, sensing diver­
sity gain in cognitive communications can be uti l ized by employing 
a CR that is located near the PU as a relay. Hence, the signal of the 
PU can be detected rel iably by far users. Furthermore, the so-cal led 
cognitive wireles relay network can be used to u til ize the spectrum, 
where the relay nodes are CRs which are dispersed over a wide-band 
spectrum, and each cognitive radio is a l lowed to be chosen as a relay 
as proposed in [92 ] .  
• Green Wireless Networks ( G RWNETs) :  I t  i s  believed that future wire­
less communication networks wi l l  be powered by sustainable energy 
sources. The capacity and availabi l i ty of green energy highly depend 
on the weather and location, which may lead to degradation of user 
performance. In this sense, joint power al location and relay placement 
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Figure 1 .2  R laying Application Areas. 
can ignificantly increase the network throughput and the transmi -
ion performance, which wil l boost the construction of green wireless 
networks [ 1 72 ] .  In addition, relay and cooperative networks are a lso 
promi ing architectures to improve energy efficiency; where the chan­
nel diversity can be exploited for potential energy savings [38 ] .  
1 .1 .4 Pros a n d  Cons o f  Cooperation 
Performance gains such as path-loss gains, diversity, and multiplexing gains 
are considered the key advantages of cooperative communications. These 
gains can be transformed into a higher capacity, better cel l coverage, or re­
duced power transmission levels. Relaying can solve the problem of capac­
ity and coverage at the cell edge or in shadowed areas .  In addition, relaying 
is a cost-effective-solu tion to provide a given level of QoS to a l l  users in the 
cel l .  The capital and operational costs are generally lower when relays are 
used [ 1 4 1 ] .  
The major disadvantages o f  cooperative communications are:  complex 
schedu ler I increased overheads, and more channel coefficient estimations 
to detect the signal, since relaying increases the number of wireless chan­
nels. Relaying requires sophisticated schedulers to select the relays and 
schedule the relayed data flow for different users in the system. Extra over­
heads are required to maintain synchronization in relay networks [35 ] .  
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1 .2 Ove rview o f  Dissertation 
Thi ection pre ents th  conte t of the di  ertation, introduces the inves­
tigated resource al l  cation problems, and presents objectives and olution 
approaches. 
Sharing the netw rk re ources (that is, relay selection, and power and/ or 
bandwid th) among u rs i one of the foremost concerns of cooperative 
communication syst ms (to be ful ly implemented) in future communication 
terns. 
Re ource al location refers to the problem of allocating physical layer re-
ources such as bandwidth and power among active users. Compared to 
conventional transmi sion, the relay-aided transmission raises more com­
plicated resource al location problems, since it introduces extra tasks such as 
deciding the transmission mode, determining assisting relay(s) and al locat­
ing power and bandwidth for each relay-aided user. In addition, resource 
a llocation for orthogonal  frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) relay­
aided systems, requires subcarrier assignment and power a l location at the 
source and relay nodes for each subcarrier. 
In a cooperative communication system, the fol lowing questions should 
be answered: Which nodes should be selected as relays? What relaying 
strategy should be used? How power and bandwidth are a l located among 
users? Which criterion for optimality should  be considered? Clearly, the 
answers to these questions depend on the topology of the network, the ob­
jective and formulation of the resource a l location problem, the number of 
users in the network, and the power and bandwidth available at the relay 
and source nodes. 
Our main concern in this dissertation is resource a l location in relay net­
works for multi user scenarios. However, we address one single user sce­
nario in the context of relay aided orthogonal frequency division multiplex-
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ing (OFDM) J tern . W investigate resource a l location for relay netvvorks 
to achi e di ffer nt obj ctive ; i .e .  equal diversity order, maximum sum 
rate, rna imum revenue, maximum weighted sum rate, and maximum fair­
n s index for di fferent scenarios and using di fferent tools from order statis­
tic , optimization, and game theory. 
For multipl user cenarios, usual ly the ystem vi wpoint is considered 
in al locating the y tern r sources. One of the most l ikely scenarios in multi­
pI u er and multiple relay is examined, in which two users are competing 
for the same relay, the best relay for both users is selected . Since the relay 
ha l imited power capabil i ty, i t  can not satisfy the power requested by both 
u er s imultaneously. From the system viewpoint, the relay wil l  be a l lo­
cated to the user with the maximum end-to-end signal to noise ratio (SNR), 
and the other user wi l l  be a l located the second best ordered relay if the ob­
jective is to maximize the sum rate ] . In the case of having the same end-to­
end SNR for both users, the best and next-best relays are assigned randomly 
to the users. Hence, in both cases the first and second users achieve d ifferent 
diversity orders. In this regard,  we address the problem of two users com­
peting for the best relay by a d ifferent approach, a iming to achieve full di­
versity order for both users by sharing the two best ordered relays between 
the two users. We develop closed form expressions for the outage proba­
bi l i ty and bit error probabi l i ty (BEP) performance measures, and prove that 
the proposed scenario achieves better performance than using the next best 
relay a lone. In addition, sharing the two best ordered relays is studied in  
the context of beamforming and space time block coding (STBC) techniques 
to uti l ize the spectrum efficiently. 
In the l i terature, most resource al location problems investigate power 
al locat ion for a fixed bandwidth assignment, or bandwidth al location for a 
fixed power al location [57, 108, 122, 169] . To u ti lize the resources efficiently, 
1 The converse applies if the objective is to maximize the minimum data rate. 
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joint p wer and bandwid th needs to be inve tigated . In [46, 1 24], the au­
thor inv stigated joint power and bandwidth al location for a decode and 
forward (DF) cooperative communication system, where the re ource al lo­
cation problem is a convex optimiza tion problem, and the solu tion can be 
found using c nve optimization techniques. Even though amplify and for­
ward ( F) is the imple t coop rative communication protocol , joint power 
and bandwidth al location for mul ti user systems was not addressed in the 
li terature. Thi problem is a complex problem to solve since the objective 
function is not a jointly concave function in power and bandwidth profi les . 
In  [9 ], the authors showed that the AF strategy does not necessarily benefi t 
from the large available bandwidth in a network with many relays and a sin­
gle source-destination pair. Based on this result, we modify AF cooperative 
protocol 0 that the users wi l l  use part of the bandwidth for AF transmission 
with diversi ty, and the other part is used only for direct transmission. We 
then formulate the optimization problem for a multiple users single relay 
system a iming to maximize the sum rate. The formulated problem is not 
convex. We propose, an i terative a lgorithm al ternating between two steps; 
a power a llocation step for a given bandwidth profi le, and a bandwidth al­
location step for a given power profi le. The sum ra te of the proposed algo­
rithm coincides with the sum rate when using particle swarm optimization 
(PSO) method. 
Joint power and bandwidth resource al location for the improved AF re­
laying scheme using optimization framework rel ies on a system viewpoint, 
which requires a l l  users to fol low the resource sharing mechanism and re­
quires the relay to belong to the system. However, in the absence of a cen­
tral control ler, where the relay and users may not belong to the same sys­
tem, or the relay may support more than one system, then the optimization 
approach is  no longer applicable. An a l ternative solution is to model the in­
teractions between the users and the relay using a game theory framework.  
1 2  
arne the ry i used to de ign incentives for cooperation i n  coopera­
tiv communica tion u ing d i fferent mechanisms; reputation ba ed mecha­
nism, r ource- xchange-based mechanism, and pricing-based mechanism 
[2 , 1 49, 156, 160, 1 61 ] .  In thi regard, we use pricing based mechanism to 
jointly 1 1  the relay l imited re ources ( i .e. power and bandwidth) to com­
peting u ers u ing the tackelberg framework. We investigate existence, 
and uniquene s of the Stackelberg ash Equi l ibrium. We develop an iter­
ative a lgorithm to find the equi l ibrium ( i .e .  relay prices, and power and 
bandwidth profi le for competing users), and tudy stabi l i ty conditions of 
the propo ed algori thm. 
For relay-aided OFDM and relay-aided OFDMA systems, joint power 
and bandwidth resource a l location includes subcarrier assignment and source 
and rela power profi le at each subcarrier. Resource al location in OFDM 
and OFDMA systems is a chal lenging problem, because of the mixed inte­
ger nature of the issue. In the l i terature, resource al location problems for 
OFDMA systems are addressed using the dual domain2, which entai ls  a 
large number of i teration to find the correct Lagrange mult ipliers [30, 96] .  
Our main concern in  resource al location problems for relay-aided OFDM 
and relay-aided OFDMA systems is to develop low complexity algorithms 
or d istributed competition based algori thms to solve such problems. As 
a resul t, we investigate joint subcarrier assignment and power a llocation 
at the source and relay nodes under individual node and total power con­
straints for selective AF /DF-OFDM systems, a iming to maximize the sym­
bol rate. In selective AF / DF-OFDM systems, each subcarrier can be used 
either for AF or DF relaying with d iversity or d irect transmission without 
d iversity. We develop a low complexity subcarrier assignment algorithm 
ba ed on optimal power profi les a t the source and relay nodes and high 
S R approx imation. 
2 Resource a l location problems of multicarrier systems achieve zero dual i ty gap for large 
number of subcarriers [ 1 67]. 
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for AF / DF-OFDMA communication systems, we address joint power 
a l l  cation at the ource and relay nodes and subcarrier a signment in two 
di fferent c ntext : In the fi r t context, w ta rget developing a low comple -
i ty algorithm for joint subcarrier assignment and power al location at the 
source and relay nodes, a iming to maximize th weighted sum rate under 
individual nod power constraint. A low complexity algori thm is devised 
based on optimal ource and relay power profi le and high SNR approxi­
mation. 
In the econd context, we target competition based d istributed algo­
rithm f r joint ubcarrier a signrnent and power a l location at  the source 
and relay node aiming to rna imize either the urn rate or the fai rness in­
de under individual node power constraint. In this sense, two auction 
algoritluns are proposed to assign sub carriers among users: sequential and 
one-shot auction algorithms. The proposed auction algorithm.s are designed 
using a u ti l i ty function to e a luate the worth of the sub carriers and bid on 
them. In both auction algorithms, the bidding strategies are based on op­
t imal power profi le at the source and relay nodes. In  the sequentia l  a lgo­
rithm, the user ut i l izes her h istory in the game to bid for the current sub­
carrier, whereas in the one-shot algorithm, the user eva luates the worth of 
the sub carriers at once, based on the Shapley value. A sampli ng approach 
is used to estimate the Shapley value. 
1 .3 Dissertation Outline and Contrib u tions 
I n  this section, a chapter by chapter outl ine is presented . In addition, the 
contributions associated with each chapter are l isted . 
• Part One contains the fol lowing chapters: 
Chapter 2, the basics of cooperative communication schemes and the 
their performance measures are explained . In particular, outage prob-
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abi l i ty, d i  e r  i ty order and symbol error probabil ity (SEP) are di  cus ed . 
Basic concept in optimization and game theory are introduced . In 
particular, the focu i put on optimal i ty conditions, dual  method, and 
ash equi librium. The concepts wi l l  be used extensively in subse­
quent chapters. 
Chapter 3, the probl m f two users sharing the same best ordered 
relay is investiga ted for d ifferent cooperative schemes . Expressions of 
the outage probabi l i ty, BEP, and d iversity order are derived for these 
chemes. The resul ts of this chapter are partia l ly incorporated in a 
manuscript publ ished a : 
- H .  Al-Tous, 1 .  Barhumi ,  Performance Analysis of Relay Selection in 
Cooperative Networks Over Rayleigh Flat Fading Channels, EURASIP 
Journal on Wireless Communications and Networking, ( 1 ), 1 - 16, 
December 2012. 
Chapter 4, joint power and bandwidth resource a l location for a mod­
i fied AF cooperative communication scheme is investigated a iming 
to maximize the sum rate in frequency flat  and frequency selective 
channels. An adaptive algorithm is developed to find the optima l  al­
location profiles. In addi tion, joint power and bandwidth and relay 
selection is  addressed using PSO method . Publications related to this 
chapter are: 
- H. AI-To us, 1 .  Barhumi, Joint Power and Bandwidth Allocation for 
Multiuser Amplify and Forward Cooperative Communications Using 
Particle Swarm Optimization, IEEE 1 3th International Workshop on 
Signal Processing Advances in Wireless Communications (SPAWC 
2012), pp. 55-59, 1 7-20 June 201 2, Cesme, Turkey. 
- H .  AI-Tous, 1 .  Barhumi, Resource Allocation for Multiuser AF Coop­
erative Communications, IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communi-
1 5  
cation , Submitted for Publ ication . 
Chapter 5, joint p wer and bandwidth resource al location for a sin­
gle rela AF cooperative communication ystem is investigated using 
tackelberg game; where the relay aims to rna imize its benefit by 
l l ing it re ource to the users. A distributed iterative algorithm 
develop d to reach ash Equil ibrium. Publ ications related to this 
cha pter are: 
- H. AI-Tou , 1 . Barhumi, Resource Allocation for AF Cooperative Com­
I1l L l l 1 icatiol1s Using Stackelberg Ganze, 6th International Signal Pro­
cessing and Communication Systems Conference ( ICSPCS 201 2), 
1 2-14 December 201 2, Gold Coast, Austral ia .  
- H .  AI-Tou , I .  Barhumi, Joint Power and Bandwidth Allocation for 
Amplify and Forward Cooperative Communications Using Stackelberg 
Game, IEEE Transactions on Vehicu lar Technology, 62 (4), 1 678-
1691 ,  May 201 3. 
• Part Two contains the fol lowing chapters: 
Chapter 6, basic concepts of OFDM and OFDMA systems are intro­
duced, and resource a l location problems for AF / DF-OFDM and AF / DF­
OFDMA systems are exp lored . 
Chapter 7, joint mode selection of AF / DF-OFDM cooperative com­
munication and power al location at the source and relay nodes aim­
ing to maximize the symbol data rate under either individual node or 
total power constraints are investigated. Low complexity algori thms 
are developed to select the transmission mode. Publications related to 
this chapter are :  
- H .  AI-Tous, I .  Barhumi, A Low Complexity Algorithm for Selective 
AF-OFDM System, IEEE 79th Vehicular Technology Conference 
1 6  
( TC 201 4  pring), ccepted . 
Chapter 8, joint re ource allocation for AF / DF-OFDMA aiming to max­
imize th weighted urn rate is addre ed. A low comple i ty algo­
rithm is develop d to a sign the subcarrier to the users. Publ ications 
rela ted to thi chapter are:  
- H .  AI-Tous, 1 .  Barhumi, Two Bands Sl lbcarrier Partition Resol lrce Al­
loent ion for Two lIsers AF-OFDMA System, IEEE Transactions on 
Mobile Computing, Revised . 
- H.  Al-Tous, 1 .  Barhumi, Reso1 l rce Allocation for Two-Sou. rces SingZe­
Relay AF-OFDMA Systems, SPAWC 2014, Submitted for Publica­
tion. 
- H .  AI-Tous, 1 .  Barhumi ,  Resource Allocation for Two- Users DF-OFDMA 
Systems, IEEE VTC 2014 Fal l ,  Accepted . 
Chapter 9, auction framework is proposed for sub carrier assignment 
in AF-OFDMA systems, sequential and one-shot a lgori thms are pro­
posed to a l locate the resources a iming to maximize either the sum rate 
or the fairness index. Publications related to this chapter are: 
- H. AI-To us, 1 .  Barhumi, Resol l rce Allocation Using Auction Frame­
work, IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications, Revised. 
- H. Al-Tous, 1 .  Barhumi, Auction Framework for Resource Allocation 
in AF-OFDMA Systems, PRIMC 2014, Submitted for Publication. 
- H. Al-Tous, 1 .  Barhumi, One-Shot Auction for Resource Allocation 
in AF-OFDMA Systems, GLOBCOM 2014, Submitted for Publica­
tion. 
Chapter 1 0, we conclude and explore further direction of research . 
Part I 
Relay S election, Joint Power and 
B andwidth Allocation in Relay 
Networks 
C H A PT E R 2  
B A S I C  C O N C E PT S  
S me ba i c  concepts relat d to cooperative communications are discussed 
throughout thi chapt r, and the n cessary resource a l location tools, which 
faci l i tate the understanding of the rest of this d issertation, are presented . 
Wireless channel models and performance metrics are introduced in Sec­
tion 2. 1 and Section 2.2, respectively. In Section 2.3, the fundamental coop­
erative communication schemes AF and DF are introduced . We focus on 
the discussion of the outage probabi l i ty, d iversity order, and the SEP perfor­
mance measures. In addition, multip le relays scenarios are presented with 
their performance measures. 
Resource a l location problems can be addressed using two d ifferent ap­
proaches; optimization and game theory. The optimization problem is for­
mulated to achieve a certain performance measure related to the system 
v iewpoint. Game theory can capture the users and the system viewpoints, 
using uti l i ty hmctions. Basic concepts in optimization and game theory are 
reviewed in  Sections 2.4 and 2.5, respectively. Conclusions are drawn in 
Section 2.6. 
2.1 Wireless Channel 
Reliable h igh-speed communication using the wireless radio frequency trans­
mission as a channel is a chal lenging task. Wireless channels are not only 
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u c ptible to noi e ,  interference, and other channel impediment , but the e 
impairm nt change over time in unpredictable wa due to user and sur­
rounding object movements. The varia tion in the received ignal power 
over di tance i due to path loss, shadowing and mall scale fading. Path 
los is cau ed by d is ipation of the power radiated by the transmitter as well 
a effect of the propagation channel .  General ly, path loss models assume 
that path los is the same at a given transmit-receive distance. Shadowing is 
produced by bstacle b tween the transmitter and receiver which attenu­
ate the ignal power through ab orption, reflection, scattering, and diffrac­
tion. Varia tion due to path los occurs over very large distances ( 1 00 - 1 000 
meter ), wherea varia tion due to shadowing occurs over distances propor­
tional to the length of the obstructing object ( 1 0  - 100 meters ) .  Large-scale 
fading effects are due to path loss and shadowing, which occur over rela­
tively large d istances. Small -scale fading effect is due to multipath propa­
gation, which occurs over very short d istance, i .e . on the order of the signal 
wavelength. For the design and sim ulation of wireless systems, models are 
needed to describe mathematical ly the basic properties of wireless channels 
such as, path loss, shadowing, ampl i tude-fading, scattering function, de­
lay spread, etc .  Three methods are used to model the wireless channel as 
fol lows [ 1 00 ) :  
• Real ist ic  Channel  Models :  In  these models, a sounder is used to mea­
sure, d igitize, and store the channel impulse response. The disadvan­
tage of this method is that it  requires a large effort to acquire the data, 
and it only characterizes a certain area . 
• Determinist ic Channel Models :  In  these models, the geographical 
and morphological information are used to form a database for a de­
terministic solution of Maxwell 's equations. The main advantage is 
that computer simulations are easier to perform than real istic mea­
surements, but these models are less accurate compared to real istic 
L Fadmg Channels 
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Figure 2 . 1  Fading Channel Classification [26] .  
channel mode . 
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• Stochastic Channel Models :  These methods do not attempt to cor­
rectI pr diet the impul e response in one speci fic location, but rather 
predict the probabi l i ty density function (PDF) of the channel over a 
large area, an example of this approach is the Rayleigh-fading model .  
In the fol lowing we wil l  d iscuss some basic properties of wireless chan­
nels, and how they can be described mathematica l ly using stochastic chan­
nel models; emphasizing on how these mathematical descriptions can be 
converted into simulation models, and how to parametrize these models. 
Figure 2.1 show classifications of fad ing channels [26] . 
2.1 .1  Large-Scale Channel  M o d e l  
I t  is d i fficult to  obta in a single model that characterizes path loss accurately 
in  d i fferent environments, due to the complexity of signal propagation . For 
analysis of various systems, it is sometimes best to use a simple model that 
captures the basics of signal propagation without resorting to complicated 
path loss models, which are only approximations to the real channel any­
way [44] . The fol lowing implified model for path loss as a function of d is­
tance is commonly used for system design, which is cal led log-scale propa­
gation model given by: 
PLed) = PL(do)(�r, (2. 1 ) 
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wher PL(d), l the path- lo at distanc d, do i a d istance in the far-field that 
i u d to m asure PL(do), and a E [ 2, 6 ]  is the path 10 s e ponent. A table 
ummarizing {l value for di ffer nt indoor and outdoor envi ronments and 
antenna heights can be found in [44 ] .  The path-loss in dB is :  
PL(d)dB = PL(do),1B - lOa 10g lO ( :i ). do (2.2) 
imple ta ti tical model that can account for shadowing is the log-normal 
shadowing model in dB given a : 
PL(d)s = PL(d)dB + Xo, (2 .3) 
where Xo is a zero-mean Gaus ian random variable with variance typical ly 
from 3 to 1 2. The shadow path-loss is frequently referred to as log-normal 
fad ing. 
2.1 .2  Small-Scale  Channel  M o d e l  
Smal l  scale (fading) models describe the variation in  the ampl i tude of  a sig­
nal over a smal l  d istance or time interval .  Mul tipath fad ing is caused by the 
interference between two or more delayed versions of the transmitted sig­
na l .  Severa l factors influence the behavior of multipath fading. One is the 
random presence of reflectors and scatterers between the transmitter and re­
ceiver, the second is  the presence of motion; the speed of the mobile termina l 
and the speed of surrounding objects. The third is the transmission band­
wid th of the signal .  Copies of the transmitted signal ;  each has a different 
ampl i tude, phase and delay are added with each other at the receiver creat­
ing either constructive or destructive interference. The relat ion between the 
transmitted signa l x(t )  and the recei ed igna l y(t) can be ritten a 
L 
y(t) = L IzI ( t )  x(t - TI( t )) + 1 1 (t), 
1= 1 
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(2 .4) 
where IzI (t) is the attenuation of the 7th path at  time t, TI ( t )  is the delay of 
the lth path, and L is the number of resolvable paths at  the receiver, l1(t) is 
the received additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Clearly, this rela tion 
describe a l inear channel with an impulse response h(t, T )  given as: 
L 
h(t, T )  = L hl (t)  o( t - TI(t)) . (2.5) 
1= 1 
I f  the multipath components do not change with time, the impulse response 
can be represented as: 
L 
h(t) = L hi o(t - TI ) .  (2.6) 
1= 1  
The d iscrete-time baseband equ ivalent model o f  (2.4) can be obtained b y  a 
sampl ing operation at  the receiver, and can be represented by a time varying 
fin i te impul e response (FIR) d igital fil ter as [94 ] :  
L, 
y(m) = I lzk (l/l ) x(m - k) + n (m), (2.7) 
k=l 
this model i s  frequently called tapped-delay model, a l l  the paths with ar-
rival time within one sampl ing period are combined into a single channel 
respon e coefficient 11k, and Ls is the number of resolvable paths after sam-
p Iing. 
In fact, i t  is quite common to characterize and classi fy wireless channels 
based on the power delay profi le, which represents the average power asso­
ciated with each path, and the power spectrum profi le, which is the Fourier 
transform of the power delay profi le. The features that can be extracted 
from these profi les and used to characterize the channel are as fol lows: 
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• Delay Spread: I t  repre ents the time d ifference betvveen the arrival 
of the fi rst mea ured path and the last. I f  the duration of the ymbols 
u ed for ignal ing over th channel is more than the delay spread, then 
the transmitted ymbol wil l  su ffer from inter- ymbol-interference ( lSI) .  
• Coherence Bandwidth :  I t  is the range of frequencies over which the 
ampl i tude of two pectra l components of the channel response are cor­
rela ted . I t  is u ed to measure the range of frequencies over which 
the channel how a flat frequency response. If the transmitted sig­
nal bandwidth is I s than the channel coherence bandwidth, then al l  
the pectral components of the signal  wi l l  be affected by the same at­
tenua tion and by a l inear change of phase. The channel in this case 
i cal led a flat fad ing  channel or a narrowband channel .  On the other 
hand, if the transmitted signal bandwidth exceeds the channel coher­
ence bandwidth, then the spectrum component of the signa l wi l l  be 
affected by d i fferent attenuation factors, and the channel is called a 
frequency selective channel or a broadband channel .  
To characterize the parameters that are related to the time varying nature 
of the wireless channet i t  i s  necessary to examine the variation of the fre­
quency components over time. The correlation function between two real­
izations of the channel impulse response and i ts Fourier transform which is 
cal led the Doppler power spectrum can be used . The Doppler power spec­
trum provides information about the Doppler shift, i .e .  if a single tone of 
frequency Ie i s  sent through a channel  with a Doppler shift 10, the Doppler 
spectru m wi l l  have components in  the range from Ie - 10 to Ie + 10 . The pa­
rameters that can be extracted from the correlation function and the Doppler 
power spectrum are as fol lows: 
• Coherence Time:  It is the time d ifference that makes the correlation 
between two real izations of the channel impulse response approxi­
mately zero. 
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• Doppler Spread: I t  repre ents the range of frequencies over which the 
Doppler p w r pectrum is non-zero. The Doppler spread provides 
inf rmation about how fa t the channel change over time. Doppler 
pread i proportional to the i.nver e of the channel coherence time. I f 
the Doppler spread is smal ler than the signa l bandwidth, the channel 
ca l led slow fading channel .  On the converse, if the signal bandwidth 
smal ler than the Doppler spread, the channel is cal led fast fad ing 
channel .  
The channel coefficient h( t ,  T)  in (2.5) of a time-invariant system is modeled 
by a random variable, and it is modeled by a random process for a time­
ariant ystem. One of the most common models for the random channel 
coefficient i Clarke's model (or Jake's model) .  In this modet the arrived 
signal at the receiver is assumed to be scattered on a very large number of 
scatterers, which are located on a circle centered around the receiver. In ad-
d i tion, i t is assumed that there is no l ine-of-sight (LOS) signal with a power 
notably larger than the rest . The channel coefficient for narrow-band time­
invariant system based on Clarke's model can be modeled as: 
(2.8) 
where hI and Jl1Q represent the in-phase and quadrature-phase components, 
respectively. These components are modeled by zero mean Gaussian ran­
dom variables; i .e. hI � N(O, CJ2 ), and hQ � N(O, CJ2), where CJ2 is the signal 
variance. In addition, the channel coefficient h can be wri tten in the polar 
form as 11 = r e,e, where the PDFs of r and 8 are given as: 
r -,1 
/R(r) = -e 2.,2 , r � 0, 
CJ 
1 
/(-)(8) = 
2n ' 
O ..s;  8 ..s; 2n. 
(2.9a) 
(2 .9b) 
Because the magnitude of the channel coefficient fol lows a Rayleigh dis-
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tribution, th is model i frequently ca lled Rayleigh fad ing channel model .  
Wh n there exi t one LO path ,  the magnitude of the channel coefficient i 
m deled using Ricean d istribution . In addit ion, mod l ing the channel coef­
ficient can be don u ing channels rea lization and u ing probabi l i ty distri­
butions that can b tuned to the data samples such as the akagami d istri­
bution [ 44 ] .  
I t  is common to model the time variation o f  the channel sta tistica l ly us­
ing the autocrrelation function . Therefore, assuming the transmitted signa l 
is a single tone, and the multipath components are uncorrelated, the channel 
correla tion function can be modeled as :  
(2. 1 0) 
where P, is the received ignal power, JoO is the Bessel function of the first 
kind and zeroth order computed as JoC-r) = � IoIT e-1X (os(8)d8, Jo = * is the 
Doppler frequency, v is the absolute velocity of the receiver, and A is the 
wavelength. From (2. 1 0), the auto-correla tion function is zero for JOT � 
0.4. Thus the signa l decorrelates over a d istance of approximately one-half 
wavelength under the uniform scattering assumption. The correspond ing 
channel power spectral density can be obtained as [ 44 ] :  
Sh (f) = 2
P
� � 1 " i f  If I :5 fo 
TrjO  l - (!o) 
(2 . 1 1 )  
A common method to simulate the envelop of a narrow-band process i s  to 
pass two independent ( i .e .  the in-phase and quadrature phase components) 
white Gaussian noise sources with power spectra l density (PSD) �o through 
a lowpass filter with frequency response H(f) given as: 
(2. 12) 
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2.2 Performance Metrics 
In thi ection, the capaci ty of  a singl -u  er wireless channel i s  discussed 
where th tran mitt r and / or recei er had a single antenna. We introduce 
the well-known formula for capacity of a AWGN channel, then we exam­
ine capacity of time-varying flat-fading channel . For mul ti-users scenarios, 
·pecific point within the rate region are highl ighted . 
2.2.1 S i ngle User Vie w  
The input-output relation hip o f  a discrete- time AWGN channel i s  modeled 
a [44 ] :  
Y(I7l) = x(rn) + n(m), (2. 1 3) 
where x(nz) and Y(71 l )  are the channel input and charm.el output  at time 711, re­
pectively. 1 1 ( 771 ) is a whi te Gaussian noise random process with PSD equals 
! 2° .  For a channel with bandwidth W and transmit power P, the channel 
capacity is given by Shannon's well-known formula [ 1 23] :  
(2 . 14) 
the capacity units are bits per second (bps). Shannon's coding theorem 
pro es that a code exists that achieves data rates arbitrari ly  close to the ca­
pacity with arbitrari ly smal l  probabi l i ty of bit error. The converse theorem 
hows that any code with rate R > C has a probabi l i ty of error bounded 
away from zero. 
The deterministic effect of the path-loss only sca les the signal power in 
(2. 1 4) .  The randomness in the wireless channel needs to be investigated 
based on the types of variation. Mainly, two types of channel variations 
need to be considered; ergodic (fast fading) and non-ergodic fading (slow 
fading). The capacity of an AWGN channel with fast fla t fad ing, when only 
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the receiver ha knowledge of the channel ta te information (CSI) i gIVen 
a : 
[ ( Plh l2 
C = Ell W log2 1 + --)], NoW (2. 1 5) 
wh r E/r [ · ] i the e p ctation operator with respect to the channel varia­
tion iz, and 111 12 i the envelop of the channel attenuation. I t  is worth noting 
that the capaci ty-achie\ ing code must be sufficiently long so that a received 
codeword is affected by all possible fading states. Using Jensen's inequal i ty :  
(2. 1 6) 
Therefore, Shannon capaci ty in (2. 1 5) is less than Shannon capaci ty of an 
AWGN channel with the same average SNR, i .e. fad ing reduces Shannon 
capacity when only the receiver has CSI .  Since Shannon capacity is not de­
veloped for wireless communications when the average channel conditions 
change from codeword to codeword, the concept of outage capacity was 
introduced to deal with non-ergodic fad ing, i .e .  for s low flat fad ing chan­
nels the notion of outage capacity is used, where the instantaneous received 
SNR denoted as y = P�'� is constant over a large number of transmissions 
and then changes to a new value based on the fad ing d istribu hon . With this 
model, data can be sent over the channel at a rate W 10g2 ( 1  + y) with negligi­
ble probabi l i ty of error. Since the transmitter does not know the SNR value 
v i t  must fix a transmi sion rate independent of the instantaneous received , , 
S R .  Therefore, the outage condition for a real ization of y can be wri tten as: 
(2. 1 7) 
Hence, the outage probabi l i ty at a required data rate R can be defined as: 
(2 . 18) 
With imple algebraic operations, the outage probabi l i ty can be written a 
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(2. 19) 
where )'Ih is the thre hold S R computed as YIlt = 2� - 1 .  The value of YIIl is a 
de ign parameter based on an acceptable outage probabil i ty. Typically, it is 
comm n to characterize flat fad ing channel by the normalized capacity � 
ver u the outage probabi l i ty POll I ()' IIt ) .  The normalized capacity approaches 
z r for mall outage probabi l i ty values, and increases dramatical ly as the 
outage probabi l i ty increa es. However, the probabi l i ty of incorrect data re­
ception incr a e a the outage probabi l i ty increases. The average rate cor­
re tly recei cd over many transmission bur ts i defined as: 
(2.20) 
Diver i ty techniques are used to improve the performance of wireless 
communication systems in fad ing channels. I t  mitigates the fluctuations 
due to fad ing by providing more than one signal path between the source 
and destination nodes, so that the channel appears more l ike an AWGN 
channeL The trend is that as the number of independent paths becomes 
larger, the charu1el looks l ike an AWGN channeL At the receiver termi­
nal, d ifferent techniques can be used to combine the received signals in a 
constructive fashion from different paths such as the maximal ratio com­
bining (MRC), selective combining (SC), and the threshold combining (TC). 
The MRC combines multiple signals by first cophasing them, then weight­
ing each signal proportional ly  to the corresponding path SNR, and final ly  
adding them. SC selects the path with the best SNR.  The TC scans sequen­
tia l ly the received signa ls and outputs the fi rst Signa l with SNR exceeding a 
threshold [ 1 30 ] .  
There are many d i fferent forms of  d iversity; time diversity, frequency di-
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ver i ty, and spatial d iver i ty. In time diversity, multiple copies of a mbol 
ar nt at d i ff r nt time in tant . In frequency d iver i ty, multiple copies 
of a ymbol are ent u ing d i fferent carrier frequencies. In spatial d iver i ty, 
mult iple copies of a symbol are sent u ing different spa tia l  paths. More-
vert mul tiple diversi ty techniques can be combined to obtain greater per­
f rmance gain , for e ample, time diversi t with spatial d iversi ty, and fre­
quency d iver it with patial d iversity. In this dissertation, our main focus 
is patial di ersity using cooperative communications. For any diversi ty 
technique, the performanc improvement is revealed by the outage proba­
bi l i ty (or the ymbol error probabi l i ty) decreasing at high SNR at a much 
larger rate than a ystem with less or no d iversity. Formal ly, the d iversi ty 
order (gain) can be computed as :  
log (Pout (R» ) 
d = - li m  -�----..:.. Y-HXJ 10gCY) , (2.21 ) 
where y = E/J [ )' ] .  Note that (2 .2 1 )  i l lustrates a l inear function between out­
age probabi l i ty and high average SNR on a log-log scale. I f  d = 0, then with 
increasing SNR no decrease in outage probabi l ity is achieved. At high av­
erage SNK d iversity order is equivalent to the gradient of the outage prob­
abi l i ty (or symbol error probabi l i ty )  curve. Note that i f  the expression of 
Poll t (R) at high SNR can be written as: 
l im Pollt (R) � cl Y I-d, (2.22) 
r ..... 
then the d iversi ty order is d, and the coding gain is  c [94 ] .  
2.2 .2  System Vie w  
In  mul ti -user communication systems, d ifferent users o r  terminals share the 
same radio channel to communicate among themselves. In the context of 
mul t i-user systems, the achievable system performance in such systems is 
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characterized by the capacity region, wh ich i defined as the set of achi ev­
able rates under l imited resources. For example, the capacity region for the 
Gaussian K-users channel is a convex region in the K d imensional space 
[ 1 06 ] .  
orne pecific rates on the boundary of  the capacity region, correspond­
ing to some desirable working points, can be identified. The sum-rate is one 
of the important points on the boundary of the rate region. The sum-rate is a 
single number that defines the maximum throughput of the system, regard­
less of fairness in terms of rate al location between the users. It is therefore, 
much easier to characterize than the capaci ty region, and often leads to im­
portant insights .  
Figure 2.2 shows the rate region for a two user scenario. Specific  points 
on the boundary can be highlighted as fol lows. Points A, and F correspond 
to the single-user rates R;O) and R�O) , that is, a l l  the resources are a l located to 
either user 2 or user I ,  respectively. Point E corresponds to the maximum 
sum rate. Point B gives the symmetric maximum rate, when single user 
rates are very d i fferent. Setting a common rate for all users is general ly a 
waste of resources as i t  forces the users with the best channel condition to 
lower their rates to reach the level of the weakest users. The l ine AGF repre­
sents the rate d istributions obtained by using time-division multiple-access 
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(TDMA), that i , the charmel i a l located to user 1 solely for 0 � (Y � 1 of the 
time, and 1 - (Y of th time the channel i a l located solely to u er 2. Point G 
btain d i f  time lots of equal duration are al located to each user. Point C 
at i  fi a fa irne cri terion ca l led 'ba lanced rate '; that is, maximum simul-
taneou ly achi able rates (on the boundary region) that are proportional 
to the single u er rates RdR�O) = R2/R�O) .  It is a compromise between the 
ymmetric average rate B and the maximum sum rates E. Point 0 satisfies 
a h bargaining fa i rne crit rion, defined later in this subsection. In every 
'ccnarlo, a specific con tra ined optimization pr blem can be formulated to 
al lo ate the r ources to achieve the system objectives, and then solved by 
an appropriate method . 
The fol lowing are some of the cri teria that are used to al locate the re­
sources for a mult i-user wireless system: 
• Equal Al location:  The resources are al located between the users with 
some control policy ( for example, maximum number of users can be 
served) .  It can be used for the fol lowing cases: ( 1 )  to al locate non­
dividable resources, such as time-slots, subcarriers by al locating equal 
number of time slots or sub carriers for each user in  the system, (2) to 
simplify the resource al location problem of d ividable resources, that 
is ,  a l locating equal  power or bandwidth for al l  users in  the system. 
This resource al location cri terion can be used as a benchmark for other 
resource a l location cri terion, but it may have the disadvantage of in­
creasing the interference as in near-far problems and l or inefficient us­
age of the resources. 
• Max-Weighted Sum Ra te :  I t  is used as the basis for physical layer re­
source al location; i t  is used for, power Irate control policy in wireless, 
as well as in wirel ine networks. I t  has been used extensively in joint 
power control and sub carrier assignment algorithms for OFDMA net­
works. Maximum sum rate is a special criterion, where al l  users have 
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the arne pn ri ty. In multiuser y terns, by introducing a time har­
ing argument, one can alway assume that the rate region is convex. 
Theref re, any boundary point of the rate region can be obtained by 
01 ing a rna -weighted urn rate problem for different weights [ 1 52 ] .  
Algorithmical ly, vary ing the weights a l lows us to prioritize different 
u er in th stem and enforc certain notions of fa i rness [ 154] .  
• Max-Min Fairness: I t  i s  used when i t  i s  required to achieve the same 
quali ty of ervice for a l l  users in the system, a max-min fairness is 
aid to be achieved by an al location, if and only if, the al location is 
feasible and an attempt to increase the a l location of any user resul ts in 
the decrease in the a l location of another user with an equal or smaller 
al location [ 1 08, 136 ] .  
• Proport ional  Fai rness: An al location R* = [R� · · · , R; J i s  sa id to  be 
proportional fai r, if  for any other feasible al location R = [ R1 · · · , R/ ] ,  
the fol lowing holds [81 ] :  
/ R - R* � , ' :-:; 0, L.J W , = 1  ' 
(2 .23) 
where R, is the rate of user i, for i = 1 , · . . , I . For convex sets, this point 
is unique and can be determined by al locating the resources to maxi­
mize the sum of logarithmic user rates. For certa in nonconvex sets that 
are strictly convex a fter a logarithmic transformation, maximizing the 
sum of logarithmic user rates is proportional ly fair [ 1 7 ] .  
• Nash Bargain ing Fairness: I t  is a popular strategy for al locating re­
sources among competing users. I t  i s  a unique Pareto optimal point 
that is characterized by a set of axioms cal led Nash Bargaining axioms. 
A rate d istribution is said to be Pareto optimal ,  if and only i f, there is 
no other rate d istribution that leads to superior performance for some 
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u r without cau ing p rformance degradati n for some other user . 
a h Barga ining axioms are: ( 1 )  ind ividual ra tional ity, (2) feasibi l i ty, 
(3) independenc f l inear transformations, (4) independence of irrel ­
evant a l ternative , (5)  ymmetry. The detai led explanation for these 
axioms can be found in [ 1 57, 1 74 ] .  Na h bargaining solution (NBS) 
can be obta ined for compact conve sets by finding the a l location that 
rna imi zes the product of user uti l i ty functions. The user uti l i ty func­
tion can be defined in t rms of the user data rate, or the d i fference be­
tw en the user data rate and a minimum acceptable data rate [ 50, 1 74 ] .  
For conve ets, Nash bargain ing and proportional fairness are equiv­
a l  nt [ 1 7] .  In addi tion, ince N BS is Pareto optimal, i t  can be obtained 
as the olution to the ma imization of the sum of the weighted uti l i ty 
functions [ 1 57 ] .  
• M inimum Power con umption subject to  minimum achievable rates: 
Thi formulation trie to ut i lize the resources in an efficient way when 
it i s  requi red to maintain constant data rates for a l l  users [ 1 08 ] .  
2.3 Cooperative Communication Schemes 
Cooperative communication schemes can be characterized based on the pro­
cessing done at the relay node. I n  AF relaying scheme, the relay scales the 
received signal and transmi ts an amplified version to the base-station. Al­
though noise is ampl i fied by cooperation, the destination node receives two 
independently faded versions of the signal and can make better decisions 
on the detection of the transmi tted information. DF relaying is another pos­
sibil i ty of processing at the relay node, where the relay decodes the received 
signal, re-encodes i t, and then transmits it to the destination node. Co­
operative communication protocols can be categorized into fixed relaying 
and adaptive relaying protocols. In  fixed relaying protocols, the channel re-
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ources (that i , time lots or frequency lots) are d ivided between the ource 
and the r lay in a fi ed determini tic fa hion. Fixed relaying cherne are 
ea ier to impl ment but ha e 1 w bandwid th efficiency. This is due to al lo­
cating half the channel re ources to the relay's transmission, which reduces 
th overal l  transmi ion rate [35 ] .  Adaptive relaying protocols try to over­
come th problem of low bandwidth efficiency in fixed relaying protocols. 
Adaptive relaying includes el ctive relaying, and incremental relaying. In  
selecti e DF rela ing, the relay decodes and forwards the information only 
i f  the rec ived SN R at the relay node exceeds a certain tlueshold [71 ] .  In 
incremental rela ing, the relay forwards the information only if the destina­
tion node does not decode the source information correctly. The destination 
inform the relay and the source nodes via feedback channels [94 ] .  
Mo t coopera tive communication protocols/schemes operate in a half­
duple mode, since the relay cannot l isten and transmit simul taneously in 
the arne time-slot or frequency-band. Two orthogonal phases are used 
to model typical cooperative schemes, either in time division multiplexing 
(TDM) manner, or frequency division mul tiplexing (FDM) manner. I n  phase 
I (broadcast pha e), the source sends its information to the destination .  The 
information is also received at the relay node at the same time. In phase 
I T  (multi-access phase), the relay node helps the source by forwarding or 
retransmitting the information to the destination node [94] . 
2.3 .1  AF Cooperative Comm u nicat ions 
The system under consideration is depicted in Figure 2.3, sender (source) 
node 5 is communicating with the destination terminal D over a quasi-sta tic  
channel (that is, i stable over two-time slots) with channel coefficient hso . 
The relay node R is used to improve the rel iabi l i ty of the communication be­
tween the source-destination pair using simple AF cooperative scheme. The 
channel coefficients between the source-relay and relay-destination pairs 
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Figure 2.3 System Model. 
are d noted a hSR and lzRD, re pect ively. The channel coefficients are mod­
led by Rayleigh flat fad ing co fficients. The analysis of other fad ing chan­
nel models such as Nakagami and Ricean can be found in [72, 138] .  In AF, 
the rela cales the received data and transmits i t  in the second phase. The 
ource uses two-time s lots Tl and T2 in a TDM manner. In the first-time 
slot TI , the source broadcasts i ts signal to the relay and destination nodes. 
In the second-time slot T2, the relay amplifies the received signal without 
decod ing it and forwards to the destination node. The received signals in 
the first-time slot Tl defined as Y�) and y�) at the relay and at  destination 
nodes, respectively, are obtained as fol lows: 
Yi�) = ffs hSR X + n �R ), 
y?,) = ffs hSD X + n�D) , 
(2.24a) 
(2.24b) 
where Ps i s  the source transmitted power. The transmitted symbol x is 
drawn from a constel lation with unit energy. n iR) and rz �D) are AWGNs re­
ceived at the relay and a t  the destination nodes, respectively. During the 
second-time slot T2, the received signal y�) at the destination node is ob­
tained as:  
(2.25) 
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where PR i the relay transmitted p wer, n;O) i the AWe received at  the 
destination n de in the ec nd-time slot T2 . G 1 i the normalization factor 
at the relay node, which is a function of the in tantaneous channel gain 
( ariable type) of the source-relay l ink gi en as [56 ] :  
The end-to-end S R for AF scheme denoted as f AF i s  given as [4] : 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
After u ing MRC at the destination node, the instantaneous mutual infor­
mation IAF for AF cooperative scheme is computed as: 
(2.28) 
where fso = Ps �i0J2 , and the factor � is due to the fact that two time slots are 
o 
used for cooperative transmission. The outage probabi l i ty can be obtained 
by averaging over the channel gains as: 
(2.29) 
ote that the channel gains are independent random variables. The random 
variable Y that i defined as the magnitude square of a Rayleigh-di tribution 
channel coefficient (that is, (Y = Ih I2 )) fol lows an exponential distribution 
I( 
with PDF jy (y) = ;2 e-;;2 p(y), where p (y) i s  the unit  step function. By calcu-
lating the expectation in (2.29), the outage probabi l i ty with Ps = PR = P can 
I The normal izing factor can genera l ly be of variable type as in [ 56], averaged type as in 
[58], or fixed type as in [ 80] .  
b simpl ified for high 5 Ro = r, as [ 6 ] :  ao 
pAF (R) ::e SR RD -a
2 + a2 ( 22R 1 )2 
0111 2 2 2 2 aSD aSR aRD SNRo 
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(2 .30) 
For high SNR, the outage probabi l i ty P�(R) decays as SNRr/, which means 
that AF cooperative protocol achieves diversity order of two. 
ing the moment generating function (MGF) approach to evaluate the 
performance over fading channels, the average SEP of AF cooperative scheme 
with M-array phase shi ft keying (M-PSK) modulation or M-array quadra­
ture amplitude (M-QAM )  modulation can be tightly approximated for high 
R a [ 134, 1 35 ] :  
where B i s  computed as: 
B = 
while b is computed as:  
3(M-l )  sin(\ n  sin( �7)  -- + -- - --8M 4n 32n M-PSK, 
M-QAM, 
sin2(� ) M-PSK, 
b = 
3 
2(M-l ) M-QAM. 
(2 .31 ) 
(2.32) 
(2.33) 
The exact expression for the SEpAF can be found in [ 59 ] .  The SEpAF expres­
sion in (2.3 1 )  with Ps = PR = P and SNRo = ; can be simplified as: 
o 
AF B 1 ( 1 1 ) SEP ::e 2 2 2 -2- + -2- , b SNRo aSD aSR aRD 
which reveals a d iversi ty order of two.  
(2 .34) 
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2.3 .2 DF Cooperative Com m u n ications 
In a OF c p rab e cherne, th relay decodes the received signal, re-encode , 
and then tran mit to the de tination. OF has the ad antage over AF coop­
era tive ch me by reducing the effects of the additive noise at the relay, but 
it ha the pos ibi l i ty f f rwarding an erroneously detected signal to the 
d tination node, r su Iting in performance degradation. The instantaneous 
mutual information lDF for DF cooperative scheme using MRC is computed 
a [8 ) :  
(2 .35) 
Jl III 12 P I" 12 where, fRO = R }n , and fSR = 5 aiR . The mutual information between 
o 0 
the ource and the destination is l imited by the weakest l ink between the 
ource-relay and the combined chaIU1.el from the source-destination and 
relay-de tination. The outage probabi l i ty with Ps = PR = P can be sim­
pl ified for high SNRo = � as in [86 ] :  
o 
1 (22R - 1 ) P?z�(R) � -2- SNR . 0SR 0 (2.36) 
For high SNR, the outage probabi l i ty P?z�(R) decays as SNRol , which means 
that DF cooperative protocol achieves d iversity order one. Clearly, DF co­
operative scheme has the di advantage of low bandwidth efficiency. 
Since the fad ing coefficient hSR can be measured to high accuracy at the 
relaying termina l, the relay can adapt i ts transmission based on the real ized 
value of IzSR which results in selective relaying, where the relay forwards 
the received information if IhsR I2 l ies above a certain threshold .  Otherwise, 
the relay keeps silent and the source may repeat the transmission of the in­
formation. The mutual information for selective DF (SDF) relaying is com-
puted a [ 6 ] :  
�  log2 (1 + 2fso) 
lsoF = 
\IV 1 (1 r r )  II 12 22R_l 2" og2 + SO + RD ISR � 5 Ro ·  
The outage probabi l i ty for high S R can be approximated as [86] :  
2 + 2 22R pSOF R � ° SR ° RO ( - 1 )2 0111 ( )  2 2 2 2 SN R . 0SO OSR ORD 0 
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(2.37) 
(2.38) 
Clearl from (2 .38), SDF cooperative scheme achieves a d iversity order of 
two, imilar to AF cooperative scheme. 
The average SEP of SDF coopera tive scheme with M-PSK modulation or 
M-QAM modulation can be tightly approximated for h igh SNR as in [ 1 14 ] :  
"vhere A is computed as: 
A = 
. ( 2 n ) M-1 sm M 
2M + -"-n-
(1 _-L)2 fvJ- l + -1M 2Jvl 71 
M-PSK, 
B, and b are computed as in (2.32) and (2 .33), respectively. 
2.3.3 M ul t i p l e  Relays Scenarios 
(2.39) 
(2.40) 
In this subsection we extend the analysis of the SEP for M-PSK/ M-QAM, 
and the d iversity order for mul ti-relay AF /SDF cooperative schemes; the 
destination node is a l lowed to combine the received signals from all the re­
lays using either M RC or Sc. The system under investigation is depicted in 
Figure 2.4, i t  consists of a source, a destination, and K relays. The trans­
mitted signal from the source in the first time slot Tl can be overheard at  
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Figure 2.4 Multi Relay System Model. 
the relay nodes. U ing TDM each relay k E l l , · · · , K l amplifies and for­
ward the received signal in an orthogonal fashion to the destination node. 
Therefore, K + 1 time slots are required to transmit the information from the 
ource and K relay nodes to the destination node. The end-to-end SNR at 
the destination node r�) after using MRC technique, can be computed as: 
where r�� is computed as: 
K 
r(O) = r + \' r(k) AF so � AF' 
k=l 
(k) _ PSPRk llzsRk l2 1hRkO l2 r AF 
- 06 (06 + Ps lhsRk l2 + PRk lhRk0 12 ) ' 
(2.4 1 )  
(2 .42) 
where PRk is kth relay transmitted power, hSRk , and IzRk O are the channel gains 
between the source and relay k, and relay k and destination nodes, respec­
tively, which are modeled as Rayleigh flat fading channels. Asymptotical ly  
tight lower and upper bounds can be found for the SEP of  M-PSK and M-
Q M a  jn [4 ] : 
where g i computed as: 
sin2 (ft ) M-PSK, 
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(2A3a) 
(2.43b) 
g = (2 .44) 
and W AF(K, M) is computed as:  
<l(AL] ) M-QAM, 
M-PSK, 
(2.45) 
where C = 1 - .1. Using the lower and upper bounds o f  the SEP, it  can be 
shown that the system achieves fu l l  d iversity order of K + 1 for high SNR 
scenanos. 
In a K relays SDP scheme, the relay retransmits only if the received signal 
exceeds certain threshold . The SEP of M-PSK and M-QAM can be approxi­
mated for high SNR as in [94 ] :  
OF (a6l+ 1 [K+ l WoF(K - k + 2, M)(WOF( 1 , M))k- l  5 EP � --::----=-----K a2 (b P)K+ 1 k nK . 2 nk-1 2 ' SO k=1 no i=k a,a R,O 1= 1 a SR, 
(2.46) 
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and WoF(K, M) i computed a : 
M-PSK, 
(2.47) 
with Ps + L�=l PR• = P, Ps = noP, and PR!. = nkP, for k = 1 , ' . .  , K . Using (2.46) 
it can be pro en that K relays SDF scheme achieves the ful l  d iversity order 
of K + 1 .  A c losed form expression for the outage probabi l i ty for K relays 
DF is derived in [9 ] .  
In common cooperative diversi ty networks with K relaying nodes, K + 1 
orthogonal channels or time slots are used to provide K + 1 diversity order, 
which encounters bandwidth penal ty [ 73, 1 1 1 ,  142, 1 75 ] .  In  [ 16 ] , oppor­
tuni tic be t relay selection is used to ut i l ize the re ources efficiently; only 
two channels or t ime slots are required regardless of the number of relays, 
while maintaining a ful l  d iversity order of K + 1 .  The best rel ay is only 
selected to forward the data. In [86] ,  the authors proved that best relay se­
lection achieves ful l  d iversity order for AF and SDF cooperation schemes 
under flat fad ing Rayleigh channels .  The performance is measured in terms 
of the outage events and the associated outage probabi l i ties. 
Performance analysis of the lth best ordered relay cooperative commu­
nication is studied in  [75, 76] ,  where one relay is  selected based on ordering 
of the received SNRs. It is proved that the lth best ordered relay for AF /SDF 
provides a diversity order equals K - I  + I, where K is the number of relays, 
I = 0 is the best relay, l = 1 is the next-best relay, and so on. Closed-form ex­
pressions for the symbol error probabi l ity, ou tage probabil i  ty and the chan­
nel capacity were derived for the lth best ordered relay for AF /SDF scheme 
using the MGF approach .  In [ 79 ] ,  d ifferent cri teria for relay selection are 
investigated with their achievable d iversi ty orders. 
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2.4 Optimiza tion Concepts 
R ource a l location i the action of obtaining the be t resul t  under given 
condi tion . In thi ection, we pre ent the ba ic formulation of resource 
al locati n problems, inve tigate how to judge whether a solution is optimal, 
di cu the important concept of dua l i ty, and introduce non-conventional 
optimization techniques. 
Re ource a l l  cation problems usual ly can be formulated as constra ined 
optimization problems, which can be optimized from the system viewpoint. 
The genera l resource a l location problem can be written as: 
min fo(x), 
XEA 
. t .  f/x) � 0, j = 1 , ' . .  , m, 
gz (x) = 0, i = 1 " . . , p, 
(2.48a) 
(2.48b) 
(2.48c) 
where x = (Xl , ' "  , XII ) is an n d imensional vector cal led the design vector 
defined over the feasible range x, fo(x) i s  termed the objective function (op­
timization goal) which represents the performance or the cost, and fj(x) and 
gz (x) are known as inequal i ty and equal i ty constraints, respectively. The 
optimization process finds the optimal solution x' E X that satisfies a l l  the 
inequal i ty and equal i ty constraints, and fo(x' ) � fo(x), Vx E X. Linear pro­
gramming (LP) is an optimiza tion problem where the objective function, 
the inequal i ty and equal i ty constraints are a l l  l inear functions of the design 
vector x. One of the important fea tures of LP is the existence of a global 
optimal point that can be found easi ly using LP methods. Unfortunately, 
most wireless resource al location problems are nonlinear, that is, e i ther the 
objective function and / or the constraints are non-linear, and therefore fal l  
under the category o f  nonlinear programming problems. General ly, non­
l inear programming problems are characterized by the existence of mul tiple 
(a )  Convex Set. (b)  on-Convex Set. 
Figure 2.5 A Convex and Non-Convex Sets. 
loca l optima, and finding the global optimum is a chal lenging task. 
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In addition, if orne of the design parameters are restricted to be integers, 
then the problem as defined in (2 .48) is called integer programming. Most 
integer programming can not be solved by polynomial time a lgorithms, and 
are described as non-deterministic-polynomial-hard (NP-hard) problems. 
2.4.1 Convex O p t i mization 
Conve optimization problems are a special class of nonlinear optimization 
problems in which the feasible set X is a convex set, objective function fo(x) 
is a convex function, inequal i ty functions fj(x), j = 1 "  . .  , m  are convex func­
tions, and the equal i ty constraints g, (x), i = 1 " , . , p are l inear functions. A 
conve set is defined as: 
Defin i tion 2.4.1 A set X � JR./I is convex if for any Xl , X2 E X, and for any e E 
[0, 1 ]  the following holds: 
(2 .49) 
Figure 2.5(a)  shows an example of a convex set. Whereas, Figure 2.5(b) 
hows an example of a non-convex set. A convex function is defined as: 
Defin i t ion 2.4.2 A function f is convex over X if the feasible range X of the vector 
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x is a convex set, and if for all Xl , X2 E X, al 1d 0 ::; e ::; I ,  the following holds: 
(2.50) 
A function is strictly convex if the strict ineql lality in (2 .50) holds strictly rulzeJlever 
Xl * X2, and 0 < e < 1 .  A fUl1ction is called concave if -f is a convex jUl1ction. 
Figure 2.6(a) h w an e ample of a conve function . Whereas, Figure 2.6(b) 
show an e ample of a non-convex function . 
Some of th important properties of convex functions are:  
• Global Bound Property: I t  is also cal led the first-order condition, if 
f(x) is d ifferentiable hmction over X, then it is convex over X if and 
only if 
In addition, f(x) is strictly convex over X if and only if the inequal i ty 
in (2.5 1 )  holds strictly when Xl * X2 · 
• Hessian Related Property: I t  is a lso called the second-order condition, 
if f(x) is twice differentiable hmction over X, then it is convex over X 
if and only i f  
(2.52) 
In addition, f(x) is strictly convex over X if  and only if the inequal i ty 
in  (2 .52) holds strictly. 
• jensen's I nequal i ty :  I f  f(x) is a convex function over X, then the fol­
lowing holds: 
K K 
L ek/(Xk) � f( L ekXk) .  (2 .53) 
k= l  k=l 
General ly, when the vector X is a random vector over X, and the hmc-
" 0 �. 
(a)  Cony x Function. 
'" 
(b)  on-Convex Function. 
Figure 2.6 Two Dimension Convex and Non-Convex Functions. 
tion f(x) i conv X, then the fol lowing holds: 
f(Ex [x] )  � EAf(x) ] .  
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(2.54) 
When f(x) is strictly convex then the inequality in (2.54) holds strictly. 
Conditions (2.51 )  or (2.52) can be used to check the convexity of a di ffer­
ential function. These methods often lead to very demanding mathematical 
procedure . A more efficient way to recognize a convex function is to check 
if that function can be transformed from certa in convex functions through 
operations that preserve conve i ty. A number of typical convex and con­
cave functions are l isted in Chapter 3 of [ 20 ] .  A few of them wil l  be used in 
this dissertation, which are l isted below: 
1 .  A ffine Funct ion :  f(x) is an affine convex function over }RII , if 
f(x) = aT x + b, Va E }R", Vb E }R. (2 .55) 
2. Logari thmic  Funct ion:  f(x) is a logarithmic concave function over 
f(x) = log(x) . (2 .56) 
3. M inimum of Two Concave Functions:  hex) = min(j(x), g(x) ) is a con­
cave function, if f(x) and g(x) are concave functions. 
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A number of typica l convexity or conca i ty pre erving operation are 
Ii ted in Chapter 3 of [ 20 ] . A few of them wil l  be used in thi dis ertation, 
which are Ii ted bel w: 
• Weigh ted Su mmation:  The function f(x) defined a : 
f(x) = L w,f,(x), (2 .57) 
is conve over X, if Vi one of the fol lowing conditions is atisfied: 
- W ,  � 0 and f,(x) is convex over X. 
- W ,  ::s; 0 and f,(x) is concave over X. 
• Composi tion of  Functions:  The function f(x) defined as:  
(2 .58) 
is convex over X, if Vi E l l " " , L ) one of the fol lowing conditions is 
atisfied : 
- h(z) is increasing of z/ and z/ (x) is convex in x. 
- l1(z) is decreasing of z/  and z/(x) i s  concave in  X. 
• Perspective Funct ion:  The perspective function g(y) defined as:  
y 
g(y, t) = t f( t ), (2 .59) 
is convex over ( y, t) E lR.11+1 I f E X, t > 0 ) ,  where f(x) is convex over x· 
2.4.2 D u a l i ty Pri n c i p l e  
Dual i ty is an important concept that can be  used to  give a lower bound on 
the optimal value of (2.48). In addi tion, under some convexi ty assumptions 
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and con traint pr pertie , the primal and dual  problem ha e the arne opti­
mal bjectiv a lue , 0 it is po ible to olve the primal problem b consid­
ring the dual problem. I n  thi ubsection, we wi l l  start by defining the dual 
problem, then present the dual i ty theorem and d iscuss some of i ts proper­
tie and appl ication . 
Problem (2.4 ) is ca l led the prime (or primal )  problem using dual i ty 
notation. The basic idea of dual i ty is to augment the objective function 
with a w ighted urn of the constra int .h.mctions. The Lagrangian .h.mction 
L(x, A, Il ) : JRlI X JRIII X JRP H JR i s  defined as: 
111 P 
L(x, A, Il) = f(x) + L Il ;/j(x) + L p,g/ ex), 
/= 1 1= 1 
(2 .60) 
\ here A = (A I , · · ·  , /\ /1/) and 11 = (P I , · · ·  ' flp) are cal led the Lagrange mul ti­
pl iers. 
One of the essential  methods to solve optimization problems analyti­
cal ly ( in c losed form) is the Lagrangian method, which is based on writing 
the Lagrangian .h.mction (2.60), then the optimal solution x' can be obtained 
by differentiating LO over x and setting to zero as �; = 0, and using the 
inequi ty and equal i ty constraints to subst i tu te for the Lagrange multipl iers 
[ 52 ] .  
The Lagrangian dua l  problem (dual problem) o f  (2.48) can be defined as: 
max �(A' Il), 
A�O, }J 
(2.61 ) 
where �(A, Il) = infL(x, A, Il), where inf stands for infimum. I t  is worth noting 
XE,\ 
that the dual  problem is convex even i f  the primal problem is non-convex 
[ 20 ] .  One of the main applications of the dual problem is the dual i ty theo-
rem, which is stated as fol lows: 
Theorem 2.4.1 Weak Duality Theorem: If x is a feasible solu tion to the prime 
problem (2 .48) and A, Il are the feasible solu tion to the dllal problem (2.61), then 
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fo(X) � �(A, fl)· The duality gap is defined as fo(x) - f3(A, fl). 
The dual i ty gap is zero under conve i ty a sumption and constraint qual i fi ­
cati n ( later ' trict fea ibi l i ty condition) as sta ted next in the strong dual­
ity theorem. 
Theorem 2.4.2 Strollg Duality Theorem: Let (2.48) be a convex problem, suppose 
there exists an x E ,\ s1 £c71 that hex) < 0 ,  for j = I, . . . , m  (Slater 's strict feasibility 
condition), and g, (x) = 0, for i = 1 " " , p. Then the optimal poin t of a prime 
problem is the same as the optimal point of a dual problem. 
When a l l  inequality con traints of the convex problem (2 .48) are linear, Slater 's 
trict fea ibility condition i refined to fea ibil ity condi tions, that is, fj(x) � 0, 
for j = 1 ,  . . . , m  [ 20 ) .  
The nece ary and sufficient condition for zero duality gap i s  the exis­
tence of a saddle point for the Lagrangian function . Thus, strong duali ty 
can be e pressed as [ 20 ] :  
sup inf  L(x, A,  fl) = in f  sup L(x, A,  fl), (2 .62) 
where sup stands for supremum. For zero-duality-gap problems, it is pos­
sible to solve the prime problem indirectly by solving the dual problem. 
Some times, solving the dual is easier than solving the prime problem, and 
this may lead to a distributed algorithm to solve the problem. 
It is worth noting that a problem with zero duali ty gap might be non­
convex. For example, the spectrum optimization of a multicarrier system is 
non-convex problem, but  it has zero dual i ty gap, when number of subcarri-
er is sufficiently large [ 1 67] . 
Global optimal i ty conditions for zero-duality-gap, can be stated as [ 1 3 ] :  
Theorem 2.4.3 Suppose (2.48) has zero duality gap , then x', t\* and flo are globally 
optimum for (2 .48) and (2 .61) , respectively, if and only if they satisfy the following 
conditions: 
• Primal Feasibility: x' is feasible for (2.48) 
• Dual FeasibilihI ir � O. 
• Ln�ral1gimz Optimality Conditiol 1 :  x' = arg min L(x, N, 11*)'  XEx 
• Complementary Slackl1ess: A/,(x' ) = O,for j = 1 " " , m. 
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For a zero-dual i ty-gap problem without equal i ty constraints (that is, p = 
0), the optimal dual variable x' and ir,  can be obtained i teratively using 
ei ther the subgradient r eWpsoid methods [ 1 9, 21 ] .  
The sub-grad ient method for the dual problem can be described a s  fol­
lows: For initia l  values of the Lagrange multipl iers A(I) for t = 0, find X(I) = 
arg min L(x, A(I» . Th n A(I+ 1 ) is updated as: XE,t 
(2.63) 
where t = 0, I ,  . . " f(x(t» = [f] (x(t» , · . .  , fm(x(l» V, and (x)+ = maxlx, 0 1 .  Some 
of the used values for 6(1) are 6(1) = K 6(/) = ...£ and 6(1) = -"-' where , 1+ 1 ' ."ft+i , 
K is sufficiently mal l  [21 ] .  The procedure is repeated iteratively, that is, by 
finding the argument xU) tha t minimizes the Lagrangian function, and using 
i t  to update the Lagrange mult ipl iers A(I+1 ) . It is noted that the convergence 
of the subgradient method is very slow [ 143] .  
El l ipsoid method is  a multi d imensional b isection method . I t  i s  a n  effi­
cient a lgorithm for structured problems; that is, it is faster in convergence 
compared to the subgradient method [ 19 ] .  I t  can be used to solve the dual 
problem by updating the dual variables. The el l ipsoid method basic idea 
is that the optimal solu tion is located within an el l ipsoid,  then at each i t­
eration, the volume of the el l ipsoid is reduced until the optimal solution 
is obtained within a specified tolerance. For init ial  values of the Lagrange 
multipl iers A (I) , for t = 0, the value of x(l) is obtained as x(t) = arg minL(x, A (I» . XE,\ 
Algori thm 2.1  Dual Method 
In i t ia l ize A(t) . 
Repeat 
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Find x(t) by sol ing an uncon trained optimization problem (the La­
grangian function). 
Update the Lagrangian multipl iers u ing (2.63) or (2.65). 
Unti l  xU) is fea ible and I Lj�l ,\ �I) h(x(t) 1 � E . 
Return fo(x(t» and x(t) as the approximate optimal va lue and optimal so­
lution, re pecti ely. 
The el lipsoid £(1) at i teration t i defined as [ 1 67] : 
(2.64) 
where Ail i positive emi-definite matri . A(t) defined a the inverse matrix 
of Ail . A(I+ l ) and A(I+l ) are updated to generate a new el l ipsoid E(/+1 ) as: 
/\(1+ 1 ) = A(I) _ _ l_A(I)b(l) 
rn + 1 ' 
A(t+1 ) = m
2 (A(t) _ _ 2_A(t)b(f)b(I)T A(t») 7112 - 1 m + 1 ' 
(2.65a) 
(2.65b) 
where b(l) = Y 
[(X(I) • The dual method is i l lustrated in Algori thm 2.1 . 
[(xl I l )T A (I) [(x(/) 
The termination criterion is chosen as I Lj�l A/)f, (x(t» I � £, since i t  is often 
difficult to fin d  an X(I) that absfies simultaneously the feasibi l ity and the 
complementary slackness condit ions exactly. 
2.4.3 Optim a l i ty Condit ions 
Karu h-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) first condi tion i s  a necessary condition for a 
point to be a local minimizer, stated as fol lows [27 ] :  
Theorem 2 .4 .4 Let fo(x) , fl ex), gl (X) E C\ for j = 1 , ' "  , m, and i = 1 " , ' , p, 
and let x' be a regular point and a local minimizer for (2.48) .  Then, there exist 
it' = (A i , ' . . , A;/1 ) E �11l and 11' = (l1i , ' . . , /-l;) E �p such that 
1 .  A' � O. 
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3. ,\ /,(x' ) = 0, for j = I ,  . . . , 11l .  
wh re a regular point x' i s  defi lled as: 
Defin i t ion 2.4.3 x' is a regular point if the vectors V g, (x' ), for i = 1 " , . , p, and 
f,ex' ), for j E :l(x')  are linearly independent, where :l(x') is the index set of 
actil'e inequality constrail l ts, that is, :l(x' ) � / j  : f,ex' ) = 0 ) .  
The KKT condi tion i appl ied ill the same way as any necessary condi tion. 
pecifical l  , points that satisfy the KKT condition are considered as candi­
date mill imizer of the optimization problem (2.48) . For convex optimi zation 
problem with zer dual i ty gap, the first order KKT condition i a necessary 
and ufficient condit ion for optimal i ty. 
The KKT second order necessary condition for optimality is stated as: 
Theorem 2.4.5 Let fo(x) , J, (x), g, (x) E c2, for j = 1 , ' "  , 111, and i = 1 " , ' , p, 
let x' be a regular poin t and a local minimizer for (2.48) . Then, there exists A' = 
(A i , ' . . I A;II ) E IRTn and fl' = (pi , ' . . , p;) E IRP such that 
1 .  i\' � O. 
3. 11/J(x' ) = O,for j = 1 , ' "  , m. 
4. For all y '* 0, we have yT\V(x', A' I  fl' )y � 0, 
where Vy E IRn the fol lowing holds: 
• yTVg, (x' )  = 01 for i = 1 , ' "  , p, 
• yTV fJ (X') = 0, for j E :lex' ) . 
And \V(x, AI fl) i s  computed as: 
fI/ p 
\V(x, A, fl) = Fo(x) + I AjFj (x) + I fi ,G/ (x), 
,=1  ;= 1 
(2 .66) 
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wher Fo(x), F, (x), and G,(x) ar the He sian matrice at x of fo(x), f,(x), 
and g, (x), re pectively. The He ian matrix F,(x) of the function f/x), j = 
0, I ,  . . .  , m  i computed as: 
(j1 I, (x) d2/,(x) dxf dt1dxIl 
FJ (x) = 
(j1 I, (x) ;J2 I, (x) dXniJXl Bx; 
The second order ufficient condition for optimal i ty i sta ted a : 
(2.67) 
Theorem 2.4.6 Sllppose !o(x) , fj (x), g, (x) E C2, for j = 1 , · · · , Itl, i = 1 , · · ·  , p, 
and there exist afieasible point x� E IR" and there exist vectors i\� = (i\" . . .  N )  E l '  ' m 
IRm alld fl" = (pi ,  . . .  ' fL;) E IRP sllch that 
1 .  i\'  � o. 
3. /l ;!J(x') = 0, for j = I, . . .  , m. 
4. For all y 1- 0 we have yT\lf (x', i\�, fl' )y  > 0, 
then x' is a strict local minimizer of (2.48). 
Usual ly, using the second order condition for optimali ty check is computa­
tional ly expensive [ 1 04 ] .  
2.4.4 Non l i ne a r  Progra m m i n g  
One o f  the greatest challenges for nonlinear non-convex problems is  to find 
the global optimum, since some problems exhibit local optima, where the lo­
cal optima satisfy the requirements on the derivatives of the function. First, 
we wil l  introduce algorithms to find local optimum. Specifical ly, barrier 
( interior-point) and penal ty methods are d iscussed, then we wil l  d iscuss 
some techniques to find global optimum. 
Algori thm 2.2 Barrier Method 
I n i t ial ize �t > 0, fea ible x(t) . 
Repeat 
Find X(I) in (2.69) . 
Update �t+l = 1'�t, V > 1 .  
Unti l  toleranc i , at i  fied .  
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Return !o(x(t» ) and x(t) a the approximate optimal value and optimal so­
lution, re pectively. 
barrier function is a continuous function whose value on a point in­
crea e to infinity a the point approaches the boundary of the feasible re­
gion . I t  i used to penalize the term that violates the constraints. The barrier 
function should be conve and smooth. One of the most common types of 
barrier function i th logarithmic barrier function defined as: 
/II 
lex) = - L loge -hex)) . j= l 
(2.68) 
Th barrier method stands on solving an optimization problem for a se­
quence of i terations t = 1 , 2, ' . . . For each i teration t, and �t > 0, the associ­
a ted optimization problem can be written as: 
min �do(x) + l(x), XEx (2.69a) 
s . t .  g/x) = 0, j = 1 , , , ,  , p . (2 .69b) 
The barrier method computes the optimal x' of (2.48) by solving a sequence 
of the associated optimization problem (2.69) by updating the value �t+ l  = 
V�t, with v > 1 unt i l  the solution is within a specified tolerance. Various 
modi fications of interior-point method for linear and quadratic program­
ing were proposed to cope with non-convexi ty of the objective function 
and non-linearity of the equal i ty constraints. General ly, the interior point 
method starts from the center of the feasible region, then fol lows the cen­
tra l path, and fina lly converges to an optimal solution [20] . Algori thm 2.2 
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i l lu trate the barrier method . 
Th pena l ty function method for solving constra ined optimization prob­
m invol e con tructing and solving an a socia ted uncon trained opti­
mizati n problem, and using the solution to the unconstra ined problem as 
the solution to the original con trained problem [ 10 .. ! ] .  
Defin i t ion 2.4.4 A fUllction P(x) : ]RII � ]R is called a penalty function for (2 .48) 
if it sntisfie the following three conditiolls: 
• P(x) is con tin llolls. 
• P(x) = 0 if and only if x is feasible, that is fj (x) � 0, for j = 1 " " , 1'1'1 and 
g, (x) = O,for i = 1 " " , p. 
The penal ty function P(x) must be appropriately chosen to have a good ap­
pro imation of the original problem (2.48) . The penalty function is defined 
in terms of the constraint ftmctions. One possible choice is the so-cal led 
Courant-Beltrami penal ty function, defined as [27 ] :  
m P 
P(x) = L max
2(f/x), 0) + L i(x) . 
J= l  ;=1 
The association function q(Yt , x) i s  defined as: 
(2.70) 
(2.71 )  
where )It is a given positive constant for t = 1 , 2" . ' .  The associated uncon­
strained optimiza tion problem for each t can be wri tten as: 
min q(Yt , x), XE,\ (2 .72) 
Let x(t) be the solution of (2 .72), the fol lowing theorem relates the conver­
gence of the sequence xU) as t ----7 00 to the solution of (2.48) as [ 13 ] :  
Algori thm 2.3 Penal ty Meth d 
In i  t ia l i  ze )' t , and xU) . 
Repeat 
Find x(t) in (2 .72). 
Update 1'1+ 1 = V)'I '  V > l .  
Unt i l  the termination cri terion is a ti Hed. 
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Retu rn fo(x(t) ) and xU) a th approximate optimal value and optimal so­
lution, re pe tively. 
Theorem 2.4.7 Let fo(x) E C1 , )'1 < )'1+ 1 , and 1'1 � 00 as t � 00. Then, the 
limit of nny convergent sequence x(t) is a solu tion to the constrained optimization 
problem (2.48). 
Algorithm 2.3 i l lu trates the penal ty method . 
The initia l  starting point for the optimization algorithm plays an impor­
tant role in achieving the global optimum for non-convex functions. One 
popular approach is to use stochastic ini tia l  points; these algori thms use 
random or p eudo-random numbers to initia l ize the a lgorithm in the fea­
sible region ( for e ample, it can be used with the barrier method), so that 
d i fferent local optima can be obtained, by comparing the local optima. The 
probabi l i ty of find ing the global optimum is increased with the number of 
i ni tia l ization points. In addition, there are various stochastic optimization 
method that u e non-conventiona l approaches to find the optima l such as, 
simulated anneal ing, genetic, and PSO a lgorithms [ 1 09 ] .  
2.4.5  M ixed Integer Progra m m i ng 
Mixed integer programing are formulated as fol lows: 
min fo(x, y), 
x,Y 
s.t .  f,(x, y) � 0, j = 1 , ' . .  , m, 
gi(X, y) = 0, i = 1 " " , p, 
(2.73a) 
(2.73b) 
(2.73c) 
(2.73d) 
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In g nerat mi d int ger programming are very hard to olve even for the 
imple linear objecti e and con tra int function . Enumerating all the in­
teger olution in the feasible region and individually solving the resulted 
optimization problem and checking each one for optimality, are computa­
ti na l ly e ten ive. As the dimension of the problem grows, enumeration 
b om s P hard .  One common technique i to relax the value of the in­
teger variable . Simply rounding the solu tion will often compromi e op­
timal i ty. Besides, the rounded solution may not be in the feasible region. 
For linear mixed integer programming techniques based on solving l inear 
programming problem such as the cutting plan method, can be used to 
olv the problem. Mixed integer non-linear programming (MINLP) can be 
solved using algori thm that seek an upper and lower bound of the MINLP 
uch as the genera l iz d benders decomposition(GBD) algori thm. The upper 
bound results from the primal problem, while the lower bound results from 
the master problem. The primal problem corresponds to (2.73) with fixed y 
variables and i ts solution provides information about the upper bound and 
the Lagrange mult ipl iers associated with the equality and inequality con­
stra ints. The master problem is derived via nonlinear dual i ty theory, which 
makes use of the Lagrange multipl iers obta ined in the primal problem. I ts 
solution provides information about the lower bound, as well as the next set 
of fixed y variables to be used subsequently in the primal problem. The ter­
mination criterion for GBD is based on the d ifference between the updated 
upper bound and the current lower bound.  GBD algorithm has finite con­
vergence if the problem has certain s tructures; for example, the functions 
fo(x, y), f, (x, y), and g;(x, y) for j = 1 , · . . , 71l, and i = I, . . . , p  are separable in 
x, and y [39 ] .  
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2.4.6 Part ic le  S w a rm Optim ization 
P 0 ha been widely us d to olve continuous and integer progranuning 
problems in a faster and cheaper way, compared to other tochastic opti­
mization method [82, 165 ] .  Th warm i defin d as a et of cand idate so­
lution known a particl of size P. ach particle [ xp : Yp ] for p E l l ,  . . . , P )  
repre ent a p tential olution to the optimization problem: 
min fo(x, y), 
'(,Y 
(2.74a) 
x E ]RIl , Y E 7l , (2.74b) 
where xI' represents th continu us variable vector defined as: xI' = [x?), . . .  , 
x�') ] , and YP represen L the binary variables vector defined as: YP = [y?) , . . . , 
y�) ] . U ing PSO, the continuous particle solution is updated as [82 ] :  
(/+ 1 )  - (I) + ( 1+ 1 ) f t > 1 xI' - Xp v p or _ , (2.75) 
where v�:) is the pseudo-velocity for the continuous variables and computed 
as: 
V(/+
l ) = w(t)v(t) + c r (x(t) - x(t) ) + c r (X(I) - X(I) )  for t > 1 p P 1 1 p,besl P 2 2 Gbesl P - , (2 .76) 
the particle new velocity V�)+ 1 depends on the previous velocity v�:) and the 
d istance of i ts current position x�) from its own best position x�,�esl 
and the 
global best posi tion x��e51 ' The best position x�,�esl 
is defined as the posi tion 
at which the particle had best fi tness (that is, minimum objective function), 
and i t is checked at the end of every i teration . The global best position x��e51 
is defined as the be t of x(t)b of a l l  particles. r1 and r2 are uniform random p, est 
numbers between 0 and I ,  C1 and C2 are two positive constants, and w(/) is the 
inertia weight, which is employed to control the impact of previous history. 
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For integer variable , two approaches can be u ed to repre ent and up­
date th valu and the veloci ty of the variables. In the fir t approach, the 
integer ariable i trea ted as a real variable; the veloci ty and value are up­
dated using (2 .75) and (2.76), then the value is rounded to the nearest inte­
ger. In this cond approach, a suitable number of binary digit d is selected 
to repr ent the value. The velocity of particle p at time t with d binary digits 
i defined a y�) , the update of the binary velocity can be computed as: 
y(t+ l ) = w(t)y(t) + c r (y(l) - y(/) ) + c r (y(/) - y(t) ) for t > 1 II P I 1 I',bcsl P 2 2 Cbesl P - , (2.77) 
h (I) d (I) 1 (I) d ( I) f . . w ere Yp,beSI an Y CbcSI are ana ogy to Xp,beSI an XCbest or the bmary vanables. 
The binar variables Y�
) are then updated as [ 1 65 ] :  
I f  C(l+ I ) < sig(y(t» ) then y(l+ l) = 1 else y(t+ l ) = 0 p - p p P '  (2.78) 
where c�:) is a vector of random numbers of [O, l ]dN, and sig( ' ) is the sig­
moid function defined as sig(x) = 
l +
eX�(
-x
) ' 
Init ia l ly, v�O) and y��) are random 
numbers with in the boundary 0 :::: v�O), y�O) :::: vrnax . The particle then fl ies 
toward a new position according to (2 .75) and (2.78) .  The update speed for 
the continuous variables could be set faster / slower than the speed of the bi­
nary variables in order to a l low for convergence. The performance of each 
particle is measured according to the objective of the optimiza tion problem 
(2.74) . 
For constraint optimization problems, there are efficient techniques to 
handle the constraints in (2.73), such as using a penalty term in the objec­
tive function or using a fitness function [ 1 09] . I f  the constraints are l inear, 
there is  no need to include them in the fitness function . The updated vari­
ables are selected to satisfy the constraints, otherwise they are normalized 
or reinitial ized such that the constraints are satisfied . PSO method is i l lus-
trated in Algori thm 2.4. 
I . . l '  (I ) d (/) f n lha  lze Xp ' an Yp '  or P = 1 " " , Po 
Repeat 
Eval uate the objective function fo(x�), y�» ) in (2.74) for p = 1 "  . .  , P. 
F· d (I ) ( I ) (/) d (/)  I n  y x an y . I',b"sl ' !" be�I ' Cbesl ' Cbcsl 
U d ( I) d (I) f -p ate XI' f an yp '  or p 1 "  . . , P. 
Unti l  t rmination cri terion i ati ned . 
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R r ( (I) (I) ) (I ) ( I) . .  etum )0 XCbcsl ' Y Cbesl ' XCbcst '  and Y CbeM as the approXImate optimal value 
and optimal olution, respectively. 
2.5  G ame Theory Concepts 
In  this ection, the basic elements of game theory are defined. The cele­
brated a h equi librium (NE) solution concept is  introduced . Theorems 
related to the e istence and uniquenes of NE are reviewed . Special game 
types are highlighted.  A brief introduction to auction terminology is given, 
and the Shapley value solution concept to cooperative games is introduced . 
Game theory is  a mathematical tool to study the interactions among 
deci ion-makers who can have confl icting or common interests. Decision-
makers are cal led players in  game theory, the meaning of a player can be 
very broad; i t  can be a human being, a machine, an automaton, etc. Inter­
action means that what others do has an impact on each player; what she 
gets from a decision does not only depend on her decision . Game theory 
possesses i ts own tools, notations and solu tion concepts coming from dif­
ferent areas such as economics, biology, and computer science. Rational ity, 
punishments, cooperative plans, and evolutionary strategy are examples of 
game theory terminologies. Game theory uses interaction models, behav­
ior models, and information assumptions aiming to predict the outcome of 
the interactive situation . Solution concepts and other issues l ike existence, 
uniqueness of the solution are essentials of game theory [90 ] .  
Game can be classified into two representative types non-cooperative 
and cooperative games as shown in Figure 2.7. In cooperative games, the 
r Stra!eglC I 
Fonn 
Figure 2.7 Game CIa ification . 
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ba ic modeling uni t  is the group rather than the individual player, and the 
coal i t ion model captures the capabi l i ty of d i fferent groups. Solu tions in co­
operative game deal with d istributing the profi t  among the users in the 
coali tion, d i ff rent olution concepts are used for cooperative games such 
a the core and Shapley value. 
on-cooperative games do not always infer that the players do not co­
opera te, but it means that any cooperation that might occur must be sel f­
enforcing with no communications or coordination of strategic choices among 
the pIa ers [53] . on-cooperative games are represented using two forms; 
normal (strategic) and extensive forms. The strategic form is the most used 
form. I t  is appropriate for mathematical analysis and can be used for both 
discrete and continuous strategy sets. F irstly, some notations and defini­
tions in game theory wi l l  be introduced, and then solution concepts are 
d iscussed . The normal form stands on the existence of a uti l i ty function 
for each p layer, which represents the cost or payoff to the p layer. In some 
scenarios in wireless communications, performance measures e.g. , QoS are 
used directly as ut i l i ty functions. 
The strategic game is defined as fol lows: 
Defin i t ion 2.5 .1 A strategic garne is an ordered triplet: 
(2.79) 
where I = 1 1 , · · ·  , 1 ) is the set of players, 5, is the set of strategies of player i, and 
U, : 5 � IR is the u tility of player i, and 5 = 5 1 X . . .  x 5; X . . . x 5 I is the Cartesian 
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prodllct of the strategy sets. 
For player i, s/ E / denotes a strategy, 5_/ = [Sj ] jEI, J*' denote the vector of 
tra tegies of all player e cept player i, and 5 = (S/, 5_/ ) E 5 is referred to as 
the ·tratcgy profi le .  The game is ca lled finite whenever the ets of strategies 
5/ are finite for a l l  i E I. 
E ten i e game are u ed to represent games that are played sequen­
tial ly. Tree i th key feature of the extensive form, since the game is rep­
r ented by a tree. At each node of the tree, a gi en player can make a 
deci ion, 0 the ne t node depends on the decision made of other players. 
E ten ive gam i defin d as: 
Defin i t ion 2.5.2 All  extensive form game is a sextuplet: 
G = (I, V, Vrool , IT, I V/ LEI , U), (2.80) 
where I = ( 1 " " , l l is the set of players, (V, Vrool ! n)  is a tree with V is the set 
of vertices (nodes), Vrool is the root node, and n is the predecessor function, that 
is, Vv E V, 3 12 � I ,  n(ll) = n o · · ·  0 n = Vrool, I V/ LEI is a partition of V, and 
U = (UI I . . .  , U1) is l7. result function. 
The extensive form is  some times more intuitive and gives a better l.mder­
standing of the game, and it can be used for computer-based analysis. 
Games can be classified into two types based on the available infor­
mation to the players; complete information, and non-complete informa­
tion games. In complete information games, it  is assumed that the data of 
the game are common knowledge ( the actions and uti l i ty functions), that 
is, every player knows the data of the game, every player knows that the 
other players know the data of the game, and every player knows that the 
other players know that she knows the data of the game. Games with non­
complete i nformation (known as Bayesian games) model the case where the 
players have partial information about the game. Furthermore, games can 
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b cla') i fi d into two typ ba d on the hi tory of the game a perfect and 
imperf ct information games. When all the players know the history of the 
game perfectl , it is cal led perfect information game, otherwise, i t  is ca l led 
imperfect inf rma tion game. 
A game i cla i fi d as static, i f  pIa er take th ir actions only once, in­
dependent of each ther. In contra t, a dynamic game is one where play-
r may act mor than once; that is, players have some information about 
others' action , and time has an important role in decision-making. Game 
theory ha been r cently used e tensively in communication systems and 
n tworks to model routing, flow control, power control in up-link CDMA 
sy tern , and re ource al locations in cooperative communications [3, 28, 47, 
60, 127, 149, 1 56 ] .  
2.5.1 Solu ti o n  Concepts 
For an optimization problem the key notion is  the optimal profi le, that is, a 
strategy that ma imizes the objective function under the given constraints. 
However, the situation is even more complex in a game setting. In this case, 
the envi ronment includes other players, a l l  of whom are also hoping to max­
imize their payoffs. Thus the notion of an optimal profi le for a given player 
is not meaningful; the best strategy depends on the choices of others. Game 
theory deals with this problem by identifying certa in subsets of outcomes, 
called solution concepts, that are interesting in one sense or another. In this 
subsection, we describe some of the most fundamental solution concepts: 
dominant-strategy equil ibrium, Nash equi l ibrium, and Pareto optimali ty. 
One useful concept for solving non-cooperative games in  strategic form 
is the notion of dominate-strategy equi l ibrium. Dominant strategy is de­
fined as: 
Defin i t ion 2.5.3 A strategy Sl E I is said to be dominant for player i if [40] 
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(2.8 1 )  
where 5 I = TI 5 )  is the set of all strategy profiles for all players except player i. 
)EI, J:F-I 
Whenever a player has a dominant strategy, she has no incentive to choose 
any other strat gy. If each player has a dominant strategy, then al l  users wil l  
choo e th ir dominant tra tegi s. Thi trategy profi le denoted as dominant 
stra tegy equi l ibrium is defined as: 
Defin i tion 2.5.4 A strategy profile s· E 5 is the dominan t-strategy eqll ilibrium if 
every elemell t s; E S .. is n dominan t  strategy for player i. 
The existence of dominant-stra tegy equil ibrium is not guaranteed in many 
games. 
On the other hand, strictly domina ted stra tegies are defined as: 
Defin i t ion 2.5.5 A strategy 51 E 5i of a player i is said to be strictly dominated by 
a s trategy Si E 5j if 
(2.82) 
A p layer in a complete information game eliminates all strictly dominated 
strategies before making a decision. El imina ting all strictly dominated strate­
gies leads to a concept called i terated strictly dominance, which can be used 
to reduce the strategy space and in some cases results in a reasonable out­
come of the game. 
The most accepted solution concept for a non-cooperative game is  that 
of Nash equi l ibrium (NE) .  I t  is a state of a non-cooperative game where no 
player can improve her ut i l i ty function by changing its stra tegy, i f  the other 
p layers keep their current strategies. Formal ly, NE is defined as: 
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Defin i t ion 2.5.6 A pure strategtj E of a non-cooperative gallle G = (I, 1 5iLEI, 
j U, ),eI)  is a strategy profile S· E 5 such that Vi E I the following holds: 
U, (s; , S�,) � U, (s" s�, ), Vs, E 5i, (2.83) 
where pure trategies are deterministic choices by the players. In genera l, 
a player may be able to a sign a certain probabil i ty to each pure strategy, 
which construct the mixed strategy concept .  NE is strict if U,(s; ,  s�, )  > 
Ui (s " s�), Vs, E 5, . 
When tudying NE of a game, the key points of interest are existence, 
mult ipl icity (or uniquenes ) and efficiency. 
Static conti nuous kernel games are games where the strategy sets have 
uncountably many elements, such as subsets of a fin i te-d imensional Eu­
clidean space, and the payoff functions are continuous on these sets. In 
other words, the strategies are intervals, or unions of sub-intervals of the 
real l ine.  For static continuous kernel games, the concept of best response 
(BR) function is u eful to solve some games, which is defined as: 
Defin i tion 2.5.7 The BR function b, (s_;) of a player i to the profile of strategies S-i 
i a set of strategies for player i s l lch tllat: 
(2.84) 
NE can be characterized using the BR function, that is, i t  is a strategy profi le 
for which every player 'S strategy is a best response to the other p layers' 
strategies. This can be stated as: 
Theorem 2.5 .1 A strategy profile S· E S is a Nash equ ilibrium of a non-cooperative 
game if and only if every player's strategy is a best response to other players ' strate­
gies; that is, 
(2.85) 
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If ach pIa er i ha a ingle be t r pon e for ever trategy profile 5_11 then 
(2 .  5) can be wri tten as the following set of equations: 
s; = b, (5�, ), Vi E I. (2.86) 
To find E, one can find the BR function of each player, then the strategy 
profi le that atisfy (2 .  5) are ought, which reduce to the olution of the 
et of equations (2.86) for single BR function . If closed form expressions for 
the BR can be found, the pure strategy NE and their existence can be found 
b inve tigating th intersection of these BR functions. In particular, if the 
BR function can be found e pl ici tly, the uniqueness of the pure strategy NE 
can be proved by the concept of a standard function, which i s  defined as: 
Defin i  tion 2.5.8 A fUl1ction f : 5 � lR� is said to be standa rd if it has the follow­
ing properties: 
• MOl1otonicity: V 5, s E 5, 5 � S � f(5) � f(s) . 
• Scalability: Va > 0, 5 E 5, f(a5) � af(s) .  
The standard function has a unique fixed point .  This is used to prove the 
fol lowing theorem [ 164 ] :  
Theorem 2 .5.2 lfthe BRfU ilctions ofa non-cooperative game G = (I, 1 5d'EI, { Ud,a) 
are standard functions for all players, that is, Vi E I, then the game has a ul l ique 
NE in pure strategies. 
Away from the BR, some theorems exist for describing the existence of NE, 
the most common is the fol lowing: 
Theorem 2.5.3 Given a non-cooperative game in strategic form G = (I, I S, La, 
( U, );EI), if Vi E I, every stra tegy set Si is compact and convex, U, (s" 5_1 ) is a 
cont inuolls function in the profile of strategies 5 E S and quasi-concave in Sit then 
the game has at least one pure strategy NE. 
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Theorem 2.5.3 can be u ed to how the existence of E. I t  doe not give any 
idea abou t the number of the e equil ibria .  The fol lowing theorem is useful 
to how the uniquene of E [ 1 12 ] .  
Theorem 2.5.4 Consider a strategic game G = (I, IS, LEI, ( UdiEI) where V i  E I, 
every strategy set , is compact and convex, Ul (S" s_ , )  is a con tinuous jll J 7ction in 
the profile of strategies s E S and concave in St . Let r = h , · . .  , rI )  be an arbitrary 
vector affixed positi1.'e pararneters, if the diagonal strict concavity (DSC) property 
holds t ruL', that is, 
:=:I r :  (s - 5)(g(s, r) - gCs, r)) > 0, Vs, s E S,s 1= 5, (2.87) 
Theorem 2.5.4 is u ed to prove the uniqueness of NE in many wireless com­
munication problems as in [ 1 0 ] .  In many cases, proving the DSC property 
in comp licated cenarios is di fficult  and restrictive since the condition needs 
to be sati fied for a l l  strategies [53] 
One measure of the efficiency of a strategy is Pareto optimal i ty concept, 
defined as: 
Defini t ion 2 .5.9 A strategy profile s E S is Pareto-superior to another strategy 
profile 5 E S if for every player i E I the following inequality holds: 
(2.88) 
with strict inequality for at  least one player. Hence, a strategy profile 5 E S is Pareto 
optimal (PO) if there exists no other strategy profile tha t is Pareto-superior to s. 
A PO outcome cannot be improved without hurting at least one player. In  
a game with mul tiple equilibria, i t  i s  desired to  select a PO equi l ibrium, i f  
possible. In  general ,  NE is not PO. 
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B ide Pareto optimal i ty, the price of anarchy2 i another metric that 
can b u ed to evaluate the performance of E .  I t  i defined a the ra­
tio of the maximum social welfare obta ined by maximizing the total util­
i ty L U,(s) over S to the ocial wel fare achieved at the worst-case equil ib-
,EI  
rium. Let SI E defin d a the et of NE trategy profi le of a given game 
G = (I, ( S, LEI' ( U, L  .. I), then the price of anarchy T] is computed as [ 88 ] :  
7 7  = max L U, (s) ' 
sES iEI 
(2.89) 
In genera l, no formal ru le e i ts for electing an efficient equi librium, even 
though concepts uch as Pareto optimal i ty and the price of anarchy are suit­
able in orne situations. Some techniques such as pricing and hierarchy 
tructure are used to improve NE as in [ 89, 1 1 5 ] .  In [ 89] , the authors pro­
po ed hierarchy to improve energy-efficiency for non-cooperative power 
control game. In [ 1 1 5 ], the authors proposed a l inear pricing function of 
the transmitted power to establish a Pareto optimal power solution for the 
upl ink one-cel l code division multiple access (CDMA) wireless system. 
2.5.2 Special  Classes o f  Non-Cooperative G ames 
In  this subsection, we investigate two special classes of games: Potential and 
Stackelberg games. Potential games are non-zero sum games which possess 
a potential function that can be used to determine NE.  The set of pure NE 
can be  found by finding the maximum of  the potential function . Formally a 
potential game is defined as: 
Defini tion 2.5. 10  A non-cooperative strategic game G = (I, ( S, LEI' I Ud ,EI), is an 
exact poten tial game if there exists an exact potential function <P : S H lR such that 
2The price of stab i l i ty can be defined in a similar way using best-case equil ibrium [88] .  
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Ii E I, 
An equivalent condi tion for the e istence of an exact potential function ct>O 
i [ 1 01 ] :  
aUI act> 
In  a imilar fa hion, the ordinal potential fun ction can be defined as: 
(2.9 1 )  
Defini  tion 2.5.1 1 A game is a gencral ordinal paten tial game if there is an  ordinal 
poteJ l t ial fUJ lction cD : S H lR sL lch that: 
sigl1 (ct>(x, S_I ) - <P(y, s_ / )) = sign(Ui(x, LI) - U/ (y, Li)), Vx, y E Si, Vs E S. 
(2 .92) 
The intere t in potential game is d ue to the fol lowing results [40 ] :  
Corol lary 2.5.1 For infinite potential games (with a fin ite number of players), a 
pure _ tratcgy NE exists if 
1 .  SI are compact st ra tegy sets. 
? The potent ial function ct> is lIpper semi-con tinuous on S. 
Another interesting result  for potential game that is pertained to the unique­
ness of NE is: 
Corol lary 2.5.2 For infinite potential games (witlz a finite number of players), 
l Inique pure strategy NE exists if 
1 .  The strategy set S is compact and convex. 
2 .  The potential function ct> is continuously differentiable on the in terior of S. 
3. The potential function ct> is strictly concave in S. 
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Finding a potential function for a game i a d i fficult ta k, and in many ca es 
a pot ntial functi n may not exi t .  The fol lowing theorem can be used to 
check the existence of a potentia l  function . 
Theorem 2.5.5 Given a strategic gmne where tfle strategy sets 5" Vi E I, are 
intervals of 'R, alld assl lmillg the utilities are twice can tin LlOLlS differel1 tiable, then 
this game is a potential gallle if alld only if 
(2.93) 
Stackelberg gam s d scribe a hierarchical decision-making scheme, where 
one or more of the players declare and announce their strategies before the 
other players decide their strategies. In such games, the declaring players 
are called leaders, and can be in a posi tion to enforce their own strategies 
upon the oth.er players who are cal led the fol lowers. 
For a two player non-cooperative games between a leader and a fol­
lower, let 5" for i = 1 , 2 denote the strategy set of player i. Each time the 
leader (player 1 )  chooses a strategy S1 E 5 1 , she knows that the fol lower 
(player 2) observes her action before taking a decision S2 E 52 . Formally, this 
can be stated as: 
Defin i tion 2 .5 .12 Given a two player finite game, the set R2(Sl ), defined for each 
strategy S1 E 51 by: 
(2.94) 
is the optimal response set of player 2 to the strategy S1 E 51 of player 1 . 
As the leader knows that the fol lower observes her action, when the fol­
lower reaction set R2(S1 )  is a singleton for each S1 E 51 , then the leader has 
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the following u ti l i ty to maximize: 
(2.95) 
The concept of tackelberg equi l ibrium strategy (S� l s;) for a two player game 
i defined a : 
(2.96) 
and, 
(2 .97) 
It is worth noting  that using Stackelberg game can improve the leader uti l i ty 
when the fol lowers reaction set R2(S l )  is a singleton for each Sl E S1 as per 
the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 2.5.6 For a given two-persol1 finite garne, let U� and U�E denote, re­
spectively, the Stackelberg Equilibrill 1n u tility and the Nash Equilibrill m utility of 
player 1 (the leader in S tackelberg formulation). If the reaction set is a singleton set 
for all S1 E 51 1 then the following holds: 
1 T* > UNE 
U 1  - 1 . (2 .98) 
Accordingly, Stackelberg solu tion for a single leader multi - fol lower non­
cooperative game describes the case where the leader maximizes her uti l­
i ty function given the reaction set of the fol lower group while the fol lowers 
respond to the leader announced strategy by playing according to a certain 
equi l ibrium concept (e .g. ,  Nash Equi l ibrium) .  The case of more than two 
levels of hierarchy can be treated using the concept of backward-induction 
from extensive games as in [ 89 ] .  Stackelberg game is used extensively to 
perform resource a l location for relay networks as in [ 28, 1 49, 163, 1 70 ] .  
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2.5.3 Distri b u ted A l gori thms 
In th i  ub ection, we pre ent d i  tributed algorithm to reach an equi l ib­
rium ba d on the be t r sponse correspondence (or function). Asynchronous 
(sequentia l )  best response dynamics (ABRD) and synchronous (simul tane­
ou ) b t re ponse dynamics (SBRD) are discussed in [ 90) . For a stra tegic 
form game G = (I, I S/ LEI, ( U/ } ,EI), the ABRD assumes that G starts at initia l  
ta te 5(0) = (s�O) , . . . , s�O» ) . Player i for i E I update her strategy by choosing 
her be t re pon e to 5�1 as S�l ) = BR, (5�; ) .  I f  there is more than one best 
strateg , one of them i chosen randomly. The algorithm proceeds by up­
dating the trategy of another player by choosing her best response to the 
new action profi le, and 0 on. In SBRD algorithm al l  players update their ac­
tions s nchronously. Both the ABRD and SBRD have been used in resource 
al location for wireless communication problems as in [ 1 0 1 ,  1 18 ] .  
There are not many general resul ts regarding the convergence of  the best 
re ponse dynamics, which means, that each si tuation needs to be investi­
gated by i tself. One of the positive properties of potential  games is that 
SBRD dynamics converge with probabi l i ty of one to a pure Nash equi l ib­
r ium [90 ) .  
2 . 5.4 Auction Theory 
An auction may take many forms, but it is described by two properties: 
fir t, it is used to sel l any i tem. Second, the outcome of the the auction does 
not depend on the identi ty of the bidders, that is, auctions are anonymous. 
Auction can be defined as [53] : 
Defin i tion 2.5.13 An auction is a market mechanism in which an object, service, 
or set of objects, is exchanged on the basis of bids submitted by participan ts. It 
provides a specific set of rules tha t will govern the sale of an object to tIle submitter 
of the most favorable bid. Specific mechan ism includes: first  price, second price, 
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English, and Dutch auctions. 
Auctions can be categorized in many ways. In genera l, there are four types 
of auctions that are us d for single item al location as fol lows: 
1 .  Fi rs t Price Auction:  The bidder who submits the highest bid is awarded 
the object being sold and pays a price equal to the amount of the bid.  
Fir t price auction are either sealed-bid, in which bidders submit bids 
simultaneou ly, r Dutch. In  first price auction , bidders shade their 
bid below their true value. 
2. Second Price Auction: The bidder who submi ts the highest bid is 
awarded the object being sold and pays a price equal to the second 
highest bid .  Second price auctions are either sea led-bid, or English, in  
which bidders contin ue to raise each other 's b ids  unti l  only one bidder 
remains. In  second price auctions, true value is a dominant strategy. 
3. English Auction:  I t  is a sequential second price auction, in  which 
the auctioneer d irects participants to beat a standing bid. New bids 
must increase the current bid by a predefined increment.  The auction 
ends when no participant is wi ll ing to outbid the current standing bid .  
The participant who placed the current bid is the winner and pays the 
amount bid. 
4. Dutch Auction: A clock initia l ly  indicates a price for the object for sale  
which is substantial ly higher than any bidder is l ikely to pay, then the 
clock gradual ly decreases the price until a bidder indicates a wi l ling­
ness to pay. The auction is then concluded and the winning bidder 
pays the amount reflected on the clock at time the process was termi­
nated . 
Most auction theory rotates around the above four  basic types, other types 
of auction such as share auction for d ivisible goods, double auction, and 
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mul ti-item auction ha e received some importance in wirele communi­
ation a in [66, 1 37, 1 59 ] .  Bid in orne wireles communication cenario 
are not used a true payment but are u ed as signals of wi l l ingness to pay. 
2.5.5 Coopera t i ve G a Ines 
In  oopera tive game , the players are al lowed to form agreement among 
, which can affect the strategic choices of these players and their 
uti l i tie . Cooperative games include two main categories bargaining and 
coal i tion game . Bargaini ng games are out of the scope of this d issertation. 
H re, we will give a brief introduction to coal i tion games and discuss one 
olution concept of a coal i tion game cal led the Shapley value. Coal ition 
game can be defined as: 
Defin i t ion 2.5 .14 A Coalitioll game is defined by the pair (I, v), where v is a map­
ping tlzat determines tlze payof  that any coalition of players can receive in the game. 
Characteristic  form game is a class of coal i tion games, where the value of a 
coal ition S � I of players depends solely on the members of that coal ition, 
with no dependence on how the p layers in I \ S are structured . A trans­
ferable uti l i ty (TU) game implies that the total u ti l i ty can be divided in any 
manner between the coal ition members. Formal ly, the value of a TV game 
can be defined as [ 1 13 ] :  
Defin i  t ion  2 . 5. 1 5  The characteristic junction of a coalition game with transferable 
utility is a jU 11ction v over the real line defined as: v : 21I1 H IR, with v(0) = 0, and 
I I  is the cardinality of the set I. 
The characteristic function associates with every coal ition S � I a rea l  num­
ber, that represents the value of S. The values in TU games represent the 
monetary worth that members in a coal i tion can distribute among them­
selves using an appropriate rule. The amount of u ti l i ty that player i E S re­
ceives from the distribution of v(S) is the player'S payoff, and is denoted as 
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X, . The payoff a l location for the players in the et is denoted by the vector 
X E IRlsl. an, s lution concept are defined for coa l ition game uch a the 
core, the nucleolus, and the Shapley value. The Shapley value has received 
inter st in this research becau e it  is a unique and fair solution that a lways 
exists. In contra t, the core suffers from three main drawbacks: i t  can be 
empty, quite larg , and a l loca tions in the core may be unfair. Furthermore, 
computing the Shapley value is less comple , compared with computing 
the nucleolus, which is unique, always exi ts, and it  is a fai r  al location ( that 
is, achieves min-max criterion) . 
The Shapley value i denoted a <I> (v) = [Cll 1 (v), · · · , Cll1 (v), · · ·  , Cll11 1 (V) ] , 
where Cll, (v) is the payoff given to player i. The Shapley value satisfies four 
a ioms as fol lows: 
1 .  Efficiency Axiom:  v(I) = LiEf Cllj(v) . 
2. Symmetry Axiom:  I f  player i and player [ are such that v(S U U) )  = 
v(S U ( l ) ) for every coal i tion S not containing p layer i and player 1., 
then CP,(V) = cp;(v) . 
3. Dummy Axiom: I f  player i is such that v(S) = v(S U ( i ) ) ,  for every 
coal ition S not containing i, then CPj(v) = O. 
4. Addi t ive Axiom: I f  u and v are characteristics functions, then <I>(v + 
u)  = <I>(u + v) = <I>(v) + <I>(u) .  
The Shapley va lue for p layer i is computed as: 
CPl(V) = � � v(C, (n) U I i ) ) - v(C, (n)), 
I I !  L.J nED 
(2.99) 
where 0 is the set of al l  possible  I I ! permutations on I, n is a permutation 
in 0, and C(n) is the set of players that precedes user i in the permutation 
n .  
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2.6 Conclusions 
In thi chapter, the ba i c  concepts and notation tha t wil l  be used through­
out the di sertation are introduced . The basic chemes of cooperative com­
munication, pecifica l ly AF, DF, and SDF are introduced with emphasis on 
the outage probabi l i ty, d iver i ty order, and SEP performance measures. Ba-
ic concepts of optimization theory such as optimal i ty conditions, dual i ty 
formulation, and solution methods are presented.  Solution concepts, such 
a NE for non-cooperative games, and Shapley va lue for cooperative games 
are di cussed . In the remainder of this dis ertation, the emphasis wi l l  be in 
tudying the performance mea ures of pecific cooperative communication 
cenario and designing resource a l location algorithms, using d ifferent for­
mulations. Tools and concepts from optimization and game theory frame­
works wi l l  be u ed to find the solutions. 
C H A PT E R 3  
O R D E R E D  B E S T  R E L AY S :  P E R FO R M A N C E  
A N A LY S I S  
Thi chapter addresses relay election in mult i  source multi relay scenarios. 
Relay election based on the highest end-to-end SNR uti lizes the spectrum 
effic iently, when nly two time slots are used . For a sy tern with multiple 
users and multiple relays with l imited power capabi l i ty, the scenario of two 
u ers competing for the same relay is pronounced . Along this d irection, the 
cenario of two users having the same best ordered relay is addressed for 
both AF and DF cooperative communication schemes. We propose sharing 
of the hvo ordered best rel ays over Rayleigh flat  fad ing channel subject to re­
lay power constraint per user to establ ish ful l  d iversity order for both users. 
We study the performance of the proposed scheme in terms of the outage 
probabi l i ty, d iversity order, and the BEP performance measures. The MGF 
formula of the received SNR of the two ordered best relays ( the best, and 
the next-best) after using M RC is  derived assuming equal power sharing, 
where each relay transmits w ith half  power. 
Introduction and rela ted works are given in Section 3. 1 . The system 
model and notations are introduced in Section 3.2. Three-time slots, and 
two-time slots based cooperative relay transmission schemes with their per­
formance measures are presented in  Sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Nu­
merical resul ts and discussions are presented in  Section 3.5 . Conclusions are 
drawn in cti n 3.6. 
3 . 1  I n trod uction 
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discu ed in ub ection 2.3.3, using the best ordered relay achieves ful l  
diver ity order u ing two time lots. However, for mul ti-user systems, the 
pr babi l i ty of two user competing for the same best relay is signi ficant and 
comparable to the probabil ity of having di fferent best relays with similar 
a erage hannel condi tions a was proven in  [ 1 1 ] . In this sense, two solu­
tion are propo ed in l i terature; the fi rst olution is to use the best relay for 
u er one, and the ne t-best relay for the other user. So, this solution trans­
form the problem to the kth be t ordered relay selection problem, which 
wa inve tigated in  [ 74-76, 1 58 ] ,  by this solution the users achieve different 
d iver i ty orders. The second solu tion is to use the best relay for the two 
u ers with half power for each user, if this choice gives better performance 
than using the next-best relay alone with ful l  power, which was proposed in 
[ 1 1 ] .  However, no analytical results for the BEP, or outage probabi li ty have 
yet been derived because of the mathematical complexity. In summary, the 
two solutions are based on using only one relay for each user. 
I n  this chapter, we propose a d i fferent solution, in which the best relay 
and the next-best relay are equal ly shared between the two users. The re­
lays are ordered based on the instantaneous end-to-end 5NR of the source­
relay-destination l inks. Each user wil l  have the chance to use the best and 
the next-best ordered relays in a predetermined manner. The relay transmit 
power is equal ly shared between the two users. Equal opportun i ty of using 
the best relay is the base to build up this scheme. Three-time-slots are used, 
where each user benefits from two relays as fol lows: the first-time-slot is 
used to transmit the sources' data to the relays and the destination nodes, 
the second-ti me-slot is used to relay the processed data from the best relay 
to the destination node, and the third-time-slot is used to relay the processed 
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data from the next-be t relay to the de tination node. In  addition, sharing 
the tw ordered be t rela s for both AF and DF cooperative chemes for 
independent identica l ly d istribu ted (iid) flat fading Rayleigh channel , uti­
lizing two-time slots u ing distributed STSC r d istributed bearnforrning 
(SF) ar a l o in e tigated to exploit the channel efficiently. The proposed 
scheme place fu l l  diversity election at the core of the design scheme, and 
take into con idera tion the l imited avai lable power at the relay. The avail­
able power at  the r lay i u ed to supp rt both users, and it is equally split 
between them. 
3.2  System M odel  
The system under consideration is depicted in  Figure 3.1 . I n  this model, 
the channel characterizing the l ink between source Sj and relay RJ is de­
noted as hS,R" and the channel characterizing the l in k  between relay R/ and 
destination node 0 is denoted as hR/O.  Moreover, the channel identifying 
the l ink between source Si and destination node 0 is denoted as hS,D .  The 
channels lZs,R/ ,  lzR/D' and hS,D are assumed iid Rayleigh random variables for 
l E ( I ,  . . .  , K) with K is the number of relays, and i E ( 1 , 2 ) . The received 
noise at a l l  l inks is assumed to be iid AWGN with zero mean and variance 
06. For relay selection schemes, the channel characterizing the link between 
the source Si and the jth ordered best relay RbI is denoted as h�:R' and the 
channel characterizing the l ink between the jth ordered best relay and the 
destination is denoted as lz�� , where j E (O, 1 ) . 
I n  this chapter, time d ivision multiple access (TDMA) is considered . For 
a two-users case, each time slot is d ivided into two sub-slots. Frequency di­
v ision mul tiple access (FDMA) can also be considered in a similar fashion, 
where each frequency sub-band in FDMA corresponds to a time sub-slot in 
TDMA. The sharing scenarios are classified into two ca tegories: three-time 
slots scenario (orthogonal), and two-time slots scenario (non-orthogonal) .  
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Two Ordered Best Relays 
Figure 3.1 Sy tem Model . 
In  both scenarios, the fi rst-time lot is used for the sources' transmission 
to the destination node and relay nodes (broadcast phase) . Orthogonal in 
this conte t refers to relay transmission, where the best relay transmits in 
the econd-time slot, and the ne t-best relay transmits in the third-time slot 
(no interference) .  The second and third time slots are subdivided into Tm1 ,  
and TI112 for m E {2, 3 1 to  transmit user 's 1 and user 's 2 data respectively. 
For two-time slots scenario, STBC or BF transmission schemes are used to 
relay the data from the two best ordered relays to the destination node for 
the two users simultaneously. Non-orthogonal in this context refers to the 
transmission in the second-time slot; the best, and the next-best rel ays trans­
mit at  the same time. Sub-slot T2i is used by the best and next-best relays 
for transmitting user 's i data simultaneously for BF scenarios. The instanta­
neous value of the phase of the CSI of the source-relay and relay-destination 
l inks are required to be available at the best, and the next-best relays to 
perform distributed BF. For distributed STBC the best and next-best relays 
transmit the re-encoded signal  or the complex conjugate of the re-encoded 
signal in a predetermined way as wil l  be explained in Subsection 3.4. 1 .  The 
destina tion node for a l l  scenarios, combines the directed and relayed signals 
using M RC, where the received signals from all independent paths are co-
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pha d, weighted, and combin d,  a uming the destination knows the in-
tantaneous CSI from the source and relay . The in tantaneous CSI is kept 
invariant ver multiple tran mi ion intervals. So, the election of the best, 
and ne t-best relay i performed once for multiple transmissions. Relay se­
lection is performed before data transmission. The best and next-best relays 
can be determined for both AF and DF in a central ized or distributed fash­
ion, d pendin g  on where the decision is carried out. In a centra l ized relay 
selection, the destina tion node based on the end-to-end SNR of the source­
relay-d stinati n l inks determines the best and the next-best relays, and in­
forms the s leeted relays through feedback channels. In a d istributed relay 
selection, each rela acquires the in tantaneous CSI of the two l inks (relay­
de tination, and ource-relay), the CSI of the relay-destination l ink can be 
acquired by al lowing the destination to transmit a pi lot signa l .  The relay 
then can determine the CSI of the relay-destination l ink assuming that the 
relay-destination l ink is symmetric. Besides, the CSI of the source-relay l ink 
can be determined at  the relay from the source request to transmit .  Based 
on CSI of the two l inks (relay-destination, and source-relay), the relay sets a 
timer and remains si lent inversely proportional to the end-to-end SNR. The 
relay whose timer expires fi rst or second wm broadcast a signa l to other re­
l ays, ind icating that they can go to a sleep mode for the rest of the current 
transmission period . I f  the relay receives two signals from other relays be­
fore i ts timer goes to zero, it can go to a sleep mode, otherwise, i t  wm be the 
best relay or the next-best relay [ 1 6, 1 55 ] .  
3 . 3  Three-Tim e  S l ots Scenario 
I n  this scenario, three-time s lots are used. The selected relays are shared 
between the two sources (users), where the relays transmit power is shared. 
The transmission scheme is i l lustrated in  Tab le  3.1, where Tx, stands for 
transmission of user i data Xi, and Rx, stands for receiving user i (source 5i) 
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Table  3.1 Three-Time Slots Scenario. 
Termi n a l  Tn T12 T21 T22 T31 T32 
S }  TXI 
S2 TX2 
RbO RXI RX2 TYI TX2 
RbI RXI RX2 TXI TX2 
0 ReI RX2 RXI RX2 RXI RX2 
data Xl ' The received signal Y�,) at the destination node D, in time slot Tl is 
obtained as fol lows:  
(0) in (0) . ':iT = -y Pshs OXi + /1. 1 ' , Z = 1 , 2 . 1 ,  J I 
The received signal y�/) at the relay node R/, in time slot Tl is as: I I 
(3. 1 )  
(3 .2) 
In particular, the received signal at  the ordered best relays RbO and RbI in 
time slot Tl i s  obtained as: 
(Rbi) _ inp J. (j) (Rbi) . - 2 & .  - 0 YT - -y r s rls R Xi + 11. 1 ' , I  - I ,  ] - , 1 , 11  I bl . I (3.3) 
where ni�) , ni�/ ), and n��bJ) are the AWGNs at the destination D, at the re­
lay R/, and at the best ordered relay Rbj, respectively. The relays are or­
dered based on the end-to-end SNR of the source-re lay-destination l inks as 
expla ined later i n  Subsections 3.3 . 1  and 3.3 .2 for DF and AF scenarios, re­
spectively. The transmitted symbol Xi is drawn from a constel lation with 
unit energy, and Ps is the source transmitted power. The instantaneous re­
ceived SNR a t  the destination node, from the source Si through the direct 
l ink over Rayleigh flat fading channel is defined as YSiO ·  I t  i s  computed 
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u ing (3. 1 )  a Ys,o = )'0 1Izs,0 12 , where )'0 = �i, and )'s 0 is a random an-
D 
abl e p nential l  di tributed with parameter ;\s,o . To simpl i fy the analysis, 
th ource-de tination links of u er 1 and u er 2 are a sumed to be iid with 
;\5 10 = ItS20 = tlso = E( I/� 11 J 1 . Similarly, the instantaneous received SNR yo 5,0 
at the r lay R/ from ource 51 is computed using (3.2) as ),S,R, = Yo lhs,Rl, 
where )'5 R i al 0 an pon ntia l ly d istributed random variable with pa­
rameter ,l S,R" The ourc r lay l inks ar assumed to have the same average 
valu tlS,R, = ItSR = ' E [ I� 12 J ' VI E { I , . . .  , K ) ,  and Vi E { 1 , 2 ) .  For an ex-) 0 S,R, 
pon ntia l ly d istributed random variable X with parameter il , the mean is 
given as /-Ix = E[X ] = *. The transmission in the second and third-time 
slot depend on the cooperation scheme, DF or AF. The three-time slots 
DF cenario is investigated in  Subsection 3.3. 1 ,  and the three-time slots AF 
cenario is investigated in Subsection 3.3.2. 
3.3 .1  D F  Three-Ti m e  S l o ts Scenario 
As i l lustrated in Tab le  3.1, the received signal il
F) at the destination node 
m, 
in time slot Till for DF scheme is as: 
(OF) _ !PsI (J) - (OF) · - 0 YTn" - -y 2 1ROXji + nmi , J - , 1 , i = 1 , 2, & 711 = 2, 3, (3.4) 
where n(OF) is the received AWG N  at the destination node in  time slot Till ! TIll 
and X/I is the ith user decoded symbol at  the jth relay. The jth ordered relay 
transmits with power p�) equals half the source power (P�) = Ps/2) for each 
user. Defining y(0.50) as the instantaneous SNR for the ith user at the desti­
nation node after using M RC, and assuming the relays RbO and Rbl decoded 
the symbol Xi correctly ( i .e .  XOi = Xli = Xi), then y(O.5oF) is obtained as: 
(0 SOF) _ _1 ,(OF) Y . Y + , - 5,0 2 ' SI/II/ ' 
l Ex [X] is written as E[X] to simpli fy the notations. 
(3.5) 
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the in tantaneou end-t -end R of the best, and the next-best relays. The 
factor i in (3.5) i due to the fact that the best and next-be t relays are equal ly 
hared between the two users, where p�) = Ps/2 for j E 10, 1 ) . 
The best relay RbO is the relay with the maximum instantaneous end-to­
nd S R at th de tination node, i .e. )i��F) = max(yolhR/0 12) .  The next-best 1 
rela RbI i th relay with the ne t-maximum instantaneous end-to-end SNR 
at the destination node, i .e. )i�,�F) = max(Yo lhR/0 12), where I = 1,  . . .  , K (l is 1, I*bO 
used as an inde for the relay without ordering) . The selection of the best 
rela Rbo and ne t-best relay Rbl from the K avai lable relays is determined 
b ordering the in tantaneous end-to-end SNRs from the K relays as fol lows 
(OF) (OF) (OF) (OF) 2 I h f 1 1  . h YbO > Yb1 > J'b2 > . . . > Yb1-..- 1 · n t e o owmg, t e PDF and the MGF 
of the end-to-end S R ) ,(0.5
0) are derived in order to evaluate the BEP and 
outage probabi l i ty performance measures of the proposed scenario. 
In order to find the PDF f .(DF) (Z) of the instantaneous end-to-end SNR J srlm 
Y��I�' from the best and the next-best relays, we consider the fol lowing. ( 1 )  
Instead o f  dea l ing with the decoding set C a s  in [ 65 ] ,  we assume that the 
relay is selected from the K avai lable relays. However, i f  a relay cannot 
decode the message correctly, i t wi l l  not transmit and hence, the instanta-
neous end-to-end SNR equals zero [ 77] .  (2)The lth relay can decode the 
message of user 511 if Yo lhs, RJ is greater than some threshold value 6TH, i .e . 
i f  Yo llzs,RJ > 6TH ' Defining � as the probabi l i ty of erroneously decoding the 
message, then � is computed as � = Pr(Yolhs,R/ 12 < 6TH) = 1 - e-,ISR /';TH , where 
yollzs,Rl is an exponentia l  random variable with a parameter ;\SR ' Assuming 
the source-relay l inks are identical random variables, then 6TH can be com­
puted as the value of Yo lhs,R/ 12 that is sufficient to satisfy a given transmission 
rate R. In other words, 6TH is the threshold va lue satisfying the inequal i ty 
! log ( 1  + Yolhs,RJ) � R or equivalently Yo lhs,R/ 12 � 6TH = (22R - 1 ) .  The re-
2The decoding set C is a subset of the K available relays. I f  a relay is not in the decoding 
set, the end-to-end SNR value is  set to zero. 
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la R/ that ati fie thi condition i con idered in the decoding et C [9, 77] . 
o fining the un rder d in tantaneou end-to-end R at the de tina tion 
nod from the lth relay a yjDF), for I = 1 1 ,  . . .  , K ) ,  yjDF) is then obtained as: 
y�DF) = 
0, 
yo lhR1D I2 i f  )'olhs,Rl 12 � llTH ' 
(3.6) 
The PDP f\.(DF) (x), and th cumulative density function (CDP) F,.(DF) (x) of y�DF) - I  _ I 
are given as [ 76 ] :  
(3.7a) 
(3.7b) 
where f/ (x) i s  the unit step function, 6(x) is Dirac delta function, and IlRD 
i the parameter of the exponential random variable characterizing the re­
ceived SNR at the destination node from the relay, assuming that a l l  relay­
destination l inks are iid random variables, with IlRD = )'oEf I�RIDI2J ' 
In  order to find the PDP of the SNR of the best and next-best relays, the 
order statistics of random variables is used . Let Xl , X2, . . . , XK be defined as 
iid random variables, with PDP fx(x) and CDP Fx(x) . In addition, define the 
ordered random variables Y 1 < Y 2 . . .  < Y K , where Y1 = m ini XII and Y K = 
max/ Xl for l E ( 1 ,  . . . K) ,  then the PDP of the kth ordered random variable Yk 
is obtained as [31 ) :  
(3.8) 
and the joint PDP of the two ordered random variables (Y, and Ys), where 
r < 5 i given b [ 70 ] : 
f ( ) K! 1 't" y, X, Y (r _ 1 ) ! (5 _ r _ 1 ) ! (K _ 5) ! [Fx(x)Y- /x(x)jx(Y) 
x [ 1 - Fx(y) ]K-S [Fx (Y) - Fx (x))r-r- l . 
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(3.9) 
From (3.8) the PDFs of the received SNR )'��F), and y��F) from the best, and 
ne t-be t rela s respectively are obtained as: 
f,COT) (Z) = K[Fx (z) ]K- I/X(Z), ) 100 (3 . 10a) 
f .IPT) (Z) = K(K - 1 ) [Fx (z)t-2 [ 1  - Fx(z) ]jx(Z) .  ) 1'1 (3 . 10b) 
The joint PDF of the recei ed SNR from the ordered relays (RbO, RbI ) using 
(3 .9) i obtained as: 
f (OF) (DF) (X, Y) = K(K - 1 )  [FX (X) ] K-2 /x(x)jx(Y) · (3 . 1 1 ) VI'1 'Yl<J 
Sub t i tuting (3.7a) in  (3 . 1 1 ), results in :  
f..��F),y�n (xI Y) =K(K - 1 ) [ ( 1 - ( 1 - �)e-'\RDX )tl (X)r-2 [ ( 1 - �)t1Roe-I\RDXp(x) + �o(x) ] 
x [ ( 1  - �)}lROe-"lRDY p(y) + �O(y) ] . (3. 1 2) 
Note that, y;�F) and y��F) are dependent random variables due to the or­
dering of the instantaneous end-to-end SNR. The PDF of their sum Y��'� = 
)/OF) + )/OFJ i s  computed as [ 1 07l bO bl .
K 
jy��:; (z) = 
A(OF)e-'\RDZ pC:) + B(OF)ze-llRDz tL (z) + 0(0F)6(z) + I E�OF)e-kllRD� p(z) . 
Defin ing Ck as: (K) )k-2 Ck = k k (k - 1 )  (-1 , 
k=3 
(3 . 13) 
(3. 14) 
then A(DF) , B(DF), O(DF), and E(OF) are computed a given in Table  3.2. 
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The MGF \fJ,,(�.:: (s) of the received S R Y��,�) i obtained using (3. 1 3) as: 
. (On A (OF) B(OF) K E(OF) \fJ (On (S) = E le-s Y,um I = + + ' k + O(OF) (3 . 1 5) r urn S + )\RO (s + tlRO)2 L-J S + kARO . k=3 " 2 
For the ca e of haring the best and ne t-be t relays, it is required to com­
pu te the MGF of O.5)'��,�, which can be obtained imply from Y��,� as \Il .(OF) (s) = J'sum 2 
\Il .��,:; ( � ) .  Since the received S R from the source-destination link Ys,o is in-
dependent of the received SNR from the relay-destination l in k  O.5Y��'�' the 
MGF \fJ .. (o <;on (S) of the received SNR at the destination node after using MRC 
i \Ill.(o <;on (S) = \Il,,:�,�(�)\lfr'sD (S) ,  Applying the partial fraction expansion, we 
arrive at: 
(OF) b(OF) K e(OF) f(OF) a 
L k \fJ ,,(0 SOF) (s) = 1 s + (1 5 )2 + 1 5 + 1 s '  + - + - + - + -2'\RO 2'\RO k=3 '\RDk ilSO 
(3. 1 6) 
where a(OF) , b(OF) , j<0F) ,  and e�OF) (assuming that i\so * ARO or multiple of 
i t  for simplicity, but the analysis can be easi ly extended), are given as in 
Table  3.2. Since MRC is used at the destination node, the SEP can be cal­
culated by averaging the mul tichannel conditiona l SEP over the PDF of the 
random variable representing the received end-to-end SNR at the destina­
tion node [73] . The SEP for M-PSK and M-QAM are respectively obtained 
by using the MGF \Il(s) of the received end-to-end SNR as fol lows [ 1 30 ] :  
(M-l)n • 2 ( Tl ) 1 1 M ( sm Ai ) SEPMPSK = - \If .  2 de, n 0 sm e (3. 1 7a) 
4q II 
3 4q
2
l* 
3 
SEP - - \If de - - \fJ de MQAM - n 0 ( 2(M - 1 )  sin2 e
) 
n 0 ( 2(M - 1 )  sin2 e
) , 
(3. 1 7b) 
where 
q 
= 1 - 1. 
Here, the SEP i s  calculated only for BPSK modulation by substituting 
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Table  3.2 Coefficient of Th PDP, The MGP, The BEP, and the Pollt (YTII ) for 
DF Sharing ch me. 
Coefficien t  
O(DF) 
Val ue 
r.f=3 I\RDck(1  - �l-l (� + �=n + c2(1 - �)�ARD 
1(1 - �?I\�D 
r.{=2 ck�2(1 - �)k-2 
�(1 - R)k (..2 )A 2 I" k-2 RD 
M = 2 in (3. 1 7a), but i t can be easily extended to M-PSK, and M-QAM us­
ing (3. 1 7a) and (3. 1 7b) respectively, and can be expressed in a closed-form 
using the hypergeometric functions [ 130] .  In the fol lowing we obtain the 
BEP for dif erent sharing scenarios. The BEP is computed using (3. 1 7a) as: 
n 
BEP = � ('I W( + )de. 
TI Jo sm e 
Defining the fw1ction p el!) as: 
P (u )  = � l� 1 de = ( 1 - kll )1l � (n - 1  + t)( l + kl/ )t TI ( 1  + _11_ ) 11 2 � t 2 ' o sin2 e 1=0 
(3 . 1 8) 
(3 . 19) 
where ku = � l�u and n is an integer, the integral for 11 = 1 simpl i fies to 
Fl (U) = � ( 1  - ku ) . 
The BEPy<osDF) is obtained by substituting (3. 1 6) into (3 . 1 8), and computing 
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the integra l a fol low : 
(3 .20) 
The CDF Fy(O W) (x) of the end-to-end SNR yCO.50F) can be obtained from the 
MGF Wj.(O ,OF) (s) given in (3. 1 6) .  Hence, the outage probabi l i ty p��; OF) (YTIr ) can 
be obtained a : 
PC0.50F) ( ) -F ( )  0111 YTh - yeo SOF) YTh , 
K 
= L ek
OF) ( 1 - e- \ROk)'Th ) + /0F) ( 1  - e-'\SO)'TIt )+  
k=3 
The d i  ersity order of sharing the two best ordered relays can be investi­
gated using asymptotic analysis of the BEP or the outage probabil i ty POlil (YTIr ) 
at high 5 R values [ 86, 1 75 ] .  Another approach, is to use the asymptotic 
analysis of the PDF or the MGF of the end-to-end SNR [6, 95, 151 ] '  We fol­
low the latter approach using the MGF of the end-to-end SNR at the output 
of the MRC.  The MGF W),(050F) (5) i s  given in (3. 1 6) .  Using the resul ts of [ 1 5 1 ] , 
the MGF can be approximated as 5 � 00 by bls l-d + O(lsl-d) 3, where d is the 
diversi ty order, and b is related to the coding gain. Wri ting WyCO SOF) (s) as a 
division of two polynomials '±' yC050F) (S) = !i:�, where B(5) and A(5) are the 
numerator and denominator polynomials respectively. A(s) can be written 
as A(5) = (1 + 2,5 ?(1 + -f-- ) TI�-3( 1  + , 5 k )' which can be approximated for I\RO IISO - "RO 
5 � 00 as A(s) � ( 2ASRO ?( A�o ) T I�=3C:ok) = (2ARO;\SO TI�3 ;\Rokt1s(K+ l J .  The 
numerator polynomial can be found by col lecting and combining the corre­
sponding terms, which is clearly of a degree less than the denominator poly-
3 A function a(x) is written as O(x) i f  lirnx->o a�) = O. 
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nomia1 .  Taking oni the constant term of the numerator pol nomial, and 
divide thi term by the approximation of the denominator polynomial re­
ult in the term blsl-(K+ 1) . This means that the diver ity order i K + 1 .  Other 
terms which r ult from the div ision of the numerator polynomial with the 
appro imation of the denominator polynomial contribute to O(lsl-(K+ l » ) .  
3.3.2 A F  Th ree-Ti m e  S lots Scenario 
A i l lu trated in Table 3.1 ,  the received signal y�F) at the destination node '} 
in time lot Till for AF scheme is as fol lows: 
(Ar) - G(/) tis J (]) (Rb,) (AP) ·  - 0 . - -YT - 5 R - lRDYT + Jl  . , ] - , 1 , 1 - 1 , 2, & m 2, 3, n '- 2 11  ",1 (3.22) 
where Il(AF) is an AWGN at the destination node, and GS(j)R is the normal izing 1111 I 
factor at the relay, which depends on the instantaneous CSI between the ith 
source and the jth ordered best relay. Assuming that each relay knows its 
instantaneous channel information h�)R ' the normalizing factor using (3.3) is 
d/) = . The end-to-end received SNR at  the destination node for S,R (}) 2 , Psills R I +00 I 
AF scheme (with instantaneous CSI at the lth relay) with PRI = Ps /2, and 
using the normalizing factor GS'RI = .y 
1 2 is obta ined as 
Pslhs,R, 1  +06 
which can be upper and lower bounded for high SNR as [4, 56 ] :  
1 . ( YRID ) < (AF) <
' YRID ) 2" nun YS,R" -2- - Y/ - mm (Ys ,R" -2- . 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
The upper bound in (3.24) is shown to be tight, and can be used to simplify 
the analysis [ 75 ] .  I t  is easy to show that the PDF of the upper bound in 
(3.24) for Raleigh flat fading channels is an exponentia l random variable, 
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with parameter Ileq = ,lSR + 2/lRD ' The upper bound of the received end-to-
nd R y(05AF) at the destination node after u ing MRC and using (3.22), 
and (3.3) i given as: 
v(O.5AF) = )1 + ),(O.5AF) I S.D SIIIII ' (3.25) 
where Y��I;'JAF) = y:�.5AF) + y��.5AF) with y��.5AF) and y��.5AF) are the upper bound 
of the end-to-end SNR from the best, and next-best relays respectively. The 
be t rela Rbo i selected a the relay with the maximum upper bound of the 
end-to-end S R y��5AF) at the the destination node, i .e. y�.5AF) = 
rna (min(ys Rt, ),Rt)), where l = 1, . . . , K . Similarly, the next-best relay RbI is I 
elected as the relay with the ne t-ma imum upper bound of the end-to-end 
S R (O.5AF) 1 h d . .  d ' (O.5AF) _ ( . ( fRIO )) I'll at he t e estinatIon no e, I .e . Ybl - max mm. Ys Rt '  -2- . , 1, I*bO I 
The election of the best, next-best relays RbO and RbI , respectively from the 
K available relay is done using the ordering of the upper bound of end-to­
end S R from the K avai lable relays as fol lows y� .5AF) > y��.5AF) > y��.5AF) > 
(O.5AF) . . . > YbK-l . 
The joint PDF of the upper bound received SNRs from the ordered relays 
RbO and RbI using (3.9) can be obtained as: 
(3.26) 
Using (3.26), and fol lowing a similar procedure to that fol lowed in Subsec­
tion 3.3. 1 ,  the BEPy(O.5AF) can be derived as: 
where A(AF) , B(AF) ,  and EkAF) are defmed in column 2 of Table  3.3, and a(AF) ,  
b(AF) , ekAF) and PAF) are defined in column 4 of Table  3.3. The outage proba­
bi l i ty p��.;AF) (YTh) of sharing the two ordered best relays for AF scheme can 
Table 3.3 
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efficient f The PDF, The MGF, The BEP, and the POIl 1(YTh ) for 
ch m . 
Coeff. Val u e  Coeff. Va lue  
A (AF) 
B(AF) 
E( IF) k 
[t=3 CV\eq k�2 
(2 .\; 
-2-
c. I", 
- k-2 
be computed as: 
n(AF) 
b(AF) 
(M) Ck 
JCAF) 
K 
1 ( A(Nl.\S/J B(AFJ,\SO ) 
T.:.;' -.lrq+.lso - (-,I"q +'\SO)2 
...L ( B(AFJ 'so ) 
I�q - 1"1+ Iso 
(All 
2 ( E, .150 ) 
.\rq
k - I,t +'\50 
A(AF) B(AF) -- + '\eq -'\50 (,I .. q - 150)2 
K E
(AIl 
+ [ k k=3 ( .Irqk ) -2 -'\50 
p��}AF) (YTh ) = Fr(0 5 '\F) (YTII ) = L e�
AF\1 - e- \q\Th ) + J(AF) ( 1 - e-·\sorr,, )+ 
k=3 
(3 .28) 
The d ivers i ty order of sharing the two ordered best relays for AF scheme 
is al 0 K + I ,  which can be found from the simil arity between BEPy(O.5AF) 
e pression in (3 .27) and the BEPy(O.5DF) expression in (3.20). 
It is worth noting that, for AF sharing scenario, the ordering of the best, 
and the next-best relays depends on the relay's transmitted power with the 
assumption that the relays transmi t  with the same power level .  Therefore, 
the best and next-best rel ays in this scenario are d ifferent from the best and 
next-best relays without sharing. In the sharing scenario, the best relay is se­
lected as mfx(min () 'S,R/ f ; 'Rt)) but the best relay without sharing is selected 
as: mfx(min (YS,R/ , )'R/D) ) . It is clear that the factor � affects the ordering of 
the relays. The same resul t  holds for the next-best relay. In general the or­
dered best relays for sharing and without sharing AF are di fferent (even 
the relays transmit with equal power). Whereas for DF scenario, the relays 
are ordered depending on the received SNR at the destination as given by 
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Table 3.4 Be t Relay Selection Criterion for AF Scheme. 
The Case The Be t Relay The Best Relay Comments 
With Sharing  Wi thout  Shar ing 
)'R,D 
YS,R/ < -2- < YR/D mrX(YS,R/ ) rnr (YC;,R/ ) Same 
llR D 
( Ylt) + < }'S,R/ < )'R,D rna rnrX(YS,R/ ) Di fferent  I 
YR/D Cr) rna x(YR/D) Di fferent  -2- < YR/D < YS,R/ rna I I 
rna (}'o IJz�b I2) i f  the relays transmit with fu l l  power, and as max( �yoIJz�b I2 ) I I 
i f  the relays transmit with half power. The factor � in  the last expression 
does not affect the ordering of the relays, and it can be removed hom the 
e pre sion without affecting the ordering for DF. The d i fferent cases for AF 
ordering are i l lustrated in Table  3 .4 .  Rows 2 and 3 i l lustrate that the sharing 
scenario may use different relays horn the best and next-best relays which 
were ordered based on ful l  power transmission. Simulation resul ts show 
tha t AF sharing scenario based on half power a l location achieves ful l  di ver­
sity order and outperforms the BEP performance of the best relay (alone) 
cenario. The ordering based on relay half power al location is used for two 
reasons: First, the BEP performance of the sharing based on half power or­
dering outperforms the sharing based on ful l  power ordering. Second, us­
ing the half power ordering simpli fies deriving the PDF expression (3.26). 
3.4 Two-Ti m e  S lots Scenario 
So far, the transmission schemes discussed do  not uti l ize the resources ef­
ficiently. The source and the relays needed to wait for three-time slots to 
start a new retransmission. In this section, we wi l l  discuss more efficient 
transmission schemes where only two time slots are required . Three types 
of such transmission schemes wi l l  be examined . These schemes are DF with 
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Table  3.5 Distributed STBC-DF Scenario. 
Term i na l  Tl l  Tl2 T21 T22 
S1 TXl 
S2 T."f2 
RbO RXI RX2 Ttl T -. 
-x2 
RbI RXI RX2 T.t2 T-
· X l 
D RXI RX2 R(O
S) 
T21 R(
OS) T21 
di tributed STBC at the relays, DF with distributed BF at the relays, and AF 
with di tributed BF at  the relays. 
3.4.1 D istri b u te d  STBC for DF Scheme 
In this cenario, the selected relays are shared between the two sources 
equal ly. The two sources are assumed to have the same best and next-best 
relay . As i l lustrated in Table 3 .5, only two-time slots are used for coop­
eration. Alamouti STBC [2 ]  is used between the relays and the destination 
node [7] . The noiseless received signals generated using distributed STBC 
in time sub-s lots T21 and T 22 are denoted as R(T
OS) and R(T
OS) , respectively. The 21 22 
received signals y;�S) and y�S) at the destination node in sub-slots T21 and 
Tn respectively, a re given as: 
(OS) _ (P;h(O) - (P;h( 1) - (OS) Y21 - -V 2 ROXOl + -V 2 ROX12 + n2l ' 
(OS) _ _ (P;h(O) x' + (P; h(1 ) x' + n(OS) Y22 - '/ 2 RO 02 '/ 2 RO 1 1  22 f 
(3 .29a) 
(3.29b) 
where xp is the decoded symbol of the transmitted symbol X, a t  the best 
relay Rb) " The superscript n stands for complex conjugate. n;�S) is the ad­
di tive noise at the destination in time sub-slot T2i for i = 1 , 2. The estimated 
symbols Xl and X2 at the destination node in time sub-slots T21 and T 22 can 
be found with the assumption that the transmitted symbols are correctly 
Table  3.6 Distributed BF Scenario . 
Teml ina l  Tl l 
5 ]  Tx) 
52 
RbO Rx! 
Rb l R y ) 
0 RXI 
TJ2 
T.t2 
Rt2 
RX2 
RX2 
T21 
T.tl / T>;l 
T.il /Txl 
R(BD
) 
/ R(
BA) 
T21 T21 
decoded at the rela ( i .e . xOI = XI I = Xi) as [2 ) :  
T22 
Tt2 / TX2 
Ti2 / TX2 
R(BD
) 
/ R(
BA) 
T22 T22 
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(3 .30a) 
(3.30b) 
The end-to-end SNR at the destination node after using M RC is computed 
as y(DS) = ),5,0 + Y��,�)' with )'��,�) = (y�S) + y��S\ which is similar to the 
S R expression obtained in  (3.5) .  Hence, the same analysis can be carried 
out, which resul ts in  the same BEP performance as (3.20) .  The goal of this 
analysis i s  not to inve tigate the d istributed STBC, but to examine the BEP 
performance of sharing the two ordered best relays. A detai led analysis of 
d istributed STBC for multi-relay systems using pairw ise error probabi l i ty 
can be found in [ 78 ] .  
The two best order relays STBC-AF requires greater investigation for the 
election criterion, and the amplification gain at  the relays, using the instan­
taneous CSI .  This  however, is a topic  for further research.  
3.4.2 D istribu te d  BF for DF Scheme 
In  this scenario, two-time slots are used as in  the previous scenario, except 
that the best and the next-best relays transmit the same information at the 
same time. As i l lustrated in Table 3.6. The noiseless received signals using 
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OF di  tributed BF in time sub- lots T21 , and T 22 are denoted as R(BO) and T21 
R��), re pectively. For DF cherne, i t  is referred to a BF-OF (BD). The re-
c ived ignal at  the d tination node in the econd-time slot for BD are: 
(BO) _ m(1 (0) - I ( 1 ) - ) (BO) • Y2, - -V 2 hRO lxiO 
+ h Ro lxl l + 1'12i 1 = 1 , 2, (3.31 )  
where i,o and -"1 1 are the decoded symbols of the ith user at the relays RbO and 
RbI re pecti ely, and n�O) is the AWGN received at the destination node. 
From (3.3 1 )  and using MRC with the assumption that the signal is decoded 
correctly at both relays Rl>o and RbI (iio = i, l ) , the SNR y(BO) at the destination 
node i computed as: 
y(BO) = Ys,o + 0.5( ly(OB) 1 + 1>0 (3 .32) 
It i rather compl icated to obta in the PDF and / or the MGF of y(BO) in (3.32) 
at the destination node analytica l ly. In this respect, we obtain the PDF and 
2 
MGF of the bounded 5 R a fol lows. Defining YB = 0.5 ( �)'�O) + �y��O) ) , 
then YB can be lower and upper bounded as: 
� ( (BO) + 3 (BO» ) < < ! (3 (BO) + (BO» ) 
2 YbO Yb1 - YB - 2 YbO Ybl ' (3.33) 
d finin· 2 - 1 ( (BO) 3 (BO» ) d 2 - 1 (3 (BO) (BO» ) h PDF Now, e g 1 - 2: YbO 
+ Yb1 an 2 - 2: YhO + Yh1 , t  e 
of 21 , and the PDF of 22 can be easi ly computed using the joint PDF of 
J, (BO) (BD) (x, Y) given in (3 . 1 2) . The MGF of the lower and upper bounds fol-
b l  'Yw 
low easi ly. Based on the MGF 'l'YS,O (S)'l'ZI (s) and the MGF 'l'YS,O (S)'l'Z2 (S) 
(note that the random variables Ys,o and 21 , and Ys,o and 22 are indepen­
dent), the upper and lower bounds of the BEP(BO) can be computed using 
(3 . 1 8) .  Applying partia l  fraction expansion, the BEP(BO) is upper bounded 
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Table  3.7 oefficient of the PDF, the MGF and the BEP for the Upper and 
th L wer Bounds of BD. 
Coeff. 
as: 
5 = U 
.IRD " K C ( 1  _ R)k- l ( l -f3 + R) 3 wk=2 k 1-' k_ i  t' 3 
(S) 2 ( 2Eo Iso ) ,l ROk _ 'RO' + Iso 
(e) 2 K 2E(S) 2A -' + " k + 
2 1RD I L.., k=2 ( A onk \ 1 -)- - SO T -' SO 
D(DF) 
(U) 
BEP(BD) <�(1 -- 2 
S = L  
ItRD L�2 Ck( l - �i-l (!=� + �) hc4 
(4 ( 1 -f3l4 1�o 
4 
Ck ( 1 -illkARD (l _ _ k_ ) k * 4 4 k-l ' 
1 ( LA (51 '\50 4 B(S) ,Iso ) HRO -2ARD+Aso - (-2'\RD+Asolz 
1 ( 4B(5) ,Iso ) 4,1�0 -2/IRO+ Iso 
2 ( 2E�
S) ,\SO ) AROk -.IROk ] 
z- +IlS0 
LA (S) 48(5) 
2'\RO-'\SO + (2ARD-/Iso)2 + 
K (S) '\' 2Ek + D(DF) � ,IRDk -,Iso k=2 2 
� 
kM 
where A(U), E�U) , a(U), feu) and e�U) are as defined in Table  3.7. Similarly, the 
BEP(BD) is lower bounded as: 
(3.35) 
where A(L) B(L) E(L) all) fell and eel) are as defined in Table  3 7. A tighter , ' k ' " k • 
upper bound for the end-to-end SNR y(BD) can be obtained by comparison 
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with th optimal power al location under tota l relay power constraint as [87] : 
v(8D) < y(BD) = )' + V(8D) + )}8D) ( - Op sp ,  bo bt ' (3 .36) 
h (BD) . d f· d h · . d SNR · . w ere y Op IS e me as t e maXImum receIve usmg optimum power 
as ignment for di tributed BF scenario, using the best and the next-best re­
lays under the constraint p�) + p�) = Ps . This upper bound can a lso be used 
to compute the BEP�pD) using (3.20) by replacing 2ARD with i\RD in a l l  terms. 
Hence, the BEP(BD) can be lower bounded by BEP�:), i .e .  BEP�:) ::; BEP(BD) .  
However, i n  this research w e  are only concerned with equal power sharing 
to simplify the analysis. 
3.4.3 D i stri b u te d  BF for A F  Scheme 
In th i  scenario, two-time slots are used as in  the previous scenario, as i l lus-
trated in Table  3.6 .  The noiseless received signals using AF d is tributed BF in  
t ime sub-slots T2I ,  and T 22 are denoted as R�;) , and R�:) , respectively. For 
the d istributed BF-AF scheme, it is referred to as (BA) . The received signa l 
a t  the destination node for BA in the second-time slot is as [87] : 
(3.37) 
where nOi, n Il and n;�A) are AWGNs at the best, next-best relays in time slot 
TI and the destination node at  tim e  slot T2, respectively. 
The SNR y(BA) at the destination node using M RC and using the best and 
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ne t-be t rela s can be computed as: 
(3.38) 
h (J) II (i) 12 d (J1 /1 (j) /2 I · 1 d · ffi w ere )' S,R = )'0 lS,R , an Y RD = Yo IRD . t IS a 0 1 cult here to compute 
analytica l expre sion for the PDF and the MGF of y(BA) at the destination 
nod . Therefore, the upper bound for the SNR y(BA) is given as [87] : 
(0) (0) ( 1 )  ( 1 )  1'(BA) < ,,(BA) = Y + 
Y S,R Y RD 
+ 
)' S,R Y RD 
I - r op S,D 1 (0) (0) ( l l (1 ) , + YS,R + YRD l + YS,R + YRD 
< 
Y + y
(BA) + y(BA) - S,D bo liJ (3.39) 
where Y6;) is defin ed as the maximum received SNR using optimum power 
a signment for the be t, and the next-best ordered relays under the con-
. p(O) pe l )  p (BA) ( . ( ) )  d (BA) . . stramt R + R = 5 , ('bo = m�x mm YS,R/ ,  YR/D an , YbJ IS gIVen as 
y�BA) = max(min (YS,R/ ,  YR/D)) . Hence, the lower bound of the BEP(BA) can be J 1, I*bo 
found using (3.27) by replacing )leq = 2/tSR + ARD with Aeq = JlSR + ARD . 
I t  is worth noting that the weights for BF-AF and BF-DF are chosen as 
"WI = 1 and W2 = 1 for the fol lowing reasons. First, the weights WI and "W2 can 
be considered as power adjustment factors, and in  this study optimal power 
adjustment is not considered, only equal power assignment is investigated 
in all scenarios. Second, the weights are not similar to the weights given 
by [79, 87] which were derived for one user scenario. The weights for this 
problem need to be selected to maximize the minimum received SNR of 
the two users under individual relay power constraint and user sum power 
constraint. Final ly, if power adjustment is to be used, there is no benefit 
from relay ordering. Relay ordering in this paper is based on relays' equa l 
power transmission . 
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Figure 3.2 Compari on of the BEP Performance Using Derived Formulas 
and imulations for the Sharing of the Best Ordered Relays RbO, Rb1 . 
3 . 5  N u m erical Results and D i scussion 
In this section, we pro ide the results of the BEP and the outage probabi l i ty 
performance measures for sharing the two ordered best relays, and compare 
them with the performance of the best ordered and next-best ordered relays 
using Monte Carlo simulations for K = 4. 
In a l l  the s imulations and the analytical expressions ilSD = 1 0, ilRD = 7.5 
and ,tSR = 6.0 are used to simulate a better average source-relay and relay­
destination channel l inks than a source-destination l ink except in Figure 3.6 
where three d ifferent cond i tions are considered, as explained later. 
In  Figure 3.2, the analytical BEP performance is compared to the simu­
lated BEP performance for both OF and AF schemes in  both two-time slots 
and three-time slots scenarios. As can be seen clearly from this figure, the 
BEP curves using simulations exactly coincide with those obtained analyt-
ica l ly  for orthogonal OF (3.20), the upper bound of the d istributed BF-DF 
(3.34), the lower bound of BF-OF (3.35), and the lower bound of AF (3.27) . 
An SNR gain of 0.85dB for the case of OF cooperation scheme is  observed, 
compared to AF cooperation scheme computed at BEP= 1 0-4 . 
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Figure 3.3 The BEP Performance For The sharing OF Scenario Using Simu­
la tion. 
In Figure 3.3 simulation resu l ts of the BEP performance for sharing the 
two order d best relays in a OF cooperation scheme are shown, and com-
pared with the BEP performance of the best and the next-best ordered re­
Jay . A hown in thi figure, sharing the two best ordered relays outper­
forms the next-best relay by 2.27dB at BEP= 1 0-4 . The best ordered relay 
BEP performance outperforms the sharing BEP performance by O.71dB at 
BEP= 1 0-4 . We a lso compare the BEP performance of the three time slots 
OF with the BEP performance of the two-time slots BF-OF scenario. An 
SNR gain of 0 .82dB for BF-OF is observed compared to DF best relay at  
BEP= 1 0-4 . 
For d istributed BF-DF cooperation schemes, the exact BEP performance 
is obtained and compared with the BEP performance upper bound, BEP 
performance lower bound and BEP performance with optimal power a llo­
cation strategy. The simulation results are shown in Figure 3.4. As can be 
een clearly from this figure, the upper and lower bounds are very c lose. 
The SNR gain of the BEP performance with optimal power s trategy is very 
marginal .  The SNR gain of the optimal power strategy is  0 . 16dB compared 
to equa l ly  sharing the best and next best ordered relays at  BEP= 1 0-4 . 
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Figure 3.4 The BEP Performance for DF Distributed BF scenario with 
Lower & Upper Bounds. 
In Figure 3.5, the BEP performance of sharing the two ordered best re­
la in  AF scheme is obtained and compared to the BEP performance of 
the best and ne t-best ordered relays. The BEP performance of the sharing 
cenario outperforms the best relay by 0 . 18dB at  BEP= 1 0-4 . In addition, 
we simulate the BEP performance of BA, which approaches that of the best 
ordered relay at  high SNR. The BEP performance of BF-AF using optimal 
power a l location under total power constraint is a lso shown. The SNR gain 
of the BEP performance with optimal power al location is 0.7dB compared 
to sharing the best and next best ordered relays at  BEP= 1 0-4 • 
Figure 3.6 shows re u l ts of the analytical BEP performance for three 
channel condi tions for DF with sharing the best and next-best ordered re­
lays. In setup I ,  ,1so = 10 . 14, ,1Ro = 7.58 and ASR = 6.01 . In setup 2, 
IlSO = 7.58, ARO = 10 . 1 4  and IlSR = 6.0 1 ,  and final ly, in setup 3, ;\50 = 7.58, 
IlRO = 5.40 and IlSR = 6.0 1 .  The BEP performance of the channel in setup 
3 outperforms the BEP performance of the other setups. An SNR gain of 
1 .30dB and 1 .93dB is observed compared to setup 2 and setup 1 respectively, 
computed a t  BEP= 1 0-4 . I t  is wel l observed that, a better BEP performance is 
achieved when the source-relay and the relay-destination l inks are in better 
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Figure 3.5 The BEP Performance for AF Sharing Scenario Using Simulation. 
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Figure 3.6 The BEP Performance for the sharing DF scenario for Different 
Channels' Conditions Using Analytical Formula.  
channel conditions than source-destination l inks. 
In Figure 3.7, the BEP performance is shown at high SNR range from 
25dB to 30dB for sharing the best and next-best relays, the best relay a lone, 
and the next-best relay alone for both AF and DF schemes. In a l l  schemes, 
analytica l ly  a d iversity order 5 is expected, except for the next-best relay 
where a d iversity order 4 i s  expected . The d iversity order is calcu lated us­
ing simulation resul ts as shown in Table  3.8. As shown in this table, the 
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Figure 3.7 The BEP Performance for Diversi ty Calculations for the Orthog­
onal Sharing AF and DF hemes Using Simul ations. 
Table  3.8 Diversi ty Calculations. 
Scheme BEPl BEP2 Divers i ty Order 
Best AF 2.4777 x 10-8 8.7832 X 1 0- 10  .J:.81 81  
Next-Best AF 1 .0507 x 10-6 7.4 121  X 1 0-8 3.8253 
Shar ing AF 1 .8862 x 1 0-8 6.2973 X 1 0- 10 4.9046 
Best D F  3.3840 x 1 0-9 1 .0909 X 1 0-10 4.9551 
Next-Best D F  2.50 17  x 1 0-7 1 .6573 X 1 0-8 3.9160 
Shari n g  D F  6.6892 x 1 0-9 2.0673 X 1 0- 10  5.01 60 
diversity order of sharing the two ordered best relays for both DF and AF 
schemes is  the same as the d iversity order of the best relay. The slope of 
the BEP performance of sharing the best and next best relays is approx­
imately the same as the slope of the BEP performance of the best relay. 
Two S R values are considered for comparison purpose (SNR1 = 27dB and 
SNR2 = 30dB) .  The diversity order is computed in the last column of Ta-
ble  3.8. 
In Figure 3.8 the outage probabi l i ty performance for R = Ibps/Hz is 
shown for sharing the best and next-best relays, distributed bearnforming, 
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Figure 3.8 The Outage Probabi l i ty Performance for AF / DF Scenarios 
the be t relay alone, and the ne t-best relay alone for both DF and AF schemes. 
In addition, the outage probabi l i ty performance for d istributed STBC for 
DF scheme is shown.  I t  is clear from the these curves that the sharing sce­
narios achieve ful l d iversity order as expected and as proved by the BEP 
performance. Furthermore, d istributed beam£orming and d istributed STBC 
scenarios ut i l ize the resources efficiently. 
3 . 6  Conclusions 
In  this chapter, relay selection for cooperative communication systems is  in­
vestigated. Assuming two users scenario, and the availabil i ty of K relays, 
BEP is computed for the case of sharing the two ordered best relays for AF 
and DF relaying schemes. Analytical  expressions for the BEP and the out­
age probabi l i ty are derived for the d ifferent scenarios. Simula tion results 
val idate the analytical  expressions of the BEP and outage probabi l i ty per­
formance measures. The BEP performance of the proposed schemes are also 
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compared with the BEP p rformance of the best and the next-be t relays. 
In DF scheme, th BEP performance of the be t relay outperform the BEP 
performanc of the haring. But, the BEP performance of BF-DF cenario 
outperform the BEP performance of the best ordered relay. As a resul t, the 
BEP performance of equal ly sharing the two best ordered relays for AF out­
performs the BEP p rformance of the best ordered relay. Efficient chann,el 
util ization can be achieved by using STBC and BF schemes. 
C H A PT E R 4 
J O I N T R E S O U R C E  A L L O C AT I O N  F O R  A F  R E L AY 
N ET W O R K S  
Conventional resource al location strategies based on equal or optimal al lo­
cation of the relay power between users with fu l l  bandwidth relaying may 
not be fficient. In  thi sense, this chapter, considers joint power and band­
width al location for an uplink mul ti-user improved AF cooperative commu­
nication scheme. This improved AF cooperative scheme is proposed to uti­
l ize the pectrum efficiently. In this system, each user can adapt to a mixed 
strategy transmission where FDM is used; part of the data is transmitted 
u ing the relay with diversity, and the other part is transmitted using the d i­
rect l ink without d iversity. This mixed strategy targets improving the user 
rate compared to full bandwidth relaying. Joint power and bandwidth al lo­
cation is proposed for the improved AF cooperative communication scheme 
aiming to maximize the sum rate of a l l  users under relay node power con­
straint. The formulated optimization problem is non-convex and difficul t  
to 01 e .. In  order to find the optimal power and bandwidth profi les, we 
propose a recursive a lgori thm that solves i teratively either power al location 
for a given bandwidth profile or bandwidth al location for a given power 
profi le .  The attained solution using the proposed algorithm is compared to 
the solu tion obtained using PSO. The resource al location problem is solved 
using PS�, because of i ts simplicity in tuning its parameters and the high 
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po· ibi l i ty of obta ining a globa l olution. The two solutions coincide with 
n gl igible di fference a h wn by numerical simu lation . Moreover, joint 
p wer and bandwidth a l location with relay election for the improved AF 
ch me aiming to rna imize the sum rate is addre sed using the PSO algo­
rithm becau e of the MI LP natu re of the problem. 
Th intr duction and related research are presented in Section 4 . 1 .  Sec­
tion -l.2, present the formulation of the optimization problem and the pro­
po ed a lgori thm for power and bandwidth al location. In Section 4.3, AF 
re ourc a l location probl m is extended to frequency selective fading chan­
ne] . In ection 4.4, relay selection and joint power and bandwidth are ad­
dre ed using the PSO algori thm. Numerical results are presented and d is­
cu sed in Section 4.5. Final ly, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.6. 
4.1  I ntroduction 
Efficient management o f  relay resources become a critical issue for increas­
ing transmission rate for mult iple users scenarios. In [ 108], the authors de­
veloped power al location schemes for AF mul ti-user system, using different 
objectives such as rna imizing the minimum rate, maximizing the sum rate, 
and minimizing the total power consumption with a constrained minimum 
transmission rate. In [ 1 76 ] ,  the authors studied relay assignment and power 
a l location for AF relay system a imi ng to maximize the sum-rate of a l l  users 
subject to individual and total power constraints at the relays. 
Joint power and bandwid th a l location for transmission nodes are equal ly 
important. For mul ti-user DF relay networks, joint power and bandwidth 
a l location was addressed in  [46, 1 24 ] .  In [46], the optimization problem 
was transformed into an equivalent convex optimization problem. Whereas 
in [ 1 24 ] ,  the optimization problem was transformed into an equivalent no­
relaying broadcast channel optimiza tion problem, where each user was sub­
stitu ted by two virtual users having different channel quanti ties and mul-
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tiple in weights. AF joint power and bandwidth a l location problem for 
multi  ource-de tination pair i more difficu lt compared to DF, since the 
transmi ion rat i not a jointly concave function in the power and band­
wid th profi l  . Therefore, conv ' optimization technique cannot be used 
to 01 this problem. In [99], joint power and bandwidth a llocation for two 
u er cooperati e rela ing is addressed aiming to maximize the achi able 
rat regi n u ing F and DF cooperative schemes. In  [98], joint power and 
bandwidth a l location for mul ti-relay and a single source-destination pair 
wa ' inv stigated . It wa shown that an AF strategy cannot benefi t  necessar­
i ly from large bandwidth .  
In  thi  chapter, the urn rate for mul ti-user AF relay assisted network is  
rna imized in the pre ence of source-de tination direct l ink .  The ith user 
i wi l l ing to seek cooperative transmission only if the data rate achieved 
through cooperation is not lower than the data rate achieved through non 
cooperation using d i rect l ink only. Ful l  cooperative transmission may not be 
a lway beneficia l or even nece ary if d i rect transmission from the source to 
the destination resul ts in the best achievable transmission rate. I f  coopera­
tion is sought, it should resul t  in a higher rate than using the direct l ink only. 
To gain the benefi ts of the two approaches user i can adapt to a mixed strat­
egy transmission; part of her data can be transmitted using the direct l ink 
only, and the other part is transmitted using AF cooperative communication 
scheme. With this strategy, we ensure that the ith user rate is maximized, 
and the relay's resources are u ed more efficiently. Admission control is 
considered inherently in the formu lated problem in the sense that the user 
who cannot benefi t from cooperation wi l l  use direct transmission, and wi l l  
not waste the relay's resources. I n  this chapter, we show that by seeking the 
optimal relaying power and bandwidth profi les, we are able to improve the 
system sum rate when compared to ful l  bandwidth relaying. 
Joint power and bandwidth al location is  investigated for a single relay 
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for both flat and fr qu  ncy elective fading channel using the improved AF  
cooperative communication cherne. Re  ource a l location for the improved 
F heme with frequency el ctive fading channel is different from selec­
ti AF-OFDM, since here the issue is to determine the range of frequencies 
that are u ed for relaying, i .e .  adjacent subcarriers are used for relaying or 
f r d i rect transmi ion . Whereas, in selective AF-OFDM transmission each 
ubcarri r solely can be u ed for AF relaying or direct transmission without 
looking at i ts ad jacent subcarriers [3D, 36, 49, 126 ] .  Selective AF-OFDM is 
addres ed in Section 7.2. 
An iterative two- tep recursive algori thm is proposed to solve the prob­
lem, which separa tes the joint power and bandwidth al location problem 
into two ubproblem ; power al location for a given bandwidth profi le, and 
bandwidth al location for a given power profi le .  Simulation resu lts show 
that the power and bandwidth profi le of the proposed algorithm coincide 
with the power and bandwidth profi les obtained using PSO and the exte­
rior penalty methods. Furthermore, simulation resul ts show the fast con­
vergence of the p roposed a lgorithm and the possibi l i ty of implementing it 
in a distributed fashion. 
Joint power and bandwidth al location and relay selection are investi­
gated to maximize the sum rate for a system with I users and K relays 
using the improved AF cooperative communication scheme. The problem 
at hand, is  a mixed integer optimization problem, which is computational ly 
intensive to solve using an exhaustive search. In this sense, PSO is used 
to solve the formulated problem without the need for the convexi ty and 
differentiabil i ty of the objective function, nor the relaxation of the integer 
variables, which are associated with conventional optimization techniques. 
Modified versions of the PSO method are developed to handle the na ture 
of the formulated problem. Asynchronized PSO velocity update is  used 
to guarantee the convergence of the mixed integer problem . A distributed 
1 1 1  
Figure 4 . 1  System Mod 1 :  A F  Multiple Users Single Relay System. 
PSO a lgorithm is a lso developed to a l locate the resources in a distributed 
fa hion. The key feature towards thi is the use of a fitness function with a 
penalty factor and then applying the PSO algorithm at the user side. 
4.2 Flat  Fading Improved A F  Cooperative Com-
m u n i cation 
The system under consideration is depicted in Figure 4.1 . Let I = ( 1 ,  . . .  , I )  
denote the set o f  active users. Sender (Source) nodes 5i for i E I are com­
municating with the destination terminal 0 over stable channels with co­
efficient h�b. The relay station R is used to improve the rel iabi l i ty of the 
communication between the source-destination pairs using simple AF co­
operative scheme. h�1, and h�)D are the channel gains of source-relay and 
relay-destination l inks of user 51 ' In AP, the relay scales the received data 
and transmits i t  in the relaying phase. Considering FDMA and assuming 
no interference between the users, each active user u ti l izes a d i fferent fre-
quency band . Each user wi l l  use two-time slots Tl and T2 in a TDM manner. 
The received signals of user 5i in the first-time slot Tl defined as y�,) and 
y?,') at the rel ay and destination nodes, respectively are obtained as fol lows: 
Y(O,) = fp!t(i) x + n(O,) T\ y rs SO" l '  
1 12 
(4. 1 a) 
(4 . 1b) 
where Ps i the ource transmi tted power, which is assumed to be the same 
for a l l  us r in the ystem. The transmitted symbol x, is drawn from a con­
stel la tion with unit energy, and n�R, ) and I1�O,) are AWGNs in the fi rst-time 
lot Tl received at the relay and destination nodes, respectively. During the 
econd-time lot T21 the received signal Y�') of user 5, at the destination node 
i obtained as: 
Y(O
,) = G(i) rpw h(i) y(R,) + n(O,) T2 ".J rR' RO Tj 2 '  (4.2) 
where P�' is the relay transmitted power for user Si, and nf') is the AWGN 
received at  the destination node in the second-time slot T2. The noise vari­
ance is e pressed as a; = No WII  where �o is the PSD per d imension of the 
AWG , No is assumed to be the same at a l l  nodes in the system, and Wi 
is  the relaying bandwidth for user 5, . 0" is the normal ization factor at  the 
relay station given as [56 ] :  G(i) = 
S, using the relay is  given by [4 ] :  
1 ? . The end -to-end SNR r�F of user pslh�1 1-+a� 
(4.3) 
which can be written in a simplified form as [ 149] :  
(4.4) 
. h A Ps ll'�1 12 B · = P511'�� 12 and C = � The SNR of user 5" at the WIt I = No " 11z(') 12 I 1,,(') 12 . RD RD 
destination node is denoted as r�b, that resulted from direct transmission 
between the ith source-destination pair in the first time slot Ti l which can 
be expre ed a [ 1 49 ] :  
P II (i) 12 (Il 5 ISO rso = W · o I 
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(4.5) 
The achi vable data rate R�� of AF cooperative communica tion scheme at 
the de tination node with the aid of the relay node using relaying power Ph) 
and rela ing bandwidth W, and using MRC technique, can be computed as: 
ret) rCI} 
R(i) = W, 10 ( 1 + so 
+ AF ) AF 2 g2 r ' (4.6) 
where the factor � is due to the fact tha t two time slots are used for coop­
erative transmis ion, and r i a constant representing the capaci ty gap as in 
[45 ] .  
Assuming no interference between the users; each user 5i for i E I i s  
assigned a bandwidth W, and transmits with source power Ps . The relay 
can offer user 5, relaying power Ph) depending on the d1annel conditions 
and the other users in the system, to relay her information or part of i t  in a 
bandwidth 0 � W, � W in the second time slot. To benefit from a l l  available 
degree of freedom, user 5i uses the remaining bandwidth W -W, to transmit 
her message directly to the destination node without the help of the relay 
node (no diversity). The SNR of user 5i at the destination node that resul ts 
from direct transmission between the ith source-destination pair is the same 
as in (4.5) with W, being replaced by W - Wi . The achievable data rate R�1 
using direct transmission without d iversity is given as: 
P IhCi) 12 (I) _ ( 5  so ) Rso - (W - W,) 1 0g2 1 + rNo(W _ W,) . 
(4.7) 
Following the proposed protocol, depending on the availabi l i ty of the re­
sources, user 5, may operate in different transmission modes; for example 
user 5, can use direct transmission for a l l  the bandwidth achieving a data 
Time Mixed Strategy 
R � D  
5j � D 
5, � R, D  
W, W F requency 
Figure 4.2 Mi ed Strategy AF Scheme for U er 5" 
R(I) . ra te SDO gl en a : 
P II (i) 12 (i) _ ( S ISD ) RSDO - W 10g2 1 + , fNoW 
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(4.8) 
In g nera l, user 5, use a mi ed strategy transmission achieving a date rate 
R(I) given a : 
(4.9) 
Thi ml ed stra tegy transmission is i l lustrated in Figure 4.2. Note that :  di­
rect tran mission with achievable rate R�bo is a specia l case of the mixed 
strategy with Wi = O. From now on, the mixed strategy transmission is 
denoted as the improved AF cooperative communication scheme. 
One cri terion for resource al location is to maximize the overal l  network 
performance. This criterion is sometimes denoted as the efficient resource 
a l location criterion, which appears in appl ications without delay constraints, 
where high data rate from any user is preferable. Since the user has a source­
destination l ink, the resources a l located to this user need to achieve a trans-
mission rate higher than the rate achieved using d irect transmission . The 
user needs to determine the relaying bandwidth to maximize her data rate 
by using the improved AF scheme. Therefore, the maximum sum rate prob­
lem (effective resource a l location) can be formulated as fol lows1 : 
max L R(i) , P, W 
iEI 
� (i) (R) s.t. L...J P R � P max ' 
lEI 
(4 . 10a) 
(4. 1 0b) 
I The case of addi tional  relaying bandwidth constra int E'EI W, ::; Wmax is addressed in 
the simulations. 
Wi � W, Vi E I, 
W, � 0, p�) � 0, Vi E I, 
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(4 . 10c) 
(-I . 1 0d) 
where P = [ P� ) , . . .  , p�) ] ,  and W = [ WI , · · · , Wd are the relay power and 
bandwidth pr fi l re pectively, for a l l  user 5, for i E I. Constraint (4 . 10b) 
m an that th total power al located to forward the data of a l l  users as­
si ted b the rela is l imited to P��x . Whereas, constraint (4.1 0c) indicates 
that the bandwidth al located for user 5, i l imited to W. The achievable 
data rate (4.9) for u er 5, is not a joint concave function with respect to the 
power and bandwidth pr fi les, since 3W, E [0, W] and /or 3Ph) > 0, such 
h a�R(I) a2R() ( a�R(I) ? 'r I h · bl . . t at �\,., 2  � (.)2 < --(I ) � · 1 0  0 v e  t I S  pro e m  we adapt a n  I teratIve re-U ', uPR aw,aPR 
cur ive a lgori thm that is repeated until convergence is obtained . The joint 
resource al location problem is implemented into two recursive steps; power 
a l loca tion step for a given bandwidth profi le and bandwidth al location step 
for a given power profi le a described below. 
1 .  Power A l locat ion Step:  in this step, given the relaying bandwidth 
profile W for a l l  users 5, for i E I, the effective power allocation prob­
lem can be formulated as: 
� (i) (R) s . t .  i-..J P R � P max, 
iEI 
P(i) 0 V · I R � , l E . 
(4. 1 1a)  
(4. 1 1b) 
(4. 1 1c) 
The power a l location problem (4. 1 1 )  can be considered as a weighted­
sum rate al location, which is a convex optimization problem. The ob­
jective function is a concave function with respect to the power profi le 
as can be proved by the second order derivative test (Hessian matrix 
is  positive definite) . The constraints are also linear. 
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Th KKT cond ition f r (4. 1 1 )  are a fol l  w : 
p�)2 (WI (r + r��) + AI) + P�) (A,B, + CW,A, + 2W, (r + r��)(B, + CWI ))+ 
W (r + r(1) )(B + C W )2 - AiW,(Bi + CWI ) = 0 V · I ( " . 1 2a)  , SD I I I 2/1R In(2) , I  E , '± 
'\' p(i) = peR) L... R maXI 
lE I  
P(i) 0 V · I R � , I E , 
1\ , � 0, Vi E I, 
" ,p�) = 0, Vi E I, 
(4 . 1 2b) 
(4. 1 2c) 
(4. 1 2d) 
(4 . 1 2e) 
where, I\ IS are the Lagrange mul tipl iers of the non-negativity power 
constraint (4. 1 1c), and I1 R is the Lagrange multiplier associated with 
the total relaying power constraint (4. 1 1b) .  To simpli fy the forthcom­
ing notations we define a(i) a(i) and a(i) as· , 2 ' l '  o · 
( ,) W (r r(i» ) A a2 = , + so + i, 
(i) _ (i) a1 - AlB, + C,WiA, + 2W, (r + rso) (B, + CWI), 
(I) = W (r rei) )(B + CW )2 _ A,W,(Bi + CIWi) ao ' + so I " 2/1R In(2) , 
(4 . 1 3a)  
(4 . 1 3b) 
(4. 1 3c) 
then, the optimal solu t ion p�i) can be obtained by solving the KKT 
condi tions given as:  
(4 . 1 4) 
and 11R is  chosen such that the total power constraint LiEI pi') = P��>.. 
is  sa tisfied. 
The optimal relaying power p�i) for user 51 can be obtained in an in­
dependent manner using the dual decomposition approach. In  this 
sense, the Lagrangian function can be wri tten by relaxing the total 
pOv er constra int (4. 1 1b) a : 
L( P \ ) = � R(I) _ \ (� p(i) _ peR) ) , I  R i...J AF I R i...J R max , 
lEI lEI 
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(4. 15a)  
(4. 1 5b) 
then, with a l i tt le a lgebra, we can rearrange the Lagrangian function 
a :  
L(P, ,1R ) = L(R�)F - ARP�») + ARP��x ·  
lEI 
The a ociated dual  problem can be wri tten as: 
(4. 1 6) 
(4. 1 7) 
Since problem (4. 1 1 )  is convex with l inear constraints, strong duali ty 
holds. Hence, the solution of the problem can be obtained from the 
solu tion of the corresponding dual  problem which is given as: 
(4. 1 8a)  
(4. 1 8b)  
The dual  problem can be solved i teratively using the gradient or sub­
gradient methods as [21 ] :  
\(/+ 1 ) = ( \(1) _ (p(R) _ � pl(i» ))+ I R I R € //lax i...J R ' 
lEI 
(4 . 1 9) 
where € is  a sma l l  step s ize, t is  the i teration index, and (t denotes the 
projection operator in the set of non-negative numbers. The relaying 
power p�i) at i teration t is  computed using (4. 14 )  with IlR substi tuted 
' th 1 (I) WI flR . 
2. Bandwidth A l locat ion Step:  in this step, given the relaying power 
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profi le p�l for a l l  u ers 5 ,  for i E I,  the effecti e bandwidth al location 
probl m can be formulated as: 
�ax L R(i1, 
iEI (4.20a) 
(4 .20b) 
since the u ers are assigned orthogonal frequency bands, the band­
width all cation problem (4.20) can be decomposed into I I bandwidth 
a l l  cation problems, where each user 5j for i E I finds her optimal 
bandwidth profile W� without aff cting other users as: 
W* = arg max R(I) . , o� w,s w (4.2 1 )  
E amining the u er  achievable rate R(O given by (4.9) as  a function of 
Wj for p�) "* 0 revea ls that R(') can have only one maximum value at W� 
where 0 < W; :s; W. W; can be obtained by solving ��: Iw; = 0, where 
the derivative of R(i) with respect to W, is given as: 
(4 .22) 
I f  there exi ts no feasible solution that satisfies ��� = 0, then the max­
imum value of R(i) occurred at  the boundaries; either at W; = 0 or at 
W; = W. Hence, the optimal bandwidth W; can be wri tten a 
dR") Wh a rg d\\', = a ere a < w; < w. 
W· = (i) _ dR('1 l O P R - a or, dlV. < 0, VWI, where a < WI < W. 
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W I f  dR(') > a VW where 0 <  w < W and R(i) > R(i) dW. , I , I ,  AF SDO' 
(4.23) 
The optimal bandwidth W; can be obta ined using an i terative algorithm as 
[ 1 03 ] :  
dRI(i) w(l+ 1 ) = W(/) + a W(/) --. I I W, I dW I (4.24) 
where Wy+ 1) is the bandwidth update at i teration t + 1 ,  and Ow. is adjust­
ment peed parameter. At optimal bandwidth W�I+ J )  = WI(/ ) . The effect of 
aw, on the convergence and the stabi l i ty of the a lgori thm can be studied 
a in [ 1 ,  1 03 ] .  The value of the derivative �R�') can be estimated by user Si 
• 
using the central d i fference method. User Si computes the date rate RU) at 
i teration t by submitting the power Wit) ± ew, where ew is a smal l  num-
b h . dR/(') R+(I) R-(') Th ' . d '  'b d 1 . hm f er, t en eshmates dW, � 2�v ' e 1 terahve Istn ute a gont or 
joint power and bandwidth al location is i l lustrated in Algori thm 4.1 .  Given 
th I . p(R) h h I ' J (i) h(l) d 1 (i) f e re ay power constramts max' t e c anne gams IRD, SO' an 1SR or 
i E I.  The power and bandwidth profi les are a l located using equations 
(4. . 14) and (4.23), respectively. The convergence in the power is attained 
when LiEI p�l) = P��x ' The The convergence in the bandwidth is  attained 
when W(1+ 1) = W(t). The convergence in the sum rate is attained when the I I 
sum rate could not be improved further by applying the power and band­
width i terative steps \ LIEI (R1+1 (i) - R1(1) ) \  < 6, where 1 denotes one procedure 
of one power al location step p lus one bandwidth a l location step. 
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Algori thm 4.1 I terativ Algorithm for Power and Bandwidth Al location . 
Require: lz�b, Iz�� , 11��, Vi E I, P��x, W, P<;, No, and f. 
] .  Calcul ate :  All B" and C. 
2. I n i t ia l ize: W, = W, Vi E I. 
3. I n i t ia l ize: t = 0, and A�) = Ao. 
-1 :  whi le  convergence in P is not attained do 
'5: Find th pow r a l location Pdi), Vi E I u ing (4. 1 4). 
6: Update Il�+ l )  using (4. 19) .  
7: Update t = t + 1 .  
end whi le  
9 :  Return p�/), Vi E I.  
10: I n i t ia l ize:  t = O .  
1 1 :  whi le  con ergence in  W is  not attained do JRt( l) • 12 .  Compute ':f� , VI E I. 
13: Update W;t+ l )  using (4.24). 
1-1: Update t = t + 1 .  
15 :  end whi le  
16: Return W�, Vi  E I. 
1 7: Compute the um rate [,EI R(O using p�i) and W;, Vi E I. 
1 : while convergence in sum rate is not attained do 
19: Go to 3 
20: end whi le  
2 1 :  Return P,  W,  and [iEI R(/) . 
4.3  Frequency S e l ective Fadi ng I mproved AF Co-
operative Commu nication 
The capacity o f  single carrier frequency selective fading channels without 
relaying and with total source power constraint is addressed in [41 , 44 ] .  In 
this section, the Still1 rate of multi user single relay improved AF cooper­
a tive communication system is investigated under individual node power 
constraint at the source and relay nodes for single carrier frequency selec­
tive fading channels. Let hibU), lzi1U), and h�)DU) denote the ith instanta-
neous source-destination, source-relay and relay-destination channel gains 
as a function of frequency f, respectively. To simplify the forthcoming nota-
t · d fi [(0 (f) = Ih�1(jW A(l) (f) = Ih��(f)12 1"�)D(j)12 B(/) (f) = 111 (i) (f) 12 and Ions we e ne so rNo ' rNo ' SR 
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The in tantaneous data ra te for user 5, for i E I using (4. 1 )-(4.2) i ob­
ta in d as: 
(4.25) 
The equation in ide the fi r t integra l can be thought of as the incremental 
data rate of user 5, for i E I associated with a given frequency f over band­
width df with power al location profi les P�� (j) and p�)(j) at the source and 
r la nodes using AF relaying, respectively. The equation inside the second 
and third integrals can be interpreted as the incremental data rate of user 
5, a ociated with a gi en frequency f over bandwidth df with power al lo­
ca tion profi les P�� (j) and P�� (j) at the source node in first and second time 
lots using d irect transmission. The instantaneous sum rate optimization 
problem can be formulated as: 
W(AF) + W(DC) = W Vi E I J I ' I 
wAF) > 0 W(DC) > 0 Vi E I. I - I 1 - I 
(4.26a) 
(4.26b) 
(4.26c) 
(4.26d) 
(4.26e) 
(4.26f) 
(4.26g) 
The optimization problem underlying variables are P(f), which includes 
P�; (j), P� (j), and P�) (f) for f E [0, W] and Vi E I, and the bandwidth pro-
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fi ] W, which includ �DC), and W:AF), Vi E I. Where pi� (J) and pi� (J), 
and p�) (J) i the P 0 of user 5, in the fi r t time lot TI , and second time 
lot T2 for d i rect transmis ion. p�\J) is the PSD of the relayed ignal of 
u er 5, in the econd time slot T2 . W�AF), and W�DC) are frequency bands for 
c operative and d i rect tran missions of u er 5" resp ctively. It is worth not­
ing that in flat fading cenario , each user transmits with con� tant power in 
a l l  the bandwidth [0, W] ince the user faces one real ization o f  the channel .  
Wh reas, in frequency s lective fad ing scenarios, the user can uti l ize one 
more degree of freedom b al locatin g the source power profi les P�� (J) and 
P� (J) for f E [0, W] . 
olv ing (4.26) is a complex task since the frequency is a continuous vari­
able ( infinite dimen ion) and the problem is not convex . To tackle this prob­
lem, \ve propo e a four-step i terative recursive a lgori thm based on the a lgo­
rithm proposed for the flat  fading improved AF cooperative communication 
sy tern.  
1 .  Relaying Power Al locat ion Step :  in this step for a given relaying 
bandwid th W and source power PT1 (J) profiles, and by relaxing the 
relaying power constraint, the optimization problem using the La­
grangian mul tipl ier /\R can be written as: 
p(l) (j)p(i) (f)A (I) (j) 
max '\' � ( log ( 1  + p(l) (j)r(i) (j) + . T) R ) d f-PR (f) i-..J 2 Jr f w(An 2 Tl SD N + p(l) (f)B(i) (f) + p('\f)C(i)(f) lEI E 0 T, R 
( '\' i (i) (R) ) '\R i-..J P R (j)d f - P max ' fE�\�An lEI I 
s. t. (4.26e). 
(4.27a) 
(4.27b) 
Similar to (4. 19), the optimal power solution can be obtained in an 
independent manner using the dual decomposi tion approach, where 
123 
each u er S, for i E I maximizes her own rate a : 
s . t .  (4.26e). (4 .28b) 
Thi is a convex optimization problem with respect to p�l (f) . To sim­
pl i fy the forthcoming notations, a�) (f), ai'\f), and abl(f) are defined 
a :  
a;J cf) =( 1 + rib(f)p�� (f) )CCi)2 (f) + A (1)(f)c(il (f)P�� (f), 
aiil (f) =2C(I) (f)( 1  + r�b(f)pi; (f))(No + P�� (f)B(i) (f))+ 
(No + pi; (f)B(I) (f) )pi; (f)A (i) (f), 
a�) (f) = ( 1  + rib(f)p�� (f) ) (No + pi; (f)B(I) (f) t­
(No + pi; (f) B(I) (f) )p�: (f)A (i) (f) 
2 ln(2)/\R 
then, the optimal solution p�i) (f) can be obtained as: 
p�i) (f) = max (0, 
a�i)2 (f) - 4a;) (f)a�\f) - ai\f) 
2a;) (f) 
), 
(4.29a) 
(4.29b) 
(4.29c) 
(4.30) 
and f\R is chosen such that the total power constraint L,iEI EEW�AF) P�l) (f)d f = 
P(R) . . fi d max IS sahs e . 
2. Source Power A l location Step:  i n  this step, for a given relaying band­
width W and power PR (f) profi les, the optimal source power a1 1oca-
1 24 
tion problem i f rmulated a fol lows: 
(4.3Ia)  
. t .  (4.26c), (4.26d), and (4 .26e) .  (4.3I b) 
Once aga in, the ource power al location problem can be separated into 
21I1 sub problems, each user 5, for i E I solves two convex optimiza­
tion problems; the fi r t problem is the source power al location in the 
fjr t-time slot Tl which is given as: 
s . t .  (4.26c) and (4.26e), (4.32b) 
which is a con ex optimization problem. However, the solution is 
di fficu lt  to find in  do ed form, but can be obtained using any con­
ve optimiza tion technique. The second problem is the al location of 
the source power in the second time slot T2 using d i rect transmission 
gIVen as: 
max -
2
1 
r log2 (1 + P�; (f)r�6 (f)) d I, pC,) (f) Jj fIEWCDC) 
T2 ' 
s.t .  (4.26d) and (4.26e), 
(4.33a) 
(4 .33b) 
the olution of (4 .33) is in the form of the well known water fi l l ing 
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lution given a [ 44 ] :  
where 11s i lee ted uch that the ource power constra int i ati fied 
r p·(i) (f) - p(i) f W(DC) 0 J!EW:CX} T2 - max or I "* . 
Bandwidth Al location Step: in thi tep, fi r t we compare the achiev­
able data rate u ing direct transmission with the achievable rate using 
AF with WI = W. If the achievable rate using direct l ink is larger than 
the achie abl rate using AF with WI = W, increasing the AF band­
wid th WI from zero to WI = W in a predetermined step size. Perform­
ing frequency scanning along side, source and relay power a llocation 
teps for each change in the bandwidth is required . The bandwidth 
keeps increasing as long as the achievable data rate increases, other­
wise it decrea es until reachi ng the optimal bandwidth. On the other 
hand, if initia l ly the achievable data rate using direct l ink is smal ler 
than the achievable data rate using AF with Wi = W, decreasing AF 
relaying bandwidth from WI = W towards zero until reaching the op­
timal bandwidth. For each change in the bandwidth, performing fre­
quency scanning a long side with source and relay power al location is 
required. Bandwidth a l location can be implemented by fol lowing a 
imple approach using a defined bandwidth increment for relaying, 
that is, Wi E (0, L1 W, 2L1 W, . . . / WI and then finding the optimal band-
width that maximizes the data rate over these bandwid th increments. 
4. Frequency Scanning Step: the start and end frequencies for a given 
AF relaying bandwidth affect the power profi les at the source and re­
lay nodes. In  this sense, for each incrementa l bandwidth WI E (0, L1 W, 
2L1 W, . . .  , WI ,  the start frequency for AF relaying in the range [0, W ] that 
maximizes the sum rate is sought. Note that the relaying bandwidth 
1 26 
Algorithm 4.2 R ource Al location for Improv d AF with Frequenc e­
lective hann els. 
R . I (I) (f) I (i) (f) J (I) (f) p(i) . (R) equ l re: IRO , ISO , lSR ' ma ' 1 E I, P mav W, No, and f. 
I .  Com pute: r�b(J), A(I) (j), B(il (j), and C(I) (J) . 
2: for each rela ing bandwidth W, E { W, 2 w, . . . , WJ , i E I do 
3: can the whole bandwidth to find the relaying bandwidth W(AF) for 
a gi en W, for i E I. I 
4: Find the power power profiles by i terating between olving (4.28), 
(4 .32a) and (4 .33a) for the relaying power profi le p�\J) and the source 
power prah l  ' P�; (f) and pi� (f) . 
') Com pute the urn rate L.,eI R�� for each WI and W;AF) for i E I.  
end for 
7.  Find the power profi le p�)(f), P�; (f), and P�� (J), the relaying band­
width v (AFl that maximi ze the sum rate. I 
Return P, W, and the maximum sum rate L.,eI R�1 .  
W;AFl includes W, and the start relaying frequency. For each change 
in th start point of the relaying bandwidth, source and relay power 
a l location step are required to al locate the optimal start relaying fre-
quency. 
In our model where frequency is  continuous, i t  is natu ra l  in  wireless 
communica tions and digi ta l  subscriber l ines to divide the avai lable frequency 
bandwidth into N d iscrete channels each with bandwidth BN and assume 
that the channel gain is  constant in each discrete channel. This approxima­
tion makes the complexity of the resulting optimization problem scales with 
N as in  [37] . This discretization is  used in  the simulations as described next. 
The i terative algorithm for joint power and bandwidth al location for im­
proved AF frequency with selective fad ing channels is i l lustrated in  Algo­
ri thm 4.2. For given power constraints at the source and relay nodes P��x, 
and P�ax' respectively, and channel gains h�)o(f), h�b(f), h��(f) for i E I, 
the power and bandwidth profi les can be determined using Steps 1 -4 .  Fur­
thermore, a d istributed implementa tion for the resource a l location for the 
improved AF with frequency selective fad ing channels can be developed 
based on (4.28) . The Lagrange mul tipl ier i\�) at t = 0 is ini tia l ized, then each 
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u r 5, for i E I d termin the relaying bandwidth W:(AF), power profi le at 
the source and relay n de pi;)(J), p�i) (J), and pi�\f), respectively, then the 
Lagrange mult ipl ier /\�+ l ) i updated as: 
\ (/+ 1 ) = ( \(1) - €(p(R) - L 1 pt(l) (f)dJ))+ I R / R //lax R '  fEwt(An lEI I (4.35) 
the proc dure i repeated until the relay tota l power constraint (4 .26b) is 
ati fied . 
4.4 Relay S el ection and Joint  Power and B andwid th 
All ocation 
In thi section, we e tend th  r ource a l location problem of  flat fad ing 
channels using the improved AF transmission to mul tiple-relays. The sys­
tem under consideration consists of I users, K relays, and a common des-
tination 0 as depicted in Figure 4.3. In this setting, another degree of free­
dom is explored, where the relay assignment profi le needs to be determined 
for each user with optimal relaying power and bandwidth profi le . Let 
1( = { I , , . .  , K )  be the set of active relays, each user 5, for i E I can only 
use one relay from the set 1(. The channel coefficients that are used for 
user 5j transmission, using relay Rk are denoted as h�i. and h�6 ' Following 
the l ines of (4. 1 )-(4. 1 0) in  Section 4 .2, the resource a l location problem can be 
Figure 4.3 System Model : AF Multiple Users System. 
formulated as:  
s . t. L ZikP�k) ::;: P��!) , Vk E 1<, 
lEI 
L Zik = 1, Vi E I, 
kE1( 
Wik � W, Vi E I, Vk E 1<, 
p�k) 2': 0, Wik 2': 0, Zlk E ( 0, l L  Vi E I, Vk E 1<, 
1 28 
(4.36a) 
(4.36b) 
(4.36c) 
(4.36d) 
(4.36e) 
where Z is the relay selection indicator profi le with Zlk = 1 indicates that 
relay Rk i s  assigned to user 5i . P, and W are the relay power and bandwidth 
profi les respectively, for a l l  users 51 for i E I, with [Plk = p�k), and [ WJlk = 
Wik are the power and bandwidth profi les of user 5i by using relay Rk . The 
constraint  (4 .36b) means that the total power al located to forward the data 
from a l l  users assisted by relay Rk is l imited to P�!� . Whereas, constraint 
(4.36d) indicates that the bandwidth al located for user 5i is l imited to W. 
Constraint (4 .36c) means that only one relay is assigned to user 51 '  The data 
ra te R(ik) for u er 51 using r lay Rk after u ing MRC i computed as: 
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(4 .37) 
(Ik) wh re Rc;o is th data rate using direct transmission, which is given as: 
P lh(i) 12 
R(,k) = (W  - W ) 1 0  ( 1  + 5 SO ) SO Ik g2 rNo(W - Wlk) , 
(4.38) 
and R�; i the achie able data rate of AF cooperative communication using 
rela Rb with rela ing bandwidth Wlk and power p�
k) given as: 
rUk) + r(ik) 
R(rk) = 
Wlk log ( 1  + so AF ) AF 2 2 r '  
P II (,) 0 · th r(lk) = 5 Isol" d r(lk) W I  so NoW,! , an AF 
(4.39) 
not onl not jointly concave, but a lso a mixed integer (combinatorial prob­
lem), which is computationa l ly intensive to solve using exhaustive search, 
where there are 11(JIII po sible joint power and bandwidth profi les. There­
fore, we resort to solving it using a PSO for mixed integer problems. We use 
a P 0 algorithm for two fitness functions, the first is the objective function 
in (4.36a) and the econd fitness function is formulated by adding the relay 
total power constraint as :  
F = \' \' Z ·  R(ik) + \' 1 (p(Rk) _ \' Z. pUk) ) i...J i...J lk i...J 1\ R! max i...J Ik R I 
kEX iEI kEX iEI 
(4.40) 
where ARk represent the sensitivi ty of the fitness function to the power con­
straint of relay Rk . This fitness function can be written as: 
F = L F, + L ARkP��� 
iEI kEX 
(4.41 )  
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where F, = '[kE'K(Z,kR(lk) - /tRk ZikP�k») .  I t  i clear that maximizing  F, taking 
into con id ration con tra int (4.36b) for a l l  i E I leads to ma imizing the 
y tern throughput. B thi reordering and p l inting of the fitnes function 
we can appl a d i  tributed P 0 algori thm as explained next. 
4.4.1 D i stri b u ted PSO 
apital izing on the fitne s function (4.4 1 )  and in order to have a flexible 
di tributed resource al location algorithm, we propose a d istr ibuted PSO al­
gorithm that can be implemented at  the users side with l ess information 
e change between the users and the base station and without information 
e, change among the users. This entai ls the fol lowing: Init ia l ly, the base 
station announces the sensitiv i ty parameter (A�:, Vk E X ) . Assuming a l l  
u ers u e direct l ink only ( ini tia l ly no relay is assigned), set this al location 
t (0) - [ pro) w(O) ] 2 (0) - z(O) d F(O) - R(i) f 1 1 ' E I U o XIGbc,1 - , Gbl.'S I , ,Gbes/ ' Y,Gbl'sl - iGliesl an iGliesl - SOD or a 1 . ser 
5, for i E I at i teration t appl ies the PSO algorithm with her fitness function 
F�I) ; generating a swarm of size P and d imension 31XI and computing the 
new global best F;2besr Then, the base station coll ects a l l  F�2besl and computes 
the value of the fih1ess function using (4.41 ) as ('[,EI F;2be) and compares i t  
with the value of the fi tness funchon of  the previous iteration '[,EI F;��!t ' i f  
the new value achieves a better performance, the base station informs the 
users to use the updated global bests F;2besl ' x;2best ' and y;2besl in the next i t­
eration. Otherwise, the users use the previous global bests F����!I ' x;�-b��t ' and 
Y;���!I in the next i teration using (2.76)-(2.78) to update the values of x;1) and 
(t) Yj · 
Using KKT condition we know that at  a loca l or global optimal, the so­
lutions must satisfy ARk (P�'�n� - '[lEI Z'kP�k» ) = 0, which means that ItR. = 0 or 
(P�,�a� - '[lEI ZikP�k» ) = O. In  this regard, the base station successively adjusts 
the sensit iv i ty parameter /t�! using gradient or sub-gradient methods as in  
2The notations o f  PSO a lgorithm fol low Subsection 2.4.6. 
(2.63) : 
1 alculate at 1 1+ 1  x:' ) , l) ,  x:�� ,l� Use l 
l 
=r 
-' 
[valuate J 
( I-I) (I-I) 
\'A" ' Y,G'>.>I ' 
Yes 
r--
l:nd 
< 
) es 
XiI ) . (I ) I )  . ,{h ... 1 , Y,<ft.'!iJ , F!C h..:"'I1 
BS. Collect 
F!� ,Vi 
� 
Is Stopping 
> Critenon Satisfied 
No 
� as; Is 
2:r:;:., > L.f;,.;. ------
0 
Figure 4.4 Flow Chart of the Distributed PSO Algori thm. 
1 (1+ 1 )  = ( 1  
(I) + (p(Rk) _ � pIUk)Z(I) ) )
+ 
IlRk Il Rk £ max L..J R ik 
iEI 
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(4.42) 
h PI(zk) d Z
(I) b · d fr (I) d 
(I) . I Th w ere, R an zk are 0 tame om YiGbesl an xzGbesl ' respechve y. e 
d istributed PSO a lgorithm is shown in Figure 4.4. Applying the distributed 
PSO a lgorit lm1 and updating the sensit ivity parameter /1�; are repeated un­
til convergence is achieved as i l lustrated in Figure 4.5. For the case of more 
than two relays, the binary variable y are updated as in [5 ]  to satisfy con­
straint  (4.36c) .  It is worth noting that, the user needs to know only her own 
information (the CSI between the source, the destination and a l l  the relays 
in  the system, can be measured at  the user terminal, the CSI between the 
relay and the destination is  feedbacked by the relay or base station to the 
user) . 
Yes End J+--
1s 
'toppmg Critenon 
Sati<fie( P 
Update A!.' 
Figure 4.5 A�� Update Flowchart. 
4 . 5  S i m u lation Resul ts and D i scussion 
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In the imulation f r flat  fad ing scenario, we consider a ystem of two users 
( I and 52), one relay and a common destination 0 as i l lustrated in Fig­
ure 4.6. The ource 5 1 is  located at  coordinate (-4S0m, SOm), 52 is located at 
coordinate (4:00m, Om), and the destination D i s  located at  (0, 200m). The re-
lay y-coordinate i fixed at Om, and the x-coordinate varies from - lS00m to 
l S00m to represent different channel gains. The channel gains are obtained 
using the simple path loss model [ 1 15 ]  as K/dlX, where a is the propagation 
loss factor a = 4, d is the distance between the two transmission ends, and 
K equals 0 .097. The source transmitted power Ps is fixed for the two sources 
and et to 10m Watt. The two sources are assigned a bandwidth W = 1 MHz 
each, and the capacity gap is  set to r = 1 .  The noise PSD is selected as 
No = 1 X 10-21 Watt/Hz, unless otherwise specified [ 149] .  
Joint power and bandwidth resource al location for the improved A F  flat 
fad ing scheme is solved using various optimization methods; the exterior 
penal ty method [ 1 2L PSO, and A lgori thm 4.1 .  As clear from Figure 4.7 the 
solu tion obtained using A l gori thm 4.1  coincides with negligible d ifferences 
with the solu tions obtained by PSO and exterior penal ty methods. The ex­
terna l penal ty method is d i fficult to tune in terms of the initia l penalty factor 
(0,2(0) 
D 
(0, 0) 
- - - - - - - - R - - - - - - - -
(-450,50) 
0) (400,0) 
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Figure 4.6 The Location of a System Consist of Two Users and a Relay. 
3 and the initial  solution . In  addition, the ini tial penalty factor, the initial 
olutions and the number of i terations need to be adjusted for each relay 
x-coordinate .  Simula tion resul ts show that obtaining the solution using the 
exterior penalty method becomes more difficu l t  for low SNRs, i .e .  when 
the problem could not be approximated by a convex function . The exterior 
penal ty method is implemented using Powel l '  method for unconstrained 
non linear programming a in [ 1 2 ] .  In contrast, PSO is not sensi tive to ini­
tia l  sol utions and no adjustment is needed for d i fferent relay x-coordinates 
and / or d i fferent SNR regimes but requires the evaluation and the updates 
for the whole population (the swarm) for number of i tera tions. On the other 
hand, s imulation resul ts show that Algori thm 4.1 convergences to the solu­
tion in  such few recursive steps. In Figures 4.8 & 4.9, the probabi l i ty of 
the sum data rate of Algori thm 4.1 to the optimal rate for I i terations with 
l = 1 , 2, 3, 4  and I = 2, 4 users i s  shown. The users x,y-coordinates of the 
users are uniformly generated in [ -600, 600] m  for 1000 runs, the destination 
is set at  (O, 200)m, and the relay is  set at  (50, 80)m. The optimal solution is 
obtained using the PSO method . 
Figu re 4.10 shows the convergence of the iterative bandwidth algorithm 
(4.24) for d i fferent va lues of 8w and d i fferent initia l  values of W�O), W�O) for 
3Mod ified versions of the penal  ty method can be used to hand Ie some of these problems 
as in the augmented Lagrangian method [ 1 04] . However, the penal ty method is only used 
to compare the result  of A lgori thm 4 . 1 .  
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Figure 4.7 The Sum Rate Using Different Algorithms. 
Tab le  4.1 Comparison Between Solution Methods 
A lgori thm 
Description 
Parameters 
Convergence 
Start ing Poin t  
Stopping Poin t  
Distr ibuted 
Implementat ion 
A lgorithm 4 . 1  
I terative 
3 - 5 I terative Steps 
Feasible Solution 
The Ra te is not Increasing 
for a umber of I terations 
Possible 
rx = 400m and Ph ) = Ph) = O.5Watt. 
PSO 
Evolu tionary 
c] = 2, C2 = 2, UJ = 0.9 
Swann Size 50, 
. (])  (2) PartIcles: P R , P  R ' WI,  W2 
< 50 
Swann of Feasible Solutions 
All the Particles Reach a 
Global Solution Within a 
Certain Specified Tolerance 
Possible 
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Exterior Pena l ty 
Conventional 
Non-Linear Program 
VI = 0. 1 , � = 2 
< 50 
Non-Feasible 
Solution 
Reaching a Feasible 
Solution 
Not-Possible 
Table  4.1, shows a comparison between d i fferent algorithms used to 
solve the joint resource a l location prob lem for the improved AF for flat  fad-
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Figure 4.9 Convergence of Algori thm 4.1  for Four Users. 
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ing scenario. I t  was noticed that Algori thm 4.1 converges to the solution in  
3 - 5 i terations for any relay x-coordinate.  
The convergence of the PSO algorithm for the improved AF scheme is 
tested for a swarm of size P = 50, and for d i fferent relay x-coordinates. 
PSO converges quickly in less than 50 i terations. The convergence for relay 
coordinate x = 10 i s  shown in Figure 4.1 1 .  
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Figure 4.1 1  Convergence of PSO Algorithm. 
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Figure 4 .12, shows the data rates for both users as a function of the relay 
x-coordinate using Algori thm 4.1 . The region from -1500m to Om repre­
sents a better channel gain for user 51 ; the relay is much closer to source 
51 than to source 52, so the achievable data rate for user 51 is higher in this 
region than the data rate for user 52. The same conclusion is drawn for user 
51 in the region from the Om to 1 500m. 
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Figure 4.1 2 Data Rate as a Function of the Relay x-Coordinate. 
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Figure 4.13(a) and Figure 4.13(b) show the power and bandwidth al lo­
cation profi le a a function of the relay x-coordinate using Algori thm 4.1 ,  
which shows that the power constraint is a lways active, i .e .  the sum of the 
relaying power equals  p�,�jx = 1 Watt at a l l  relay locations since at least one 
user is using the relay. Whereas, the bandwidth constraint is not active, i .e .  
the maximum al located bandwidth for relaying is less than W at a l l  relay 
locations; i .e .  both users adapt a mixed strategy AF cooperative communi­
cation scheme. 
Figure 4.14 compares the sum rate obtained using Algori thm 4.1  with 
the solution of the dual problem (A.2) .  The dual problem was solved using 
a ne ted loop implementation as in [32 ] .  Simulation resul ts confirm the ex­
istence of a dual i ty gap, so the joint resource al location problem (4. 10) could 
not be solved in  the dual  domain.  The solution of the dual  problem (some 
va lues of the power and bandwidth profi les) are not feasible solutions for 
(4. 10 ) .  
Figure 4.1 5  shows the apparent sum rate using the approximated SNR 
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Figure 4.13 Resource Al location as a Function of the Relay x-Coordinate. 
(by i ts upper bound) as in [ 56 ] :  
AP(i) r(i) = I R UB ----------- , Wi(BI + p�) ) 
(4 .43) 
then, the achievable rate of user 51 using this approximation can be written 
en a. .0 2 
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Figure 4.14 Comparison of the Sum Ra te with the Solution of the Dual prob­
lem. 
a rei) + r(il R(i) = Wi 1 00- (1 + SD liB ) UB 2 b2 r '  
Using (4.44), the resource a l location problem is formulated as: 
' R(i) R(I) max � liB + SD' P, W 
iEI 
S . t .  (4. 1 0b), (4. 1 0c), and (4. 1 0d) .  
(4 .44) 
(4.45a) 
(4 .45b) 
with this approxi mation the sum rate becomes a jointly concave function 
in  the power and bandwidth profi les, as can be proved by the second or­
der derivative test (Hessian) . Hence, i t  can be solved by any convex op­
t imization technique. Here, the interior point method is used . The sum 
rate achieved by substituting the power and bandwidth profi les obtained 
from opti mizing (4.45) in the user rate (4.9) is shown in Figure 4.15 .  Clearly, 
the d i fference between the two curves confirms that this approximation 
could not be used in low SNR regime, and this points out the need to solve 
the problem without the upper bound approximation, as is done in Algo-
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Figure 4. 1 5  Comparison of The Sum Rate With The Solution of The Approx­
imated Problem. 
ri thm 4.1 . The dashed curve shows that the achievable sum rate based 
on the e act e pression for the SNR using Algorithm 4.1 is higher than 
the achie able um rate using the approximation. To simulate a low SNR 
regime, the noise PSD is set at  No = 1 x lO- 16Watt/ Hz. 
Figure 4 .16 compares the sum date rate for different al location criterion; 
optimum power and bandwidth FDM (improved AF), optimum power and 
fi ed bandwidth WI = W, and optimum bandwidth FDM and fixed power 
P(l) _ p(R ) /2 . - 1 2 f h . p(R) - l W  S' R - max , Z , or t e same power constraInt max - att .  1TI1U-
l a tion resul ts show that, optimal power and bandwidth al location achieves 
maximum throughput compared to other al location cri terion. 
Figure 4 .17 shows the maximum sum rate as a function of the relay x­
coordinate for d i fferent relay maximum power. Clearly, as P��x increases, 
the maximum sum rate increases, since AF data ra te is a concave increasing 
function in the relay's power. Note that, the total power constraint is met 
with equal i ty at  the optimum solu tion if  at  least one user is using the relay. 
The bandwidth increase for AF relaying is beneficial unti l  reaching a certain 
l imit, a fter which the user does not benefit from the extra bandwid th as the 
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noise power wi l l  increase. So the extra part of the bandwidth is used for 
d i rect transmission. 
Figure 4.18 shows the sum rate as a function of the number of users. The 
solution obtained using Algori thm 4.1 coincides with the solution obtained 
from PSO. 
The effect of an addi tional relay bandwidth constraint LiEI W, :-s; Wmax 
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Figure 4.19 Data Rate for Different Maximum Relay Power and Bandwidth 
Profi les. 
on the sum rate is investigated using PSO method; that is, the relay uses 
di fferent frequency bands to forward the users information. The bandwidth 
increase is beneficial (that is, maximizes the sum rate) unti l  reaching certa in 
l imit Wmax = 1 .6MHz, after that the user does not benefi t from the extra 
bandwidth as the noise power wi l l  increase, the remaining bandwidth is 
used for d irect transmission as shown in Figure 4.19 .  
Table 4.2 Achie able Data Rate for SFSC Scenario. 
Scheme 
u rn Rate Using PSO 
Algorithm in [ Mbp ] 
Direct A F  Improved A F  
1 .0743 1 .4461 1 .8520 
1 .0735 1 .4315  1 .7850 
4.5.1 Frequ ency Sel ective Fad ing Channels Scenari o  
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For the single carrier frequency selective channel (SCFSC) scenario, the chan­
nel gain are modeled using I EEE 802. 1 1  channel model with 4 taps [26 ] .  
W assume an exponential power delay profi le, where a l l  taps are subject to 
Rayleigh fad ing.  In our simulations, we set the relay at the origin (O, O)m, 
th de t ination at  (- 100, O)m, user Sl at (25, 25)rn, and user S2 at (25, -25)m. 
For PSO, the particle are the sources' power profi les in  the first and second 
time lot , the relaying power profile, and the start and end frequencies of 
AF relaying. The channel frequency response is divided into 64 sub-bands, 
where the channel gain is considered constant in  each sub-band. The swarm 
ize is set to 500, where each swarm consists of 64 * 3 + 4 particles. To re­
duce the number of computa tions in Algori thm 4.2, we include a defined 
bandwidth increment for AF; i .e. AF is implemented in 0, 8, 1 6, 24, ' "  , 64 
adjacent sub-bands, and then we scan to find the best relaying range (the 
start and end frequencies) . For example in  the simulated scenario, we find 
that the relaying widths of 1 6, and 24 with starting frequencies of 49, and 1 
for user Sl  and user S2, respectively, achieve the maximum sum rate. 
Tab le  4.2 compares the sum data rate for d i fferent al location criteria .  
Clearly the improved AF scheme achieves the maximum sum date rate. Im­
proved AF shows a 28.07% increase in the achievable data rate compared to 
ful l  bandwidth AF. Simulation results show that Algori thm 4.2 outperforms 
or achieves at least the same sum rate as the PSO algorithm. Table  4.2 show 
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Figure 4_20 Pow r Allocation as a Function of Relay One x-Coordinate.  
a ca e where Algori thm 4_2 outp rforms the PSO. Inve tigating this case, 
reveal thC1t the P 0 algori thm finds a loca l minimum. The implementation 
of the PSO does not scan a l l  the frequency range to find the start and end 
point . P 0 is based on generating start and end points randomly, and then 
updating unti l  a stopping cri terion is satisfied . 
4. 5.2 Relay Selection and J o i n t  Power and B a n d w i d th A l l o-
cation 
For multi-relay A F  cooperative communication, we consider three scenar-
io . The fi rst scenario consists of two ources, two relays, and a destina tion 
node; the position of the source and destination nodes are as shown in Fig­
ure 4.6, the x-coordinate of the first relay varies from -1500m to 1500m and 
the y-coordina te i s  fixed at  80m . The posi tion of the second relay is fixed at 
x-coordinate of 100m and y-coordinate of 20m. 
Figure 4.20 and Figure 4 .21 show the power and bandwidth al location 
profi les, re pectively as a function of the relay x-coordinate. It can be re­
al ized that the power constraint is a lways active, that is, the sum of the 
relaying power equals P��a� = 1 for k = 1 , 2 at a l l  relay locations. Whereas, 
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Figure 4.21 Bandwidth Al location as a Function of Relay One x-Coordinate. 
the bandwidth constra int is not active, tha t  is, the maximum al located band-
width is less than W at many relay locations. 
Table  4.3 shows the resource al location for two scenarios: Scenario one 
consists of I = 1 0  users and K = 2 relays. Scenario two consists of I = 10  
users and K = 4 relays. The position o f  the sources, relays and the destina­
tion are as shown in Figure 4.22(a) and Figure 4.22(b)  for scenarios one and 
two, respectively. The position of the relays and destination nodes are fixed 
and the users are generated uniformly in the area . 
C learly, Tab le  4.3 reveals that users 56 and 59 use only d irect l ink for 
transmission in  the two-relays scenario; they are not benefit ing from the 
relays, users 5 1 ,  5-!, 55, 57 and 58 use AF for a l l  the bandwidth WI = W, and 
the remaining users in this scenario use the mixed strategy; the bandwidth 
profil e  Wik < W for the selected relays. For the four relays scenario a l l  users 
use mixed strategy profi le W1k < W as shown in Table  4.3. 
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Figure 4.22 Multi-Source Multi-Relay Scenario 
4.5.3 Distrib u ted PSO Algori t h m  
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In this sub ection, the sum rate of the distributed and central ized PSO al-
gorithms is compared for one and two relay scenarios. Figure 4.23, com­
pares the sum data rate for the central ized PSO and the distributed PSO 
algorithm for the scenario depicted in  Figure 4.6.  The relay power con­
straint is p;,�Jx = 1 Watt . The init ial  fi tness function (4.41 )  parameter is set as 
,1�) = OA x 1 06 . The graph clearly demonstrates that the two curves coin­
cide with negl igible d ifferences. The region from -1 500m to Om represents 
a better channel gain for user 5 1 ;  the relay is much c loser to source 51 than 
to source 52, so the achievable data rate for user 5 1  is higher in this region 
than the data rate of user 52 . The same conclusion is drawn for user 52 in 
the region from Om to 1500m. 
Table  4.3 Re ource Allocation 
Two Relays Scenario 
Users 51 52 53 5� 55 56 57 
Relay 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
Power 0.2226 0.1993 0. 1 469 0.2 1 70 0.21 -1 1  0 0.3499 
[ Watt )  
Bandwidth 1 0.8965 0.6731 1 1 0 1 
[ M Hz] 
Four ReJays Scenario  
Users 51 52 S3 S� 55 56 57 
Relay 1 1 2 2 3 3 3 
Power 0.1 99 O. 300 0.2666 0.7334 0.5865 0.0706 0.3429 
[ Watt )  
Bandwidth 0.6997 0.7878 0.7363 0.7044 0.7815  0.71 1 8  0.7339 
[ M Hz]  
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Figure 4.23 Comparison of the Sum Rate for the Distributed and the Cen­
tral ized PSO Algori thms. 
Figure 4.24(a), compares the data rate for the central ized PSO and the 
distributed PSO algorithm for joint relay selection and resource al location 
for two users two relays scenario; the x-coordinate of the first relay varies 
from - 1 500m to 1500m and the y-coordinate is fixed at 80m. The position of 
the second relay is  fixed at  x-coordinate of 1 00m and y-coordinate of 20m. 
The coordinates of the two sources and the destination nodes are similar to 
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Figure 4.24 Resource Allocation as a Function of Relay One x-Coordinate 
Using the Distributed and Central ized PSO Algorithms. 
those in scenario one. 
Figure 4.24(b) and Figure 4.24(c)  show the relay selection for user 51 and 
user 52 respectively. Zl1 = I, Zl2 = I, Z21 = I, and Z22 = 1 is interpreted as 
selecting relay Rl for user 51 , selecting relay R2 for user 51 , selecting relay Rl 
for user 52, and selecting relay R2 for user 52, respectively. 
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4.6  Conel  u s ions 
I n  thi hapter, we in tigate j int power and bandwid th resource al loca­
tion for multiple users improved AF cooperative communication scheme 
for flat and fr quenc el ctive fad ing channel in the presence of a direct 
link bctwe n the ource and destination nodes. In formulating the problem, 
w c n ider tllat the u r may u e an AF cooperative scheme with diversity 
for part of the bandwid th, and the remaining bandwidth is used for dir ct 
tran mis ion without d iver i ty in  rder to benefit from all  avai lable degrees 
of freedom. The optimization problem is formulated to maximize the sum 
rate. The problem i not jointly concave in the power and bandwidth pro­
fi le� .  recur ive  algorithm is propo ed to solve the problem which sep­
arates it into power and bandwidth subproblems. In addition, for the fre­
quenc elective fading scenario, the source power profile is to be optimized 
in the fir t and second time slots to uti l ize re ources efficiently. The joint 
power and bandwidth al location scenario outperforms both the power al­
location for fixed bandwidth profile and the bandwidth al location for fixed 
power profi le scenarios. Joint relay selection and power and bandwidth al­
loca tion for multi source multi relay for flat  fad ing using the improved AF 
cooperative communica tion scheme is  addressed using PSO algorithm .  
C H A PT E R S  
S TA C K E L B E R G G A M E  F O R  J O I N T P O W E R  A N D  
B A N D W I D T H  A L L O C AT I O N  F O R  A F  R E L AY I N G  
I n  this chapter, power and bandwidth pricing is proposed as incentives for 
cooperative communications, where a relay with l imited resources is wil l­
ing to sel l  i ts resources; power and bandwidth to multiple users, aiming 
to maximize i ts revenue. The users are competing for the relay resources. 
Stackelberg market framework is used to model a single relay mul tiple users 
AF cooperative communication system. The relay is the leader p layer in the 
Stackelberg game, the power and bandwidth prices are used to model the 
stra tegies of the leader, whereas, the users are the fol lowers in the Stack­
elberg game. The power and bandwidth demands are used to model the 
fol lower strategies. No coordination or information exchange between the 
competing users is assumed in this model . The users determine the power 
and bandwidth demands according to Nash equi l ibrium; each user maxi­
mizes her own ut i li ty function. 
The introd uction and related research are presented in  Section 5. 1 .  AF 
Stackelberg game model and notations are introduced in  Section 5.2. In Sec­
tion 5.3, A F  Stackelberg game is analyzed; the existence and uniqueness of 
Nash equi l ibrium (solution) are proven . Distributed a lgorithms for find ing 
the power and bandwidth prices and the power and bandwidth profi les are 
also proposed . Numerica l resu l ts are confirmed in Sections 5.4. Conclusions 
ar d rawn in S ction 5.5. 
5.1  I n troduction 
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In  hapter 4, we considered a system viewpoint by jointly al locating power 
and bandwidth profile , a iming to maximize the urn rate for a mu lti user 
singl re lay modified AF cooperative communica tion ystem . An optimiza­
tion approach was followed to fin d  the olution. In this chapter, we want 
to captur the interactions between the users and the relay, aiming to max­
imize th relay revenue from sell ing its resources, power and bandwidth. 
The rela may not belong to the system or may support more than one sys­
t m. In this sense, game theory is used to model the interactions between 
the users and the relay. The user determines the required power and band­
width profile ba ed on power and bandwidth prices, her channel gains, 
and other users competing for the relay resources. The relay sets the prices 
a iming to maximize its revenue from sel l ing i ts resources. 
Game theory has been recently used for resource al location in cooper­
ative communications [ 28, 1 1 0, 1 27, 149, 1 56, 169 ] .  In [ 1 1 0] ,  the authors 
proposed a non-cooperative game framework for pricing a single relay AF 
multi-user system, aiming to  maximize the relay revenue or  the desirable 
system ut i l i ty. The relay sets prices and correspondingly charges the users 
depending on the qual i ty of the received signal .  The user aims to maximize 
i ts u ti l i ty through power al location. An iterative a lgori thm is proposed to 
reach ash equi l ibrium.  In  [ 1 69] ,  the authors modeled the bandwidth shar­
ing among the users in  a single relay cooperative communication system 
using non-cooperative game, the u ti l ity function represents the achievable 
throughput in the presence of a pricing term. A d istributed algorithm is 
proposed to find Nash equi l ibrium.  
In  [ 1 27], the authors studied Gaussian interference relay game (GIRG), 
where each user seeks an optimum power across a set of hops, and showed 
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that the I RG for tw u er ha a umque ash equi librium, which can be 
reached in a di  tribut d manner. I n  addition, the condition under which 
a h qui l ibrium i Pareto optimal were stud ied . In [ 156 ], interference was 
con idered a a detrimental factor for the performance of both AF and DF 
sterns. The uniqueness and e istence of Nash equil ibrium are proven. 
Furthermore, a di  tributed algorithm to reach Nash equi l ibrium is imple­
ment d .  
In  [ 149], the authors propo ed a Stackelberg game to perform power al­
locations in a mul ti-r lay ystem. The relays announce the prices per unit 
of power to al l  activ users in the system, this action can be modeled as the 
leader action in the Stackelberg game. The user determines her requirement 
of the power ba ed on the prices and her channel gains between the source, 
relay and destination nodes. This action is modeled as the follower action 
in the Stackelberg game. The proposed model helps competing relays to 
maximize their own uti l i ty by asking optimal prices, and helps sources to 
find the relays with better locations and buys the optimal amount of power 
from them. In [28] ,  the authors used Stackelberg game to model one relay 
and mul ti-users. The relay determines the price per unit bandwidth, and 
according to the price, each user determines the amount of bandwidth re­
quired for relaying her data. 
In  the aforementioned works, either power or bandwidth profi les are 
considered for al location. However, in  a relay network, both power and 
bandwidth al location need to be accounted for. In this chapter, bui lding on 
previous research in [ 28, 149, 163, 1 70] ,  power and bandwidth allocation 
for AF single relay mul ti-user system is stud ied using Stackelberg game. In 
this sense, a ut i l i ty function with pricing factors is formulated to represent 
the user demands for power and bandwidth . The pricing is used as a reim­
bursement for the relay as a compensation for using i ts resources. Relaying 
requirements are both power and bandwidth, which can be translated in  
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th language f game theory to the costs of power and bandwidth u ed 
for r 1a ing. B ca u e p wer and bandwidth are two di fferent commoditie , 
th 0 t f each depend on it avai labi l i ty and the competi tion between 
th u r .  Our goal in this chapter is to de ise a revenue-maximizing pric­
ing ch me for the r 1a for both power and bandwidth resources. Thus, 
a non-co perative F power and bandwidth game is played by the u ers 
(fol lower ) in a Stackelberg game, where the goal of the leader ( relay) is to 
et price for the power and bandwidth to rna imize i ts revenue. 
Our model di ffer from previous research [28, 1 49, 1 63, 1 70 ]  in several 
ke aspe ts: Fi r t, in [ 1 -19 ]  the authors' main concern is to select the relays 
and determines the purcha ed power from each relay, i .e. the competition is 
between the relays to determine the prices, not between the users as in our 
work. The authors proposed a distributed algorithm to determine the re­
la ed power price. Whereas in our research, the competi tion is between the 
u er and the relay to determine Stackelberg Nash Equi l ibrium. In addition, 
we proposed a nested distributed algorithm; the inner algorithm is  to deter­
mine the power and bandwidth a l location for the users for given power 
and bandwidth prices, and the outer a lgori thm is to determine the power 
and bandwidth prices. Second, we consider power and bandwidth as two 
commod i ties that the user wants to pay for, and the relay resources are l im­
ited and appeared in  the user ut i l i ty function. The case of joint power and 
bandwidth al location is a general ized framework that can be used to study 
pm-ver a llocation for unl imited bandwidth, and bandwidth al location for 
unlimited power. The first case can be interpreted as bandwid th demand 
is less than the available bandwidth at  the relay, i .e .  there is no competi­
tion for bandwidth. The second case can be interpreted as power demand is 
less than the relay maximum power, i .e .  there is no competition for power. 
The two cases can be investigated using our proposed framework as spe­
cial cases. In our model, the relay by sel l ing to the users the sub-bands of 
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it dedicat d bandwid th and control ling the relaying power in each ub­
band, aim t rna imize it own revenue. The uti l i ty function of each user 
is formulated to be a j intly conca e function in the power and bandwidth. 
one of the uti l i ty function in [ 1 49 ]  and [ 28 ]  can be u ed to jointly al lo­
cate power and bandwidth, since the analysis of NE become untraceable. 
Third, the u er and the r lay in our model are assigned orthogonal fre­
quency band , wherea in [ 1 63, 1 70 ]  two type of u ers are con idered : a 
primary u er who i a signed a pecific time slot and secondary users who 
ar not a igned any time slots. The secondary users relay the primary user 
inf rmation to acce s the channel, i .e. obta in a portion of the primary user 
time lot. Fourth, we inve tiga te the uniqueness of the equilibrium using the 
concavity of the u ti l i ty function and the theory of concave potential games. 
hereas in [ 28, 149, 163, 1 70] ,  there is no potentia l  function associated with 
the uti l i ty function, and uniqueness is investigated using standard function 
theory. 
5.2 AF S tackelb erg M odel 
The system under consideration i s  depicted in Figu re 5 . 1 ,  where I = ( 1 ,  . . .  , I )  
is  the set o f  active users. Sender (Source) nodes Si for i E I are communi­
cating with their destination termi nals 01 , O2, . . .  , OM, where M � I over 
stable channels with coefficients h�b . The source-destination pair (Sit Om) is 
referred to as the ith user without loss of general ity. In cellular systems we 
can consider all the destination nodes as one destination node, which is the 
common base station. The relay sta tion R is used to improve the reliabi l i ty 
of the communication between the source-destination pair using a simple 
AF cooperative scheme. In AF, the relay scales the received data or part of 
it and transmits it using a d i fferent frequency band in the relaying phase. 
Considering FDMA and assuming no interference between the users; each 
active user ut i l izes a di fferent frequency band.  In addition, the relay uses 
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s, 
Figu re 5.1 Sy tern Mod 1 :  Multi-Source Destination Pa irs and One Relay. 
d i fferent frequency bands for r laying the user's information. Each user 
wi l l  u e two time lots T] and T2 in a TDM cenario. In the first time slot TI ,  
the source broadcasts i t  signal to the relay node and to i ts correspond ing 
de tination termina l .  In the second time slot T2, the relay amplifies the re­
ceived signal without decoding and forwards i t  to the destination terminal .  
A t  the desti nation terminal the received messages are co-phased weighted 
and then combined using M RC. CSI from the source to the destination, from 
the source to the relay, and from the relay to the destina tion are assumed to 
be known at the destination node. 
In order to e plore the cooperative d iversity, two fundamental questions 
need to be answered : First, what is the optimum power Pi for the AF coop­
era tive scheme? Second, what is the optimum bandwidth Wi for the AF 
cooperative cherne? To answer these questions, we define users as buyers, 
relays as sel lers, and power and bandwidth as commodi ties i n  a Stackelberg 
game framework as fol lows. 
Defini tion 5.2.1 The Stackelberg Leadership Model [40 ] :  is a two-stage garne 
in which the leader player (relay) moves first by announcing the prices of the power 
TIp (per un it power) and bandwidth TIw (per unit bandwidth), then tlze follower 
user moves sequen tially by selecting the quantity of the power and bandwidth that 
maximizes her own u tility function. The solu tion of the Stackelberg model is called 
Stackelberg Nash Equi l ibrium (SNE). SNE consists of (p;SE), WiSE) , TI�E)TI�E) ), Vi E 
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I, where p;SE) , W�SE) are the power and bandwidth strategies that maximize user i 
ut ility functioll to be defined later, and O�E), O��E) are the power and bandwidth 
prices respectively (the relay strategies) that lIlaximize the relay utility fll nction to 
bc defincd later. 
Users (Buyers): The u er are represented by the buy r who seek to get the 
mo t benefi ts at the lea t po ible expenses. The u ers are the fol lowers in 
the Stackeberg game. In this cont xt, we choo e to define the ut i l i ty function 
of u er i a fol low : 
1 + r(') + r(O X ( so SRO ) 2 W, Iog (,) - OpP, - TI w W, - _ I. l + fso Pmax }EI P} 
y 
Wmax - I.,a W} ' (5. 1 )  
where X and Y are ystem constants that reflect the effect of the availabi l i ty 
of the resource on the uti l i ty function. 2 is related to the gain in the rate 
by using the relay. on-identical 2, can a lso be used for non-homogeneous 
y tern (that is, d ifferent data rates or priorities) to reflect the ith user wi l l ­
ingness to pay for the relay. TIp and TIw are the power and bandwidth sell ing 
prices per unit  power and per unit  bandwidth respectively. 
The SNR for the ith user at  the destination node without relaying f�b can 
be expressed as [ 1 49 ] :  
(5.2) 
The end-to-end SNR ut i l izing the relay r��o for AF scheme can be obtained 
as [ 1 74 ] :  
P P 1 1  (i) 12 1h(i) 12 ( I) 5 i ZSR RO r = , SRO (}"2«(}"2 + Ps lh�� 12 + P; lh�� 12 ) 
where r��o can be written in a simplified form as [ 1 49 ] :  
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
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wi th A, and B, are re pecti vely computed as: 
(5.Sa) 
(S.5b) 
In formulating the uti l i ty function Ui, the fol lowing are considered: 
1 .  Relate the uti l i ty function to a meaningful quantity in cooperative com­
munication, which is in this case the square-root of the rate achieved 
u ing AF cooperation scheme. The square root, and the l inear pric­
ing are used to guarantee joint concavity of the uti l i ty function with 
respect to the power and bandwidth purchased from the relay, and to 
discourage the users from asking for high power and / or bandwidth 
demands. 
( 1 +f(l) +r(i) ) 2. The term ( 1  + r�1) is used in the denominator 50(1) AF to ensure zero l +fso 
AF data rate at zero relay power and / or at zero relay bandwidth .  
3 .  The available power and  bandwidth of  the relay are l imited to  P max 
and Wmax . 
-1 .  The power and bandwidth purchased by the ith user depend on the 
relay prices TIp and TIw .  
5 .  The l inear pricing terms -TIpPl - TIWWl are used to  control power and 
bandwidth al locations separately. 
6. The avai lability of power and (or) bandwidth encourage users to buy 
higher power and or h igher bandwidth .  
7 .  The competition for the resources between the users is captu red by 
p -1 p and w -I w in  the user uti l i ty function. max lEI J max lEI I 
Relay (Seller): For the rela , the uti l i ty function i imp 1 defined a 
UR = (Dp - Cp) [ PI + (DIY - Cw) [ WI' 
lEI lEI 
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(5.6) 
where Cp and CVv are the co ts per unit power and per unit bandwidth re-
pecti el . The elected relay ut i l i ty function, sums the benefi t  from sell ing 
the power and bandwidth re our es separately to simplify the analysis of 
the equilibrium, but other functions can be used to achieve di fferent objec­
tives. ote that, PI = 0 r suIts in WI = 0 and Wi = 0 resul ts in PI = 0 
in the u er uti l i t  function. So, the cases of sel l ing power alone (with zero 
bandwidth) and bandwidth a lone (with zero power) wil l  not occur using 
thi formulation. On the other hand, the cases of sel l ing power with a fixed 
relaying bandwid th and e l l ing bandwidth for a fixed relaying power can 
be in estigated using this formulation. In addition, the relay ut i l i ty sums 
monetary unit (profits) not power and bandwidth profi les. 
5.3 S tackelberg G ame Analys i s  
Based o n  (5. 1 ), the optimization problem for the ith user (buyer) can now be 
formulated as: 
max Uj s . t .  lFi � 0, 0 � WI � WI, 
P" W, 
(5.7) 
whereas, the optimization problem for the relay (seller) based on (5.6) can 
be formulated as: 
(5.8) 
Since the Stackelberg game is  a two stage game, two gam s are defined : the 
power bandwidth game (PWG) at  the users' side, and the prices game (DC) 
at  the relay side. 
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5.3 . 1  Users S i d e  
Th Power-Bandwidth Game ( PWG) in a Stackelberg game model i s  defined 
a [ l l S ] :  
Defin i t ion 5.3.1 The PWG is defined as  PWG = [I, (Pit WI)' Ut ( . ) ] ,  which de-
notes the nOll-cooperative power al ld band'loidth pllrchases for a given power and 
bandwidth prices TIp and TII\, respectively. P, and W, arc the power and bandwidtll 
strategy sets of I Iser i, and U,C) is the ith user l l tility function. Each user selects a 
power level Pi sllch tlwt P, E P, alld a bandwidth share W, such tha t Wi E W,. Let 
... 
the pO'lL er vector P = (P1 ,  . . .  , PI )  E P denotes the outcome of the game in terms of 
... 
the selected power levels for all l lsers, where P is the set of all feasible power vec-
. ... tors. Fli rthennore, let the bandwidth vector W = (W1 , . . .  , WI) E W denotes the 
outcolJle of the game in terms of the selected bandwidth shares of all users, where 
W is the set of all feasible bandwidth vectors. Tlze resulting u tility for the itll l lser 
is U, (P, W; ( TIp, TIw») . An alternative notation U, (p" Wi, P _" W-i; (TIp, TIw») can 
also be L lsed to emphasize that the itll user has control only over its own power and 
bandwidth strategies P, and W, respectively. In this sense, W-i, and P _, denote a 
vector consisting of elements of the power P and bandwidth W excluding the itlz 
elemen t. 
Defini t ion 5.3.2 For a given ITp and ITw, the Nash equi l ibrium of the PWG is 
a two dimensional I I  t 1 lples ( W� � 0, P; � 0) satisfying the following objective 
fU1 1ction Vi E I [40]: 
max u, ( (Wit Pi), (W_" P�,); ( TIp, ITw») = UI ( (W; , P� ), (w:.j, P'_); (ITp, ITw»), w" p, 
s . t. 0 � Wi � Wmax - W-It 
o � PI � P max - P -II 
(S.9a) 
(S .9b) 
(S .9c) 
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power levels, bandwidth shares of the other users, 110 1 lser can improve her 1 l t ility 
level by J1laking individ1lal changes in its own power a71d/or bandwidth profiles, 
that is, 1 10 1 lser has the incen tive to unilaterally change her OW1l strategy [ 105J. The 
power level and band'width share chosen by a ratiollal self optimizing Llser constit l l te 
the best response to the power and bandwidth strategies chosen by the other users. 
After defining the PWG and it Na h equil ibrium, existence, uniqueness, 
anal tica l olution, adaptive algorithm, and the convergence of the adaptive 
a lgorithm are in estiga ted as e pla ined next. 
( ) Existence of  a Nash Equi l ibrium 
The exi tence of the Nash equil ibrium for the PWG is assured by The­
orem 2.5.3. Anchored in Theorem (2.5.3), the PWG admits at  least one 
a h equi l ibrium, because the strategy space for each user is a convex 
and compact set (0 � WI � Wma - W -I), (0 � PI � Pmax - P -i) and the 
payoff function of each user is continuous on P and W. Furthermore, 
the joint concavi ty of the ut i l i ty function of user i in PI and Wi can be 
pro ed by using the second derivative test as [ 1 49 ] :  
r(i) [(i) ( 1 + so + SRO ) 2Y Z log . - 3 ' 1 + r(l) (Wmax - LlEI Wl) so 
(5. 1 0a) 
� 0'T'A1 ( ( A,B, )2 1 J2UI - yZWi P,+B, 2AIBI (1 + r(i) r(i) ) -= ---;:====== -----.-- + . 3 so + SRO JP2 ( l+r{') +r.') ) ( 1  + r(l) + r(I) )2 (PI + Bi) I 2 log �D SRD so SRO 
l +r�b 
�( A,B' )2 2X P,+B, 
( 1  + r(i) + r(i) )2 (Z 1 ( 1 +r��+r��D ))3 so SRO og 1 +r(l) SD 
(PUI -AIBI .yz =
----�====��--------JWiJPi 3 RI3 log ( l+r�b
+r;�D )( l + r(l) + r(i) )(P + B )2 1+r{') so SRD I
I 
SD 
(5. 1 0b)  
(S. 10c) 
. . lPu, lPu, a2u, a211, I t  I S  straIghtforward to show that: aw2 < 0, ap2 < 0 and aw2 ap2 -
r / , I 
( a� ll, )2 � O. This completes the proof of the concavity. Hence quasi­aW,or, 
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conca i ty is guaranteed for the propo ed u ti l i ty function Ui . Therefore, 
at lea t one a h quil ibrium exi t . 
(8) Uniqueness of  Nash Equi l ibrium 
The uniquene of a h equ il ibrium can be proved using the potential 
game theory. The PWG i an exact potential game as can be proved 
b (2 9 1 )  h '  au, - av d au, - av · tl . I f ·  V( ) . , w ele ']1'>, - aw, '  an ap, - ap, WI � a potentia l.mction 
. 
defined a : 
V(P, W) = [ 
'EI 
(5. 1 1 ) 
The potential function VO, has many important properties. First, i f  
user i i s  maximizing the potential function VO instead of h i s  own uti l i ty 
function U,O, keeping the other users' trategies fixed, this wil l  not af­
fect the ash equi l ibrium [8 ] .  Second, the potential ftmction VO is con­
tinuously d i fferentiable, and strictly concave in the nonnegative-orthant 
bounded by the hyperplanes Pma>- = LJEI Pi and Wmax = LJEI Wj. I t  
admits a unique solution (Nash equi l ibrium), which coincides with the 
only user by user Nash equi l ibrium.  U,O is a strictly concave function 
w ith respect to user i strategies as can be proved by the second deriva­
tive test (5. 1 0) .  This proves the uniqueness of Nash equilibrium for the 
PWG. 
(C) Analytical Solu tion of  Nash Equi l ib rium 
The derivative o f  the ut i l i ty function of the ith user U,O with respect to 
W,, and P" i E I are respectively obtained a : 
au, 
aw, 
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(5. 12a)  
au, yZW, 1 A,B, X = -�====== . .  - ITr - ------ap, (i) (,) 1 + r(l) + r(r) (P + B )2 (P - " P )2 ' 2 10 ( l +rSD+r�Rn ) so SRO I I max L-jEI j g l +r(') S[) 
(5. 1 2b) 
To obtain the Nash equi l ibrium (P;' W;) Vi E I the partial derivatives 
au d JU, . al\ , an ar, are set as. 
aUj au, 
aw, = 0 and ap, = 0 if P; � 0 and W; � O .  
Solving for the partial derivatives in (5 . 1 3), we arrive at :  
and 
y 
ITw + " . 2 = ( Wmax - L-jEI WJ 
X 
ITp + ( " 2 
= 
Prnax - L-jEI Pj ) 
2 
(5. 1 3) 
(5. 1 4) 
(5 . 1 5) 
The best response BR, (p -I! W - I) of user i i s  described implicitly using 
(5. 1 4) and (5. 1 5) .  The solutions of (5. 1 4) and (5. 15) are the user 's i power 
and bandwidth pair (PI ! W, ) as a function of (P -/ I W - I )' which are cal led 
the best response curves for user i. In order to find Nash equi l ibrium 
for all users, 2 1I1 simultaneous equations must be solved . Since the left­
hand-side (LHS) of (5 . 14»  and (5. 1 5) a re the same for a l l  users on the 
right-hand-side (RHS), w ith some simpl i fications we obtain the fol low-
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mg olution: 
A, Bi AkBk �( ---( )----�--)---- = �( ---(k-) --
��
--)---- · 
( 1  + r ;o)(P, + B,) + A,P, (P, + B,) ( 1  + rso)(Pk + Bk) + AkPk (Pk + Bk) 
(5. 1 6) 
To Ive for P, in terms of Pk in (5. 1 6), a second order algebraic equation 
formulated . The non-negati e solu tion is then derived as: 
wh re a(i) a(i) and ali) ar respectively defined a fol lows: 0 ' l '  2 
(5 . 1 7) 
(1 (i) = _ 
A,B, (( 1  + r(k) + A )P2 + (2(1 + r(k) ) + A B )P + ( 1  + r(k) )B2) + o A B so k k so k k k so k k k 
(i) -2(1 r(') ) A B a1 - + so + , I I 
a(i) = 1  + r(') + A 2 so ' · 
(5. 1 8a)  
(5 . 1 8b)  
(5. 1 8c) 
It  is worth noting that, only a�) depends on Pk . Using (5. 18) the overal l  
S R r�ko of  user i can be  computed as  a function o f  Pk as: 
(5. 1 9) 
Similarly, the total sum power LiEI Pi can also be expressed in terms of 
Pk as: 
(5.20) 
To simpl i fy the forthcoming notations, we define F�) = ab) / a�), F�i) = 
F 1 and F2 as follows: 
F = '\' � �F(i)2 _ 4F(i) 2 i...J 2 I o ·  lEI 
The tota l urn power can now be s i mp l i fi ed as: 
L P' = F) + F2 . 
iEI 
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(S .21a) 
(S.21b) 
(S.22) 
For the bandwid th, similar solutions can be sought as follows. The user 
i bandwidth W, can be expressed in terms of Wk and Pk from (S. 1 4) as: 
( 1 + r(1) + r(l) ) log 50 SRO 
l +f(l) W W SO I = k (k) (k) • 1 ( l +fso+fsRO ) og 
1 +r.k) so 
(S.23) 
Substituting (S. 1 7), (S . 19), (S.22) in (S. 14) and (S. l St with some simpl i fi -
cations, the kth user power Pk is obtained as  a solution of the fol lowing: 
ZE Y - - TIw + ----------------40 -
[ 
f(i) r(l) ]2 ' 
W - (4jZ)02E-2 \' . log ( 1 + 50+ SRO ) max L. /EI 1 r(l) + so 
(5.24) 
h 0 TI X d E AkBk/(Bk+pd S· ' 1 1 h k h w ere = p + (P -F -F )2 '  an = (k) (k) • lIIU ar y, t e t user max 1 2 l +rso+fSRO 
bandwidth Wk can be obtained as: 
(S.2S) 
The solutions of (S.24) and (S.2S) a re the Nash equi l ibrium P�, W;, Vk E 
I. I f  the solutions are not feasible, i .e .  i f  P� < 0 and ! or W; < 0 or W; > 
W, i t  is necessary to modi fy the solutions such that p� = max (P�, 0) 
for the power and W; = min(max (WZ, 0), W) for the bandwidth .  I t  is 
clear from (S.24) that P; depends on TIw, TIp, the channel gains of user 
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k, and al l  other u er ' channel gain . The olution in (5.24) and (5 .25) 
are obtained in a centra l ized fashion pro ided that exchange of infor­
mation b tvveen u ers i pos ible. Hm ver, b cause exchange of infor­
mati n between users expends the system resources power and band­
wid th; each u er needs to k.now all other users channel gains which is 
impractica l .  The propo ed non-cooperative game framework is used to 
r pr sent the interacti n among the u er and the relay. The sel fi h be­
havior al low to reduce the signa ling overheads; the users and the relay 
are trying to rna imize their corresponding uti l i ty functions individu­
a l l  . So i f  a central ized solution is applied at  the relay side, the problem 
i converted to an optimization problem and no-gain is obtained from 
using the game theory framework. 
(D) The Dynamic Adaptive PWG 
A solution that can be implemented at  the user side not at the relay 
side with minimum information exchange between the users and the 
rela without coordination between the users (non-cooperative game) 
is recommended. This can be found using dynamic game a lgori thms. 
Ba ed on the theorem of infinite potential game, the adopted algorithm 
to find the Nash equi l ibrium for the PWG can be formulated as [ 1 01 ,  
1 03 ] :  
p(t+ 1 )  = p(l) + B p(t) dU, I I P, I dP, ' 
W(t+ l ) = W�t) + B W(t) dU, I I W, I dW, ' 
(5.26a) 
(5.26b) 
where p�l+ l ) and W�I+ l ) are the power and bandwidth updates at i ter­
a tion t + 1 ,  and Bw, and Bp, are adjustment speed parameters. At the 
ash equi l ibrium p(t+1 ) = p(t) and W(t+1 )  = W(t) . The effects of Bw and I I I I I 
Bp, on the convergence and the stabi l i ty of the algorithm can be studied 
as in [ 1 ,  1 03 ] .  The value of the partial derivative ��: can be estimated 
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by th ith user using the central difference method . The ith user in­
qU l re the relay of the function p _� p at iteration t by submitting moJ" ,eI , 
the power p�t) ± cr, wh r cp is a small  number, then the ith u er ob­
erve the response of the relay and estima tes ��: � u�(.���;(.) . In  a sim-
· 1 h . h . dU U+ (. )-U-O 1 . 1 1  1 ar  manner t e It 1.1 er estimates dvJ, = ' 2€W ' , w  1ere cw IS  a sma 
number repr  sents th incremental change of the required bandwidth 
(the ith user inquire the relay of the function w -f w at iteration t max JEI I 
by submitting the bandwidth w�t) ± cw) .  The ith user keeps updating its 
power and bandwid th until reaching Nash equil ibrium p�t+ l ) = p;t) and 
W;t+l )  = w�t) , where ��' and ;�, are equal to zero at  Nash equilibrium. 
Given the power and bandwid th update rules (5 .26), two different ap­
proache can be u ed to update the power and bandwidth profi les, 
namely, Gauss-Seidel and Jacobi based algorithms [ 1 1 7 ] .  In Gauss-Seidel, 
the u ers update their strategies sequentia l ly, whereas in Jacobi algo­
rithms, the user update their strategies in paral lel . In this research the 
Jacobi method is adopted and i ts stabi l i ty is investigated next. 
(E)  Stabi l ity Analysis of the PWG Distribu ted Algori thm 
Stabil i ty analysis o f  the distributed power and bandwidth update a lgo­
rithm (5.26) can be investiga ted using the eigenvalues ill! of the Jacobian 
matrix .  The updated functions (5.26) wi l l  converge to the Nash equil ib­
rium, if and only i f, a l l  the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix are inside 
the unit circ le ( i .e .  1 ,1/ 1 < 1 V, l E 21) [ 1 03 ] .  
The Jacobian matrix Jpw for the d istributed power and bandwidth up-
date algorithms (5.26) i a 
ap(l+ l ) 1 
ap(t) 1 
ap(t+ l )  I 
ap(t) 1 
ap(t+ l ) 1 
ap(l) I 
ap(t+ l ) I 
ap(l) I 
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ap(/+ l ) 1 ap(t
+ 1 ) 
1 
aWe/) 1 aw(l
) 
I 
ap(t+ l ) I ap(t+
l )  
I 
aw(t) 1 aw{i
) 
I 
lpw = 
aw{i+ l ) aw(t+ l )  aw(l+ l )  aw(t+ l ) 
(5 .27) 
1 1 1 1 
ap(l) 1 ap(
/) 
I aw(t
) 
1 aw(t
) 
[ 
aw(l+ l ) [ aw(l+
l )  
I aw{l+ l
) 
[ aw{i+
l )  
I 
ap(t) 1 ap(l
) 
I aw(t
) 
1 aw('
) 
1 
Using the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matri , 8w, and 8p, can be de­
termined in a central ized way to ensure the stabi l i ty of the adaptive 
a lgori thm, which are broadcasted to a l l  users. I n  the simulations, we 
set 01-\ = 8w and Bp, = Op, for i E I to ensure synchronization of the 
con ergence of the d istributed algorithm among all users on the net-
work [28] .  
5.3.2 Relay S i d e  
The prices game (TIC) in  the the Stackelberg game model i defined as: 
Defin i tion 5.3.3 Let TIC = [ ( TIp, TIw), (P, W), URO ]  denote the non-cooperative 
power and band'width prices for the given power and bandwidth denzands P and W 
respectively. TIp and TI w are the power price and bandwidth price strategy sets, 
respectively. The relay selects a power price profile TIp E TIp and a bandwidth price 
profile TIw E TI w .  Finally, UR (-)  is the rel(lY u tility function (IS defined in (5.6). 
To complete the analysis of the Stackelberg game, the power and bandwidth 
prices TIp and TIw need to be selected to maximize the relay revenue (uti l i ty 
function of the relay) . The revenue function (5.6) has the fol lowing proper­
ties: fir t, UR = 0 when both TIw = Cw, and TIp = Cp o Second, UR approaches 
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zero wh n both ITw � 00, and ITp � 00 . Third, the feasible prices TIw and 
ITp are greater r qual to the co ts ( ITw  � CIV, TIp � Cp ) .  Fourth, for a fin ite 
number f u er the re enue i fini te .  
ub tituting the ash equilibrium power and bandwidth (5.24) and (5.25) 
into (5.6), and d i fferentiating UR with respect to TIw, TIp, and setting to zero, 
we get: 
aUR ap* aw' - = " p' + (TIp - Cp) ,, _I + (ITw  - Cw) ,, _I = 0, (5.28a) aTIp L.J I L.J aITp L.J aTIp lEI IE-I lEI 
aUR aw' aF' 
a I T w  = L Wi + (TI�,'v - Cw) L aIT � + (TIp - Cp) L aT I� = o.  (5.28b) # Itl Itl 
fter investigating the effect of changing the prices ITp, and TIw on the Nash 
equi l ibrium p; on (5.24), using numerica l simulations we fOlmd that P: is a 
decreasing function of TIp i f  TIw is kept constant, and also P; is a decreasing 
function of T Iw when TIp is  kept constant. In addi tion, investigating the 
concavity of the relay ut i l i ty function UR with respect to TIp and TIw at the 
users demands P;, and W; shows that UR is a jointly concave function for 
the range of prices TIp < TIp < TIp, and TIw < TIw < TIw .  I t  is difficult to 
obtain a closed form expre sions for TIp, ITp, ITw' and IT w, but they can be 
computed numerical ly by satisfying the negative emi-defini teness of the 
Hessian matrix .  The Hessian matrix H is defined as: 
,PUR a2UR 
H =  an
2 p aDpan", 
J2UR a2UR 
anpaIT", anfv 
The solu tions (5.28a), (5.28b), and (5.24) constitute the Stackelberg equi lib­
rium IT�E), TI�E), p�SE) . The Stackelberg equi l ibrium bandwidth W;SE) can 
be obtained using (5.25). In order to compute the Stackelberg equi l ibrium 
[ (TI�E), TI�E) ), (p�SE), W;SE)) ] a central ized process is  required, which may be 
impractical. A distributed algorithm can be used to search Nash equi l ib-
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rium price . The [1G i treated a a dynamic game, the update of this game, 
need to b slower than the updates in algori thm (5.26), to guarantee conver­
g nce. In thi sen e, the r lay set the initial price [1�) and [1� for the users, 
ba d on the power and bandwidth demands of the users, the relay adjusts 
it price to achieve rna imum revenue as fol lows: 
(5.29a) 
(5 .29b) 
where [1�+ 1 ) and [10+1 ) are the power and bandwidth prices updates at iter­
a tion t + 1 ,  and f3p and f3w are adjustment speed parameters. At the Nash 
equ i l ibrium [1�+ 1 ) = rr�) and [10+ 1 ) = [1�. The value of the partial deriva­
tive �g� can be estimated at  the relay using the central d i fference method; 
th relay inquires the users about their power and bandwidth demands by 
submitting the prices (rr�) ± Enp, rr�), where Enr is a small number repre-
enting the incremental change in the power price. The relay then observes 
th f h d · aUR U�( .)-UR(.) In  " 1  f h e response 0 t e users an estimates -an ;:::: 2 . a S l ffil ar as -p tOp 
ion, the relay e timates :�� by submitting the prices (rr� ± Enw ' rr�») and 
inquires about the users power and bandwidth demands, then estimates 
aUR U�( .)-UR (.) h . a l l  b h tin' th ' an ;:::: 2 , w ere Enw IS a sm num er t at  represen g e mcre-,\ tnw 
mental change in  the bandwidth price. Stab i li ty analysis of the prices up­
date a lgorithm can also be investigated in  a similar fashion to the analysis 
fol lowed in Subsection 5 .3 .1 (E) using the eigenvalues of the prices' Jacobian 
matrix .  The prices Jacobian matrix is defined as: 
0>[1(1+ 1 ) p 0>[1 (1+ 1 ) p 
o>rr(l) O>[1(t) (5.30) In = p W 0>[1(1+ 1 ) 0>[1 (1+ 1 ) W w 
o>rr(t) p o>rr(
t) w 
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The con tant �p and �IV are then lected to ensure that the ab olute value 
of the igen alu of the price I Jacobian matrix (S.30) are less than one. The 
tabi l i ty of the pric update alg rithm i analyzed ba ed on localiza tion at 
the fi ed p int by con idering the eigenva lue of the price Jacobian matrix 
and ub tituting equation (S.2 a)  and (S .28b) in (S.30). The fL ed points 
ar  (0, 0), ( TIpo ' 0), (0, TIwo ), and (TI�NE) , IT�NE) ) .  A fi ed point is stable i f  and 
onl if the eigen alues '\ 1 are in id the unit circle of the complex plane, i .e .  
1 /\ 1 1  < 1 .  F r any number of user we have two eigenvalues. Assuming that 
the power and bandwidth price are higher than the costs Cp and Cw, the 
, tabi l i ty at the E fi ed point (IT� E), TI�NE») can be investiga ted using the 
Jacobian matrix, which is given by: 
J = 
1 + p. TI(SNE) J2UR 
J (TI(S E) IT(S E» = 
1 1 }JP P Jn� n p , w 
The characteristic polynomial is then obtained as: 
. (S.31 )  
(S.32) 
The eigenva lues are given by the roots of the characteristic polynomial as: 
Jl l + J22 ± �(Jl l - J22)2 + 4J12J21 
i\ 1 ,2 = 2 
. (S.33) 
The relationship between �P and �w can be obtained such that the SNE fixed 
point is stable for a gi en configuration and a given source-relay, relay­
destination, and source-destination channel gains. 
5.4 S i m u l ation Results and D i scussion 
In order to evaluate the performance o f  the proposed algorithms, we  con­
sider a system of two users and one relay as i l lustrated in Figure 5.2. User 1 
( -50AOO) (50,400) 
� IQj 
(0, 0) 
(-50,0) (50,0) 
s, S., 
Figure 5.2 A Sy tern of Two Users and a Relay. 
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ource-destination pair is (51 ,  OJ ), and user 2 source-destination pair is (52, 
0-2).  The source 5J is located at  coordinate (-SOm, Om), and destination 01 
is located at (-SOm, 400m).  The source 52 is located at coordinate (SOm, Om), 
and destin.ation O2 is located at (SOm, 400m). The relay y-coordinate is 
kept fi ed at  (80m), and the x-coordinate varies from -800m to 800m to 
present d ifferent channel gains as in  [28 ] .  The available relay resources are 
Pmax = 2Watt and Wmax = 2MHz. We use the same channel gains as in [ 1 49] ,  
where, the propagation loss factor is set to 2. The source transmitted power 
Ps i fixed for the two sources and set at  10mWatt, and the capacity gap 
r = 1 .  The cost per unit power Cp = 1 000unit price/Watt, and the cost per 
unit bandwidth Cw = 1 X 1 0-3 unit price/Hz. The users' uti l i ty function 
parameters are chosen as fol lows: X = 1 ,  Y = 1 and Z = �IO��2) '  and the 
noise power a2 = 1 O-8Watt, unless otherwi e specified . 
Fixing the relay x-coordinate at  20m, SNE (pi , P;, w;, w;, TI�, TI�) are 
computed as summarized in Table  5.1 . As exp lained in this table, the users 
and the relay have no incentive to deviate from the SNE either by increas­
ing or decreasing the users' power, the users' bandwidth, or their respective 
prices at  the relay. The rows from 2 to S and from 1 0  to 13 i l lustrate that 
changing the power level, or the bandwidth share or both of user 51  from 
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the S E wil l  not improve u er '  51 uti l i ty function U1 . In the same way, the 
r w fr m 6 to 9 i l lu trate that changing the power level, or the bandwidth 
har f u er 52 from the S E wil l  not improve user 's 52 uti l i ty function 
U2 · Final l  , the rows from 14 t 21 i l lustrate that changing the power price, 
r th bandwidth pric or both at the relay from the SNE wil l  not improve 
the r lay's uti l i ty functi n UR • These examples prove that the obtained al­
l cation and price are a SNE strategy. The best response strategies of the 
r la t a deviation of u er 51 and user 52 strategies from the SNE and vice 
vers is xplained in Table  5.2. As shown in this table, the relay modi­
fies it prkes to any changes in th users' strategies as appears in rows 2 
to 1 3. For e ample, row 2 shows that i f  user 51  increases i ts demand from 
the E power tra teg , this wi l l  increase i ts uti l i ty function Uj but at  the 
same time it wi l l  decrease the relay revenue UR . Therefore, the relay wi l l  
change the prices as a best-response to the change in users' demands un­
ti l reaching the S E strategies. Rows 3 to 13 can be e plained in a similar 
way. In addition, Table  5.2 shows that the users best-response to any devia­
tion of the relay prices, where the users modify their demands as a response 
to changes in the relay's power and bandwidth prices, as i l lustrated in the 
rows from 14 to 21 . For e ample, row 14 shows that if the relay increases i ts 
power price from the SNE strategy, this wi l l  decrease i ts ut i l i ty function UR, 
and in-return wi l l  decrease the users' ut i l i ty functions Ul and U2 . Hence, 
the relay wi l l  change the prices as a best-response to the change in users' 
demands unti l  reaching the SNE strategies. Rows from 15 to 21 can be ex­
plained in a similar way where either the relay's power price or bandwidth 
price changes or the power and bandwidth prices change simultaneously. 
The optimum power and bandwidth a l location profi les of each user as a 
function of the x-coordinate of the relay are plotted in Figure 5.3. The re­
gion from -800m to Om represents a better channel for user 5 1 ,  where the 
relay is much closer to 51 than to 52 -
Table  5.1 Dev iation from the Nash Equi l ibrium 
Users S trat�ies Rel� Strategies Ut i l i ty Functions 
Strategy p] Pz W1 W2 Dr Dw Uj U2 UR 
X 10-2 x 1 0-2 xl05 xlOs xl03 x 10-3 x 1Q2 x 1 02 x l02 
I S N E  4.4742 5.1000 2.0989 2.2181 1 .3432 1 .900 3.3790 3.5220 4.2139 
2 PI i 5.4742 3.3626 ", 
3 Pl l 3.4742 3.3570 
4 WI i 2 . 1988 3.3767 ", 
5 Wl l 1 .9989 3.3767 J, 
6 P2 i 6. 1 000 3.5077 1 
7 P2 1 4. 1000 3.5034 1 
8 W2 i 2.3181  3.5198 1 
9 W2 1 2. 1 181  3.5198 1 
1 0  P I  1, WI i 5.4742 2 . 1988 3.3632 1 
1 1  PI i, Wl 1  5.4742 1 .9989 3.3575 1 
1 2  PI  L W I  i 3.4742 2 . 1989 3.3510 1 
13  P I  L Wl 1 3.4742 1 .9989 3.3584 1 
14 Dp i  1 .4432 4.0998 
1 5  Dp l 1 .2432 4.1 772 1 
1 6  DIY i 2.0000 4.1867 1 
1 7  DIY 1 1 .7000 4.1887 
1 8  D p  i D w  i 1 .4432 2.0000 4.20343 1 1--1 
1 9  Dp i Dw 1 1 .4432 1 .8000 3.9819 1 
'-l VJ 
20 Dp 1 D w  i 1 .24320 2.0000 4.1514 
21  Dp 1 D w  1 1 .24320 1 .8000 4.1 779 
Note: empty cells are kept at SNE strategies 
Table 5.2 Best Response 
Users Strat�ies Rel� Strategies Ut i l i.!)' Functions 
Strategy PI P2 WI W2 Dr Dw U1 U2 UR 
x l O-2 x l O-2 x 1 Q5 X 1 05 X 1 03 X I 0-3 x l 02 x l02 x 1 Q2 
1 S N E  4.4742 5.1 000 2.0989 2.218 1  1 .3432 1 .900 3.3790 3.5220 4.2139 
2 PI i 5.4742 1 .3 1 35 1 .8927 3.3951 3 .5532 4.1 855 1 
3 Pl 1 3.4742 1 .3885 1 .9090 3.3208 1 3.4789 1 4.2573 
4 WI i 2 . 1988 1 .251 2  1 .8801 3.46 1 6  3 .6130 4.1279 1 
5 W l 1 1 .9989 1 .4395 ] .9219 3.2899 1 3.4244 1 4.3082 
6 P2 i 6 . 1 000 1 .3 1 35 1 .8927 3.407 3.5420 4.1855 1 
7 P2 1 4 . 1 000 1 .3885 1 .9090 3.3398 1 3.4648 1 4.2573 
8 W2 j 2.3 1 8 1  1 .251 3  1 .8801 3...16 19 3 .6129 4 . 1279 1 
9 W2 1 2. 1 18 1  1 .4395 1 .9219 3.2900 1 3.4244 1 4.3083 
1 0  P I  1', W I  j 5.4742 2 . 1988 1 .2380 1 .8748 3.4771 3.63 1 5  4.1 156 1 
1 1  PI 1' ,  WI 1 5.4742 1 .9989 1 .3924 1 .9 1 233 3.3069 1 3.4695 1 4.2621 
1 2  PI t, W I  j 3.4742 2. 1 989 1 .271 5  1 .8861 3.4049 3.5894 4.1466 1 
1 3  PI t,  W l 1  3.4742 1 .9989 1 .5 1 1 9  1 .9343 3.2298 1 3.3599 1 4.3788 
1-1 Dr i  3.0261 4.7844 1 .9757 2 . ]  950 1 .4432 3.2999 1 3.4726 1 4.0998 1 
1 5  Dr 1 4.8093 5.4575 2 . 12 15  2.2424 1 .2432 3.4255 3.5747 4.1 772 1 
1 6  D lv i 4.3145 4.8773 1 .88379 1 .9875 2.0000 3.1802 1 3.3120 1 4 .1867 1 
1 7  Dw 1 4.8717 5 .6180 2.6561 2.8 135 1 .7000 3.85 1 6  4.0215  4 .1887 1 
1 8  Dr i D w i 3.9607 4.5737 1 .8588 1 .9664 1 .4432 2.0000 3.1382 1 3.2649 1 4.20343 1 )--I 
1 9  D p  i D w 1 2.3637 4.8477 2 . 1 247 2.4532 1 .4432 1 .8000 3.4378 3.7046 3.9819 1 " � 
20 Dp 1 D w j 4.6076 5.2205 1 .9027 2.0097 1 .24320 2.0000 3.2247 1 3.3625 1 4 .1514 1 
2 1  Dr 1 D w 1 5.0289 5.71 58 2.3791 2.51 66 1 .24320 1 .8000 3.65004 3.8 121  4 . 1779 1 
Note: empty cells are kept at SNE strategies 
o 
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Figure 5.3 P wer and Bandwidth l location as a Function of the Relay x­
ordinate. 
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Figure 5.4 Power and Bandwidth Prices as a Function of the Relay x­
Coordinate.  
The amount of power and bandwidth bought by user 51 are more than 
the amount of power and bandwidth bought by user 52 in the same region. 
On the other hand, the region from Om to 800m represents a better channel 
condition for u er 52, so the power and bandwidth bought by user 52 are 
larger. At  the relay x-coordinate rx = 0, both users have simi lar channel 
condi tions to the relay. Therefore, the two u rs bought the same amount 
of power and bandwidth .  Note that at  each rx the prices that maximize the 
relay revenue are computed a shown in Figure 5.4, where the power and 
2 , ,0' 
0 5  
o 
o 
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(b)  onvergence of the Bandwidth Adoptive Algori thm. 
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Figu re 5.5 on\ ergen e of the Power and Bandwidth daptive Algorithm. 
bandwidth profi les arc computed using the adaptive price a lgorithm as a 
function of the rela x-c rd inate. 
Th c 11\' rgence of the prop sed adaptive power and bandwidth a llo­
cati n a lgorithm for the two u er c nario i shown in Figure 5.5 .  The 
price are et at TIr = 1 100, and TIw = 1 . 1  X 1 0-3 and the x-coordinate of 
th relay i et at 20m. Two ca ar con id red :  in th fir t ca e (Bp, Bw) = 
( 1  x 1 0-" 200) and in the econd ca e (Bp, Bw) = ( 1 . 1  x 1 0-3, 100) . Both cases 
are elected to a tisf the convergence condition uch that the absolute value 
of the eiaenvalue of the Jacobian matrix are Ie  s than one. In  ca e two, the 
power profi le go through 0 ci l la tion before reaching a h equi l ibrium. 
Similar convergence beha ior is shown in Figure 5.6 for the proposed 
adaptive relay '  power and bandwidth prices, where the x-coordinate of the 
relay i et at 50m. Two ca s are a l  0 con idered: in the fir t ca e, (�r, �w) = 
(4 x 1 0-6, 4  x 1 0-6), and in  the second case (�p, �w) = (6 x 1 0-6, 8  x 1 0-6 ) .  
Figure 5.7 how the convergence of the proposed adaptive power and 
bandwidth prices update algorithm for 2, 4, and 10  users. The locations 
of the relay and d tination nod s are fixed at coordinate (50, 80) for the 
relay and the destination at coordinate (50, 400) .  The u ers' locations are 
randomly generated, where the (x, y)-coordinate is a uniform random vari-
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Figure 5.7 The Convergence of the Prices Update Algorithm for Different 
umber of U er . 
able over the interval  [0, 300 ] .  A shown in thi figure the convergence time 
doe not depend on the number of users. However, this doe not imply that 
the prices for 2 u ers is lower or higher than the prices for 10 users because 
each curve real izes d ifferent users' locations. 
The average relay ut i l i ty as a function of the number of users is shown 
Figure 5.8(a), and the users' locations are generated uniformly, where the 
(x, y) coordinate varie in the range from [0, 300] ,  for 200 runs. Clearly, the 
relay revenue increases a the number of users increa e until a certain l imit 
Q. 
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Figure 5.8 The Averag Relay Uti l i ty Function and Resource Allocation Pro-
fi le. a a Function of th umber of U er . 
a ft r which there i no margina l increa e in relay revenues, du to the fact 
that the relay re u rces are l imited . A the number of users increases the 
number of u er that a re al located zero power and bandwidth may a lso 
mer a e. 
In Figure S.8(b) and Figure S.8(c), we how the average minimum and 
average rna imum power and bandwidth, respectively that are al located to 
the u er a a function of the number of user . Clearly, as the number of 
u r mcrea es, the a l located re ource (power and bandwidth) to the users 
are reduced because of the increa ed competi tion among the users. In Fig­
ure S.9(a) ,  we how the convergence of the prices' update algorithm from 
di fferent  in i tia l  price TI�), and TI� for two case : relay x-coordinate equals 
50 and relay x-coordinat 200. It is clear from this figure that the con er­
gence range for the fir t ca e i larger than the convergence range of the sec­
ond case. Wherea , in Figure S.9 (b)  we show the convergence of the power 
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Figure 5.9 Con\' rgenc of Price and Re ource Allocation Profi le from Dif­
ferent Init ial Values and �p and �w 
and bandwidth al location a a function of the initial a l locations p�O) ,  and 
�O) of user 51 . The second user 52 initia l a l location ar fix d at p;O) = 0.01 
and W;O) = 1 x 1 05 . For the two cases, the convergence range is the same. 
Figu re 5.9(c) shows the convergence of the prices update a lgorithm for d i f­
ferent values of �P and �w. I t  is clear that the con ergence range for relay 
x-coordinate 200 is larger than the convergence range of r lay x-coordinate 
50. 
1 0 
5.5  Conel u s  ions 
I n thi. hapt r, w prop a n  n-c op rative gam th oretic fram work for 
joint pow r and bandwidth r urce a l location for th F coop rative com­
muni ation. Th formulat d u r' uti l i ty function i related to th data rate 
achlc\ cd u ing the F c p ration cherne, which d p nd on the p w r 
and bandwidth btained from the relay. In addition, the uti l i ty function i 
a '  iat d with an act p tentia l  function, which faci l i tat s the analysi of 
th uniguen of a h qui l ibriul11.. A di tribut d algorithm is developed 
to find E for given relay price . imulation result show the convergenc 
of the pr po ed alg rithm, and how how to al locate the re ource between 
th . I fL h u r without any coordinati n am ng t them. Furthermore, a 
d i  tributed price a lgorithm i dey loped to find the optimum pric to ma -
imiz the rela revenu . The network is consider d homogeneous, but the 
gam formulation can b easily e tended to a non-homogeneous network, 
b changing one of the parameter of the user ' uti l i ty function. 
Part II  
J oint Power Allocation and 
Sub channel Assignment in OFDM 
and OFDMA Relay Networks 
C H A PT R 6  
B A S I C  C O N C E PT S  O F  O F D M  A N D  O F D M A  
C O M M U N I C AT I O N  S Y S T E M S  
I n  thi chapter, a brief overv iew of multi-carrier OFDM and OFDMA ys­
t m i pr nted . Re ource a l locat ion problems for OFDM and OFDMA 
y tem ar di cu ed. R ource al location problem for OFDM and OFDMA 
tem with cooperative communication chemes are e amined . Formula­
tion and olution of e entia I re ource al location problems are addre ed . 
Fundamental principles that are u ed to olve resource al location problems 
for OFDMA and OFDMA ystem are highlighted, uch as zero dual i ty gap 
principle for non-conve problem , and two-bands partition principle for 
mul ticarrier system . 
ection 6. 1 present OFDM y tems. In Section 6 .2, OFDMA sy tems are 
introduced and ba ic principle of finding the olution of resource al location 
problem are discu sed . Conclusions are drawn in Section 6.3. 
6.1  B asics of OFDM Systems 
Frequency elective channels suffer from lSI, one way to mitigate this im­
pairment is to use mul ticarrier modulation t chniques, where th wide band­
width signal to be transmitted i d ivided over multiple mutually orthogo­
nal ignal of a bandwidth mall enough such that the channel appears to 
be non-fr quency- elective. OFDM is a mul ticarrier modulation technique 
1 3 
that ha b 'en ch n a th m dulation chern for 4 mobil broadband 
'tandards and f r high peed wir Ie n tw rk . I t  implement mul ticarrier 
m dula tion u ing 0 and 1 0FT. Let x(n) f r O :s; 1 1 :S; - I , den te a di  crete 
tim quence. Th FT of x(l l) i defined a [44 ] :  
1 
e:, 1 \ �"n' 
OfT{x(Il ) 1  = X(k) ::- - L.J x(ll )e-I� ,  k = 0, · · · , 
YN 11-0 
- I , (6. 1 )  
X(k) chara t 'rize the frequ n ontent of th time ample x(n) for 0 :s; n :s; 
- 1 .  The quenc x(ll ) can be r cover d u ing the 1 0FT as: 
rlJ-l 
e:, 1 \ 2,,,. I OFT{X(k) ) = x(n) = - L.J X(k) IN"" , n = 0, . . .  , N - 1 .  
YN k=O 
(6.2) 
The output sequence Y(Il) wh n an input data x(n) is s nt through a l inear 
time-imoariant di  crete-time channel wi th an impulse re ponse h(n), i given 
a :  
y(n) = x(n) * hen)  = L h(/1 l)x(n - 111), 
The cirCII/ar convolu tion i defined a : 
111 
yen) = x(n) ® h(n) = L h (/1I)X(11 - IIl)N, 
111 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
where x(1l - m);... i a periodic version of x(1l - 111 ) with period N. From the 
propertie of the OFT, circular convolution leads to multipl ication in the 
frequency domain, 
OFT{Y(I l ) = x(l l ) ® hen) I = Y(k) = X(k)H(k), k = 0, . . .  , N - 1 .  (6.5) 
At the receiver, if the output of the channel is a circular convolution of the 
input equence x(n) and the channel impul e respons hen), then the in­
put data quence x(n) can be recovered by taking the 10FT of Y(k)/H(k), 
o :s; k :s; N - 1 .  Unfortunately, the chann I output is a l inear convolution 
1 .t 
not a c ircular c nv lutI n. Howev r, l inear c nv lution can be turned into 
circu lar convoiut i  n b addmg a "pecia l prcfi t the input quence ca l l  d 
a cyclic prefix. r a channel input equence x(n ), 0 � 11 � - 1 of 
I ngth and a di cret -time channel with FIR h(n), 0 ::; n ::; L - 1 of length 
L. t x = [.r(O) . . .  , .i( + L - 1 ) ] den te the input equence after adding the 
c 'clic prefi , uch that: 
x = [x( - L + 1 ), · · ·  , x(N - 1 ), x(0), · · · , x(N - 1 ) ] . (6.6) 
The output quence can be written a : 
L 1 
Y(I l )  = L 11(1)-':( / 1  - I) + v(n ), 11 = 0, . . . , N  + L - 1 ,  (6.7) 
where (/( 1 / )  i W 
/-0 
. The multipath channel affect the fir t L - 1 symbol . 
Therefore, th r c iver ignor th e mbol ; the received equence after 
r m v ing th cyclic prefi L given as:  
y = [ y(O), . . .  , y(N - 1 ) ] . (6.8) 
The input-output relation can b written in the frequency domain after re­
moving the cycl ic p refi in terms of the original equence as: 
Y(k) = H(k)X(k) + V(k), k = 0, . . .  , N  - 1 ,  (6.9) 
where V(k) is AWe at the kth subcarrier. I t  is clear from (6.9) that the selec-
tive channel ha been tran formed into paral lel flat  channel u ing OFDM . 
The block d iagram of the OFDM transmitter is hown in Figure 6.l(a)  
where the input data is d ivided into b locks of s ize N referred to as OFDM 
ymbols. Then a cyclic prefix is added to each OFDM ymbol to induce cir­
cular convolution of the input sequence and the channel impulse respon e .  
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t th f c IV f, a hown in  Figure 6.l (b),  the output amples affected by lSI  
behvc 'n FDM mbol . arc removcd by removing the cyclic prcfi I then 
the DFT of the remaining sampl ar  used to recover the original input 
quence. 
6 . 1 . 1  Capacity o f  OFDM Systems 
In an OFDM ystem, the frequency-selective fading channel con ists of a et 
of AWe channels i n  parallel H(j), as revealed from (6.9) .  Let P(j) denote 
the power a l locat d to the jth subchannel (subcarrier), and pmilx denote the 
total available power at the transmitter. The capacity of this paral lel set of 
channels i the sum of rates associated with each subchannel with power 
optimal l  al located over a l l  subchannel . This can b e  formulated a : 
(6. 1 0a)  
1 6 
. t .  L P(j) < pma , (6. 10b) 
J 
P(j) � 0, V j E 3, (6. 10c) 
\'\1h re B. 1 the bandwidth of ach ubchannel, 0 1 th PSD f we , 
3 = I I , . .  " ) 1 i th et of ubcarrier , and P i the v tor of power a l loca­
bon profi le P = [P( l ), . . .  , P( ) ] . Th optimal pow r pr fi le can b obtained 
u ing the Lagrangian approach2 a [44 ] :  
P(j) = 
l _ _  l 
, 0 1'(/) i f  )'1 > )'0, 
o otherwise, 
where l'(j") = IHwf and )'0 i am cutoff value that ati fie : I B". 0 '  
� � _ _ 1 = pmax � J/o J/(j") . It.'! 
(6 . 1 1 )  
(6. 1 2) 
The optimal power al location of OFDM system is known as water-filling al­
l cation. The capacity then become : 
� ( y(j) ) C = B, � log2 � . 
J'(J)�Yo ) 
(6. 13) 
Thi capacity is  achie ed by sending at  d i fferent rates and power over each 
ubchannel . Figure 6.2 show a water-fi l l ing a llocation for the OFDM ce­
nario with = 1 6  ubcarriers; i t  is clear that subcarrier j = 7 is a l located 
zero power and subcarrier j = 5 is a l located the maximum power compared 
to the other subcarrier . 
Adapti e loading can be u ed to maximize the tota l rate of the system 
using adap tive modulation such as variable-rate variable power M-QAM. 
I The subcarrier inde J = 1 , · . . , N is used instead of  j = 0, · . . , N - 1 .  
2 Problem 6 . 10  i s  a convex optimiza tion problem. 
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The idea i to var the data rat and the power assigned to each sub channel 
r lative to that ubchannel gain. The data rate for variable-rate variable­
pm\' r M-Q M m dulation cherne can be formulated as3 : 
R = ma p B � 1 (1 y
(j)P(j) ) N L.J og2 + r ' 
/E,7 
. t .  L P(j) � pma , 
JE:J 
P(j) � 0, V j E 3, 
(6 . 14a) 
(6. 14b) 
(6 . 14c) 
where r = _ln�5;,.) , and Pe is  the desired target BER in each sub channel. The 
optimal power a llocation is computed as: 
P(j) = 
1 r 
1'0 - y(/) 
o otherwise, 
(6 . 1 5) 
where )'0 i selected such that LJEJ /0 - ,fj) = pmax, and the corre ponding 
3Thi formulation only consider in tantaneous rate; i .e. the temporal d imension is not 
being exploited when resource a lloca tion is  performed. 
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The idea i to var th data rat and the power assign d to each subchannel 
r lative to that ub hannel gain. Th data rate for variable-rate variable­
power M-Q M modulation cherne can be formulated as3 : 
y( )P(j) 
R = m:x BN L log2 (1 + 
) [ 
), 
IE.7 
. t .  L P(j) � pma , 
IE:! 
P(j) � 0, V j E 3, 
(6. 14a)  
(6. 14b) 
(6. 14c) 
where [ = _ ln�5:,) , and Pe is the desired target BER in  each subchannel . The 
optimal power a l location is computed as: 
P(j) = 
i f )'1 > [Yo, 
o otherwise, 
(6. 1 5) 
where )'0 is elected such that [1(3 ')0 - ,f/) = 
pmax, and the correspond ing 
3This formula tion only consider instantaneou rate; i .e. the tempora l d imension is not 
being exploi ted when resource al location is performed. 
data rat can b c rnputed a 
6 . 1 .2 OFDM w i th Cooperative Com m u n ica t i ons 
1 
(6. 1 6) 
on ider an FDM t m wh r th tran mi ion between the ource and 
de tinati n node i fa i l i tat d b a r la node u ing F coop rative com­
munica tion ch rn ; the r c iv d ignal u ing ubcarrier j at the r lay node 
is amplifi d and forward d t th de tina tion n d at the arne subcarrier-1 
j. The r ived ignal at  the de tinati n node from the direct-l ink and 
the rela n d are c mbined u ing MRC. L t Hso(j), HRO(j), and HSR(j) de­
note th channel gain f the jth ubcarrier between th source-de tination, 
relay-destination, and ource-relay node , re pectively. The re ource a 1 1oca­
ti n problem for ingle r lay A F-OFDM cooperative communication sy tem 
\vi th adaptive loading can be formulated u ing (2.28) as: 
R = ma 
P, P 
� � I ( 1 )'
so(j)Ps(j) 
+ )'SR (j))'RO(j)PR (j)PS (j) ) 
2 � og2 + r [( 1  + YSR (j)PS (j) + )'RO(j)PR(j)) 
, 
JEJ 
(6 . 1 7a) 
. t .  L P,,(j) � p�il , (6. 17b) 
JE:! 
L PR(j) � p7;a , (6 . 17c) 
=J 
(6 . 17d ) 
h ( 
. HSD(J)I� ( .) II/RD(j)I� d ( .) IHsR(i)I� P . h w ere Yso J) = B'iNo ' )'RO ) = B'iNo '  an YSR ) = � . R 1 t e power 
profi le vector at the relay node, with PR = [PR (l ), . . . , PR (N) ] , and Ps is the 
power profi le vector at the ource node, with Ps = [Ps (l ), . . . , Pc; (N) ] . The 
4 Forwarding the received signa l  a t  a d ifferent subcarrier is out of the scope of this di -
serlation. 
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resource al l  at i  n pr bl m (6. 1 7) i not a jointly c ncave function with re­
sp 'ct to the source and r lay PO\.-\' r profi le Ps and PR, a can be proven 
by the e ond ord r d denvative te t given in (2.52). Before tr ing to Iv 
(6. 1 7), we wil l i k at the olution of tw problem . The fi r t problem i th 
achi 'vabl sum rat using fi d power pr fi l at th ource nod and opti­
ma l power profi le at the relay nod . The . econd probl m is the achievable 
sum rate using fi ed powcr pr fi le at the relay node and optimal power pro­
fi le at th ' ">ource nodc. Th fi r t problem; the re ource a l location problem 
for a givcn source power profi lc can be formu lated a [49 ] 5 :  
R = ma 
p 
� L log., ( 1  + y!'o
(J)Ps (j) + YSR (J)!'RO(!)PR(j)PS�j) . ), 2 
I J 
- r [(1 + YSR(j)PS(j) + YRO(j)PR (j)) 
(6 . 18a) 
. t .  L PR(j) � p�a , (6. 1 8b) 
JE .'! 
PR (j) � 0, V j E 3. (6 . 1 8c) 
Problem (6. 1 ) i a con v optimization problem, which can be olved by 
formu lating the Lagrangian function, then equating to zero the d rivative of 
th Lagrangian ft.mction with re pect to PR(j), for j = I, . . .  , N. The optimal 
power profi le P�(j) can be obtained as: 
P' ( .) = ( -Val (j)
2 - 4aO(j)a2(j) _ (l' ( .))+ 
R j 2a2 (j) 1 j , 
where (Yo(J), (Y 1 (j), and (l'2 (j) are computed as: 
(6. 19) 
Cto(j) = [ 1  + Ps(j)'sR (j)f [r + Ps(J)Yso(j) ] - KRPs (J))'sR (j)YRo(j) [ 1 + PS (j)YSR (j) ] , 
(6.20a) 
(6 .20b) 
;In [49], the formulated resource al location problem was solved wi thout considering 
divers i ty (no d irect l ink  between the source-destination node ) . 
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(6.20c) 
I ted uch that th rela pow r con traint 
is fu lfi lled (6. 1 b). 
Th c nd pr bl m: th r ource a110 ation f r a giv n relay power pro-
fi l can be formula ted a : 
R = rna 
B, L log., ( 1 + 
)'so (j)P. (j) + )1C;R (j)�RO(!)PR(j)P5�j) . ), P, 2 1<[ � r [( 1  + )'SR (j )PS (j) + )'RO(j)PR (j)) 
. t .  L r,,(j) � p�li1 , 
J 
Ps(j) � 0, Vj E 3. 
(6.2 1a )  
(6.21b)  
(6.2 1 c) 
ince (6.21 )  i a conve optimization problem, i t  can be solved using any 
conve\. optimization technique. Howe r, i t  is d i fficu lt to obta in a do ed 
form e pre ion for the optimal ource power profi le P� (j), for j = 1 , · ·  . , N  
ince a cubic equation in P� (j) is obtained for each ubcarrier j E 3 by equat­
ing to zero the derivative of the Lagrangian function with respect to Pc;(j) . 
Optimal a l location of (6. 1 7) can now be found by an a l ternate and sepa­
rate optimization approach of the ource and r lay pow r profi le as given 
in  (6. 1 9) and the solution of (6 .2 1 ) .  Thi approach wi l l  converge to a solution 
of the joint optimization problem (6. 1 7) a can be prov d using a similar 
approach to [49 ] .  A imple i terative algorithm ba ed on an appro imated 
equivalent channel model wa proposed in [ 1 26] to find the ource and re­
lay power profi le for (6 . 1 7) .  
For mathematical tractabi l ity, the data rate for the AF cherne under high 
S R can be appro>-imated as [57] : 
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i th thi appr imati n, (6. 1 7) b come a convex optimizati n problem. 
Th l data ra t in (6.22) i a J intl concav functi n with r pect to the ourc 
and r lay pow r profi le a prov d m pp ndi B . l ,  and the con traint are 
lmear. ptimal c:; urce and relay power profi le can be obtained by formu­
la ting the Lagrangian function. Taking th derivative with r pect to PR (j) 
and P,,(j), and equating to 7ero, the ource power profi le i obta in d a. : 
P�(j) = 
i f  P� (j) > 0, 
i f  PR(j) = 0, 
comput d a : 
YSR (J")( - 1 + 1 + ( 1  + l·SR (]) ) (  J.i )"RD(j) - 1) )+ , SD(J) \R ,'SD(J) C(j) = --------:-::-- ---
( .) ( 1  l'�R (J) ) )' RD J + YSD(J) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
where ts and '\R ar selected to sati fy the pow r constraints (6. 1 7c), and 
(6. 1 7b), re pectively. The optimal relay power profi le can be obtained as: 
PR(j) = C(j)P�(j), (6.25) 
The re ource al location problem of AF-OFDM under total power constraint 
pr;;a + p�ax = pma and individual power constraints without direct l ink be­
tween the ource and destination nodes were inve tigated and closed form 
expre ion for the ource and relay power profi les were found in [49 ] .  Re-
ource al location with subcarrier pairing for mul ti-relay OFDM ystem was 
inv tigated using high SNR approximation in [30 ] .  
In order to compare the sum rate o f  the aforementioned power al loca­
tion criteria, we model the subcarrier channel coefficient between any two 
nodes with a separating distance d as H(j) - CN(O, L(l:d)J, where CN(�l lI '  CITI ) 
Table  6.1 unif rm R ourc l locati n f r F-OFDM. 
ri terion Unif  Ps(j) Um£. P (j) 
o RelaVing Umf. PR(j) 
Data Rate 
24.03 29 93 
i n  [ Kbp ] 
Table  6.2 R urce l location for AF-OFDM. 
Water-fi l l  Sub-Opt. 
riterion Opt. Ps ( j) Opt. Ps(j) Opt. Ps(j) 
Uni£. PR(f) 0Et. PRCD 0Et .  PR(f) 
Data Rate 
32 1 3  34 .20 32.5 37.34 37.36 
in [ Khps]  
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R 
i the omplex normal d i  tribution with m an { Ill and variance a� , the prop­
agation los factor i (1 = 4, and the number of channel taps is L = 4 as in  
[49 ] .  The di tance b tw en the relay and destination nodes is dRD = Sam, 
th d i  tanc behveen th ource and de tination nod s is dSD = 1 00m, and 
the di tance behveen the ource and relay node is dSR = Sam. The subcar­
rier noi e power a2 = oB is set at  4 x lO-IOWatt. The ource maximum 
tran mit power i p�il = 1 Watt, and the relay ma imum transmit power is 
pr;t = 1 Watt. The sub carrier spacing is B = 4KHz, and the capac i ty gap is 
r = 1 .  
The achievable data rate using uniform power al location a t  the source 
and relay nodes for AF-OFDM is compared with the achievable data rate 
u ing the d irect l ink with uniform power al location at the source node for 
= 1 6, where the source and relay6 power constraints are set to be equal 
to have a fai r  comparison between relaying and direct l ink transmissions. 
Clearly, the achievable data rate using AF i higher than the achievable rate 
using the d i rect l ink only as hown in Tab le  6. 1 .  
Tab le  6 .2, compares the achievable data rate for different A F  relaying 
6Typica l ly, the relay power capabi l i ty is higher than the source in the uplink cenario. 
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crit �ria; optimal ource p w r al l  cati n without r la ing, optimal ource 
and uni form r lay power all ati n, uniform our power al location and 
optimal r la power al lo ation, optimal ourc and relay power a l location 
u ing th two t p iterativ algori thm, and optimal ource and relay power 
a l l  ca tion u ing the high R appr imation (6.22). ptimal ource and 
rcla power a l location achieve the highe t data rat a expected, and the 
a hievable data rate u ing th ub-optimal a l location crit ria for AF-OFDM 
are higher than the achi able data rate u ing the d irect l ink with optimal 
pov\'cr all ation at th our e node.  The achievable data rate using the 
appro"\.in1at d high R i appro imately similar to the achievable data rate 
u 'ing the i terative two tep algori thm with Ie  computational complexity. 
F r DF- FDM coop rati e 
be formulated a : 
tern, the re ourc a l location problem can 
BN � . { I ( 1 )'so(j)Ps(j) J'RO(j)PR(j) ) 1 ( 1 )'SR (j)PS (j) ) } 2 i....J mm og2 + r + r , og2 + r ' 1 :1 
(6.26a) 
.t . (6. 1 7b), (6. 1 7c), (6. 1 7d) .  (6 .26b) 
Problem (6.26) is a con ex ptirnization problem; the objective function is 
a conca e function as can be proved using property 3 of concave functions 
introduced in Section 2.6, and the constraints are l inear. Optimization prob-
lem (6.26) can be rewritten a : 
s .t .  (yso(j) - Yso(j))Ps (j) + )'RO(j)PR(j) � 0, V j E 3, 
(6. 1 7b), (6. 1 7c), (6. 1 7d) .  
(6.27a) 
(6.27b) 
(6.27c) 
Table 6.3 R urce 1 1  cati n for DF-OFDM. 
Wat r-fi l l  Unif. pt 
riterion Opt Ps(j) Unif. Ps(j) Opt Ps{j) 
o Relaying Unif. PR(j) 0Et. PR(j) 
Data Rate 
32. 1 3  32.72 46.93 
in [ Kbp ] 
The optImal power profi le at the ourc nod can be computed a. : 
i f  P�(j) > 0, 
K - -. ( r
)+ 
,'SD{J) i f  P�(j) = 0, 
and th optimal power profi le at the r lay nod can b obtained as: 
P�(j) = C(j)P�(j), 
. . (l5R(j)-/'5D{J) ) + B wIth C(j) = 
1 RD()) and K = 2 ln(�),\s ' 
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(6.28) 
(6.29) 
Re ource a l location for DF cherne under total power constraint at  the 
ource and relay node was considered in [ 1 46 ] .  Re ource a l location for DF 
scheme with ubcarrier pairing was investigated in [64] .  
Table  6.3, compares the achievable data rate for N = 1 6  subcarriers 
DF-OFDM y tern using the same setting as in  Tab les 6 .1  & 6.2. Clearly, 
the achievable data rate of DF-OFDM with optimal power al location at  the 
ource and relay nodes is higher than the achievable data rate of the direct 
l ink only wi th optimal power al location at the source node, and higher than 
the achievable data rate of AF-OFDM with optimal power al location at the 
ource and rel ay nodes. 
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6.2 Basics o f  OFDMA Systems 
OFDMA is a meth d that a l lows multiple users to access the a ir  interface 
at the same time by assigning different groups of sub carriers (in frequency) 
to d i fferent users. OFDM assigns a l l  N subcarriers within a group to a sin­
gle u er, and only one user can transmit at  a time. If multiple users want 
to transmit using OFDM, then those users have to take their rurns in time 
(TDMA); i .e .  in OFDM each user can be assigned one OFDM symbol in time, 
and OFDM symbols are assigned to their respective users. In OFDMA, in­
stead of sequential ly assigning OFDM symbols in time to different users, 
the subcarriers are directly assigned to different users. Figure 6.3 shows the 
block d iagram of OFDMA transmitter. 
I n  general, there are many ways to assign users' data symbols to sub­
carriers. For example, d istributed and contiguous assignments are com-
mon methods. In a distributed subcarrier assignment, sub carriers are as-
signed pseudorandomly to users. Whereas, in contiguous sub carrier as­
signments, sub carriers are assigned to users in continuous sets. The main 
advantages of OFDMA system are that it  can benefit from frequency di­
versity and mul ti user d iversity. Frequency diversity can be u ti l ized by as­
signing the subcarriers in a d istributed way to the users; some of the users' 
subcarriers would l ikely experience good channel conditions, while other 
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Figure 6.3 Block Diagram of OFDMA Transmitter. 
6.2  B asics o f  O F D M A  Systems 
OFDMA is a meth d that a l lows multiple users to access the a ir  interface 
at the same time by assigning d ifferent groups of subcarriers (in frequency) 
to d i fferent users. OFDM assigns a l l  N subcarriers within a group to a sin­
gle user, and only one user can transmit at a time. If multiple users want 
to transmit using OFDM, then those users have to take their turns in time 
(TDMA); i .e .  in OFDM each user can be assigned one OFDM symbol in time, 
and OFDM symbols are assigned to their respective users. In OFDMA, in­
stead of sequential ly assigning OFDM symbols in time to different users, 
the subcarriers are directly assigned to d ifferent users. Figure 6.3 shows the 
block d iagram of OFDMA transmitter. 
I n  general ,  there are many ways to assign users' data symbols to sub­
carriers. For example, distributed and contiguous assignments are com­
mon methods .  In a d istributed subcarrier assignment, subcarriers are as­
signed pseudorandornly to users. Whereas, in contiguous sub carrier as-
signments, subcarriers are assigned to users in continuous sets. The main 
advantages of OFDMA system are tha t it can benefit from frequency di­
vers i ty and multiuser diversity. Frequency d iversity can be uti l ized by as­
signing the subcarriers in a d istributed way to the users; some of the users' 
subcarriers woul d  l ikely experience good channel conditions, while other 
:3 ::;.. 
tJ) c ro � 
Qi c c co .c 
<.) 
r -
2 4 6 
Figure 6.4 ubcarrier 
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Subcarner Index ) 
ignment f r OFDMA y tem. 
u er ubcarrier would l ikel e p rience bad channel condition . Multi­
u r diver it 0 cur becau e di fferent u rs at d ifferent locations would 
l ik Iy experience d i fferent channel condition . I t  can be uti l iz d by assign­
ing ubcarriers that e perience the best channel condi tions to the best u er 
[ 1 62 ] .  F igu re 6.4 hows an example of three u er OFDMA sy tem, wh re 
th ubcarrier i a igned to the u er with the be t channel gain . OFDM 
and OFDM are u d in many standard that include I EEE 802. 1 1a/WiFi, 
I EEE 02. 15/WiPAN, I EEE 802. 16/  WiMA , IEEE 802.20/ MobileFi, I EEE 
802.22/WiRA , digital audio broadca ting (DAB), terrestrial broadcasting 
of d igital televi ion (DVB-T, DVB-H), Flash-OFDM, SDARS for atel l i te ra­
dio, G .DMT (lTU G.992. 1 )  for ADSL, and ITU-T G.hn for power l ine com­
munication [5 1 ] .  
6.2.1 Resource A l l ocation for OFDMA 
The problem of  assigning the subcarriers, ra tes, time slots, and power pro­
fi le to diff rent u er in an OFDMA sy tem ha been an area of active re­
search over the past several years. The research in this area can be catego-
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riz >d int h\.' area : mar in-adapti e and rat -adaptiv . In mar in adap­
ta tion, the aim i t minimiz th tran mit power ubject to minimum Q 
para m 't r for a h u r, whi h could b a c mbination of data ra te, bit er-
ror ra te , delay , etc. In rate adaptation, the a im i to maximize the data rate 
ubj ct t variou Qo and /or re ourc con traint [ 1 54 ] .  
In  the fol l wing f rmula tion , hv degr are uti l ized, nam ly 
fr qu nc , and multi-u r dim n ion . The weighted- urn rate maximiza­
tion ubject to a ingl power constraint for down-l ink communication, as 
" el l  a the weight d- u rn rate rna imization subject to indi idual power 
constra int for up-link communicati n are introduced, assuming perfect 
I i available at the tran mitter( ) .  The weighted-sum rate maximization 
problem f r up-l ink OFDMA s tem7 can b formulated as: 
� � 
y(l) (j)P(I) (j) �,� B  ('(,  Yi(j) log2 (1 + r ) , IEI ,<=.3 
. t .  L Y, (j)p(i) (j) � p�a" Vi E I 
I' I 
L Y, (j) � I ,  V j E 3, 
I I  
pU) (j) � 0, Y,(j) E 1 0, 1 ), Vj E 3, Vi E I, 
(6.30a) 
(6 .30b) 
(6.30c) 
(6.30d) 
where, the set of users i denoted as I = l 1 ,  . . . , 1 ) .  P contains the power 
profi le , where [P] ,,} = p(
I) (j) at the source node Vi E I and V j E 3. The 
matr i  Y i the ubcarrier a ignment profi le [ Y]" , = Y, (j), E 1 0, 1 ), with 
Y, (j) = 1 indicates that subcarrier j is assigned to user i, and lY, ' S  are the 
relative priority for each user. 
The weighted-sum rate maximization problem for down-link OFDMA 
y tern can be formulated in  a similar fashion to (6.30) by replacing the in-
., A suming orthogonal transmis ion, i .e. no interference is considered between the u er 
a t  the j subcarrier. 
dividual p wer con traint (6.30b) b the t tal pow r c n traint a 
L L Y (j)p(') (J) ::; pmil , 
aI J' r 
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(6.31 )  
\"\'h re, pm" i the tota l avai lable pow r a t  the ba e - tation or the acc s-
point. Th re urc al l  cati n probl m (6.30) f r FDM i a MINLP prob-
1 m, which i computati na I l comple for r a I-time implementation using 
e hau tive arch algorithm p pular approach to attain near-optimal i ty 
con traint r la ation. Thi approach performs a convex reformulation of 
the problem b rela ing th binar integer con traint Y, (j) E { 0, 1 )  to in­
ten al  con traint 0 < Y, (j) ::; 1, where y, (j) i now a sharing factor. The 
oluti n to the r formulated con e problem i then projected back to the 
ori inal con traint pace u ing orne crit ria; for e ample, as igning each 
ubcarrier to the u r with the large t sharing factor. This approach is sub­
optimal, and more importantly, i t  i al computationa l ly prohibitive, be-
cau e it  involves olving a large constrained convex optimization problem 
with 2NI variables with 2NI + 1 + + 1, and 21N + 1 + 1 l inear inequality 
con traint for up-link and down-link re ource al location problems, respec­
tively. Th number of operation per i teration when using Newton-type 
projected gradient method i 0((2 1)3) [ 1 54 ] .  
Another popular approach i s  based on Lagrangian rela a tion of  the power 
con traints, instead of the constraint relaxation. This r laxation incorpo­
rate the power con traint into the objective function, thereby al lowing us 
to olve the dual problem instead and achieves relative optimality as dis-
cu ed next .  
6.2.2 Zero D u a l i ty Gap Principle  
Problem (6.30) is one of  a family of  resource al location problems for mul­
ticarrier communications, in which the optimization objective and the con-
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traint c nsi t f large number of ind indual function , each corre pond 
to ne f the n E :J frequen y ubcarrier , that i , th r ource al l  cation 
problem can be written a [ 1 67 ] :  
ma L f,, (xlI ), (6.32a) 
IItJ 
. t .  L IzII (XIl ) :$ P, (6 .32b) 
IItJ 
\vhep x" E IFtI ar vector of optimization variable , f,, ( . ) are JR.l t---7 IR., and 
1" ar ]Rl t---7 JR.L function . Power con traints are denoted b the vector P. 
Here, :$ i u ed to d note a omponent-wi e inequa l i ty. The time sharing 
condi tion is defined as: 
Defin i t ion 6.2.1 Let x;, and y;, be optimal solu tiolls to the optimization problem 
(6.32) (L ith P = P" and P = PIf, respectively. Al l  optimization problem of the 
form (6.32) is said to satisfy the t ime sharing condition if for any P, al ld P If and for 
any 0 :$ l1' :$ 1 ,  there always exists a feasible solution ZII ' s llcll that "[mE:! f,, (Z) � 
The time haring condi tion leads to the fol lowing theorem [ 1 67 ] :  
Theorem 6.2.1 For an optimization problem of the forlll (6 .32), if tile optimization 
problem satisfies the time sharing property, then it has a zero duality gap regardless 
of the concavity of f,, (xtI ) and the cOllvexity of hll (xn ) . The tillle sharing condition 
for l11ulti-carrier systems is satisfied in the limit as N ---7 00 .  
The dual optimization framework for problem (6.30) is much less comple I 
with complexity order O(IN) for non-orthogonal transmission as in  [ 1 54 ] .  
The weighted- urn rate maximization problem for the down-l ink OFDMA 
system was solved using the dual approach as in [ 1 21 ] .  Theorem 6.2 .1  is 
used to solve many practical OFDMA resource al location problems, since 
the problem can be solved in the dual domain by efficient numerical a lgo-
rithm as in [30, 67, 68] .  
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6.2.3 Two-Band Pa rt i t ion Pri nciple  
The two-band partition prin ipl i an intere ting approach that i u ed to 
a l lo ate th ub arrier f r two u rs up-link OFDMA y tern for high S R 
.., narios, aiming to rna imize th weighted urn rate. I t  can be tated by 
th following th rem [ 1 66] .  
Theorem 6.2.2 For a two-llser i = 1 , 2 Gaussian lIlulitple-access chall l lel for high 
, . « ( 1 ) (11/) ) ' ]  . . . R 011 each s l lbca rner, assu lIlc 5 (Il l) = « �) (IIl)) '2 IS decrcasl l 1g In Ill, then the 
optimal frequellcy partitioll that l1Iaxilll izes the weighted S1l J1/ rate cOl1sists of two 
cOll t iguOl lS frequellcy bal lds with llser 1 ! lsillg s l lbcarriers indexed fronz 1 to Cp 
i l l  the ordered set, and l ise I' 2 usillg the subcarriers illdexed frani Cp + 1 to N ill 
if (l (
I )( i))" ] the ordered set. The ordering 0 the subcarriers is based on (v(2) (J)) '2 in a decreasing 
Ifll')( ")12 order, where 1'(1) (j·) = --'- . I R,. 0 
Theorem 6.2.2 provide a Ie comple algorithm for a two us r max­
imum weighted sum rate re ource al location problem; i .e .  the maximum 
number of time required to olve the resource al location problem (the power 
profi le for a given ubcarrier a signment profi le) i O(N) which can be re­
duced using binary earch algorithms to O( log2 (N)) . In addition, the orting 
of the ubcarrier in the proposed theorem requires O(N log2 (N)) computa­
tion for the wor t ca e and O(N) for the be t case. Thus, using the two 
band principle, avoid the need to solve the problem in the dual domain 
and find the optimal Lagrangian mul tipliers, which entai l  a large number 
of i teration using the gradient or ubgradient methods [ 1 43 ] .  The resource 
a l location for multiple users I >  2 uplink OFDM system aiming to rna imize 
the weighted sum rate, was investigated based on the two bands principle 
(the two user case) using an iterative algorithm to exchange the subcarriers 
between the users as in [50 ] .  
6.2.4 OFDMA w i th Cooperative Com m u n i cations 
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Po'¥\'cr all tl tion and ub arrier pairing hav attracted r earch attention 
m FDM c peratlv c rn rnunica tion y tern . The weighted- urn rate 
rna imizati n pr blcrn f r a in Ie relay FDM uplink co perative com-
muni ation y tern with ubcarrier pairing can b formulated a : 
rna B, \' tt, \' \' Y,(j, k)X(j, k)R(II (j, k), p p ) \ i...J i...J i...J I J lleJ h:r 
. t .  L L L y,(j, k)X(j, k)P�) (k) � p�1il , 
1 1 k J I :r 
L L Y(I) (j, k)X(j, k)P�) (j) � p�il , Vi E I, 
k J  lJ 
L yU) (j, k) � 1 ,  Vj, k  E 3, 
1�1 
L X(j, k) = 1, V j E 3, 
h.T 
L X(j, k) = 1, Vk E 3, 
lfoJ 
p�\j) � 0, P�\k) � 0, Vi E I, Vj, k  E 3, 
Y(I) (j, k) E 10, 1 ) , X(j, k) E 1 0, 1 ) , Vi E I, V j, k E 3, 
where R(l) (j, k) for AF cooperative communication is computed as: 
(6.33a) 
(6.33b) 
(6.33c) 
(6.33d) 
(6.33e) 
(6 .33f) 
(6.33g) 
(6.33h) 
P(I) ( ') (I) ( .) (II ( .) (k)P(i) (  ')P(i) (k) ) . 1 
( 
5 j YSD j YSR j YRD 5 j R ) R(I (j k) - - log 1 + + , , - 2 2 r [( 1 + Y�1 (j)p�) (j) + )'RD(k)P�) (k)) 
(6.34) 
and R() (j, k) for DF co perative communication is computed as: 
( )  . 1 . { ( p�\j))'�6(j) )'RD(k)P�) (k) ) I ( 1 
P�) (j )y�� (j ) ) }  R I (j, k )  = 2 mm 10g2 1 + r + r , og2 + r 
. 
(6.35) 
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ub arri r } 1 aid to be pair d to ub arri r k wh n X(j, k) = I ,  i .e .  ub­
arrier j is u d f r the fi r<;t-hop tran mi , ion and <;ubcarrier k i u,ed for 
th � e ond-hop tran ml ion. y(l) (j, k) = 1 mean that th pair of ubcarri­
er (j, k) i a ign d to u r i . Th con traint (6.33d) mean that the pair of 
ubcarri r (j, k), V j, k E :1 can b a igned onl t one u r. Th con traints 
(6.33e) and (6.33f) indicate that a subcarrier in the fi r t-hop can be paired 
onI to on ubcarrier in th 
Problem (6.33) wi th orne irnpl ification " a  ,0Ived in l i terature u ing 
the dual approach a in [ 1 2  ], wh r the rna imum sum rate is found ( i .e. 
(tl = I, Vi E I) without d ire t- l ink communicati n between the source and 
de, tina tion node for FDMA- F cherne, and u ing the high 5 R approxi­
mati n a given in (6.22). The weighted-sum rate maximiza tion problem for 
ingle relay OFDM -DF wa olved using the dual approach and a polyno­
mial tim algorithm wa proposed as in [48, 96] .  The rna imum sum rate 
down-l ink re ource a l location for OFDM-DF under total power constra int 
at  the ource and relay node wa solved with the a sumption of no direct­
l ink behv en the source and destination nodes, the ubcarriers were ordered 
in the fir t and econd hop and then paired a in [ 1 77] . Resource al location 
for DF-OFDM with ubcarrier pairing for two way relaying is addressed 
in [97] . Re ource al location in DF-OFDMA system with perfect and imper­
fect CSI i addressed in [ 1  ] .  Resource al location in multiple relay aided 
DF-OFDM y tern i addre ed in  [ 150] .  
6.3  Conclusions 
In this chapter, fundamental concepts of OFDM and OFDMA ystem are 
e pla ined, some resource al location problem are f rmulated.  The achiev­
able data rate of an OFDM system with AF/DF cooperative communication 
schemes for d i fferent resource a l location criteria are compared . Ba ic theo­
rems for re ource a l location for mul ticarrier systems are reviewed. Resource 
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al loca tion pr blem for 0 with cooperative c mrnunication are in­
trodu cd . In  th cond part of thi d i  erta tion, the empha i wil l b in 
deslgnmg r sour a l location a lgorithm for FDM and OFDMA 
\\'ith c mmunicati n with r duced computational complexity. 
C H A PT E R 7  
R E L AY M O D E  S E L E CT I O N  F O R  O F D M  S Y S T E M S  
Thi hapter in\' tigate re ource al location for a single user relay a ided 
FDM cooperative communication y t m.  The objective is to a l locate the 
re ource to ma imize the um rate over one OFDM ymbol ubject to either 
individual p wer con tra int on each node or total power constraint. Three 
sc nario, ar addressed in this chapter; in the fiL t scenario, the relay uses 
F to tran mit me age n a et of available subcarriers with d iver i ty, and 
the remaining subcarrier are u ed for d irect transmission without diversity. 
In  the cond scenario, the relay u es DF to transmit messages on a set of 
availabl ubcarrier with d iver i ty and the remain ing subcarriers are used 
for d irect tran mi  ion without d iversity. In  the third scenario, the relay 
u AF with d iversit on a et of avai lable ubcarriers, and the remaining 
ubcarrier are used for DF with diversity. 
A low complexity a lgorithm is  proposed based on high SNR approxi­
mation and optimal power profi le a t  the source and relay nodes for the 
three cenarios of O(N) comple i ty, where N is the number of subcarriers. 
Simulation results demon trate the merits of the proposed algorithm. 
Introduction and related work are pre ented in Section 7. 1 .  In  Sec­
tion 7.2, the formulation of the optimization problem for selective AF-OFDM, 
and the proposed subcarrier assignment a lgori thm are presented . In Sec­
tion 7.3, the a lgori thm i extended for selective DF-OFDM. In Section 7.4, the 
algorithm i drawn out for the hybrid AF-DF-OFDM scheme. In  Section 7.5, 
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F / OF- FOM and h brid A -0 -OFDM cherne ar d i  cu ed under to­
ta l p w r con traint .  -umerical r u l t  are pr ented and d i  cu ed in ec­
bon 7.6. Fina l l  , c  nclu ion ar drawn in ction 7.7. 
7.1 I n trodu ction 
fficicnt management of  the relay and ource re urce becom a critical 
1 u for in rea ing tran mi ion rat in r lay-aided FDM communication 
s st m . pre cnted in hapter 6, pow r allo ation for OFDM cooper­
ative communication can be tud ied und r d i ff rent criteria, for ample, 
optimal pow r a l l  a ti n at the ource and relay nod as in [49, 126] .  In 
thi chapter, another degree of freedom i e plored to increase the transmis-
ion rate b I cting the mode of operation; for e ample, AF / DF coopera­
tive chern can b u ed for some ubcarrier , and direct transmission wi l l  
b u ed for the remaining subcarri r , thi cherne i denoted a selective 
F / DF-OFDM cooperative communication scheme. 
elective AF-OFDM can be cons idered a a special case of the improved 
F cooperative communication cheme proposed in Chapter 4, where the 
ubcarri r can be u ed either for AF with d iversity or for d irect transmission 
without d iver it . In [ 36] ,  re ource a l location for selective AF-OFDM coop­
erative communication scheme under indi  idual node power constraint is 
tud ied, and an i terative a lgorithm for subcarrier assignment based on the 
minimum required relaying power is propo ed. In each i teration, the or­
dering of the subcarriers based on the relaying power is recomput d, and 
the subcarrier with the h ighest required relaying power is used for d irect 
tran mi sion. In [ 1 47] resource a l location for selective DF-OFDM coop­
erative commun ication scheme is investiga ted under individual node, and 
tota l power constraints based on the dual approach, and an i terative algo­
rithm is developed to assign the subcarriers to the modes of transmission. 
The main contribution of this chapter is to develop a low complexi ty 
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alg( rithm to aUoeat th re oure ; pow r profil at th oure and re­
la nodes and ubcarrier a ignm nt f r el ctive F-OFDM, el ctive DF-
F M, and h 'brid F-OF- FDM co p rativ communication cherne in 
high R c nario . Expl ring th tmcture of each probl m after rela -
ing th intcg r variabl lead t th propo ed algori thm. The idea i to 
_carch through a <,ubset of frequency parti tion. and find th parti tion which 
10 e to the global optimum. uch an approach wa previou ly consid­
ered in [ 50, 1 6]  to al locate the sub arrier in  OFDM tern without co­
operation. In thi chapt r, the algorithm i extend d to cooperative commu­
nica tion ccnario . lthough, it i ba ed on the sam idea, there i a major 
d i ffer nc ; th ub arrier in F /DF-OFDM sy tern after the assignment are 
con trained b the urc power c nstraint, wh reas in the OFDMA sy tern 
after the �ubcarrier a ignment tep, each u er water-fi l l  i t  ource power 
individual ly. In addition, the subcarriers in this re earch belong to a single 
u r, but the ubcarrier can be u ed in  one tran mission mode ( i .e .  either 
AF / DF rela ing or d irect transmi ion) .  Wherea , in  the OFDMA system 
th ubcarri r are aHocat d to mul tiple u ers. 
I n  thi chapt r, the proposed a lgorithm is de eloped ba ed on optimal 
ource and relay power profi les; a imple function i l L  ed for orting the 
ubcarrier and pl itting them into two partitions. In elective AF / DF­
OFDM, th fir t partition i u ed for AF /DF cooperative communication 
with d iver i ty, 'whereas the second partition is used for d irect transmission 
without d iver. i ty. In hybrid AF-DF-OFDM, the fir t partition i u ed for 
AF cooperative communication with d iversity, whereas the econd parti­
tion i used for DF cooperative communication with d iversity. The parti tion 
that maximizes the sum rate i searched . The proposed subcarrier a sign­
ment a lgorithm in this chapter is d ifferent from the algorithms proposed in  
[ 36, 147], ince i t  is based on an ordering of the sub carriers acc rd ing to a 
function defined in term of the channel gains, and not on the mmimum 
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r quir d relaying p w r which i c mput d only nce. B ide , th ource 
and r lay po\ver profi le f r electiv F- FDM are found analytical ly in 
a I ed form, usmg th upper bound f th nd-to end R, \,vithout th 
n >d of lh ' i terative two lep pr cedure to find the power profi le at the 
ource and r la nod . 
7.2 Sel ective A F-OFDM Cooperative Communi-
cations 
The y t m und r consideration i depicted in Figure 7.1 .  ender (Source) 
node � communi ate with the d tination terminal D. We consider a ingle 
relay two-hop mult i  carri r OFDM sy tern, wher the wide-band channel is 
divid d into narrow-band ubcarrier , the bandwidth of each subcarrier 
i B and the set of subcarrieL L defin d as .7 = ( 1 , . . . , N ) .  In selective 
F-OFDM tran mi sion, the jth ubcarri r can be either u ed in AF two­
hop tran mi ion with d iver i ty, referr d to a mode one (i = 1 ), or it can 
be u ed for d irect transmi ion without di ersity referred to as mode two 
( i  = 2). The received signals at  the relay and de tination nodes in the fir t­
time lot Tl at the jth ubcarrier are defined a Y R (j) and Y 01 (j), respectively, 
and can be obtained as:  
YR (j) = �p�l ) (j)HSR(j)XI + nR (j), 
Y01 (j) = �p�l (j)Hso(j)XI + 1101 (j), 
(7. 1a )  
(7. 1b)  
where pil (j) i the source transmit  power on the jth ubcarrier in the ith 
tran mission mode for i E ( 1 , 2 ) in the fir t-time lot. The tran mitted ymbol 
XI at  the jth subcarrier is drawn from a constel lat ion with unit energy, I1R (j) 
and n01 (j) are AWGN in the fir t-time lot with variance (J2 recei ed at the 
relay and destination nodes at the jth subcarrier, respectively. The SNR at 
s 
Subcarrrer UJ Strategy 
AF 
2 DC 
N AF 
- - - - - - - - - - i3») H'R(J) 
R 
Figure 7.1 Sy tern Model 
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D 
the jth ubcarrier at the d tination node i d noted as r�6 (j), which results 
from dir  t tran mi ion between th ource-de tination pair using the jth 
ub arri r, defined a : 
(7.2) 
wher )'SD(j) = I
fl���I) I� . During the second-time lot T2, the relay amplifi 
and tran mit  the r c ived signal at  the same subcarrier. Hence, the received 
ignal Y D� (j) at  the jth ubcarrier at  the de tination node i obtained as: 
(7.3) 
wh re PR (j) is the relay tran mitted power at  the jth subcarrier, HD2 (j) is the 
AWGN received at the destination node in the second-time slot. G(j) is the 
normalization factor at the relay station given as G(j) = . The 
p�1 ) (1)1 1 I SR (j)1� +<12 
end-to-end S R of the jth subcarrier denoted as r AF(j) is given by [4] :  
which can be rewritten i n  a simpl i fied form a : 
(7.5) 
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\ her YSR (j) = III R�I)12 I and VRD(j) = IflR�_(!l12 . The data rate R( 1 ) (j) of AF 
ch 'me at the d tination node with th aid of th r lay node in mode 1 
and u 'ing th MR t chniqu can b computed a : 
r( 1 )  ( .) r ( .) 
R( l ) ( .) - � 1 ( 1  SD ) + AF } ) } - 2 og2 + r I 
Th data rate R(2) (j) in mode 2 at the de tination node is obtained a 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
Th objectiv of the r ource al location problem i to maximize the achiev­
abl data ra te over the entire FDM symbol with N ubcarrier I which can 
be form ula ted a : 
(7.8a) 
.t. L y�l )PR (j) � pr;ax, (7.8b) 
J :J  
2 
L L y�l) p�) (j) � p�al< I (7.8c) 
1= 1 JE:J 
'2 
L y�l) � I ,  V j E :I, (7.8d) 
1= 1  
(7.8e) 
where P, i the vector of the ource and relay power profi le I which includes 
p�\j) and PR (j), V j E :I and i = 1 , 2 .  The vector Y is the carrier assignment 
profi le with y(1) = 1 indicates that subcarrier j is used in  the ith transmission 1 
mode (i = 1 , 2) .  Constraint (7.8b) means that the total power a l located to for­
ward the data by the relay is constrained to pr;ax . Whereas, constraint (7.8c) 
indicates that the source power is constrained to pmax . Constraint (7.8d) 
means that the jth subcarrier can be assigned to maximally one mode of 
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tran mi i n, i th r F rela mg ( i .e .  i = 1 ,  with (y�I ) , y�2» ) = ( 1 , 0)) or dir  ct 
tran ml "ion ( i .e. i = 2, with (YjI ), �2» ) = (0, 1 )) .  Problem (7. ) i a mi d 
integ r con traint ptimizati n pr bl m. Fir t, W wil l  lve th power al­
loca t l  n problem for a given subcarrier a ignm nt profi le, and then w wi l l  
u e the optimal power al location profi l to find th optimal ubcarrier a -
- ignmcnt profi l '. For high R r 4F(j) can b approximated b i t  upp r 
bound a in [ 5  ] :  
r AF( 
.) � yC,R (j
)YRO(j)p�l ) (j)PR (j) 
} )'Sdj)p�l ) (j) + YRO(j)PR (j) ' 
(7.9) 
" hich wi l l  b u ed from n w on to derive the forthcoming resul ts .  With 
thi ' appro imation, th data rate (7.6) become a jointly conca v function 
with r �pcct to the _ource and relay p w r pr fi l s as hown in Appendix 
B. l .  Thus (7 .  ) for a given subcarrier a s ignment profi l can be olved using 
an) com'e optimization technique. Here, we eek an ana lytical solu tion 
b relaxing th power constraints (7.Sc) and (7.Se) and by formulating the 
Lagrangian function as: 
L(P, A) = L R(l ) (j) + L R(2) (j) - {\R( L PR (j) - p�la ) 
I :J 1':J2 1(:J1 
- /\s (  L p�l ) (j) + L p�) (j) - p�a ), (7. 1 0) 
IE:!1 IE:h 
wh re 3, i the et of subcarriers that are assigned to mode i, for i = 1 , 2 .  
A suming that subcarrier j is used in mode 1 ,  di fferentiating (7.1 0) with 
re pect to p�1) (j) and equating to zero, results in:  
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imi larl , f  r the relay p wer, differ ntiating (7. 1 0) with re p c t  to PR (j) and 
>quating to L r r ult in :  
(7. 13) 
imultaneou 1 , solving (7. 1 2) and (7. 1 3), the optimal ourc power profi le 
for m d 1 can be btain d a : 
a : 
p(l ) . _ (K(yc;o(j) 
+ A,) - rf 
s (J) - ( ') + B ' yc;o J I 
)'SR (J') ( - 1 + 1 + ( 1  + 1'SR(i) ) ( J..s. YRD(i) - 1 )  )
+ 
YSO( /) \R Yso{j) C, = --------------------------------
) ' (J') ( l + )'SRU» ) RO , �O(/) 
The optimal relay power profi le i obtained a : 
(7. 14) 
(7. 1 5) 
(7. 1 6) 
On the other hand, i f  ubcarrier j is used in  mode 2, differentiating (7. 1 0) 
with re pect to p�2)(j) and equating to zero resul ts in :  
p(2) ( ') = ( B _ r )
+ 
5 J In(2)/1<; y<;o(j) . (7. 1 7) 
The assumption here is that i f  subcarrier j i s  ass igned to transmission mode 
i = 1 , 2 then the power profi le at the ourc and relay node are a in (7. 14) 
and (7. 1 6) for mode 1 and the ource power profi le for mode 2 i '  as i n  (7. 1 7) 
with /\R, /\5 are selected to sati fy the power constra ints (7.8b) and (7.8b), 
re pectively. In order to decide on the subcarrier assignment profi le, the 
problem i an integer problem that is d i fficult  to solve unless an exhaustive 
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arch i u d ov r a I l p ible �') . To implify th anal i ,  the ubcarrier 
as ignment profi le i r la d a 0 � y�') � 1 .  Incorporating thi into the 
Lagrangian fun tion of (7. ), d "n hng it a L(P, Y, A) I , th n equating the 
d ri\ a tiv of L(P, Y, A) wi th re pect to th relaxed integ r y(1) to zero, r ult  ) 
m :  
[( 1 ) ( .) [ ( .) [( I ) ( .) [ ( .) (') 
( '>0 1 
+ 4f 1 ) so 1 
+ 
AF 1 (
[ s�o(j) ) log, 1 + - =2 10g 1 + -- -- [y( l ) [y( l ) + [( 1 ) ( .) + [ ( .) 2 [y(2) , ' so 1 AF 1 , 
2[�b(j) 
[y(2) + [(2) (1') 
. 
) so 
(7. 18) 
Th LH� and RH� of (7. 18) can b interpret d a the marginal benefit for 
extra bandwidth for mod 1 and mode 2, re pectively. If a ubcarrier is 
-hared bet\veen the two mod , the marginal benefi t for the two modes 
h u ld be equal [ 1 66 ] .  I f  the LHS of (7. 1 8) i strictly greater than the RHS of 
(7. 1 ) ,  the l'th ubcarrier hould be u ed in  mode I, i .e. y(1) = I, and y(2) = O. ) j 
Lik wi e, i f  the RH of (7. 1 8) is trictly greater than the LHS of (7. 18), the 
l'th ubcarrier hould be used in mode 2, i .e .  y(2) = I ,  and y(l ) = O. Based j , 
on thi ob ervation, the ubcarri r hould be assigned to the mode with the 
I fi 1 h S R r�16(J)+r M(I) d r�2b(j) higher margina bene · t .  At ig ( I )  ( I )  � 1, an (2) (2) . � 1 .  n + r�[l{j)+r �F(j) n I +rSD(j) 
Hence, sub t i tu ting (7. 1 2) in (7. 1 ) , the LHS of (7. 1 8) can be approximated 
a :  
10 , ( so( ") + )'SR
(j))'�O(j)P� (j) ) + 10 (BN/2 1n(2)f As ) - 1 . g_ Y 1 
( ( ')p(l ) ( .) ( ')P ( .))' 
g2 YSR 1 c; 1 + )'RO 1 R 1 � 
(7. 19) 
Similarly, ubstituting (7. 1 7) in (7. 1 8), the RHS of (7. 1 8) can be approximated 
a : 
(7.20) 
I The formulation of the L(F, Y, A) for OFDMA is explained in more detai l  in Section 8.2. 
Time dcchvc AF 
T ,  
----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------
f----- - - - - - - - - -1-- i 
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Cl! o£ 
T T 
'" '" 
T I 
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Figure 7.2 Two-Band Partition s ignm nt for Selectiv F-OFDM 
ubstituting the optima l power profi le  at the ource and relay node given 
b (7. 14) and (7. 1 6) in (7. 1 ) re u l t  in :  
(7.21 ) 
Thi e pre �ion can be further impl ified by u ing 0.5 min(YsR (j), YRO(j)C) 
1 b d f SR{J)'RP(j)C, d . 'SR(j) d VRO(!) a a wer oun or ( )  ( )C ' an a ummg 
-(-� > 1 an -(
-
.) > 1 ,  " SR J +" Rll ! , ' so JI lISD J 
which are rea onable a umption in cooperative communications. We take 
the d ifference b tween (7.21 ) and (7.20), and define the term that d pends 
on the chann 1 gain by the function fAFO as: 
( . . ) ( Yso(j) + 
0.25YSR (j) ) fAF yso(j), YSR (j) = 10g2 ,2 ( .) . ) so j 
(7.22) 
The approach that we follow to assign subcarrier to the di fferent modes 
of operati on i accomplished by ordering the subcarriers based on (7.22) in 
descent ordering, then earching for the partition that maximize the sum 
rate. We only need to find the boundary ubcarri r Cp of the ordered set; 
l .e .  the ubcarriers j � Cp of the ordered set are assigned to mod 1 ,  and 
the subcarriers j > Cp of the ordered set are assigned to mode 2 a shown in 
Figure 7.2. 
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19ori thm for F-OFDM 
1. 
4: 
� � 
1 > 2 > 1 > ' 
largest( 1)' and th 
= I 1 , · · · , 5 J from largest to smallest such a 
> 5", where the fir t subcarrier i the ubcarrier wi th the 
th ubcarrier is the ubcarrier with th slllallest(S, ), V j E !I. 
6 for 11 = 0 : do 
7. ign mode 1 ,  the et of ubcarrier 31 (/1 )  f- 1 : 1 1 .  
8: A sign mod 2, the t of subcarrier :12(n) f- 11 + 1 : 
9' Use (7 1--1), (7 1 6) and (7. 1 7) to compute the power profi le at  the ource and 
relay node . 
1 0: ompu te the um rate: R(ll) = L.�= 1 L.j€J,(II) )�I)R(t) (j), wh r y�l ) = 1 ,  V] E 
Jl (n), Clnd ) �2) = 1 ,  Vj E :12(/1). 
1 1 : end for 
1 2  Find t h  parti t ion Cp that maximizes the sum rate a : Cp f- arg max R(/1) II 
1 3' ign mode 1 the ubcarrier : !II f- 1 1  : CPJ .  
1 4. ign mode 2 the subcarrier : !I2 f- ICp + 1 : N J .  
1 5  return !II f- 1 1  : Cp J, !I2 f- ICp + 1 : N J ,  and R(Cp). 
7.2.1 Subcarrier Assignment  Algori t h m  
The propo ed  subcarrier assignment algorithm i s  i l lustrated in  Algori thm 7.1 .  
earching through a set o f  two-bands partitions, the subcarriers are sorted 
( V (,)+0 75v (j» ) A A A in de cent ordering based on 5 = log , SD , '_ ' SR a 5 > 5 > . . .  > 5 , 2 YSD{J) , 1 2 N, 
where 51 = max(51 , 52, ' . .  , 5N), and sub carrier 1 is  the subcarrier with the 
large t 5, . Then the partition Cp that maximizes the sum rate is sought by 
assigning the subcarrier of the ordered set indices from 1 to Cp to mode 1 ,  
and the ubcarriers o f  the ordered set indices from Cp + 1 to N to mode 2. 
The urn rate i computed by using the power profi le given in (7. 14),  (7. 16), 
and (7. 1 7) .  
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7.3 Sel ective D F-OFDM Cooperative Com m u n i-
cati ons 
In  th l ection, the algorithm i tended to the e l  ctiv OF-OFOM coop r­
ati\ e chern I wh r the jth ubcarri r can be either us d in OF tran mission 
with di\�er i t  r f'rr d to a mode one (i = 1 ), or it can be used for direct 
tran mi ion " ithout d i  er i ty r ferred to as mode two (i = 2) .  
The data rate R( 1 ) (j) for OF cherne at  the destination node with th aid 
f the rela} node in mod 1 and u ing the MRC t chniqu can be computed 
a :  
[( 1 ) ( .) [ ( .) [( 1 ) ( .) 
R(l ) ( .) - � . { I  ( 1  50 J + RO J ) I ( 1  �)} J 2 mm og2 + [ , og2 + [ I (7 .23) 
where [RO(j) = )'RO(j)PR (j), and [�� (j) = )'RS (j)p�l ) (j) . The Resource al lo-
cation problem aiming to rna imi ze the achievable data rate over the en-
t ire OFOM mbol with N ubcarriers for selective OF-OFDM cooperative 
ch mes can be formulated as in  (7. ) with R(1 ) (j) as given by (7.23). 
Following the arne l ines of AF-OFDM scenario in Section 7.3; by rela  -
ing the power con tra ints at  the ource and relay node and formulating the 
Lagrangian function for a given subcarrier assignment profi le as in (7. 1 0), 
then d i fferentiating with respect to p�l) (j) and equating to zero, the optimal 
ource power profi le can be obtained a : 
( 1 ) . ( KYso(j) [ )+ P (J) = - --5 YSR(j) YSR (j) 
with K = 2 1n�2)'\5 ' The optimal relay power profi le i obta ined a : 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
where C, 1 C mputed a : 
imilar to electi\ e 
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(7.26) 
cenari , th approach that we fol low to as-
sign ubcarrier to the two differ nt mode of op ration i accompl i  hed 
b ' ordering th ubcarrier in d e nt ordering, ba ed on jOF(Y50(j), YSR (j)), 
which j..., d fined a : 
(7.27) 
then 'earching for the parti tion that rna imize th urn rate .  We only need 
to find the boundary 'ubcarricr Cl' of the ordered et; i .e .  the subcarriers 
j � Cl' of the ordered et are a igned to mode 1 ,  and the ubcarrier j > Cp 
of the order d et are a ign d to mode 2. 
Algori thm 7.1 can be u ed to find the mode of tran mi sion for selective 
OF-OFOM by replacing 5 = log ( VSD{ J)+,0 25)'SR(i) ) by s ·  = log ( Y;R{J) ) using I 2 vSD(/) J 2 lSD(j) , 
(7 .24) and (7.25) in tead of (7. 14) and (7. 16) to compute the power profile at 
th ource and relay nodes, and u ing (7 .23) in tead of (7.6) to calculate the 
rate of ubcarrier j u ing mode 1 .  
7.4 Hybrid OFDM Cooperative Communications 
In  th i  ection, in  order to  save the energy of the source node, restrictions 
apply to the ource transmi sion in the second time slot. In this regard, 
ubcarrier j can be used either in AF cooperative transmission with d iversi ty 
referred to a mode one (i = 1 ), or it can be u ed in OF transmission with 
d iver i ty referred to as mode two (i = 2). 
The data rate R( l ) (j) for AF scheme at the destination node with the aid 
of the relay node in mode 1 and using the MRC technique can be computed 
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a :  
(7.2 ) 
Th > data rate R(2) (j) f r OF chem at th d tination n de \ i th the aid of 
the relay n de in m d 2 and u ing th MR t chn.ique can be comput d a : 
Fol lowing the ame l ine a in I ctive F / OF- FOM, the pow r profi l  
for mode 1 at the ource and rela nod can obtained as  in  (7. 1 4) and (7. 1 6), 
re pectively. Wher as, the power profi l  for mode 2 at the ource and r lay 
nod can be obta ined a in (7.24) and (7.25), r pectively. The approach 
that we fol low t a ign the ubcarriers to the d i fferent mode of operation 
i ac ompli hed b r rting the ubcarrier in a de cent ordering based on 
the function Ifl (yso(j) , YSR (j)) given as: 
( . . ) (Yso(j) + 0.25YSR(j) ) Iii Yso(j)/ YSR (j) = log2 ( ") , ),SR j (7.30) 
Algori thm 7.1 can be u ed to find the mode of tran mi ion for the hy­
brid OFOM Cooperative relaying by replacing the ordering function Sf = 
log., ( 'SD")�O��vsl<(J) ) by 5, = log2 ( 1SD( i)+O'��),SR(j» ), u ing (7.25), (7 .24), (7. 1 6), and 
- 5D J VSR , 
(7. 1 4) to find the power al location profi le , and u ing (7.28) and (7.29) to 
compute the data rate for mode 1 and mode 2, re pectively. 
7.5  O F D M  Cooperative Communications w i th To-
tal Power Constraint  
Re  ource al location for selective AF-OFDM, and selective DF-OFOM schemes 
under total power constraint, can be investigated by r placing (7.8b) and 
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(7. c) in (7.8) by: 
L (y�l ) pil l (j) + 2 y�2) p�2) (j) + y�l) p R (j)) � Pr. (7.3 1 ) 
JE.'{ 
and the resource a l location for hybrid cooperative OFDM scheme under 
tota l power constraint, can be stud ied by replacing constraints (7.8b) and 
(7. c) in  (7.8) by: 
2 
L L (Y;/) p�) (j) + Yjil p�) (j)) � Pr· (7.32) 
1=1 iE,,! 
The interesting result is that the proposed a lgorithms can be used also to 
select the mode of operation un.der tota l power constraint without changing 
the developed ordering functions. The only d i fference is tha t  in the source 
and relay power profi les (7. 1 7), (7. 14), and (7. 1 6) for selective AF-OFDM, 
and (7. 1 7), (7.24), and (7.25) for selective DF-OFDM, AR, and Its are replaced 
by ItT, which is selected to satisfy the tota l power constraint. 
7.6 S imulation Resul ts and D iscussion 
We model the sub carrier channel coefficient between any two nodes with 
a separating d istance d as H(j) � CN(O, L( l�d)" )' 
a = 4 is the propagation 
loss factor, and L = 4 is the number of channel taps as in [49 ] .  The system 
consists of a source 5, a relay R and a destination D. The distance between 
the source and destination dSD is set to 1 00m and the relay is set at equal 
d istance from the source and destination nodes, i .e. dSR = 50, and dRD = 50, 
this setting is selected since AF-OFDM scenario achieves maximum capac­
i ty when the relay is located midway between the source and d istention 
nodes. However, it was noticed that selective AF / DF-OFDM relaying im­
proves the capacity for a l l  positions. The subcarrier noise power a2 i s  set 
at  4 x 1 0-1 1 Watt. The source maximum transmit power is p�ax = 1 Watt. 
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Figure 7 .3  The chievable Sum Rate for Differ nt Sc nario and Algori thms 
a a Functi n of the Rela Ma imum Tran mit Power p�ax . 
The ub arrier bandwidth B = 4KHz, the capacity gap i set to 1 .  The 
achievable u rn rate and th ubcarrier assignment of the proposed algo­
ri thm for elective AF-OFDM, elective OF-OF OM, hybrid-OFDM are com­
pared with the achievable sum rate and the subcarrier assignment using 
exhau� tive earch algorithm for N = . The r suIt of the two algorithms 
coincide a hown in Figure 7.3. The compari on was carried out for a large 
number of random channel real ization and for di fferent maximum trans-
mi t  power constraints .  In a l l  of these real izations, the proposed algorithm 
for subcarrier assignment coincides wi th that obtained by exhaustive search 
algorithm. However, the proposed subcarrier assignment algorithm is of 
much lower comple i ty than the e hau tive earch algori thm.  The maxi-
mum number of computa tions to find the optimal ubcarrier a signrnent i 
O( ) for the proposed algorithm, which can be further improved by using 
binary earch algorithms to O( log2 (N)) compared to O(2N) for exhaustive 
earch algorithms. 
Further d imension is investigated by a l lowing the OF OM symbol to con­
tain AF with d iversity transmission, OF with d iversity transmission and di-
"' a. 
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Figure 7.4 ompari on of the chie abl Sum Rate for Diff rent Scenario 
and 19 rithm a a Fun tion of the Rela Ma imum Tran mit Power p7;ax . 
fect transmi ion 'without diver i ty, known as the true mode (3M) cherne. 
Thi can be achieved by pl itting the subcarriers between AF and DF us­
ing hybrid FDM cooperative tran m ission, then spl itting the first group of 
ubcarrier , u  ing elective AF-OFDM tran mi ion between AF and direct 
transmi ion. Similarly, the second group of ubcarriers can be spl i t  u ing 
electiv DF-OFDM transmission between DF and direct transmission. AI-
gori thm 7.1 needs to be applied three times using the three d ifferent order­
ing functions (7.30), (7.27), and (7.22). I t  is clear  from Figure 7.3 that there 
i no gain from using the 3M scheme, the sum rate coincides with the sum 
rate of selective DF-OFDM cherne. This is  because it is better to use DF 
transmi ion for the sub carriers with good channel gains, and to use d irect 
transmis ion for the remaining ubcarriers. The sum rate of the 3M scheme 
u ing the proposed algorithm coincides with the sum rate using exhaustive 
earch as shown in Figure 7.3. 
Figure 7.4 compare the sum rate of the proposed a lgorithm and the sum 
rate of AF, using all subcarriers as a function of the relay's maximum trans­
mit  power for a fixed ource maximum tran mit  power p�ax = 1 Watt with 
N = 64. Clearly, as the relay' maximum transmit power P7;3X increases, 
the achievable data rate increas s. The achievable sum rate of the proposed 
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p�ax In [Watt] 
Figure 7.5 ompari on of th chievable Sum Rate for Different Scenarios 
and Igori thm a a Function of th Relay Maximum Transmit Power p;ax . 
al orithm i higher than the achievable urn rate of AF using a l l  subcarri­
er and higher than the achievable um rate of direct transmission using a l l  
ub arrier . In  addi ti n ,  Figure 7 .4  how the achievable urn rate of AF us-
ing a l l  ubcarriers u ing (7. 14), (7. 1 6) and (7. 1 7) and the achievable sum rate 
of F u ing a l l  subcarrier using the i terative algorithm proposed in [ 36] . 
Clearly, the two curves coincide with negl igible d ifference for d ifferent re­
lay' maximum transmit power. However, our proposed algorithm requires 
Ie computational comple i ty :  In  the proposed algorithm the ordering is 
done only once ba ed on (7.22), whereas the ordering is  done i tera tively in 
[36] based on the minimum required relaying power. In addition, the power 
profi le are a l located using (7. 14) and (7. 16),  no i teration are required to 
find the ource and relay power profi le a in [36 ] .  
Figure 7 .5  compares the sum rate of  the proposed a lgori thm for selective 
DF-OFDM and the sum rate of DF-OFDM using all subcarriers as a function 
of the relay' maximum tran mit  power for a fixed ource maximum trans­
mit  power p�ax = 1 Watt with N = 64. It is clear that the sum rate of selective 
DF-OFDM scheme is h igher than the sum ra te of DF-OFDM. 
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Figure 7.6 ompari n of the hievable Sum Rate for Different Scenario 
and Alg rithm a a Function of th Relay Ma imum Tran mit Power p�a). .  
Figure 7.6 compare the um rate o f  th proposed algori thm for hybrid 
F-DF- FDM and the um rate of AF-OFDM / DF-OFDM using all subcar-
rier a a function f th relay' ma imum tran mit power for a fixed source 
ma imum tran mit power p�ax = 1 Watt with N = 64. It i clear that the 
um rate of H brid F-DF-OFDM scheme is higher than the sum rate of 
AF-OFDM and DF-OFDM cooperative schemes. 
Figure 7.7 compar the sum rate of the proposed algorithms for AF / DF­
OFDM and Hybrid -OFDM with exhaustive earch under total power con­
traint. The sum rate of the proposed a lgorithms coincides with the sum 
rate of the exhau tive earch algorithm. 
Table  7.1 show the number of sub carriers (NAF/NoF) used for AF/DF 
relaying a a function of the relay's maximum transmit power p�J under 
individual power constraint at  the source and relay nodes. Clearly, the re­
la tion between increa ing p�ax and the number of subcarriers a signed to 
AF / DF i an increasing function unti l  it goes to saturation for high relay 
maximum power, which confirm that elective DF / AF-OFDM achieves a 
h igher data rate compared to DF / AF-OFDM, even with high maximum 
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Figure 7.7 ompari on of th chievabl urn Rate for Different Scenario 
and 19ori thm a a Function of th Tota l Pow r Constraint PT. 
Table  7.1 umb r of ubcarrier U ed for Relaying Using the Proposed Al­
gori thm. 
p�lax [Watt ]  0.01 0.05 0 . 1  
AF 31 34 39 
OF 25 33 41 
tran mit  power at  the relay node. 
7.7 Conclusions 
1 .0 5.0 10.0 50.0 100 
43 45 51  51 52 
44 51 52 53 53 
In thi chapter, we investigate joint re ource al location for selective AF/DF­
OFDM and hybrid AF-DF-OFDM cooperati e communication systems, in  
the pre ence of a d i rect l i nk between the source and destination nodes. The 
objective is to maximize the urn rate over one OFDM symbol under either 
individual node power constraint on each node or total power constraint .  
The subcarrier assignment is a comb inatorial problem that can be solved by 
mean of exhaustive search to get the optimal subcarrier as ignment, and 
the ource and relay power profi l  s. In this sen e, we propo e a uboptimal 
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low compi it alg rithm f r ubcarrier a ignm nt, and develop anal ti­
ca l pr S ' lon for both the .,ourc and relay power profi le for AF and OF 
c operc1hve scheme and dIrect tran mi i n .  The pr po d algori thm i 
ba, d on high R appro irnati n, and optimal power profi l  at the ource 
and rela node . The rna imurn number of computa tion of th propo ed 
algorithm i pr portional t th numb r of ubcarrier O(N), which can be 
pduced u ing binary arch algorithm t O( log2(N) ) . 
C H A PT E R 8  
R E S O U R C E  A L L O C AT I O N  FO R A F/ D F - O F D M A  
R E L AY N ET W O R K S  
Thi chapt r addres e j int ubcarrier as ignm nt and power al locati n at 
the ource and r lay node for both relaying cherne AF and DF with mul­
tiple u er u ing FDMA. The r ource a l location problem a ims at max­
imizing the weighted urn rate subject to individual power con traint on 
ach node. We formulate such a problem as ubcarrier based resource al­
location 1 that seek joint optimization of ubcarrier assignment and power 
profi lc- at the ource and relay node . The formulated optimiza tion prob-
1 m i a M I NLP, which is d i fficul t  to oIv . In  this sense, using high SNR 
appro imation, two algori thm ar prop ed ba ed on channel gains order­
ing. In the fir t algorithm, the fir t partition i assigned to one of the users, 
whereas, the second partition is as igned to the remaining users. The al­
gorithm is  applied repeatedly in a ne ted fashion by spl i tting each second 
partition into two partitions until the last parti tion is separated between the 
la t two users. The optimal  partitions that maximize the weighted sum rate 
are then sought .  The computational complexity of finding the ubcarri r as-
ignment that maximizes the weighted sum rate for I users, and N subcarri­
ers AF-OFDMA or DF-OFDMA scenario is of O(N1- 1 ) .  A econd algori thm 
proposed to further reduce the computational complexity, which consists 
I Joint resource all cation with subcarrier pairing is a topic for further research. 
C H A PT E R 8  
R E S O U R C E  A L L O C AT I O N  F O R  A F/ D F- O F D M A  
R E L AY N ET W O R K S  
Thi chapt r addre e joint ubcarrier a ignment and p wer al location at  
the ource and rela node for both rela ing cherne AF and DF with mul­
tipl u er u ing OFDMA. Th r ource al location problem aims at  rna -
imizing the weighted urn rate subject to individual power con tra int on 
each n de. We formulate such a problem as subcarrier based resource al­
location 1 that eek joint optimization of ubcarrier assignment and power 
profi le' at the ource and relay node . The formulated optimization prob­
lem i a MINLP, which is difficult to olve. In  thi sense, using high SNR 
approximation, hvo algorithm are propo ed based on channel gains order­
ing. In  the fir t algorithm, the first partition i assigned to one of the users, 
wherea , the econd partition is as igned to the remaining u ers. The al­
gorithm is applied repeatedly in a nested fashion by spl i tting each econd 
partition into two partitions until the last partition is eparated between the 
la t two users. The optimal partitions that maximize the weighted sum rate 
are then ought.  The computationa l complexity of finding the ubcarrier as-
ignrnent that maximizes the weighted sum rate for I users, and N subcarri­
er AF-OFDMA or DF-OFDMA cenario is of O(N1-1 ) . A second algorithm 
is proposed to further reduce the computationa l complexity, which consists 
I Joint resource al location with subcarrier pairing i a topic for further re earch. 
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of two tages: a ba ic tage, and a transfer tage. In the basic stage, each 
u er i a igned a ub et of the ubcarriers based on an ordering function 
of the u r channel gain to the other users channel gains. In  the transfer 
tage, orne boundary ubcarrier are transferred among users to rna imize 
the weighted urn rate. 
Thi chapter is organized as fol lows. Introduction and related works 
are pre ented in Section 8. 1 .  In Section 8.2, AF-OFDMA cooperative com­
municati n system model, formulation of the optimization problem, and 
tile proposed algorithms for subcarrier assignment are described . The pro­
po ed algorithms a re e tended to DF-OFDMA as explained in Section 8.3. 
umerica l results are presented and discussed in Section 8.4. Conclusions 
are drav,rn in Section 8.5.  
8.1 I n trod u c ti o n  
Joint subcarrier assignment and power al location i n  A F  / DF-OFDMA coop­
erative communication systems is a MINLP and difficult  to solve. Thanks 
to zero dual i ty principle presented in Theorem 6.2.1, the resource a l location 
problem can be solved in the dual domain. However, using the dual domain 
requires a large number of i terations2 to find the correct Lagrange multipli­
ers, and even uses methods that exploit the structure of the problem, e.g. ,  
the el l ipsoid method [ 1 9 ] .  
This chapter is motivated by the resul ts of [50, 1 53, 1 66] ,  where the sub­
carrier assignments for two users OFDMA system at high SNR is a two­
band parti tion. In this chapter, we fol low the same argument to prove that 
the subcarrier assignment is a lso a two-band partition for two users AF / DF­
OFDMA cooperative communication system at high SNR in the presence 
of a direct l ink between the source and destination nodes. We develop an 
2 For uplink scenarios and under individual node constraints, where the number of La­
grange multipl iers is 1 + 1 .  For downlink scenarios and total power constraint, it requires 
less number of i terations since there is only one Lagrange multipl ier. 
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rdering function t split the ubcarrier into a two-band parti tion ba ed 
on optimal power profi le at the ource and relay node , where the power 
profile are a l loca ted t rna imize the weighted urn rate under individual 
p wer con traint at the ource nodes, as well as at  the relay node.  
Re ource a l location for upl ink AF / DF-OFDMA differs from resource al­
location for uplink OFDMA. ubcarriers in AF / DF-OFDMA systems af­
ter ubcarrier as ignment are connected by the relaying power constra int, 
wherea in OFDMA systems after the subcarrier assignment, each user wa­
ter fi l ls her sou rce power individually. One more characteristic of the re-
ource al location for uplink AF / DF-OFDMA is tha t the two band partition 
appl ies ei ther if a l l  subcarriers are al located non-zero relaying power, or a l l  
ubcarriers are al located zero relaying power. In case some sub carriers are 
al located zero relaying power, four band partition is noticed, which requires 
reassignment of these subcarriers using a d ifferent ordering function. 
For more than two users ( I  > 2), resource al location for AF / DF-OFDMA 
cooperative communication systems can be studied based on the two users 
case, where the two band partition principle can be applied repeatedly be­
tween a user and the remaining users in the system. In addition, a simplified 
algorithm is proposed to reduce the computations that result from applying 
the algorithm repeatedly, which consists of two stages; basic and transfer. 
In  the basic stage, each sub carrier is assigned to the user that achieves the 
maximum benefit using that subcarrier compared to a l l  other user . In the 
transfer stage, sub carriers can be transferred from one user to another user 
in order to maximize the weighted sum rate .  
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5, 
Figure 8.1 System Model . 
8.2 AF-OFD MA Cooperative Communication Sys-
terns 
The ystem under consideration is depicted in Figure 8 . 1  which finds plenty 
of promising applications when it is difficul t  to instal l multiple antennas at 
the same radio equipment [86 ] .  This system has been considered in the lat­
est standards as IEEE 802. 1 6j and long-term-evolution-advanced (LTE-A) 
standard [35 ] .  Let I = 1 1 , 2, · · ·  , I } be the set of active users, sender (source) 
node 5, for i E I communicate with a destination terminal D. We con-
sider a single relay two-hop OFDMA system. The available bandwidth W 
is divided into N subcarriers, each subcarrier bandwidth is BN, in which the 
channel coefficient is a sumed to be frequency flat. In the fi rst hop, the chan­
nel coefficient of the ith user between the source and destination nodes, and 
the source and relay nodes at the jth subcarrier are denoted by H�b(j), and 
H��(j), respectively. In the second hop, the channel coefficient between the 
relay and the destination nodes at the jth subcarrier is denoted by HRO(j). 
The received signals at the destination and relay nodes in the first time slot 
T] for user i on the jth subcarrier are defined as Y�l (j) and Y�\j) respectively, 
and obta ined a : 
y(i) ( .) = �P(l)( ·)H(l) ( ·)X(l) + n(i) ( .) OJ ; 5 ;  50 ; ) OJ ; , 
Y�) (j) = P�\j)Hi1 (j)X�') + n�\j), 
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(8 . 1 a) 
(8. 1b) 
where P�\j) i the ith u er transmitted power on the jth subcarrier in the 
fir� t time lot. The ith user transmitted symbol at the jth subcarrier is de­
noted as X�i) , which is drawn from a constel lation with unit energy, and 
l1�J (j) and 11�)(j) are AWGNs with variance 02 received at the destination and 
relay node on the jth subcarrier, respectively. Let f�b(j) denote the SNR for 
the ith user at the jth ubcarrier at the destination node, which results from 
direct tran missi n between the ith ource-destination pair in the first time 
slot TI , and can be expres ed as t�1(j) = )'�b(j)p�> Cj), with Y�b(j) = IH��;JII2 . 
During the second time slot T2, the relay amplifies and transmits the 
received ignal a t the same subcarrier. The received signa l Y<d2 (j) of the ith 
user at the jth subcarrier at the destination node is obtained as: 
yU) ( .) -G(l) ( .) �PU) (  ·)H ( .)y(i) ( .) + (i) ( .) 02 ; - ] R ] RO ] R ;  1102 ; , (8 .2) 
where P�)(j) is the relay transmitted power for the ith user at the jth subcar­
rier, n�2 (j) i s  the AWGN with variance 02 received at the destination node. 
G(l) (j) is the normaliza tion factor at the relay node at the jth subcarrier given 
as G(l) (j) = 1 0 • The noise variance is expressed as 02 = NoBNI P�)(j)IH��(j)l-+a2 
where No is the PSD of AWGN.  The end-to-end SNR of the ith user f�)F(j) 
using the relay l ink is given by [ 1 25 ] :  
fUl . = 
P�)(j)P�) (j) IH�� (j) 12� RO(jW , AF(;) 02 (02 + P�) (j) IHi1(j)12 + p�) (j) IHRo(j) 12 ) (8.3) 
which can b wri tten in a implifi d form a : 
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(8 .4) 
h (I) ( .) _ IH�� (J)12 d ' ( .) _ IHRD(j)12 w ere Y 5R } - -.;-2 - , an ) RD } - 02 . 
The data rate R�)F(j) at the destination node using subcarrier j for user i 
with the aid of the relay node and after using the MRC technique, is com­
puted a : 
f(i) ( .) + f(i) ( .) R(I) ( .) = BN I ( 1 SD ) AF } ) AF J 2 og2 + r . (8 .5) 
The data rate R�)F(j) is not a jointly concave function in P�)(j) and P�)(j) as 
can be prov d by the second order derivative test introduced in Appendix 
B. l .  To make the analysis more tractable, we use the approximation f�)F(j) :::::: 
(11 " ( .) A(i) ( "p(l) ( " YSR(/IYRD / 1', JI R II hi l ' . 1 f l ' h SNR Th ' . . h b (I) . -(I) . . . P(I) , W C l IS hg lt or l 1g . IS approxImation as een l'SR (J)Ps (J)+YRD( /) R (J) 
commonly  u ed in l i terature [30, 56, 1 39 ] .  I t  is proved that even in the low 
SNR regime, this approximation can reach optimal capacity very closely 
[ 1 39 ] .  With this approximation the data rate is a jointly concave function 
in P�\j) and P�\j) as proved in Appendix B . 1 . From now on, f�(j) wil l  be 
substi tuted for by i ts approximation. 
One criterion for resource a l location is to maximize the weighted sum 
of the data rate. This criterion sometimes denoted as throughput prefer­
ence maximizer, which appears in applications where users have different 
prior i  tie . In addi tion, this criterion can be used to find the Pareto optimal 
boundary of a convex rate region by changing the weights. Therefore, the 
resource a l location problem can be formulated as fol lows: 
(8 .6a) 
(8 .6b) 
\' Y1lP(I) (j.) < pmax Vi E I � I 5 - I '  , 
If .:J 
L �il � I ,  V j E 3, 
,fI 
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(8 .6c) 
(8.6d) 
( .6e) 
where the set 3 = ( 1 , 2, · ·  . , N) d notes the set of ubcarriers, Ps is the power 
profi l  matri at the source node with [Ps ] ',j = P�)(j), Vi E I and V j E 3. 
Similarly, PR i th power profi le matri at  the relay node with [PR ] ',j = 
Pk\j), Vi E I and V j E 3. The matrix Y i the subcarrier assignment profi le 
with [ Y] t,j = y�i) E (0, 1 ) , Vi E I, Vj E 3, y�il = 1 indica tes that subcarrier j is 
as igned to user i, and a,'s are the rela tive priority for each user. Constraint 
(8.6b) means that the total power al located to forward the data from al l  users 
as i ted by the relay is l imited to py;ax, and constraint (8.6c) indicates that the 
source power for user i is l imited to p;nax . Constraint (8.6d) means that the 
j·th ubcarrier can be assigned to only one user, i .e. i f  y(i) = I, then y�k) = 0, j j 
Vk E I, and k 1= i. 
Problem (8.6) is a mixed integer constrained optimization problem. The 
traditi onal approach to solve such optimiza tion problems is to perform an 
exhaustive search over the I users and N subcarriers. Hence, there are IN 
possible subcarrier assignments. For each subcarrier assignment, the source 
and relay power profi les are a l located to maximize the weighted sum rate. 
m this sense, the optimal solu tion is the subcarrier assignment with i ts asso­
ciated ource and relay power profi les that maximize the objective function 
while satisfying a l l  the constraints .  However, this method is computation­
a l ly intensive with complexity of O(IN) .  
Another approach is to solve (8.6) by relaxing the binary variables as 
yi) E [0, I ] , Vi E I and V j E 3. In this  sense, y(t) is a time sharing factor J I 
of the jth subcarrier that indicates the portion of time where subcarrier j is 
assigned to user i. Using the time sharing principle, (8.6) can be transformed 
into a conve optimiza tion problem a : 
'\ p(.') ( J' ) < pma Vi E I i....J c. - I ' , 
,E:! 
L y;') � 1 ,  Vj E 3, 
IEo.I 
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(8.7a) 
(8.7b) 
(8.7c) 
(8.7d) 
(8.7e) 
wh re Ps i the power profi le matrix at the source node with [PsL" = p�\j), 
Vi E I and V j E 3, where p�\j) = Pi)(j)y;i) .  Similarly, PR is the power profi le 
matri at the relay node with [ PR L, = p�\j), where p�\j) = P�) (j)y�i) .  r�)F(j), 
and r�b(j) are similar to t�F(j), and f�b(j), but are in terms of p�) (j) and 
p�) (j) . This transformation leads to l inear constraints as in [ 1 02 ] .  It can be 
easi l proved that (8.7) is a convex optimization problem; since the objective 
function is  a jointly concave function in PR, Ps, and Y as can be proved using 
the perspective property of concave functions given in (2 .59), and the con­
straints are l inear. Thus, (8 .7) can be solved using any convex optimization 
technique. Although convex programming algorithms are numerica l ly sta­
ble and can be solved with less complexity compared to exhaustive search 
algorithms, i ts computational complexity sti l l  depends on the number of 
optimization variables and the number of constraints, which are large if the 
number of users and sub carriers are large, e .g. ,  in (8.7) the number of vari­
ables is  3NI and the number of constraints is  3NI + N + I + 1 .  In  addition, 
the optimal sub carrier assignment profi le Y which is obtained using convex 
programing may contain real variables (not binary). In this sense, we will  
develop a subcarrier assignment algorithm that results in further reduction 
in the problem d imensional i ty and run-time complexity, which are impor-
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tant if the ubcarri r aUocati n 1 to be performed dynamica l ly. In addi tion, 
our a Im 1 t olve ( .6) not ( .7), but we u e ( . 7) as a tool to explore the 
lu tion. Fir t w will lve the po", er a l location profi les at the ource and 
relay node , and then w will u e the optimal power al location profiles to 
find th optimal ubcarrier a signment profi l  . Here, we wil l  find an analyt­
ical solution for ( .7) ba. ed on the KKT condi tion which are sufficient and 
ne e ar optimal ity conditions. The Lagrangian function is formulated as: 
I\R (L L p�)(j) - p�ax ) - L A;(L �/) - 1 ), (8.8a) 
IJ IE:J IE:! lEI 
where i\ contains the Lagrange mul tipl iers [ /I. R , Al l '  . . , A l l 11. [1 ' . . , /1.� ] .  Dif­
ferentiating (S.Sa) with respect to piJej) and equating to zero results in:  
y(/)r + r(l) (j) + r(l) (j) 1 .  yU) (;')y2 (;")p(I)2 (;") J so AF _ ( I) ( ") SR RO R ) (S.9) 
y�'\l:IB ((2 In(2)) - /\, Y 
so ; 
+ (y��(j)P�> Cj) + YRO(j)P�) (j))2 
. 
Similarly, di fferentiating (S.Sa) with respect to p�) (j) and equating to zero 
re u l ts in: 
(S. 1 0) 
Differentiating the Lagrangian function (S.Sa)  with respect to the relaxed 
mteger y�')3 and equating to zero re ul t  in :  
and 
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(8. l la)  
i f  p�) (j) = o. 
(8. l lb) 
imultane usl sol ing (8.9) and (8. 1 0), the optimal source power profi le 
can be obtained as: 
and C�i) is computed as: 
K ( (,) ( .) A(')) r 
y(i) ( ' YSD j + I - )
+ 
j ).') (j)+ 8(1) ' � D I 
y(i) (K r )
+ 
j I - �( .) Y5D J 
i f  p%) (j) > 0, 
if Ph) (j) = 0, 
Y
(
S
i)
R (;")( - 1  + 1 + (1 + )';�
(j) ) (� YRO(j) - 1 ) )+ 
Y�b(Ji AR Y�b(j) 
C�i) = ________________ _ J . )�(j) 
YRo(;)( l + �( J ) '50 jJ 
(8. 1 2) 
(8. 13) 
where i\R and ,liS are selected to satisfy the total power constraints (8.7b) 
and (8.7e). The optimal relay power profile ean be obtained as: 
(8. 14) 
I t  is worth noting that our aim is not to find the solution of (8.9)-(8 . 1 1 )  
3There i s  a singu larity when yli) = 0, the condition should be interpreted in  the l imit ing } 
sense. ote that Yj') = 0 implies that p�\j) = 0 and p�) (j) = O. A rigorous condi tion can be 
obtained by replacing the constraints '0j) � 0 with y;j) � c, and letting E goes to zero [ 1 66] .  
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u ing convex optimizah n technique ; the optimal olution require a lot 
of computati n and rna lead to haring orne of the subcarrier , that is, 
�I) rt. ( 0, 1 ) . We aim to u e the characteristics of the solu tion of (8.7) with­
out the need to olve ( .9)-( . 1 1 )  to find the ubcarrier al loca tion uch as 
�l) E ( 0, 1 ) , Vi E I, Vj E 3. 
8.2.1  Two Users Scena rio 
In order to elect the ubcarrier a ignment profi le Y and particularly for the 
two u er� case, w fi r t need to characterize the subcarrier(s) that are shared 
between the tv 0 user , that is, for some sub carriers y�l ) > 0, and y(2) > 0 . J J 
In thi regards, ( . 11 )  can be written as: 
(8 . 1 5a)  
and 
[(1 ) ( 
.) [(1 ) ( .) [(2) ( .) [(2) ( .) 
I ( 1 so ) ) 11'] so } I ( 1 so ) ) 
11'2 so ] 
(1: 1 og2 + [yc?) - [y(l ) + [(1 ) ( ") 
= 11'2 og2 + [y(2) - [y(2) + [(2) ( ") , J J so } J J so } 
i f  p�)(j) = o. (8. 15b)  
This equation can be used to describe three cases for subcarrier a l location: 
Case one, which is  characterized by adequate relaying power for a l l  sub­
carriers i .e .  eel) > 0, V j E 3. In this case, (8. 1 5a)  is used to determine the ] 
subcarrier as ignment profile between the two users as fol lows. The subcar-
riers which make the LHS of (8. 1 5a)  greater than the RHS, are al located to 
user 1 .  Whereas, the subcarriers that make the LHS of (8. 15a)  smal ler than 
the RHS are assigned to user 2, and the subcarrier that makes the two sides 
equal is  shared between the two users. 
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a e two, which is characterized by zero relaying power, ( . 1 Sb) is then 
u cd to det rmine the ubcarrier a ignment profi le between the two u ers 
a foI l ws. The ubcarrier which make the LHS of (S. l Sb) greater than the 
RH , are a l located to u er 1 .  Whereas, the subcarriers that make the LHS of 
(S. lSb) smal ler than the RHS are as igned to user 2, and the subcarrier that 
makes the two sid s equal i shared betw en the two users. 
Case thre , where some subcarriers are used with AF relaying and the 
remaining subcarrier are used wi thout relaying, both equations (S. lSa)  and 
(S. l5b)  are used to assign the sub carriers between the two users by splitting 
the ubcarrier into two set ; one set is trea ted as in case one, and the other 
set i treated a in ca e two. 
In conclusion, the sub carrier assignment profi le in (S.6) can be obtained 
by finding the subcarriers that make the LHS of (S. lS) greater than the RHS, 
those subcarriers are al loca ted to user 1 .  Whereas, the sub carriers that make 
the LHS of (S. lS) smal ler than the RHS are assigned to user 2, and the sub­
carrier that makes the two sides of (S . l S) equal is assigned to the user with 
the h ighest data rate using that subcarrier, this can be formulated by the 
fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 8.2.1 The optimal subcarrier assigmnent maximizer of the weighted sum 
rate for a two users AF-OFDMA system at  high SNR a t  each subcarrier (using the 
approximated SNR) consists of two contiguolls frequency bands where each user 
is allocated exclusively one frequency band if all subcarriers are allocated non-zero 
relaying poI-uer. And it consists of fOl lr  frequency bands if some of the subcarriers 
are allocated zero relaying power. The contiguous frequency bands are determined 
based on the ordering of the subcarriers' channel gains as explained next. 
Ordering the subcarriers using the d ifference between the LHS and the RHS 
of (S. l S) can be used to determine the sub carrier al location. Substitu ting for 
the source and relay power profi les using the optimal power profi les p�) (j) 
and p�)(j) btained in (B. 12) and (B. 14) respectively, reduce ( . 1 5) to: 
wh r 
_ {Y�1(j) + A�l}, if p�) (j) > 0 gl,l - (I) ( .) ' f p(i) ( .) - 0 y so ] ' 1 R ] -
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(B. 1 7) 
Then (B. 1 6) i similar to the weighted sum maximization in [ 1 66], with gl,j is 
r placed by ) '�b(j) + A�l} i f  p�)(j) > 0 and gl,} is replaced by yib(j) if p�) (j) = 0, 
for i E { 1 , 2 } ,  and j E 3. With simple algebraic manipulation, the source 
power profi le (B. 12) can be written in the form of a (mod ified) water fi l l ing 
a :  
pi\j) ( Y
ib(j) + B)i)
) r _ K. y(/) V(/) (j) + A (1) +
 
y(i) (}) + A (i) - I I 
i f  P�J ej) > 0, 
} I so } so } 
p(i) (j) r _5_ + = Ki, i f  P(R/J ej) = O. y(/) (I) ( .) j Yso J 
(B . 1Ba) 
(B . 1Bb) 
We fol low a similar argument as in [ 1 66]  to prove Theorem B.2. 1 .  
Starting with the case o f  enough relaying power for a l l  subcarriers, we 
consider the fol lowing. 
1 .  Assume that the two users have the same channel gains gI,} = g2,j = gj, 
r = I ,  and al =1= a2 . The difference between the LHS and RHS can be 
writ ten as a function of x = l as: 
g) 
• The sub carriers are sorted based on x = 1 /  gj and the set S is de­
fined as the set of the ordered subcarriers, where 1 is the index 
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of the subcarrier with the smal le t l /g, and N is the inde of the 
ubcarrier with the large t 1/ g,. 
• There i t a ubcarrier with inde L 1  in the ordered set such 
that f(l /  gf ) < 0 for j < L1 and f(l /  g) > 0 for j > L 1 . Hence, the 
ubcarrier 1 < j < L1 in the ordered set are used exclusively by 
user 2. ubcarrier L1 is shared by both users, and user 1 wi l l  use 
th sub ca rriers with ind ices from L1 + 1 to N in the ordered set. 
• Th value x is upper bounded by K2 as can be inferred from (8. 18), 
because user 2 can only use subcarrier j with l /g, is less than K2 . 
• To how that f(x) can have only one root in the range 0 < x < K2, 
we differentiate f(x) with respect to x. The sign of the derivative 
in the range 0 < x < K2 shows that it  is an increasing function and 
can have only one root when �: - �� > 0 and LY2 - 0'1 > O. For the 
case when �: - �� < 0 and 0'2 - a}  > 0, the function is increasing in 
the hr t gment, and decreasing in the second egment, in which 
it could not reach zero. Once again, the function can have only 
one root. Hence, the sub carriers j = 1 "  . .  , L1 - 1 in the ordered set 
are assigned to user 2, and the sub carriers j = L1 + I, . . .  , N  in the 
ordered set are assigned to user 1 .  Subcarrier L1 in the ordered 
set is shared by both users . 
2. For the case of di fferent channel gains gl,j "* g2,j -
r(i) ( )+f(i) ( )  
• At high SNR, the fraction s�/ . A�,/ on either side of (8. 1 5) can 
r + fSO(j)+rAF(j) 
be approximated by 1 .  
• The difference between the LHS and RHS of (8 . 1 6) can be defined 
by the function f(g�y g�,j) as: 
(8.20) 
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• By orting the ubcarrier ba ed on g�,J,I g�,2, and defining S as the 
set of ordered ubcarrier , wh re 1 i the inde of the ubcarrier 
with the larg t g'll J /g�2 , and i the index of the ubcarrier with ,1 � ,I 
the malle t g'llJ / g2't2 I there e i ts a subcarrier with index L1 such ,1 ,I 
tha t f(g;l,l/g�) > 0 for j < L1 and f(g�,
1, lg�,2/ ) < 0 for j > L1 . The 
ubcarriers in the ordered set j < L1 are used by user I ,  and the 
ubcarrier in the ordered set j > L1 are used by user 2. This 
impl ies that the optimal sub carrier assignment is a two-band so­
lution . 
The case of inadequate relaying power for a l l  sub carriers may appear in 
me cenarios. In this i tuation, the subcarriers with zero relaying power 
( (r(l)  ( /W' J ) are remo ed from the a l location and reordered again based on f rg {t = (y SD{j)) 2 
(
).(1 ) (j))" } ) log., . �g . and the partition boundary that maximizes the weighted sum - (VsD(/))"2 
rate i sought. Once again, this is a two-band partition as proved in [ 1 66] . 
8.2.2 M u l ti p l e  Users I > 2 Scenari o  
In order to a l locate the subcarriers V j E 3 among multiple users I > 2, we 
extend the two users case to mul tiple users by partitioning the subcarriers 
between user i and the group of users I -li } I  with I - IS) defined as I -IS } = I\S.  
With some a lgebraic manipula tion and assuming enough relaying power 
for a l l  subcarriers, (8. 1 1 a)  can be wri tten as: 
(8.21 )  
The LHS and RHS of (8.21 ) can be interpreted as the marginal benefit for 
extra bandwidth for u er 1 and the average marginal benefi t for extra band­
width for the group of users I- I l } ,  respectively. If a sub carrier is shared 
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b tw n u r 1 and th group of u ers I - I l l , the marginal benefit hould be 
equal . If a ubcarrier i olely u ed b u er 1 ,  that i , y(1) = 1 ,  and y(l) = 0 } J ' 
Vi E I { I I  the LHS of (8.2 1 )  hould be strictly greater than the RHS. Like-
wi e, i f a ubcarrier i u ed by I-{ 1 I ,  that is, 3i E I-I l l , such that y(O = 1 ,  } 
and �k) = 0, k 1: i where the RHS of (8.2 1 )  is strictly greater than the LHS. 
Ba ed on the e b ervation , the carrier should be assigned to ither user 1 
or t I 1 1 1 whiche r ha higher marginal benefi t  (LHS or RHS of (8.2 1 » . By 
. I h· h S R · . . h · [�b(i)+[��( J) V ·  . u mg t le 19  approxlmahon, t at ls, (I) (ll . (I) . ::::: 1 ,  l E I, the zth 
user term in (8.2 1 )  can be simpl i fied as: 
n I +[so(I)+[AF(I) 
r(') .) r(') ( .) (r(i) ( .) r(') ( .)) r(') ( � (,) ( .) 
( sot; + AF ; ) 
_ ( 1 ,  so ; + AF ; "" 
( so ]J + 
r AF ; ) _  ( 1  ]08� 1 + ,A,) ,Ai) (i) .  (,) .  - a, ]082 1 + y<'1 a, . r y; r r; + rsO(;) + rAF(;) r / 
(8.22) 
Substitu ting the optimal ource and relay power profi les obtained in (8 . 1 2) 
and ( . 1 -1) in (8.22) resul ts in : 
r(i) ( .) rei) ( .) ( SO j + AF j ) _ ( (I) · (i») (\:, log2 1 + ry(i) 
- (Xi - (Xi log2 Y so(j) + AI + (Xi log2(K, ) - (X, . 
I 
(8.23) 
The e pres ion can be further simpl i fied by using the approximation: 
(8.24) 
r'l ( .) ( ;-'C(l) 1 (t) . . (i) b f YSR 1 YRO 11 I where 2 min(YsR (j) , )lRo(j)C ) can be used as a lower ound or (I) ") (I) ·  1 YSR (J +YRO{j)C, 
(1) 0 ( 0  The assumptions that Yf,f I > 1 and Y�f I > 1 ,  which are reasonable assump-
Yso(l) Yso(n 
tions in cooperative communications are used to set y�� (j) as a lower bound 
for )'RO(j)Cji) in A �') i .e. y��(j) < YRO(j)Cj.'") . 
This leads us to assign the subcarriers for multiple users by ordering 
the sub carriers from largest to smallest based on the di fference between the 
TIme 
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Figure 8.2 Multi-U er Two-Band Subcarriers' Assignment Approach. 
LHS and RH o f  (8.2 1 )  u ing I - I  ordering levels. The ordering function at 
level l, for I = I, . . .  , I - 1 denoted as f�1(Y�b(j), y�� (j)) is defined as: 
( (I) . (/) . )L
YI 
f(l) ( (/) ( .) (I) ( .)) = 1 ( f' so(j
) + 0.25)1 SR (j) ) 
AF Yso j 'YSR j og2 " k • 
IT ( (k) .) (k) . ) H kELt l, )1 )' so(j + 0.25y SR (j) 
(8 .25) 
where Y�b(j) = [ y�b(j), · · ·  , Y�b(j) ] , and y��(j) = [y�� (j)" . . , y��(j) ] are vec-
tors of a l l users source-destination channel gains and source-relay channel 
gains, respectively. 
The boundary profile Cp = [ CPI , Cpu ' . .  , CPI- ! ] that maximizes the weighted 
sum rate is sought in a nested hierarchical fashion. Then the subcarriers 
CPr_1 < j � CPr' for I = 1 " " , I  - 1 are assigned to user I, subcarriers j � 
CP1 are assigned to user 1 ,  and the subcarriers j > CPr_I are assigned to 
user 1. The procedure of reordering and searching for the partition bound­
aries is shown in Figure 8.2. The proposed subcarrier assignment algo­
rithm is i l lustrated in Algori thm 8 .1 .  It is based on searching the partition 
boundaries CPI , Cp} , . . .  , CPr_I that maximize the weighted sum rate. I - 1 
levels are required to split the sub carriers between the users and search 
the parti tion boundaries. ORD-DE5(M,l) is used to order the subcarriers 
in the set M, where I is the ordering level I = 1 " " ,  I - 1 ,  and 5(j) = 
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( (Y��(J)+O 25l�<J)) 'I . . . 10g2 � ) IS U ed to order the ubcarner In de cent or-
n I ("I�) (/)+0 25·,lA1 (/�) I �D �R 
dering. The function ORD-DE5(M,I) returns the index vector Os = [05( 1 ), . . . , 
Os( IMI) ] of th ord red set M such tha t 5(05 ( 1 )) > 5(05 (2)) > 5(j) > . . .  > 
5(05( 1;\- 1 1 )), where 1 )\, 1 1 i the cardinal i ty of the set M. The set of subcarriers 
that i a igned to user I at level ' for 1 =  1 , ' . . , I - 1  is denoted as 31 . At level 
I, the t of ubcarriers CI-1 = 3 - U�-==;3k which is assigned to I -/ 1 , . ,  ,1- 1 )  is 
reordered u ing 01 =ORD-DE5(CI_ l , l), and then sl id ing the sub carrier index 
o � jl � lOl l  and using the function TWO-PAR(OI' jl ) to assign the subcarri-
rs with index j � }J of the ordered set 01 to user I as 31, and the subcarriers 
with inde j > jl of the ordered set 01 are assigned to I - ( 1 ," ,I i as CI. The algo­
ri thm, then proceeds in a similar fashion unti l  level I - 1 . The weighted sum 
rate R(h , h, ' " , )I- I ) = LiEI al LjE:!, R�}F(j) is computed with the subcarrier 
a i gnment p rofi les 31 , Vi E I. The optimal power profi les at the ource 
and relay nodes are computed as in (8 . 1 2) and (8 . 1 4) . The parti tion vector 
Cp is determined as Cp = arg . max R(h , h, ' . . , )I-I ) . !1 ,j2 .. · · ,!1-1 
For a l l  subcarriers that are al located zero relaying power, a second phase 
is required. In this phase, these subcarriers are removed from the users' 
assignment p rofi le and added to a set L with cardinal i ty I I Simi lar to Al­
gori thm 8.1 ,  1 - 1 levels are performed for searching the parti tions. The 
d i fferences between the two phases are ( 1 )  the use of the function ORD­
DE5-M(M,I) instead of ORD-DE5(M,/) to order the sub carriers in the sec-
ond phase. In ORD-DE5-M(M)), the subcarriers in M at level l are ordered 
( ( , ,(I) (J)}"I ) 
from largest to smal lest based on 5M(j) = log2 } 5D " k ' (2) The TI ( (k) ( '))H kEI_p, )1 YSD J -
subcarrier assignment in Algori thm 8.1 is for the set 3, whereas the sub-
carrier assignment in Algori thm 8.2 is only for the subcarriers with zero 
relaying power grouped in the set L. The computational complexity4 of 
Algori thm 8.1  is of O(NI-1 )  compared to O(1N) for the exhaustive search al­
gorithm. The proposed a lgorithm is sui table for large number of subcarri-
4 For A lgori thm 8 .2, the computational complexi ty is of O(ILI1-1 ) . 
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Algori t hm 8.1 Subcarrier signment Algorithm for 1 Users AF-OFDMA. 
R . pmil (,) ( .) (i) ( .) ( .) pma V '  I d V . eq uue: R , d" ' YSD ] ' YSR ] , )'RD j "  , Z E , an J E J. ] t 3, = 0, Vi E I. 
2: 0, f- ORD-OE (GH , I), for 1 = 1 " " , I  - 1 .  
3: 31, GI f- TWO-PA R(O" iT ), for iT = 0" " , 101 1, and I = 1 " " , I - 1 .  
..j.. R(jl , h · · ·  , h-d = LEI 0, LIES. R�)F(j), for iT = 0" "  , 10, 1 ,  and I = 1 " " , I  - 1 . 
�: Cp arg max R(h , h, ' " , h- l ) ' / 1 ,/2, ,II-I 
6. Find JII Vi E I carr pond ing to Cpo 
7: Return 3" Vi E I. 
fu nct ion ORD-OES(Jvt  1) 
5( .) 1 ( (r�b{J)+O.25y��(j))'" ) V ' ''' 1 9: ] f- og., � , j E / y . - ni=I+1 (Y�b(j)+O.25}'��(l) 1-] 0 :  50rt(5(j), V j E M, Descent) . 
1 1 :  Find the inde vector Os = [05 ( 1 ), . . .  , Os( IMI)] '  where 5(05( 1 )) > 
5(05(2)) > 5(j) > . . .  > 5(Os(IMI)) . 
12 :  Return Os . 
13 .  end funct ion 
1 ..j. :  funct ion TWO-PA R(O/! i/ ) 
1 5: 3/ f- 0/(0 : iT ) . 
1 6: G1 f- O/(h + 1 : 10/ 1 ) . 
1 7: Return 3/, G/ . 
1 : end funct ion 
er and smal l  number of users. The computationa l complexity comes from 
searching the boundaries in a nested fashion. To reduce further the compu­
ta tional complexity, we develop a simplified heuristic a lgorithm to assign 
the subcarriers to the users aiming to maximize the weighted sum rate with­
out the need to search the boundaries in a nested fashion. The main idea is 
to a ign each subcarrier to the user with the maximum marginal benefits 
(based on the charu1el gains) and construct a frequency partition for each 
user. Based on the weighted sum rate, the boundaries of the partition are 
then tuned to improve the weighted sum rate. The simplified algorithm 
contains two stages; basic assignment stage and subcarrier transfer stage. 
The basic assignment stage is based on assigning each subcarrier to the user 
with the maximum marginal benefit .  User i marginal  benefit of sub carrier j 
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Algorithm 8.2 The Second Pha e of the ubcarrier As ignment Algori thm 
for I U er F- FDMA. 
Req u i re: p�a", p;na", ai' Y�b(j), :��(j), )'RD (j), p�) (j), Vi E I, j E J, JI' Vi E I and 
L = .0 . 
1 . i f  p�)(j) :::: 0, j E J then 
2. L f- 1.L, j} . 
3: end i f  
4: JI JI - .L, Vi E I. 
5: 0,\1 f- R O-OE - M (G�� ] , I), 1 = 1 : I - I . 
6: J;I , J�!l , .II f- TW -PA R(O�l , h), h :::: 0 : 10� 1, / = 1 : I - I ,  Vi E I. 7: :J",,1 f- : I, U J""I . I I 
: R(h , h, · · ·  , j[- l )  = L,a ('(, L}EJIM R�)F(j), h = 0 : lOri , l = 1 :  I - I . 
9: Cl' arg max R(h , h, ' " , h- l ) 
}1 ,}2," , If. 1 
10 .  Find J1\1 , J�I, . . .  , J;1 corresponding to Cpo 
1 1 : Retu rn 3t1, 3;1 , " ' , 3;1 . 
1 2: funct ion RD-OES-M(M, I) 
. ( ()"�1) (j))" 1 ) . 13 :  S(j) f- log., . "k ' V] E M . 
- n : = I + I ( y� (j))H 
1 -1:: Sort(S(j), V j E N t, Descent) . 
15 :  Find the index vector Os :::: [05( 1 ), . . . , Os( IMD]' where 5(05 ( 1 »  > 
5(0 (2» > S(j) > . . . > S(Os( IMI) . 
1 6: Ret u rn Os . 
l 7: end funct ion 
can be defined based on (8.2 1 )  as :  
( }i) ( .) + 0 25 (i) ( ') )(tl 
J,AF ( ( 1 )  ( ') ( 1 )  ( ')) = 1 ( J SD ) . Y SR } ) I, LIII Y SD } , Y SR } og2 TI ( (k) ( .) 0 25 (k) ( .) ) �k • kELll1 Y SD } + . Y SR } I I 
(8.26) 
Subcarrier j E 3 is assigned to user j' such that j* = arg maxf.AIF (Ys(�(j) , Y(SlR) (j)) .  I I, -III 
The set of  subcarriers assigned to user i based on the marginal benefit is de­
fined as 3" The initia l  weighted sum rate Ro is computed as Ro = 
L /EI (Y, L}EJ R�F(j), where the optimal power profi les at the source and relay 
nodes are computed as in (8. 12) and (8.14) .  
In the transfer stage, users in  turns are al lowed to transfer subcarriers 
aiming to maximize the weighted sum rate Ro; user i in her turn is a l lowed 
to transfer subcarrier(s) starting with the subcarrier that has the minimum 
marginal  benefit in  the set 3; obtained as 1 * = arg minf.:4IF (ys( lb(j), y�l� (j)) to 
}E.1, I, -III 
user i* as i* = arg max f:j (y�lb(1* ), y�l� (1* ) ) with the next h ighest benefit 
kEI,kct, ' -Ik) 
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19orithm 8.3 Ba ic tage of The implified Subcarrier Assignment Algo­
rithm for I U er F-OFD 
Req u i re: pr;ax, el/ , }'�b(j), y�� (j), p�a" Ii E I, and v j E 3. 
1 .  et 3/ = 0, Vi E I. 
2: Compu te fAF (y( I ) (j), y(
l ) (j)) = log2 ( (, �b(J)+0.25Y�1(j))n, "k )' Vi E I, V j E 3. /, L I 50 SR n ( ,<II ( )  0 25 ,(AI ( ') )1-1 kE 1 _),) } SD J + . ) SR } 
3: for j E 3 do 
-1 :  Find i "  = a rg max fAF (y( l )  (j), y( l
) (j)) . / " I -I') 50 5R 
5: pdat .7,. t- 3" U j. 
6: end for 
7: Compute Ro = L,,,,I (\'/ LIE:!, R��(j) . 
condi tioned on increasing the weighted sum rate. The algorithm then pro­
ce ds to th ne t ubca rrier in the set 3, until the weighted sum rate could 
not be i l1crea ed further. Th algori thm proceeds to the ne t user in the 
same way. The a lgori thm can be applied for a number of i terations to en-
ure no further improvement in the weighted sum rate can be gained . This 
ba ic tage of the impl i fied algorithm is i l lustrated in Algori thm 8.3 . 
8.3 D F-O F D M A  Cooperative Comm u nications 
In this section, we  extend the sub carrier assignment algorithms to DF-OFDMA 
cooperative communication scheme. The achievable data rate of the ith user 
at the jth subcarrier R�F(j) for DF-OFDMA scheme at the destination node 
with the aid of the relay node and after using M RC technique is computed 
as [86 ] :  
R(i) ( .) - BN . { 1 ( 1  y�� 
(j)P�\j) ) I ( 1 y�b(j)p�) (j) + YRO(j)P�
) (j) ) } 
OF } - 2 
mm og2 + r I 
og2 + r . 
(8.27) 
The weighted sum rate resource a l location problem can be formulated as: 
(8.28a) 
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Vj E :1, Vi E I, ( .2 b) 
L L y�
l) P�) (j) $ pr;ax, (S.2Sc) 
I' J J' :J 
� y(l) p(il ().) < pmax Vi E I '-.J J �  - I '  , 
J 'f 
L y�l
) $ 1 ,  V j E :1, 
II I 
P�) (j) � 0, P�\j) � 0, y�i) E 10, 1 1 , Vi E I, V j E :1, 
(S.2Sd) 
(S.2Se) 
(S.2Sf) 
constraints ( .2Sc)-(S.2Se) can be interpret d as (S.6b )-(S.6d) in Section S.2, 
re p ctivel . 
Problem (S.2S) is imi lar to (S.6) in that it is a mixed integer constrained 
optimization problem. The same approach used to solve (S.6) can also be 
fol lowed here. The problem can be transformed into a convex optimization 
problem by rela ing the binary variables as y�i) E [0, 1 ] , Vi E I, and V j E :1. 
Using the time sharing principle, problem (S.2S) is transformed into: 
s . t .  L L p�
) (j) $ p�1ax, 
l EI  jE:J 
L p�\j) $ p;1lax, Vi E I, 
JE:J 
L �l) $ 1 ,  V j E :1, 
iE I 
(S .29a) 
(S.29b) 
(S.29c) 
(S.29d) 
(S.29f) 
It can be proved easi ly that (S.29) is a convex optimiza tion problem. The 
objective function is a jointly concave function with respect to PR, Ps, and Y 
as can be proved by the second order derivative test and the constraints are 
linear. Similar to AF-OFDMA, we wi l l  find an analytica l solution based on 
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th KKT c ndition which ar  ufficient and nec a ry optimal i ty condi tion 
for thi pr blem. The Lagrangian function can be formulated as: 
(8.30a) 
. t . p�) (j) � 0, p�) (j) � 0, y�') � 0, I\ R � 0, A , � O, I\r � 0, Vj E 3, Vi E I, 
(8.30b) 
where /\R I I\ ,S, for i E I and 1\ J ,  for j E 3 are Lagrange multipliers. The 
achie able weighted urn rate for DF-OFDMA is maximized when con­
traint (8 .2ge) is satisfied with equal i ty, that is 
Hence, the relaying power p�) (j) can be obtained as: 
• (I) (r�1(j)-)'�b(j» ) + 
WI th C = �---:-::----'--j )'RO(j) 
p(i) ( .) = C(I) p(i) ( :) R ] j 5 J , (8.32) 
Differentiating (8.30a) with respect to p�\j) and equating to zero resul ts 
m: 
(I) ( ')p(/) ( ') . ( ')pU) ( .) { nn'�b(j)BN/(2 1n(2» i f  PR(I) (j) = 0, 1 + )' SD ] 5 ] + )'RD ] R ] = f.1., I 
y(l)r (\',Y�1{J)BN/(2 1n(2» (") j fI, , i f P � (j) > O. 
(8.33) 
ub tituting (8.32) in ( .33) re u l ts in: 
( K (I) ( .) + y(l) ' ''''n 1 r p�) (j) = j 
(. )'��(j) - }'��(j) ) 
y<i)(K r )+ J I - --W-( � , YSD II 
if p�)(j) > 0, 
if p�)(j) = 0, 
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(8.34) 
where KI = 2����'\I ' Following the same approach adapted for AF-OFDMA 
cenario in ection 8,2, d i fferentiating the Lagrangian function (8.30a) with 
re pect to the rela ed integer y�;) and equating to zero resul ts in: 
(I) ( ,)p(i) (  ') ( .)p(i) (  ') ( (i) ( ')p(l ( ') ( ') (1) (  ')) (\'1 log., ( 1 + YSO ] 
5 ]  + YRO ] R ] ) _ al Y SO ] 5 1 
+ YRO ] P R ]  = - ry�l) ry�l) + )'��(j)P�)(j) + )'Ro(j)P�)(j) 
/\ )­J 
BN/(2 ln(2)) , 
(8,35) 
In a two users case, if �l) > 0 and y;2) > 0, using high SNR approximation, 
' )'�6(JlP�) (1)+)'RD(j)P�){J) , , l .e ,  (I) (I) . (I) . � 1 ,  and usmg (8,33) results m: r +) 'sD(l)P 5 ( /)+)'RD(/)P R (/l 
where 
{ (I) ( ') i f  P(RI) (]') > 0, 
gl,1 = 
Y SR ] , 
(il ( ') l' f P(RI) (]') -- 0, Yso ] , 
(8 ,36) 
(8.37) 
This shows that the frequency partitions principle for the two user sub­
carrier a l location introduced in Theorem 8.2.1 is also applicable for DF­
OFDMA cooperative scheme, The only d ifference between OFDMA-AF and 
OFDMA-DF is in  the ordering function, Extending the resource al location to 
multiple users scenario can be done in a similar fashion to the AF-OFDMA 
scenario, by partitioning the subcarriers between user i and the group of 
users I - 1 1,"' ,i j  for 1 � i � I - 1 in a nested fashion, and searching for the 
parti tion that rna imize the weighted sum rate. 
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With orne algebraic manipulation and u ing the high SNR approxima­
ti n in ( .35), the lth 1 vel ordering function for DF-OFDMA cooperative 
c mmunications ft°F( - ) can be computed as: 
r(/) ( (I) ( .) ) = 10 ( 
(}'�� (j) )ftl ) j OF Y SR j g2 (k) . � . 
ITkEI_n. ) (YSR (j» (/-1) 
(8.38) 
Hence, Algori thm 8.1 can be used for DF-OFDMA subcarrier assignment, 
by replacing fX1(y�b(j), y�� (j» by fg�(ysR (j)) in ORD-DE5(M, i). The weighted 
urn data rate is now computed as: R(h , h, ' . .  , h-l ) = LiEI (Yi LjEJI R�F(j) · 
Similar to the AF-OFDMA scenario, a second phase might be required i f 
orne of the ubcarriers are al located zero relaying power. In the second 
phase, Algori thm 8.2 can be used to al locate the sub carriers of zero relaying 
power grouped in the set L. 
The implified a signment Algori thm 8.3 can also be used for DF-OFDMA 
subcarrier assignment, by replacing /��'I (Y�b(j) , y��(j) ) by !;�L(II (y��(j») com­
puted as: 
( (i) ( '» ll (OF ( (1 ) ( 
")) = 1 ( Y SR j 
I 
) 
j I, I -(II Y SR j og2 IT ( P) ( .» ;�I . kEI -III ) SR j 
8.4 Simulation Resul ts and D i scussion 
(8.39) 
The same setup used in Chapters 6 and 7 is replicated here, where the sub­
carrier channel coefficients between any two nodes with a separating d is­
tance d are modeled as H(j) - CN(O, L(l�d)o ), the propagation loss factor 
a = 4, and the number of channel taps L = 4 as in [49 ] .  
The scenario under consideration consists of I users (sources) (5 1 1  52, . . . , 
51), one relay and a common destination node D as shown in Figure 8.3. 
The d istance between the relay and the destination nodes is dRO = 50m. 
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Figure 8.3 Sources, Relay and Destination Nodes Positions. 
The sources are uniformly distributed in the shaded area . This scenario is 
considered to obtain source-relay and relay-destination channel gains better 
than the source-destination channel gains ( i .e .  ds,o > dS,R and ds,o > dRO) as 
in [ 1 3 1 ] ' 
The ubcarrier noise power a2 is set at 4 x 1 0- 1 1  Watt. The source max-
imum transmit power is Pf1a\ = 1 Watt, and the relay maximum transmit 
power i p�1a>. = 1 0Watt, unless otherwise specified . The subcarrier spacing 
is  B = 4KHz, and the capacity gap is  r = 1 .  
The achievable weighted sum rate and the subcarrier assignment of AI-
gori thm 8.1  / Algorithm 8.2 for AF /DF-OFDMA are compared with the 
achievable weighted sum rate and the subcarrier assignment of the exhaus­
tive search a lgorithm for N = 8 subcarriers5 and I = 2 and 3 users, respec­
tively. The comparison was carried out for a large number of random chan­
nel real izations and for d i fferent maximum transmit source and relay power 
constraints. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm for 
the two users case is O(N) compared to O(2N) for the exhaustive search al­
gorithm. The complexity of the proposed algorithm can be further reduced 
to O(log2 N) for the two users case using b inary search a lgorithms. In addi­
tion, sorting the subcarriers in the proposed a lgorithm requires O(N log N) 
"Note that the complexity of the exhaustive search becomes prohibitive for large num­
ber of subcarriers or large number of users. 
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Figure 8.4 The Sum Rate for Algori thm 8 .1 / Algori thm 8.2 and the Exhaus­
tive Search Algorithm 
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Figu re 8.5 The Sum Rate for Algori thm 8.1 and the Exhaustive Search Al­
gori thm. 
computation for the worst case and O(N) for the best case. Figure 8.4(a) 
and Figure 8.4(b) compare the achievable sum rate using Algorithm 8.1 
/ Algori thm 8.2 and the ach ievable sum rate using exhaustive search for 
AF /DF-OFDMA as a function of the relay's maximum power pr;ax . Clearly, 
the achievable sum rate for I = 2, 3 of the proposed a lgorithm coincides with 
the achievable sum rate of the exhaustive search algorithm with negligible 
d i fference. 
Figure 8.5 shows the sum data rate for a two users AF-OFDMA scenario 
as a function of the SNR (by varying the noise power) for three algori thms :  
Algori thm 8.1 / Algori thm 8.2, exhaustive search algorithm using the h igh 
SNR approximation, and exhaustive search algorithm based on exact SNR. 
The power al location profi le for the exhaustive search algorithm based on 
the exact SNR are obtained for a given subcarrier assignment profi le by an 
i terative a lgorithm; alternating between two steps. In step I, the relay power 
profi le is computed for a given source power profi le .  In step I I , the source 
power profi le is computed for a given relay power profi le. The algorithm 
is  repeated until convergence. The average SNR is  computed as E [  pSl::DI2 + 
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Figure 8.6 The Sum Rate of Algori thm 8.1 / Algori thm 8.2 as a Function of 
the Relay Maximum Transmit Power. 
psIHSRep'� IHROe ] . . ' 
,r2(tT2+PSIHSR I2+P'R lfiROI2) . The average ubcarner source and relay power profiles pmal pmn'C 
are defined a p� = -t-, and p� = � ,  respectively. The channel gains 
H�1(j), H��(j) and H�b(j), for i = 1 , 2 and j E :;- are generated with H(j) � 
CN(O, L(l:d)n ) with the fol lowing separation distances dS,R = SOm, dRD = SOm 
and dS,D = 100m, for i = 1 , 2  respectively. It is clear that the difference in the 
. th hi h SNR . .  r(i} ( .) y�� (j)YRD(j)P�
)(j)p�1(j) d sum rate usmg e g approxImatIon AF ] ;:::; (,) (,) . (,) an YSR(JiPS (j)+)'RO(J)PR (Ji 
. th SNR r(i) ( .) y��{j)YRD(j)P�
)(j)p�1(j) . l ' 'bl  Th u mg e exact ' AF ] = (,) . (I) . ' (,) . IS neg Igi e. e sum rate 1 +)'SR (j)P 5 (j)+YRO{J)P R (j) 
of the three a lgorithms is the same for SNR> OdB. 
Figure 8.6 shows the sum rate using Algori thm 8.1 / Algori thm 8.2 as 
a function of the relay's maximum transmit  power for fixed sources max-
imum transmit power for AF /DF-OFDMA with I = 2 users and N = 64 
subcarriers. As the relay's maximum transmit power p;ax increases, the 
achievable data rate increases. In addi tion, by increasing p;ax for AF /DF­
OFDMA scenario we could identify three regions based on the maximum 
relaying power. In the first-region where p;ax is smalt there is no-relaying 
and the subcarriers are assigned to the users based on descent ordering of 
( yO) (j) ) 10g2 �g . In the second-region when p;ax is less than some threshold 
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0 9 
value POl l  part of the subcarriers are assigned based on descent ordering 
f I (
y��(j)+O.25y�l� {j)) ) f AF OFDMA d 1 ( y�l� (j) ) f DF OFDM d o og2 (2) . (2) or - an og2  or - A, an (YSD(;)+0 25vSR(J)) YSR(;) 
the other part of the sub carriers are assigned based on descent ordering 
of 10g2 ( ;X�{j) ) · In the third-region where is pr;ax > Ptll, the subcarriers are } SD(j) 
( (l) (j)+O 25/ 1 )  (j) ) assigned based on descent ordering of 10g2 rg . f2� for AF-OFDMA (i'sD(])+O.25), SR(j)) 
( "��(j) ) and 10g2 (2) for DF-OFDMA. }'SR(J) 
Figure 8.7 compares the achievable rate region of AF/ DF-OFDMA sce-
narios with the achievable rate region of OFDMA without relaying for N = 
64 subcarriers for I = 2 users using Algorithm 8 .1  / Algorithm 8.2. Both 
curves are obtained by varying al from 0 to I, and setting CY2 = 1 - a l ' The 
source and relay powers are set p�ax = 1 and 1 0Watt, pr;ax = 1 , 5 and 1 0Watt, 
respectively. For OFDMA without relaying scenario the source power is set 
E 2pmax +pmax to obtain an overa l l  equiva lent average power computed as Pi q = I ..  R • 
The correspond ing equivalent average power constraints are P�q = 1 .75, 
3, and 7.5Watt. Clearly, AF / DF-OFDMA cooperative communica tion ex­
pands the achievable rate region beyond that of the achievable rate region 
for OFDMA under the equivalent average power constraint .  
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Figure 8 .8  The Sum Rate as a Function of the Relay Maximum Transmit  
Power for pEq = 3Watt .  I 
The urn rate for AF/DF-OFDMA scenarios using Algori thm 8.1 / Al­
gori thm 8.2 as a function of the maximum relay power pr;a with a fixed 
average power constraint P�q = 3Watt are shown in Figure 8.8. AF / DF­
OFDMA cooperative communication are beneficial only for certa in ranges 
of pr;ax and p�ax for a fixed average power con traint, e.g., 1 < p�ax < 10  
for AF-OFDMA, and 1 < p;ax < 1 1  for DF-OFDM, since a s  shown in  (8. 14) 
and (8 .32) the relation between the optimal source and relay power profi le 
is p�\j) = C)iJ p�) (j ) wi th p�\j) i in the form of a wa ter-fi l l ing profile or 
a modi fied-water-fil ling profile .  Hence, decreasing prax affects the water 
level, which consequently affects the optimal relaying power profi le. There-
fore, for a fixed average power constraint, there is an optimal power divi­
sion between the source and relay nodes. 
Problem (8.7) for I = 3 users, and N = 16 subcarriers is studied for 
three cases. In case I ,  the integer variables Y)O E [0, I ] , Vi E I, V j E .5 
are relaxed. The problem is  solved then using convex optimization ( interior 
point) method . In case 2, the problem is relaxed and constraints on the sub­
carriers that are assigned to S1 are added . m E 1 0, 1 , 2" " , 16 )  means only 
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Table 8.1 Sum Data Rate for AF-OFDMA for I = 3 Users and N = 16 Sub­
carners. 
um Rate 
in [kbpsl 
Comments 
Sum Rate 
in [kbps] 
Comments 
Added Constrai nts on the Subcarri er Assi nment of 5[  
m = O 111 = 1  1/1 = 2  111 = 3  m = 4  m = 5  111 > 5  
202.35 205.33 207.63 209.29 2 1 1 .36 209.86 < 209.44 
lay E i t Some Subcarriers that are Shared Between Users 
52&53 . 
Problem (8.7) AI orithm 8.1  
2 12.92 21 1 .36 
Shared Subcarriers. No Sharing. 
the fir t mth subcarrier of the ordered set 01 are assigned to 51 . The subcar-
. . ( ()'�lb{j)+O.25y�J� (j))2 
) 
. ners m 01 are ordered based on 10g2 (2) (2) . (3) (3) m descent ()'so(j)+O.25y SR (J) )(YSD (j)+O.25)'SR em 
order, where III = 0 means no subcarrier is assigned to 5 1 '  Problem (8 .7) with 
the added constra ints is solved using the interior point method . I n  case 3, 
Algori thm 8.1 i used to obtain the subcarrier assignment profi le  and the 
power profile at the source and relay nodes. The results for the three cases 
are shown in Table  8. 1 .  The d i fference in the sum rate between case 1 and 
case 3 is due to the haring of some subcarriers in case 1 .  For case 2, the sum 
rate increases by adding subcarriers m = 0, 1" . . , 4  from the ordered set 01 
to the assignm.ent of user 5 1 ,  unt i l  reaching the optimal assignment m = 4. 
Adding more sub carriers m > 4 from the ordered set 01 decreases the sum 
rate, which coincides with the trends and the assignment of Algorithm 8 .1 .  
The computational complexi ty of Algorithm 8 .3  for AF-OFDMA for the 
optimal subcarrier a llocation is compared to the computational complexi ty 
of the optimal subcarrier a llocation of Algori thm 8.1,  for a d i fferent number 
of users I with p�ax = I ,  P7t = l a, and N = 64 subcarriers. The number 
of computations are shown in Table  8.2. Computational complex i ty means 
here the number of times requi red to solve the optimal power p rofiles at the 
SOUTce and relay nodes for a given subcarrier assignment profi le .  Clearly, 
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Figure 8.9 The Sum Rate as a Function of the Number of Users for the Pro­
posed Algorithms 
Table  8.2 Computational Complexity. 
umber of Users I 
2 4 6 8 
Algori thm 8.1 64 4225 8385 1 2545 
Algori thm 8.3 7 1 0  24 25 
the computa tional complexity of Algori thm 8.3 is O(N) compared to O(NI-l ) 
for Algori thm 8.1 .  
The sum rate using Algori thm 8.1 and Algori thm 8 .3 for AF / DF-OFDMA 
cooperative schemes is shown in Figure 8.9. I t  was noted that Algorithm 8.1 
may require a tuning stage to adjust some of the subcarriers, especia l ly i f  
the number of users is  large. In this tuning stage, the boundary between 
any two users i, k E I, i =1= k can be adjusted by transferring subcarrier l = 
( y"l (1)+0 25y"l (j))n, ) arg min log2 �� . �� for AF-OFDMA scheme, and for DF-OFDMA /<J (YsoU)+0 25YSR{j))"k ( (y(1) (j))tl', ) scheme as l = arg min log2 �� to the assignment of user k as :Jk = 
jE3, (rSR(j))"k 
:Jk U l if the weighted sum rate increases. 
Figure 8.10 compares the sum rate usin g Algori thm 8.3 for AF / DF-OFDMA 
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scenario a a function of the number of u ers with pmR ax = 10Watt pmax = , I 
1 Watt and = 64 ubcarrier with the achievable sum rate obtained by 
olving th dual problem ba d on the a umption of zero duality gap as in 
[30 ] .  The dual appr ach tran form the problem into I di tinct single-user 
problem , and each p r user problem can be separated into N subcarrier 
probl m I a e pla ined in Appendi B.2. Clearly, the proposed algorithm 
asymptotical ly achi ve the um rate of the dual approach, with less compu­
tational complexi ty, since solving the dual problem requires a large number 
of iteration' to find the correct Lagrange multiplier . In  genera l, the compu­
tCl tiona l comple i ty of the subgradient method is not known [48 ] .  We use the 
ubgrad ient method to solve the dual problem with a diminishing step size 
policy as € = °St, about 100, 000 It -evaluations a re required . We notice that 
a the number of subcarriers or users increases, the number of evaluations 
r quired to find the optimal Lagrange multipliers increases. In addition, 
we u e the el l iptical method to solve the dual problem, but the difficulty 
lies in findirlg the initia l el l ipsoid .  Besides using the dual approach at each 
iteration, we need to assign each subcarrier to the user who achieves the 
maximum rate on that sub carrier before updating the Lagrange multipl iers, 
as shown in Appendix (B.6) .  
An a l ternative approach can be  fol lowed to  assign the subcarriers for 
I users AF /DF-OFDMA scenarios aiming to maximize the weighted sum 
rate based on an iterative sub carrier exchange between a pair of users. At 
the fiL t step, the subcarriers are assigned randomly to the users, then each 
user achievable data rate is calcula ted . A pair-assignment problem is then 
formulated to find the pairs of users that maximize the weighted sum rate. 
Each pair of users wi l l  perform sub carrier exchange based on (8.25) / (8 .38) 
for I = 2; the two users pool their initial assigned sub carriers and relaying 
power, then this group of subcarriers are exchanged between the two users 
to maximize the weighted sum rate based on Algori thm 8.1 / Algorithm 8.2 
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Figure 8.10 The urn Rate as a Function of the Number of Users for the 
propo ed and the Dual-Based A lgorithms 
for the pecial case of two users. The cost function for the assignment prob­
lem i ca lcula ted as bll,/ll = maxl (Cl.IIRIl + a/7lRlII )  - (a,JRn + aI71R I1I )' O I ,  where 
R" and R, for i E n, In are the user data rate after and before the subcarrier 
exchange. 
The pair assignment problem can be formulated as: 
s. t. 
J I 
m;x L L Xnmb/1/,, ,  
11= 1  11= 1 
1 
L Xnl1l = 1 ,  711 = 1 , · . .  , 1, 
11= 1  
1 
L Xnm = I ,  n = 1 ,  . . .  , I, 
111=1 
Xnm E 1 0, I I , Vn, nI, 
(S.40a) 
(S .40b) 
(S.40c) 
(S.40d) 
where X is  a matrix of the assignment profi le with [X]Il,1Il = X/lm and Xnlll = 1 
i f  user n is paired with user m.  Problem (S.40) can be solved using the Hun­
garian method as in [50 ] .  The procedure is repeated until no further im­
provement can be achieved in the weighted sum rate. We notice that, the 
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Figure 8. 1 1  The Sum Rate as a Function of the Number of Users for the 
Propo ed and the Hungarian Based Algorithms. 
performance of the a lgorithm depends on the initial subcarrier assignment 
in contra t to the proposed a lgorithms. Each step, requires finding the cost 
matri and applying the Hungarian method, which entai ls O(J3 ) computa­
tions. The cost matrix is a symmetric zero d iagonal matrix. Each entry ( from 
the � - I entries) requires applying the two users sub carrier assignment a l­
gorithm. We notice that the algorithm converges in less than 8 i terations, 
but the algori thm may fa l l  into a local m inimum. To have a fai r  comparison 
with Algori thm 8.3, we apply the i terative pairs based algorithm with an 
init ial assignment obtained from the basic phase of the simpl i fied algorithm 
as in Algori thm 8.3. We notice that the algorithm converges in less than 
three i terations. Figure 8. 1 1  shows the sum rate for AF /DF-OFDMA sce-
narios based on i terative sub carrier exchange between a pair of users as a 
function of the number of users for p�ax = IOWatt, p�1ax = I Watt and N = 64 
subcarriers. 
The proposed algorithm can be extended to the case of M-relays assisting 
the sources in orthogona l  fashion as in the scenario described in [86 ] .  The 
sub carriers for AF-OFDMA for the two users case wil l  be ordered based on 
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Figure 8.12 The um Rate as a Function of p�a for Two Relays Two Sources 
Scenario. 
( I) :\ " At 0 (1) .) I ( YSD()I+L.m= 1 .25vsR () ) d h b . f og, (2) .\1 (2)m . , an t e su earners or DF-OFDMA for two users 
- I'sD{J)+L"'=I 0.25YSR", () 
" At (1 ) ") (I) · 1 1  b d d b  d 1 ( L.m: 1 YSR () -(M-l )YSDCJ) ) . .  ca WI e or ere ase on og2 M (2)m . (2) . to maXlIluze the sum 
L"'=1 YSRm () -(M- l )YSD() 
rate. F igu re 8.1 2  compares the sum rate of AF /DF-OFDMA of the proposed 
a lgorithm with the sum rate of A F  / DF-OFDMA using the exhaustive search 
a lgorithm for the case of two-relays assisting two sources in an orthogonal 
fashion for N = 8 sub carriers. The sum rate of the proposed algori thm for 
AF /DF-OFDMA coincides with the sum rate of the exhaustive search.  
8.S Conel usions 
In this chapter, we investigate joint resource al location for multiple users 
single relay AF / DF-OFDMA cooperative communica tion systems, in the 
presence of a direct l ink between the source and destination nodes. The ob-
jective is to maximize the weighted sum rate. The subcarrier assignment is a 
combinatorial problem that can be solved by means of an exhaustive search 
to get the optimal subcarrier assignment, and the sources and relay power 
profi les. In this ense, we propose suboptimal low complexity algori thms 
262 
for ubcarrier as ignment, and develop anal tica l expressions for both the 
urce and r lay power profi le . The propo ed algorithm are based on high 
S R approximation . The sum rate of the proposed algorithms for I = 2, 3 
u er coincides with the sum ra te of the exhaustive search algorithm. The 
sum rate of the propo ed algorithms are asymptotica l ly similar to the sum 
data rate u ing the dual approach, without the ne d to olve the dual prob­
lem iterativ 1 . In addition, using the dual approach at each i teration re­
quires the determination of the user who achie es the maximum data rate 
in that subcarrier before updating the Lagrange multipl iers. 
C H A PT E R 9  
A U CT I O N  F R A M E W O R K  F O R  R E S O U R C E  
A L L O C AT I O N  I N  A F - O F D M A  R E L AY N ET W O R K S  
I n  thi hapter, competi tion based resource al location is proposed to a l lo­
ca te the ubcarrier in AF-OFDMA system based on optimal power profi les 
at the source and relay nodes. Two auction a lgorithms are developed . The 
first a lgorithm is based on equentia l single i tem auction, where each user 
ubmits a bid based on ei ther the marginal increase or the relative marginal 
increa e of the data rate, after using that subcarrier. The first bidding strat­
egy a ims to maximize the sum data rate, whereas the second bidding strat­
egy aims to rna imize the fairness index. In both cases, the sub carrier is as­
signed to the user who submits the highest bid . The algorithm proceeds in a 
equential fashion unti l a l l  subcarriers are assigned . Both bidding strategies 
require synchronized interactions between the base-station and the users 
for each subcarrier. To reduce the interactions between the base-station and 
the users, we propose a one-shot auction a lgorithm, where each user sub­
mits bids for a l l  subcarriers at once based on the Shapley value, a wel l ­
known cooperative-game theoretic concept. The user evaluates each sub­
carrier based on an estimate of the Shapley value. The subcarriers are then 
al located based on the submitted bids using an i terative algorithm that max­
imizes the fairness index. 
The ntroduction and rela ted research are presented in Section 9 . 1 .  I n  
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ction 9.2, the AF-OFDMA single relay c operative communication sys­
tem model, the formulation of the optimiza tion problem and the proposed 
resourc al l  cation algorithm are presen ted . The proposed algori thms are 
e tend d to multiple relays cenario, as e pla ined in Section 9.3. The perfor­
manc m a ur are defined in ection 9.4. Numerica l re ults are presented 
and di cu sed in Section 9.5. Final ly, conclusions are drawn in Section 9.6. 
9 . 1  I ntroduction 
I n  Chapter , joint resource al location for AF-OFDMA i s  considered based 
on a central ized approach, where an optimiza tion problem is formulated 
and a low comple i ty algorithm is proposed to assign the subcarriers and 
al locate the power profi les at the ource and relay nodes . In this chapter, 
user competi tion is uti l ized to devise distributed algori thms to al locate the 
sub carriers based on auction theory. 
Recently, auction theory has been considered for resource al location for 
wireless communication systems to handle the problem of resource com­
petition among sel fi h users as in [33, 83, 137, 148, 1 73 ] .  In [ 1 37] ,  the au­
thors proposed a channel al location a lgori thm based on the second-price 
auction mechanism to al low users to compete for a wireless fadin g  chan­
nel, but they did not consider mul ti-carrier systems. In [ 1 48] ,  an auction 
a lgorithm for sub-channel al location is proposed, using the difference of the 
throughput among sub-channels to a l low users to compete through bid­
ding. In [83] ,  the authors proposed an auction-based scheduling algori thm 
for OFDMA communication system, to achieve proportional fair resource 
al location. In [33 ] ,  an auction a lgorithm is proposed for the subcarrier a l lo­
cation to ba lance efficiency and fa irness with service d i fferentiation in AF­
OFDMA relay networks. The bidding strategy considers the users' mini­
mum rate requirements and their d ifferent wi l l ingness to pay for hetero­
geneous services. Using an auction framework for resource al location for 
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ction .2, th AF- FDMA single rela cooperative communication sys­
tem m del, the formulati n of the optimization problem and the proposed 
r sourc al location algori thm ar presen ted . The pr po ed algorithms are 
extended t multiple relays scenario, as explained in S ction 9.3. The perfor­
mance m a, ur ar defined in ection 9.4 .  Numerica l re ult  are presented 
and di cu ed in Se hon 9 .5. Final ly, conclusions are drawn in Section 9.6. 
9 . 1  I n trodu ction 
I n  Chapter , joint r source al location for AF-OFDMA is considered based 
on a centra l ized approach, where an optimization problem is formulated 
and a low comple i ty a lgorithm i propo ed to assign the subcarriers and 
al loca te the power profi les at the ource and relay nodes. In this chapter, 
user competition is uti l ized to devise distributed algorithms to al locate the 
ubcarrier ba ed on auction theory. 
Recently, auction theory has been considered for resource al location for 
wireless comnlunication systems to handle the problem of resource com­
petition among sel fi h users as in [33, 83, 1 37, 1 48, 1 73 ] .  In [ 1 37], the au­
thors proposed a channel al location algorithm based on the second-price 
auction mechanism to al low users to compete for a wireless fad ing chan­
nel, but they d id not consider multi-carrier systems. In [ 148] ,  an auction 
algorithm for sub-channel al location is proposed, using the d ifference of the 
throughput among sub-channels to a l low users to compete through bid­
d ing. In [83 ] ,  the authors proposed an auction-based scheduling algorithm 
for OFDMA communication system, to achieve proportional fair resource 
a l location. In [ 33 ] ,  an auction algorithm is proposed for the subcarrier a l lo­
cation to balance efficiency and fairness with service d i fferentiation in AF­
OFDMA relay networks. The bidding strategy considers the users' mini­
mum rate requirements and their different wi l l in gness to pay for hetero­
geneous services. Using an auction framework for resource al location for 
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wirele communication is reviewed in [ 1 73 ] .  Optimal power al location at 
the urce and relay n des was not considered in determining the bidding 
tra tegy in [ 33, 83, 1 48 ] .  
In this chapter, subcarrier assignment algorithms are developed based 
on eith r equential or one-shot auctions. For sequential-auction based al­
gori thm , at each tep the u er evaluate the worth of the sub ca rrier as ei­
ther the d i ff rene or the rela tive di fference between the achievable data 
rate before and after u�ing the subcarrier with optimal power al location at 
the source and r lay node . This evaluation is used as the bidding strat­
egy, and sequentia l ly one subcarrier is assigned to the user with the highest 
bid . The ba e- tation collects the bids from a l l  users at each iteration for 
a gl en subcarrier and then assigns it to the user with the highest bid and 
informs her befor proceeding to the next i teration (subcarrier assignment 
step) . Thi , however, requires a lot of synchronized interactions between 
the base-station and the users. To proceed, the user needs to know if the 
ubcarrier is assigned to her or not to determine the bid for the next sub­
carrier. As a result, we propose the one-shot auction algorithm, where the 
user evaluates the worth of a l l  subcarriers based on the Shapley value at 
once. The worth of the subcarrier using the Shapley value represents the 
average marginal contribution of that subcarrier for a l l  coal i tions of sub­
carriers that can be assigned to the user with optimal power profi les at the 
source and relay nodes. The Shapley value a l lows the users to determine 
the most influential sub carriers and to bid on them, i .e .  the Shapley value 
a l lows the users to quantify accurately the contribution of each subcarrier 
towards the full achievable data rate (using a l l  subcarriers) . The compu­
tational complexity of calculating the Shapley value is avoided by using a 
sampling method to approximate i t  wi th reasonable accuracy. 
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once. The worth of the subcarrier using the Shapley value represents the 
average marginal contribution of that subcarrier for al l  coal i tions of sub­
carriers that can be assigned to the user w ith optimal power profi les at the 
source and relay nodes. The Shapley value a l lows the users to determine 
the most influential sub carriers and to bid on them, i .e. the Shapley value 
al lows the users to quantify accura tely the contribution of each subcarrier 
towards the ful l  achievable data rate (using a l l  subcarriers) .  The compu­
tational complexity of calculating the Shapley value is avoided by using a 
sampling method to approximate i t  with reasonable accuracy. 
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Figu re 9 .1 System Model . 
9.2 Problem Form ul ation for S i ngle Rel ay Sce-
. narlO 
The system under consideration i s  depicted in Figure 9.1 .  Let I = \ 1 , 2, · . .  , I I 
be the et of active users, sender (source) nodes 5, for i E I communicate 
with a destination terminal D (that is, base-station, or access-point) . We 
consider a single relay two-hop multi-carrier OFDMA system, for mul tiple 
relays see Section 9.3. The available bandwidth W is divided into N sub car­
riers, the bandwidth of each subcarrier is BN, in which the channel coeffi-
cient i assumed to be frequency flat .  The set of sub carriers in the system 
is denoted as :r = / 1 , 2" " , N ) .  The first-hop channel coefficients of the ith 
user between the source and destination nodes, and the source and relay 
nodes a t  the jth subcarrier are denoted by H�1 (j), and H�1 (j), respectively. 
The second-hop channel coefficient between the relay and the destination 
nodes at the jth subcarrier is denoted by HRD(j) . 
The achievable data rate R�)F(j) of user i using sub carrier j at the destina­
tion node with the aid of the relay node and after using the MRC technique 
computed u ing ( . 1 )-( .4) a : 
r(i) ( .) + re,) ( .) R(I ) ( .) = � 1 ( 1 so ) AF ) ) AF ) 2 og + r ' 
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(9. 1 )  
(I' (i' ( i' (i' )'�)R(j»)'RD(j)P(s'l(])P(R')( J ) (I) . wher r c'o()·) = v, so' ()·)Ps ' (J· ), rA'F()·) = ' d P ( )  d , 1 +};�1 (j)P�)(Ji+;'RD(J1P�)( J ) ' an 5 J , an 
P�> Cj) are the ith u er transmit power profi les on the jth subcarrier at the 
ourc and relay nodes, respectively. In this chapter, we consider the prob­
I m f uplink re ource al location for AF-OFDMA wireless access system1 . 
During ea h OFDM mbol, the scheduler at the base sta tion needs to make 
th fol l  wing re ource a l location decision : how to al locate the subcarriers 
to the u ers and the correspond ing power profiles at the ource and relay 
node to achieve a certa in objective ( for example, maximum sum data rate, 
or rna imum rate fairne s) .  
a 
The rna imum sum rate resource al location problem can be formulated 
L L y<i)R(i) ( .) max . AF J ' p y ] , 
lEI )E.J" 
s. t. L L y�i) p�\j) � pr;ax, 
lEI JE.J" 
� y(l)p(i) ().) < pmax Vi E I L.J ) s - I ' , 
]E.J" 
L y�i) � I ,  V j E 3, 
lEI 
(9.2a) 
(9.2b) 
(9.2c) 
(9.2d) 
(9.2e) 
where P = (Ps, PR) is the vector of the source and relay power profiles, with 
[ PS J ',j = p�) ( j) and [PR J ,,] = p�\j), Vi E I and V j E 3. Y is the sub carrier 
a ignment profile with [ Y] ,,) = y)i) E 1 0, 1 L and y�i) = 1 indicates that sub­
carrier j is assigned to user i. Constraint (9.2b) means that the total power 
a llocated to forward the data from a l l  users assisted by the relay is l imited 
1 Resource a l loca tion for uplink DF-OFDMA scheme can be treated i.n a similar fashion. 
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t pr;ax, whereas, constraint (9 .2c) ind icates that the ource power for user 
i is l imited to p;nax . C n traint (9.2d) mean that the jth ubcarrier can be 
a signed to maximall  one user. 
The re ource al location that ai ms at rna imizing the rate fai rnes 2 using 
the rna -min fairnes criteria, can be formulated as:  
s . t .  
max Rmlll , P, Y 
L y�')R�)F(j) � Rill/II ' Vi E I, JE:.J 
L L y�') p�) (j) 
� pr;ax , 
iEI iE3 
L y(i) p(i) (j) < pmax Vi E I J 5 - I '  , JE..:J' 
L y�') � 1 ,  V j E 3, 
lEI 
p�\j) � 0, p�)(j) � 0, y;i) E 1 0, 1 ) , Vj E 3, Vi E I. 
(9.3a) 
(9.3b) 
(9.3c) 
(9.3d) 
(9.3e) 
(9.3f) 
Constraint (9.3b) means that the minimum achievable data rate for any user 
is Rmill needs to be maximized, and constraints (9.3c)-(9 .3f) can be inter-
preted similar to (9.2b)-(9 .2e) . 
Jain's fai rness index can be used to measure the rate fairness of the re-
source al location problem, which is defined as: 
(9.4) 
where Rr = LJE..'J y;i)R�)F(j) is the achievable data rate of user i, a va lue of 
fai rness index Fr closer to 1 means a better rate fairness. 
Problem (9.2) and (9.3) can be solved using a centra l ized approach, which 
has two d isadvantages: ( 1 )  users are forced to reveal a l l  local information; 
such as channel gains and power capabil i ties to the scheduler at  the des-
20ther rate fairness criterion such as proportiona l fairness and Nash bargaining fairness 
can be considered in formula ting the optimization problem as in [50 ] .  
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tination (ba - tation), which may not be de irable due to overheads and 
privaC}, (2) the central ized scheduler needs to have sophi ticated computa­
tiona l capabi liti to 01 a complicated M INLP pr blem in a short time3 . 
One of the ke fa tor to a succe sful subcarrier a l location in the forth-
coming wirele communication ystem is the possibi l i ty of a d istributed 
implementation. In  this chapt f, we use the auction framework to devise 
distributed oluti n to the re ource al location problem which reduces the 
computation com pIe i ty at th scheduler. In addition, an auction frame-
w rk can apture the u ers' competition. Users bid for the sub carrier based 
n i ts worth; the worth of the subcarrier is not the same for a l l  users, since 
the channel  gains are d i fferent. The subcarrier is then assigned to the user 
with the highest bid .  The main point towards a distributed a llocation of the 
re ourc in an AF-OFDMA system is to construct a uti l i ty function that can 
be used to e\'aluate the worth of the subcarrier(s) per user. This uti l i ty func­
tion should depend only on the user 's information, such as channel gains, 
maximum total power, etc. A common value broadcasted from the base­
station to the users can also be included in the design of the uti l i ty function 
to d isclose information regarding the availabi l i ty of the relay resources, that 
is, the maximum transmit relay power. Furthermore, the u ti l i ty function 
need to reflect a physical meaning quanti ty to the user; for example, the 
achievable data rate, and the ut i l i ty nmction needs to al low the user to u ti­
l ize a l l  degrees of freedom available to her by al locating optima l ly the power 
profi les at the source and relay nodes. 
A ut i l i ty function of the ith user for a given subset of subcarriers 31 � 3 
and a common value ;\R denoted as UI(PI/ ;\R )  is designed to include the 
abovementioned rationales for AF-OFDMA system as: 
(9.5) 
3 Algori thm 8.1 / Algori thm 8.2 and Algorithm 8.3 proposed in Chapter 8 can be used 
to solve the problem in a centra l ized fashion. 
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wh re PI = (Ps' PR ) i the vector of the urce and relay power profi le for 
u r i, with [ P� ] J = p�) (j) and [ P� ] I = p�)(j), V j E 3, . The fir t ummation 
in (9.5) repr ents the achievable data rate using the s t of subcarriers 311 
whereas the second summation l imi ts the requests for excess relay power 
demands. Note that :  the uti l ity function UI( Pi" t R ) depends only on users 
i channel gain and does not dep nd on other users channel gains, since 
the worth of the subcarrier to the user depends only on her own channel 
gains and the a l located power profi les. The relay-de tination channel gain 
HRD(j), V j E 3 and /tR are common information broadcasted from the base­
sta tion ( r relay) node to a l l  u ers. ,tR i used a a control parameter for the 
relaying power profile�, ince the relay node has a l imited power. We expect 
a higher value of i\ R if the number of u ers is large, or the ava ilable p�nax) is 
smal l .  Updating /tR by the base- tation or relay node is explain ed in detai l  
in Section 9.4. 
The data rate R�(j) given in (9. 1 )  is not jointly concave function in p�) (j) 
and p�\j), as can be pro ed by the second-order derivative test. To make the 
(t) ( ") ( ")p(i)( ")p{I) ( ") 
1 . bl  h . .  r(l) ( .) }'SR j f'RD , , J R J ana YSIS more tracta e, we use t e approXImahon AF } ;:::; (I) (I) " (I) ' YSR (j)PS (j)+YRD{j)PR (j) 
which is  tight for high SNR. This approximation has been used commonly 
in l i terature [30, 56, 139 ] .  Using this approximation, the data rate is jointly 
concave in p�)(j) and p�\j) as can be proved by the second-order deriva­
tive test. Henceforth, we will use this approximation value for computing 
R��(j) . 
For a given /tR > 0 and 3" user i aims to maximize her uti l i ty function 
Ui(Pi" \R ) by a llocating the power profi les at the source and relay nodes by 
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01 ing: 
(9.6a) 
. t .  L p�\j) � p;na , (9.6b) 
JE.'!, 
P(i) ( .) 0 p(i) C ') 0 V ' rr 5 } 2': , R } 2': , } E J I '  (9.6c) 
Problem (9.6) i now conve optimization problem which can be solved an­
a lytica l l  b rela ing the source power constraint (9 .6b) and formulat ing the 
Lagrangian function as: 
L,(P" AR, A, )  = U, (Pi, AR) - A I ( L p�) (j) - p;nax) .  (9 .7) 
IE:!, 
Differentiating (9.7) with respect to p�\j) and equating to zero results i n :  
Similarly, d i fferentiati ng (9.7) with respect to Ph) (j) and equating to zero re­
sults in :  
Simultaneously solving (9.8) and (9.9), optimal source power profi le for j E 
3, can be obtained as: 
( 
r )+ K - -I (,) ( .) YSD J 
(9 . 10) 
if Ph\j) = 0, 
put d a 
l'S
(i
R
) (j)( - 1 + 1 + ( 1  + 1'�1{J) )(Jr. }'RO(j) - 1 ) )+ ! YS(I)O(j) IR Y(S'JO(}) e(') = 
I --------------------�(I)�(-.)------------YRo(j)( l + ':��(',, ) 
) so II 
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(9. 1 1 ) 
with the per u er Lagrangian multipl ier 11 , is selected to satisfy the source 
p w r constraint L/E:!I 
p�) (j) = p;nilX , The user i optimal relay power profi le 
for j E 3, can be obtained as: 
(9. 1 2) 
The achievable data rat for user i for a given IlR > 0 and � *- 0 denoted as 
v, (3,r , 1R )r is  computed using (9. 1 0) and (9. 1 2) as: 
v, (3" I1 R )  = [ R�);(j) . (9, 1 3) 
JE,,!, 
The overal l  system throughput can be computed as Li I V, (3" AR), with 
U,EI 3, = 3 and 37 n 3, = 0 for '[ *- i, Vi, '[ E I.  
In  order to elect the per user subcarrier assignment profile �, the com­
petition and the intell igent of the users can be exploited using the proposed 
u ti l i ty fLmction and the auction framework. In this regard, we propose two 
auction based subcarrier assignment algorithms: a sequential based subcar-
rier assignment, and a one-shot subcarrier assignment. 
9.2 .1  Sequen t i a l  Subcarrier Assignment 
In  sequential assignment, the subcarriers are assigned in  a sequential fash­
ion based on the bids submitted by the users. At each step, the user submits 
a bid for the current subcarrier, that depends on the previous al locations; 
the user needs to know her al located sub carriers before bidding on the next 
subcarriers. The bid of the current subcarrier equals the worth of that sub-
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ca rri r to th u er. Bidding trat  gie ba d on higher or lower than the 
\. rth of the ubcarrier i out of the cope of this work and a topic of future 
work. The worth of ubcarri r j for user i is constructed based on the objec­
tive of the r ourc al location problem. I f  the objective is to maximize the 
overa ll y tern throughput (sum data rate), the worth of subcarrier j for user 
i is based n the marginal contribution of ubcarrier j denoted as M�i) (j, itR ) ' 
I t  i omputed as M�')(j, ,tR )  = v, (:J, U j, ItR )  - v, (3i, it R ), with j n 3, = 0, and 
v,C ' )  i computed as in (9. 1 3) based on rna imizing the ith user uti l i ty func­
t ion (9.6) with optimal ource and relay power profi le . It can be proven 
that the bidding strategy based on the marginal contribution of the data 
rate using the ubcarrier for the sequential  auction, maximizes the system 
throughput. Adding the sum data rate of the previous allocation to each 
u er current bid and al locating the subcarrier to the user with the highest 
bid, result  in maximizing the new sum data rate. Hence, the the sum data 
ra te is maximized at  each step. 
On the other hand, if the objective is to maximize the fairness index, the 
worth of ubcarrier j for user i is based on the relative increase of the data 
rate ( relative marginal contribution) using sub carrier j which is  computed 
as �5�:\�» . The user submits a bid equal to the worth of the sub carrier, 
v, I j. R 
and the subcarrier is a llocated to the user with the highest bid .  Clearly, this 
biddi ng strategy achieves a proportional fair  rate al location, as was proven 
in [22 ] .  
Algori thm 9.1,  i l lustrates the sequential subcarrier assignment auction. 
In this algorithm, the obj ective (ob j) of the resource al location problem can 
be selected ei ther as obj = s or obj = f to maximize either the sum data rate 
or the fairness index, respectively. The base-station or the relay announces 
the relay destination channel ga in  HRO(j) ,  V j E 3 and the common value AR,  
which al lows the user to compute the optimal power profiles at the source 
and relay nodes as in (9 . 1 0) and (9. 1 2) .  The rule of the common value i\R  is 
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Algori thm 9.1 AF-OFDMA Sequential Sub carrier Assignment Auction. 
Require: y��(j), y��(j), )'RO(j), pr;'ax , V j E 3, Vi E I, ;lR, and the objective 
obj E lI s ) .  
1 :  :;; r- 0, and v, (3" IlR ) r- 0, V i  E I. 
2. for I = 1 : N do 
3: Calculate M�')(l, ;lR )  = v, (:;; U I, IlR ) - v, (:;; , ,lR ), Vi E I.  
4: i f  obj = 5 then 
5 :  b('b) ( I) r- M�i) (I, ;\R ), Vi E I . o , 
6: else 
7: b(') (I) l\.l�') (l, \R) V ' E I 0/" r- v (:!, 1,'\R ) '  1 . 
8: end i f  
9: Find i" = arg ma 
10:  3,. r- 3i' U 1. 
1 1 :  end for 
1 2: return 3" Vi E I. 
, 
discus ed in Section 9.4.  
Initial ly, a l l  subcarriers are not assigned to any user, i .e. :;; = 0, and the 
correspond ing achievable data rate is set to V, (3" ilR )  = 0, Vi E I. At the lth 
stage for I = 1 , ' "  , N, each user i E I determines the worth of subcarrier 
1 based on the objective function ob j E 1f, 5 )  and the previously al located 
ubcarriers 3, and submits i ts bid b��/l), which is computed either as b�i) ( l) = 
v ( rr  U l \ ) - v·( rr Il ) or b(i) (l) = v,(3, U I,AR)-V,(3,,;'lR ) The winner user i* of , J , , I R , J " R ,  f v,(3,U 1,'\ R) . 
subcarrier I is determined as: i" = arg max b('b'l ( I) and the set 3i' is updated 
, 0 , 
as 3,· = :;;. u l. The algorithm proceeds i teratively until a l l  sub carriers are 
a l located . 
9.2.2 One-Shot Subcarrier Assignment  
Sequentia l  auction requires synchronized interactions between the users 
and the scheduler at the base-station . The user needs to know the subcarri-
ers al located to her before bidding for the current subcarrier and the sched­
uler needs to receive the bids for the current subcarrier from a l l  users in the 
same time window to al locate the subcarrier properly. To reduce these in­
teractions, a one-shot multiple-item auction can be used, in which each user 
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'ubm it bid for al l  ubcarriers at once. To evaluate the worth of the ub-
carrier for each us r in a one-shot auction, it is important to be aware of the 
follo\ving: ( 1 ) The worth of the ubcarrier depends on al l  pos ible subsets 
tha t conta in the ubcarrier with optimal power profi le at the source and 
relay nod s. Evaluating the worth of the subcarrier based on its achievable 
ra te a uming that 31 = 3 and Ue ing optimal power profi les at the source 
and relay nodes wil l  not reveal the actual valuation, (2) bidding based on 
the channel gain without optimal power profi les at the source and relay 
node , disregards one degr e of freedom that  can be uti l ized . In addition, it 
L difficult to find a function to order the ubcarriers4 (eva luate the worth) 
ba ed on the channel gain , ince the data rate depends on the source des­
tination, ource relay, and relay destination channel gains, and the power 
profi le at the ource and relay nod S5 , (3) the shortage of feedback informa­
tion to adju t the worth of the sub carrier in contrast to a sequential auction 
where feedback information (history of the a l located subcarriers) is used to 
e alua te the worth of the current sub carrier. Towards this end, the Shap­
ley value can be used to eva lua te the worth of the subcarriers. The Shapley 
value of a subcarrier represents the average marginal contribution of that 
subcarrier using a l l  possible combinations (subsets) of subcarriers that can 
be a signed to the user with optimal power profi les at  the source and relay 
nodes. Hence, the possibil i ty of gaining a subset of the sub carriers without 
feedback is captured by the Shapley value and the optimal power profi les 
at the source and relay nodes. Note that, the average marginal contribu­
tion of the subcarrier using the Shapley value encompasses the possibi l i ty 
of gaining more than one subcarrier by taking the average over a l l  possible 
combinations, whereas the marginal  contribution in the sequential  auction 
is with respect to the previous a l location of subcarriers only. Before defining 
4The ordering functions that are developed in Chapter 8 represent  base-station prefer­
ence not user's preference. 
5Here, we assume that the worth of subcarrier j for user i is independent of the worth 
of subcarrier j for user k, Vk E I, i 1=- k. 
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the bidding trategy for the ne- hot auction, w wi l l  define AF-OFDMA co­
operative gam ba ed on terminol gies from cooperative game as fol lows. 
Defini t ion 9.2.1 An AF-OFOMA cooperntive game for the ith l Iser (AF-OFDMA­
CG-i) with trarlsferable utility (TU) is defined by the pair (3,v,), where the set of 
sl lbcarriers 3 = ( 1 " , . , I is called the grand coalition, and v, : 3, � R is a real 
mil led mapping of 3, which is called the itlz l Iser charncteristic junction or the ith 
ILer 'mIlle' fU llction. The subset J, represel 1 ts olle of the 2N possible subsets of 3. 
For AF-OFDlvlA-CG-i, the alue function v, (J" ;tR) represents the achiev­
able data rate using the set J, of subcarriers and a cornmon value I\R '  It is 
defined a in (9. 1 3), with v, (0, '\R ) = O .  The achievable data ra te of user i by 
u ing all ubcarriers 3 wi th optimal power profi les a t the ource and relay 
node denoted as vi(3, Jl R )  is ca l led the value of the grand coal i tion for user 
/ .  
There are many solution concepts for TU games such as; the core, kernel, 
nucleolus, and the Shapley va lue that can be used to evaluate the worth of 
the subcarrier to the user. We choose the Shapley value, since as discussed 
in Subsection 2.5.5, it always uniquely exists and can be obtained using a 
closed form expression. 
The Shapley value cp� of a subcarrier j for user i can be interpreted in 
terms of the average marginal contribution of sub carrier j that makes to any 
coal ition (subset) of :.r subcarriers, assuming all orderings are equally l ikely. 
The Shapley value of a subcarrier accurately reflects the bargaining power 
of that subcarrier and the marginal contribution that the sub carrier brings 
to the ith user. Let (f>(') = (cpi), cp�)" . .  , cp�) denote the Shapley value vector 
for user i .  The Shapley value cp�i) of subcarrier j for user i is computed as:  
cp�i) = �! L v,(Cj (n)  U j, I\R ) - vi (Cj(n) ,  I\R ), 
nED 
(9. 14) 
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v" her U i the s t of al l  p ible ! permutations on :J, Tl is a permutation 
in .0, and C,(Tl )  i the set of ubcarrier that precede ubcarrier j in the per­
mutation Tl. vz (Cj(Tl) U j, i\ R )  - vz (C,(rr), '\. R )  represent the ith user marginal 
contribution M�i) (Tl, j; i\ R )  of ubcarrier j to the set C,(rr) U j of subcarriers. 
I t  i clear that (9 . 14) requires N! permutation on :J to compute the aver­
age marginal contribution of the subcarriers which is computational ly com­
pIe e pecially for a large N. Hence, the direct approach for computing the 
Shapley alue of a ubcarrier is not tractable. The Shapley value can be 
computed approximately using a sampling-based approach that works in 
pol nomial t ime [23 ] .  
The estimation of the Shapley value i s  i l lustrated in  Algori thm 9.2 .  The 
population .o of the sampl ing process P wil l  be the set of N! permutations of 
:J, i .e .  P E .0. The sampling process P conta ins M samples (permutations), 
each is obtained from .0 with replacement, i .e .  each with �! probabil i ty. A 
�ample of the process P is denoted as Tlm for 111 = 1 , ' " , M. The marginal 
contribution of subcarrier j for user i using permutation Tlm denoted as 
M�i\Tl/1l 1  j; i\R )  is compu ted as M�i\rrl/l l  j; i\R )  = vz (Cj(Tlm)U j, AR )-Vz (Cj (Tl I1l ) ,  ;\.R ) ·  
The estimate of the Shapley value vector for user i i s  denoted a s  <i>(i) = 
(<P�i) , <p�), . . . , <P�), where Shapley value of subcarrier j for user i is  estimated 
�(i) _ 1 " M M(i) ( '. \. ) dS '¥ J - "'1 L.., m=l c rrl/I I J, I R . 
I n  the one-shot auction scenario, the requirement of multiple interac­
tions between the users and the base-station is minimized . Each user sub-
mits bids on all sub carriers at once, that equal the worth of the subcarriers. 
Similar to the sequential auction, the user requires the knowledge of the 
relay-destination channel gain HRdj), V j E :J and the common value AR  
which is  d iscussed in  more detai l  in Section 9.4. 
Let b�� = (b�;z ( I ), b�;J (2)/ ' . .  I b�;z (N» denote the bidding stra tegy of user i 
on the set :J. The bidding stra tegy of user i on subcarrier j E :J is computed 
. <D(I) 
based on the approximated Shapley value as b�h (j) = L I <D(I) I V j E :J. By IE:! , 
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A lgori thm 9.2 stimation of th 
ppr ach . 
- (/) hap ley Value <D U ing the Sampling 
Require: M, )'�b(j), )'�� (j), YRO(j), V j E 3, '\R , p�lax . 
1 .  <D�I} b- 0, Vj E 3. 
2: for 1 J l  = 1 : M do 
3:  
5 :  
Cen rate a sample 77./11 E [2 with probabi l i ty �" 
for j = 1 : N do 
Find the set C,(n"J 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9. 
ompute v/ (C, (n/ll )  U j, ttR ) and v, (C, (77.III ), A R )  using (9. 1 3) .  
ompute M�j)(77./II ' j; i\R ) = v, (C,(n lll )  U j, AR) - Vi(C, (TC/II ), AR ) .  
A..,(r) A..,(I) M(I)( . 1 ) ompute � = � + C TC", , }; II R . I , 
end for 
1 0: end for - (I) 
� (I) (j) • 1 1 :  <P
, 
= Al '  V} E 3· 
� (I) 
1 2: return <D . 
u ing this bidding trategy, we ensure that the users submit bids based on 
the rela tive worth rather than the actual worth . Hence, al l  users will abide 
to a common scale, which in  a way will  ensure fai rness. The bid b�;, (j) repre-
. <j)(i) 
sents the rela tive importance (worth) of subcarrier j to user i . b�], (j) = l (I) LJE:! <j)J 
After all  users submit their b ids, the base-station formulates a mixed integer 
p rograming problem to assign the subcarriers to the users a iming at maxi­
mizing the rate fairness as: 
max C, 
y 
s . t .  L y�I)b�:J(j) � c, Vi E I, 
jEJ 
L y;') = 1 ,  Vj E 3, 
iEI 
y(i) E 1 0, 1 ), V j E 3, Vi E I, , 
(9. 1 5a)  
(9. 1 5b)  
(9. 1 5c) 
(9. 1 5d)  
where y{l) i s  the subcarrier assignment indicator; y(l) = 1 means that sub-, , 
carrier j is  assigned to user i. Constraint (9. 1 5b)  represents the fairness cri-
terion for the base-station subcarrier assignment. Each user is assigned at 
least a worth of C, whereas constraint (9. 1 5c) means that each sub carrier is 
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a igned to e actl on user. The optimiza tion problem (9. 15) can be 01 ed 
b using linear integer programing algorithm [ 1 29 ] .  
The co t a ]ue C i initial ized to orne Co, and the optimal subcarrier as­
ignm nt i obtained . The value C is increased gradually until  no feasible 
solu tion can be found.  The highe t value of C and i ts corresponding sub­
carrier a ignment with a feasible solu tion is considered as the solution to 
the subcarrier a ignment problem. Pr blem (9. 1 5) d i ffer from (9.3) in that 
(9. 1 5) require only the bid to find the olution and i t  is a M ILP, whereas 
(9.3) require al l  the user information; such as channel gains and maximum 
ource power. Even though (9. 1 5) is a M I LP, and there are many methods 
to solve i t, i t  entail h igh computational complexi ty. To assign the subcarri­
er to the u ers with les computational complexity, we propose an i terative 
a lgori thm, where one subcarrier is assigned at  each iteration based on the 
d ifference between the submitted bid and the accumulated worth of previ­
ous iterations. The algorithm proceeds until  a l l  subcarriers are assigned . 
Ini tial ly all  ubcarriers are not assigned to any user; i .e.  3; (- 0, Vi E I 
and the accumulative worth of the subcarriers for user i is set to V�� = 0, 
Vi E I. At stage l for l = 1 , ' . .  , N  the d ifference between the biddin g  b�]/l) 
and the accumulative worth V�� denoted as V�(l) is  computed as V�(l) = 
b�;I(l) - V�� for Vi E I. The winner user of subcarrier l is determined as 
i' = arg max V�(l) and the accumulative worth for user i' is  updated as 
I 
V�� = V�1 + b�;? (l) and the set 31' i s  updated as 3,. = 3,. U l. The algorithm 
proceeds until all subcarriers are al located as shown in  Algori thm 9.3. The 
ource and relay power profiles with the assignment profi le :Jz, Vi E I are 
determined using (9. 1 0) and (9. 1 2) .  
Algorithm 9.1 and Algori thm 9.3 differ in  that, in Algorithm 9.3 the 
user bid depends only on b�;� (l), Vi E I and there is no need to calculate 
the rate based on the updated assignment at  each i teration. The data rate 
and optimal source and relay power profi les are ca lculated once after all  the 
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Algori thm 9.3 AF-OFDMA I terative Subcarrier A ignment Algorithm for 
the On -Shot Auction . 
R . b(i) V '  I eq u ue: % '  I E . 
1 :  3, f- 0, and v�� f- 0, Vi E I.  
2: for i = 1 : N do 
3:  Calculate V� (l) = b�;, (l) - V�� , Vi E I. 
4: Find i' = arg max V<�(l). 
I 
5:  pdate :fi. f- 3" u 7 .  
6: Update V(l
" ) f- V(I
' ) + b(i' ) (l) AC AC Sh 
7: end for 
8: ret u rn  3" Vi E I. 
ubcarrier are as igned, whereas in  Algori th m  9.1,  the bid of the subcarrier 
depends on the marginal  contribution or the relative marginal contribution 
of the data rate before and after using that subcarrier and needs to be ca l­
culated after each sub carrier assignment step which requires synchronized 
interactions at each step between the base station and the users. 
9.3 Resource A l location for M u l tiple  Relays 
In this section, we extend the resource a l location solution using the auction 
framework to mul tiple-relays AF-OFDMA cooperative communication sys­
tems. The system under consideration consists of I users, K relays, and a 
common destination D. In this setting, another degree of freedom is ex­
p lored, where the relay assignment profi le needs to be determined for each 
ubcarrier as well as the user assigmnent profi le (sub carrier assignment) 
with optimal power profiles at the source and relay nodes. A subcarrier 
j E :r is al lowed to be used maximally by one user i E I using one re­
lay k E 'X, where 'X = { l , 2, ' "  , Kl is the set of relays in  the AF-OFDMA 
cooperative communication system. Fol lowing the l ines of the single relay 
scenario and using the notations summarized in  Table 9.1,  the ut i li ty func­
tion Ui(P" AR) of user i for a given subset of subcarriers .Ji,k E :Ii per relay k, 
and a given common value ARk E AR per relay k, Vk E 'X can be formulated 
Symbol 
H
(i,k) ( ') SR J 
H(k) (
') RD J 
pm"" 
R. 
p�l,k) (j) 
r(i,k) ( ') AF J 
JI,k 
JI 
Pi 
HRD
(j) 
Table 9.1 Multiple Relay Scenario Summary of Parameters 
Descri pt ion! Val ue Symbol 
The chClnnel gain between source i and relay k (I,k) ( ') YSR J 
at  subcarrier j. 
The channel gain between relay k and the destination Y�b(j) 
CI t  subcarrier j, 
The maximum transmi t ted power of relay k, Ph,k) (j) 
The power transmit ted by user i a t  subcarrier j and r(l,k) ( ') SD } 
ampl i fied and forwarded by relay k, 
,(I.k) ( ') ,lk) ( ')p(l,k) (  ')p(l,k) (  ') R(i,k) ( , ) ) 5R J ) fW I s / R I 
y��){j)p�,k) { J) + J'�b(j)p�,k) ( j) AF ] 
The set of subcarriers assigned to user i using relay k 'lRk 
L11,1 I ' ' ' ,JI,K ] tlR 
(P� , P�) [P� ]  l,k 
[Hh1b
(j) , , . , , Hk�(j) ] [P� lJ,k 
Descript ion/Va lue  
IH�:)(j)12 
02 
IH�i)(/)12 
--or-
The power transmi t ted by relay k for user i 
at  subcarrier j , 
(i) ( ')p{t,k' ( ') Y SD J 5 J 
B ( r('.k) (j) + r(I,k) (I) ) ....!:!. log 1 + so M 2 r 
The common value of relay k 
[ /tR I " " " t RK l 
p�,k) (j) 
p�,k) (j) 
N 00 � 
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as: 
UI( PI, AR) = L L R�';) (j) - L 11 R. L p�,k) (j) . (9 . 1 6) 
k.:.'K IE:.! l kE'K IEJ,;. 
The optimal ource and relay power profi le for j E 31,k can be obta ined by 
rna imizing the u ti l i ty ftmction U/C PU AR) with a maximum source power 
con traint pre sed a LkE'K LjE:.!,J. p�,k) (j) � p�ax . Similar to (9 ,6)-(9.9), the 
ource pow r profi le can b obtained a : 
p(/,k) (j) = 5 
( KI(Y�b(j)+A �,,k» r) + 
(I) ( ) 8(1,1.) YSD I + } 
K - -( r )+ I )'�h{J) 
.(1).)( ') .l')2( �C(I,k)2 where A (/,k) = J �R I 1 RD I I B(i)c) = I ()'��)(j)+Y�b(j)C;',k» 2 '  I 
computed as: 
if  p�,k) (j) > 0, 
( 1 ).) ( ;,\ (1.) ( ') + YS(/'Rk) (j)( - 1 + 1 + ( 1  + l'SR JI ) ( _�!..JRD I - 1 )  ) Y�b(j) '\R1. v�h(j) C(/,k) = _________________ _ J (1,1.) ( � Y(k) (j')(l + YSR ) ) RD Y�b{j) 
(9, 1 7) 
(9. 18) 
with the per user Lagrangian mul tiplier It ; is selected to satisfy the source 
pmver constraint LkE'K LjE:.!,). p�,k\j) = p�a" .  The optimal relay power profi le 
for j E 3i,k can be obtained as:  
p(/ k) ( ') = C(/,k) p(i,k) ( ') R j I 5 j . (9. 1 9) 
The achievable data rate for the ith user for a given ARk > 0 and .Ji,k , Vk E 1( 
is  computed as:  
(9 .20) 
(9.21 )  
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with R�'?(j) i th data rate obta in d by u ing the optimal power profi le 
p�'};) (j) and p�,k)(j) computed as in (9 . 1 7) and (9 . 1 9), respectively. The over­
al l  y t m throughput of the mu ltiple relays scenario can be obtained as 
L/l I VI (:)1' i\R ) '  imilar to the one relay AF-OFDMA scenario, the auction 
ham work i used to find the subcarri r a signrnent profi les 3i, Vi E I 
ba ed n the sequential ubcarrier a signn'lent algori thm as well  as on the 
one- hot ubcarrier a signment a lgorithm. 
9.3.1  Seq u en t i a l  S u bcarri e r  Assignment  
The sub carriers and the corresponding relays are assigned in a sequential 
fa hion ba ed on the bids submitted by the users. At each step, the user sub­
mit a bid for the current subcarrier and selects the corresponding relay. I f  
the objective is to maximize the system throughput (sum rate), the worth of  
ubcarrier j is the rna imum marginal increase of the data rate using subcar­
rier j assi ted by relay k computed as M�r)(jk, ;\R )  = vl (3ju jk, ;\R ) - vl (31f i\R), 
with jk n31 = 0, where jk means that sub carrier j is assisted by relay k. vJ, · )  
i computed as  in (9.20) based on  maximizing the ut i l i ty function defined in  
(9 . 1 6) .  
I f  the objective is  to maximize the fairness index, the worth of subcarrier 
j is  the maximum relative marginal increase of the data rate using subcarrier 
M(t)( II )  j assisted by relay k computed as c!r�b � ) . v, , ]b R 
Algori thm 9.4, i l lustrates the sequential subcarrier assignment for mul­
tiple relays AF-OFDMA cooperative communications system. The base-
station announces the common value vector i\R, and relay destination chan-
nel gain vector HRD(j) which al lows the users to compute the optimal power 
p rofi les at the source and relay nodes as in (9.1 7) and (9 . 19) .  The value and 
the update of ;\R are d iscussed in Section 9.4. 
In i tia lly, al l  subcarriers are not assigned to any user, 31,k = 0, and the 
corresponding achievable data rate is  set to Vj(3i,k, i\ Rk ) = 0, Vi E I and Vk E 
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A lgori thm 9,4 AF-OFDMA Multiple Relays equential Subcarrier Assign­
ment uetion , 
R ' (I) ( .) (,)<) ( ') (k) ( .) 1 pma V rr V ' eqU l re: J'SD J ,  J'SR J ,  YRD ] , /lR ,  I I J E J , 1 E I, Vk E 1(, and obj E Is, f} .  
1 :  .:II,}; f- 0, and VI  (31,k, AR) f- 0, Vk E 1(, and Vi E I. 
2: 31 = 13, 1 , ' " , .:II,K J ,Vi E I. 
3, for I = 1 :  do 
4' Calcu late M�'\lb AR) = VI (.JIU 'b AR)  - v, (3I, AR ), Vi E I, Vk E 1(. 
5: i f  obj = 5 then 
6: Find k' = arg max M�') (h, AR),  Vi E I. , k 
7: l/'I) (1k' ) f- M�i) (h· , AR)' Vi E I. (Ill ' , 
else 
9'. F' d k' J\l�') (hh) V'  I In = arg rna ( rr U / ;\ ) ' 1 E • , k 1', J , (, R 
Cl M�')(/(. ,AR) 10: b '  (ld f- ' Vi E I. (JII] , v,(:J,u /(. ,AR ) ' 
1 1 : end i f  
, 
12 :  Find i' = arg ma b('b) (Id· , 0 I , 
1 3: :I" ,k' f- :Io' U 1 k;, . 
1 4: 3" = 1:I" ,l , ' "  , :I" ,K I .  
15 :  e n d  for 
1 6: return :I" Vi E I. 
(K. At the Ith stage for I = 1 " " , N, each user i E I determines the worth 
of subcarrier I using relay k based on the objective function obj E {j, 5 ) and 
the previously al located subcarriers and their corresponding relays :Ii and 
. . . .  (i) (,) (
i) 
M�i)(lk; ,AR) . ubrruts It bId eIther as bs (I) = Me (lk; , AR), or b
f 
(l) = v,(:f,U/k'h) for ob] = 5 , 
and obj = r respectively. k; is the relay that achieves either the maximum 
marginal contribu tion or maximum rela tive marginal contribution for user 
i using sub carrier I, and is determined as k� = arg max M�i) (lkt AR) for obj = 5, I k 
and as k' = arg max �t��'A�» for ob j = s .  The winner user i* of subcarrier I I k v, , kt' R 
using relay k;, is determined as: i' = arg m�x b�i�/l). The set 30' is updated 
as 31')(' = 30' U IJc; . .  The algorithm proceeds iteratively until a l l  subcarriers 
are al located . 
9.3.2 One-Shot Subcarrier  Assignment 
In AF-OFDMA multiple relays one-shot auction, each user submits bids 
for all subcarriers and the corresponding relays based on an estima te of 
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the haple val ue, where A l gori thm 9.3 can be u ed to a sign the sub­
carrier to th u er . To captur the po ibi l i ty of di fferent relay assign­
m nt to ach subca rri r, a random relay as ignment approach is adopted, 
in which em repre ents a random assignment of the relays to the subcar­
rier , e.g. ,  em = [ 1  2 1 2 ] means that sub carriers 1 1 , 3 )  are assigned to re­
la 1 and ubcarriers 1 2, 4 ) are a igned to relay 2 and so forth . The ele-
ment in th random as ignment C;III are generated from independent and 
identica l l  di tributed random variables. The value of each element is an 
integer k E l l , , , ,  , K ) occur with equal probabi l i ty k. The set of subcar-
rier precedes ubcarrier j in the permutation nm and their correspond-
ing relay a signment in C;11I is denoted by C/(n/1l 1  C;/I, ) .  The relay assigned 
to ubcarri r j in permutation n11l and assignment C;11I is represented by r, .  
The marginal contribution M�/\nl1l ' C;m; j, k; AR ) o f  subcarrier j assisted b y  re­
lay k of user i in the permutation nl1l and assignment C;11I is computed as 
M�/\nlll' em; j, k; AR) = vI CC/ (n/ll l SI1I ) U (j, k), AR) - vl (C,(nl1l ,  Sm), AR) '  The esti-
� (i) � (i) � (i) mate of the Shapley value for user i is  denoted as ct> = (CPl ,l " "  , CP" K )' 
h � (i) . d 1 \, M M(i) ( . . k ·  1 ) h M ' b f w ere <D" k IS compute as M L.. m= l c nlll l  C;nl l J, , /lR I w ere IS num er 0 
sample . 
Algori th m  9.5 i l lustrates the estimation of the Shapley value for AF­
OFDMA multiple relays scenario based on a sampl ing approach. 
Let bill = (b�;I( l ), b��(2), . . . I b�il (N)) denote the bidding strategy of user i 
on the set 3. The bidding s trategy of user i on sub carrier j E 3 is computed 
max <b('} 
as: b�;l(j) = k ')' (') ' The corresponding relay assignment profi le of user L,EJ m�x ¢>,,K 
i defined as R�i) = (R�i) ( l )/ "  I R�i) (N)) is  obtained as R�i) (j) = arg m:x <i:»:�1 
m a x  <J)(') 
h (/) C '  1 1  K )  b(i) ( ') - k J,K w ere Rs J) E I . • • I • 511 ] - L (J) • ,E.'] m:x ¢>J)' 
Similar to the single relay scenario; after a l l  users submit thei r bids, the 
base-station assigns the subcarriers and their corresponding relays to the 
users using Algori thm 9.3 . Then the source and relay power profi les are 
computed using (9. 1 7) and (9. 1 9) .  
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Algori thm 9.5 Estimation of the Shapley Value d>(i) for Multiple Relays 
Scena rio, 
Req u i re: M ,,(I) (j') ,(I,k) {j') lI(k) (j') AR pmax Vj' E <7 Vk E 'K , , so " SR ' f RO ' ' I '  J , ' 
l '  (b�1 t- 0, V j E :J and Vk E 1<, 
2, for 111 = 1 : M do 
3' 
4: 
s· 
6: 
G n rate a a mple TIm E Q with probabi l i ty �I ' 
nera te a sample C/II of N elements; each element  i 
{ I " " , K ) " i th  probabi l i ty t .  
for } E :J  do 
for  k E 'K do 
7: Find the s t C,{TIm, cm) ,  
a random integer from 
Find the rela /', which is assigned to subcarrier j in C;/II ' 
9. Find vl {C,(TIm, (m)  U (j, r,), AR)  and VI (C/TI/II ' (1/1 ), AR)  using (9,20) .  
1 0: j f  k = r, then 
1 1 :  M�I\TIII/ ' (II/ ; j, k; AR )  = v/ (C, (TIm, (m ) U (j, k), AR)  - vl (C/TI/II, C;/II ), AR ), 
I :!: else 
1 3: M�i) { TIII/ ' (11/; j, k; AR)  = O. 
14 :  end i f  
1 5' Calculate cb(i! = cb(i
k
)' + M�i>CTIII/' C;II/; j, k; AR ) '  I,' " 
1 6: end for 
1 7: end for 
1 : end for 
cb(l) �
(i)
_ j . 1 9: CDjJ - M' Vj E J, Vk E 1<, 
20: ret u rn <I> (i) , 
9.4 Performance Comparison 
A key factor i n  determining the sub carrier assignment profi les of  the pro­
posed auction a lgorithm is the common value ItR for the one relay scenario 
and the common value vector i\R for multiple relays scenario, Changing the 
value of ftR , or ARk E i\R has a d irect impact on the power profi les as clear 
from (9 . 1 0), (9, 1 2), (9, 1 7), and (9 , 19) .  Hence, i t  has an indirect i mpact on the 
submitted bids, In this chapter, we prefer to use the term common value 
instead of the pricing. Pricing i s  a commonly used concept in game theory 
framework as i n  [ 1 1 5, 149] ,  to emphasize that this value is common to a l l  
users and i t  is announced by the base-station or  relay to control the relay­
ing power demands, and it is not used to charge the users. The common 
value is used to disclose information about the relay resources, It used in  
BS: 
Update AR 
Broadcast · ' l _11.-,>11 __  --,
C"h """,,',," <h, worth I of the subcilrners u 'lng Shapley \'alue, �- -r-
BS: Collect bids from al l  users] 
55 Assign the subcaITIers to 
the users u mg A l gorithm 9.3. 
1 
Each user determines the 
required 
relaYing power on the assigned 
subcarners. 
Yes 
End 
Figure 9.2 Flowchart of the One-Shot Auction Algorithm. 
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the design of the ith user ut i l i ty function (9.5) to al low the user to determine 
her relaying power profi les. In this regard,  if the total relaying power which 
resul ts from the auction assignment d iffers from p�1ax , the base-station an­
nounces an updated value of AR to the users, The common value 6 AR can 
be adju ted i teratively unti l  the relay power constraint is satisfied using the 
gradient or sub-gradient methods as in [21 ] :  
/\�+ 1) = (/\h) - t(p�(n - L L P�'(j))r , (9.22) lEI jEJ, 
where t is a smal l  step size, t is the i teration index, p�) (j) is the optimal 
power profi le computed as in  (9 . 12) using I\.R = Il.h), and 3; is determined 
by using one of the proposed auction a lgorithms. The auction algorithm is 
applied repeatedly unti l  the total power constraint is sa tisfied as shown in 
Figure 9.3 and Figure 9.2 for the sequential and one-shot auctions, respec­
tively. 
Let I\.� be the relay common value that atisfie the power constra int 
6For multiple relays scenario a simi lar approach can be followed to update AR.  
BS: 
B :  
1=1+1 
Update AR 
o 
o 
Broadcast AR ,  1=1 
Each user submits bId for subcarner 1 
based on the objCctl\ e function 
and the ma rginal con tribution 
� 
Each u er evaluates the margmal 
contribuhon of subcarrier I. 
� 
BS: Col lects bids from al l  users. 
� 
BS: As igns subca rrier 1 to 
the user with the highest bid. 
---
� 
A re 
all  subcarriers a re 
al located. 
� Yes 
Each lIser determ ines the 
required relaying power. 
, J 
t 
� Yes 
lEnd 
Figure 9.3 Flowchart of the Sequentia l  Auction Algorithm. 
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LrEI L 10; 
p�\j) = p�ax, and 3; be the corresponding subcarrier assignment 
using the selected auction algorithm for i E I. Then, the system throughput  
index TJ is  defined using A� and 3; as: 
(9 .23) 
where [lEI Vr is  the a l location of sub carriers, sou rce and relay power profi les 
that maximize the u rn  rate in (9.2) . In order to find  Lta VII we solve the 
dual problem based on the assumption of zero dual i ty gap, since OFDMA 
systems satisfy the t ime sharing property for a large number of subcarriers, 
as was proven in [30 ] .  The dual approach transforms the problem into 1 
distinct single-user problems, then a per user problem can be separated into 
N subcarrier problems as explained, in Appendix B.2 .  
D 
5J 5J 
;;:,<: .... ""l .... 
.,,' 
/ , 
/ , / 
/ � \ R, / 
/ \ / 
/ 0 / / 
It. R 
- - - - - - - :>t  J I 
I 
<E- - - - - - - -
SOm 
5, 
/ 
I - - -
/ 
I 
/ 
SOm 
(a )  cenario One. (b) Scenario Two. 
c;:,<: 
.... ""l 
, ;1 ,  
/ , 
Sz \ \ 
J 
I 
Figure 9.4 ource , Relay and Destination Nodes Positions. 
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\ 
For the purpose of comparison, Jain's fa irness index F[ is used with the 
optimal /l� and :rj" .  
9.S S i m u l ation Results and D iscussion 
We model the sub carrier channel coefficient between any two nodes with 
a eparating d istance d as H(j) � CN(O, L(l:d)..)' where, a = 4 is the propa­
gation los factor, and L = 4 is the number of channel taps as in [49 ] .  The 
ubcarrier noise power 02 is set at 4 x  l O-l l Watt .  The source maximum trans­
mit  power p�ax = l Watt, and the relay maximum transmit power p�ax = 
1 0Watt, unless otherwise pecified . The number of subcarriers N = 32, the 
subcarrier bandwidth BN = 4KHz, and the capacity gap r = 1 .  
9.5 .1  Single Relay Scenari o  
The scenario under consideration consists of I users (5 1 ,  52, " ' , 51), one 
relay and a common destination 0 as shown in Figure 9.4(a) .  The distance 
between the relay and the destination nodes is dRD = SOm. The users are 
uniformly distributed in the shaded area . 
F igure 9.5 shows the sum data rate, the throughput, and the fairness 
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indices as a function of the number of users for a single relay scenario for 
the sequential subcarrier assignment auction for the two bidding strategies 
(a iming either to maximize the sum data rate, or to maximize the fai rness 
index) with optimal and uniform power al location profi les at the source and 
relay nodes for p;nx = lOWatt. Uniform (equal)  power al location profi le 
means that the relaying power for each subcarrier is set at p;ax IN and the 
user 's maximum transmitted power P;'IOX is a l located equal ly between the 
0 95 
0 9  
0 85 
LL- 0 8  
0 7  
0 
0 65 
0 6  
2 4 
- - - - - = =  
- = = = = = - -- -
6 8 1 0  
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" . " Max-Sum 
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Figure 9.5 The Sum Data Rate, TI, and FI for the Proposed Sequential  Algo­
ri thnL . 
ubcarriers assigned to her. 
The bidding based on b�i)(i) achieves higher sum data rate compared to 
the bidding based on bj) (i) as shown in Figure 9.5(a) .  The bidding based 
on optimal power al location at the source and relay nodes achieves higher 
sum data rate compared to the biddin g  based on uniform power a l location 
profi le as e pected . The throughput index T/ is shown Figure 9.5(b) .  The 
maximum data rate [,EI V, is obtained with the assumption of zero dual i ty 
gap and obtained by solving the dual  problem (B.5) .  
Clearly, the proposed sequential auction a lgorithm with optimal power 
a l location using b�''ci) as a bidding strategy asymptotically achieves the max­
imum sum rate. The d ifference in the achievable data rate is less than 2% 
compared to the sum data of (B.5) as i l lustrated by the throughput index, 
with less computa tional complexi ty for the proposed algorithm, since solv­
ing the dual  problem requires large number of i terations to find the La­
grange multipl iers. We use the subgradient method with three step sizes; 
a fixed step s ize with € = .01 ,  about 200, 000 It-evaluations are required, the 
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diminishing tep size € = O�l , about l a, 000 11-evaluations are required, and 
with a step size as in  [ 143] 2, 000 A-evaluations are required . The fairness 
index F/ is shown in Figure 9.5(c) . Clearly, the bidding based on bj\j) with 
optimal and uniform power al location profile achieves a very high fairness 
index independent of the number of users, and achieves a h igher fairness in­
dex compared to the bidding based on b�l\j). In addition, the fairness index 
of the maximum sum rate is shown for comparison purposes. 
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Figure 9.6 The Sum Rate, TI, and FI for the Proposed One-shot Algorithm. 
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Figure 9.6 shows the sum data rate, the throughput, and the fairness in­
d ices as a function of the number of users for a single relay scenario for the 
one-shot subcarrier assignment auction with optimal and uniform power 
al location profi les at the source and relay nodes for p�ax = lOWatt. The 
sum data rate for the one-shot auction with optimal power al location is 
h igher than the sum data rate with uniform power al location as shown in 
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Figure 9.7 The u rn  Rate, and F/ for the Proposed Auction Algorithms as a 
Function of the Relay Maximum Transmitted Power p�a for 1 =  8 Users. 
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The one-shot auction using optimal power al location achieves a through­
put  index T/ 2: 90% as shown in Figure 9.6(b) . The proposed one-shot auc­
tion algorithm achieves a very h igh fai rness index F/ � 95% with optimal 
and uniform power al location profi les as shown in  Figure 9.6(c) . 
Figure 9.7 shows the sum rate and fai rness index for I = 8 users as a 
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Figure 9 .8  T/ and F/ for the Proposed Auction Algori thms with Optimal 
Power Profiles. 
function of the relay rna imum transmit power p�ax . The sum rate increases 
with the increase in the maximum transmit power p�nx for a l l  bidding strate­
gies as shown in Figure 9.7(a ) .  The i ncrease of the relay maximum transmit 
power p�ax has marginal effect on the fairness index based on the bidding 
trategies bj} (j) and b�; (j) as shown in Figure 9.7(b) .  In  addition, increas­
ing the relay maximum transmit power p�ax has a non-increasing effect on 
the fai rness index for the bidding strategy b�'\j). This is  because the extra 
power wil l  be a llocated to the subcarriers with better channel conditions. 
The benefit of increasing p�ax to the users with bad channel conditions are 
marginal .  
Figu re 9.8 compares the throughput  and fairness indices as a function of 
the number of users with optimal power p rofi les for the bidding strategies 
b�\j) and b��(j). Clearly, the d i fference in the fai rness index is less than 2% 
and the d ifference in the throughput index is less than 5% for al l  cases (that 
is, different numbers of users).  
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9.5.2 M u l ti p l e  Rel ays Scenario 
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The scenario under consideration consists of I sources (5 1 , 52, . . .  I 51), 2 re-
lays (R l , R2) and a common destination 0 as shown in  Figure 9.4(b) .  For the 
two relays scenario: relay Rl is set at (0, 0) and relay R2 is set at (0, 25)m . The 
sources are d istributed uniformly in the shaded area. The kth relay maxi­
mum transmit power is p�ax = 5Watt, k E l l , 2 ) .  
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Figure 9.9 The Sum Rate, TI, and FI for the Proposed Sequential Algorithm 
for Two Rela Scenario. 
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Figure 9 .9  shows the sum data rate, the throughput, and the fai rness 
indices as a function of the number of users for a two relays scenario for 
the proposed sequential sub carrier assignment auction for the two biddin g  
strategies (aiming either to maximize the sum data rate, or to maximize the 
fairness index) wi th optimal and uniform power al location profi les at the 
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Figure 9 .10 The Sum Rate, TI, and FI for the Proposed One-Shot Algorithm 
for Two Relays Scenario, 
source and relay nodes. Similar to the single relay scenario, the bidding 
based on b�i) (j) achieves a h igher sum data rate and throughput index com­
pared to the bidding based on bj\j) as shown in Figure 9.9(a), and Fig­
u re 9.9(b) ,  respectively. The bidding strategy b?(j) achieves a very high 
faime s index w ith optimal and uniform power profiles similar to the one 
relay scenario as shown in  Figure 9.9(c ) ,  
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Figure 9.1 1 TJ and FJ for the Proposed A uction Algorithm with Optimal 
Power Profiles for Two Relays. 
Figure 9 .10  shows the sum data rate, the throughput and fairness indices 
as a function of the number of users for two relays scenario for the one-shot 
subcarrier assignment auction with optimal and uniform power al location 
profi le at the source and relay nodes. The sum data ra te and the throughput 
index for the one-shot auction with optimal power al location is higher than 
the sum data rate with uniform power a l location as shown in Figure 9.10(a) 
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and Figu re 9. 1 0 (b), re pectivel . The bidd ing trategy biil(j) achieves a very 
high fa im inde similar to the one relay cenario as hown Figure 9.1 0(c) .  
Figure 9.1 1  compare the throughput and fairnes indices as a function 
f the number of users for the two relays scenario with optimal power pro­
fi les for th bidding trategie bjl(j) and b�:� (j) . Similar to the single relay 
c nari , th d i fference in the fai rne s inde is less than 2% and the di ffer­
ent in the throughput inde is les than 5% for al l  cases. 
9.6  Conclusions 
In  thi chapter, we investigate joint resource al location for multiple users 
multiple relays AF-OFDMA cooperative communication systems in the pres­
ence of a d irect l ink between the source and destination nodes. The sub-
carriers are assigned based on the auction framework. We propose subcar­
rier assignment algorithms based on the sequential auction framework. The 
base- tation receives bids from al l  the users for the sub carrier, then the sub­
carrier is assigned to the user with the highest bid .  Sequential ly, the assign­
ment progresses unti l  a l l  subcarriers are allocated . The bidding strategies 
of these algorithms are designed either to maximize the sum data rate or 
maximize the fai rness index. Furthermore, we propose a subcarrier assign­
ment a lgorithm based on a one-shot auction. The user submi ts bids to the 
base-station for a l l  sub carriers at once based on an estimate of the Shap­
ley value. An i terative algorithm is then used at the base-station to assign 
the subcarriers to the users to achieve rate fai rness. Numerical simulation 
resul ts show that the proposed algorithms achieve the proposed objective 
with high-performance measures; high-throughput  index for maximizing 
the sum data rate and high fa irness index for maximizing the fa i rness in­
dex. Uniform and optimal power a l location at  the source and relay nodes 
are used with in  the auction framework. The throughput and the fairness in­
d ices for the uniform power al location show similar trends to the through-
put and th fa irne indice of optimal po er al location. 
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C H A PT E R 1 0 
C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  F U RT H E R  R E S E A R C H  
I n  thi chapter, conclu ions are drawn in Section 10. 1 ,  and some suggestions 
f r further research are introd uced in Section 10.2. 
10.1  Conclusions 
In this d issertation, we investigate many resource al location problems in  
relay aided cooperative communication systems. The main concl usions are 
urnrnarized below. 
• Sharing the two be t ordered relays with equal power and equal band­
width between the two users over Rayleigh flat  fad ing channels achieves 
ful l  d iversity order for both u ers. Closed form expressions for the out­
age probabi l ity, and BEP performance measures for both AF and DF 
cooperative schemes are developed for d ifferent scenarios; AF / DF­
orthogonal three time slots, AF-BF, DF-BF, and DF-STBC. 
• Joint power and bandwidth al location is proposed to maximize the 
sum rate for multi user single relay improved AF cooperative schemes. 
The improved AF coopera tive communication scheme with opti mal 
power and bandwid th p rofi les achieves a higher sum rate compared 
to full bandwidth relaying with optimal power al location. A recur­
sive algorithm alternati ng between a power al location step for a given 
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power profi le and a bandwidth al location tep for a given power pro­
fi le is d v loped to solve the d i fficult  joint optimiza tion problem (non­
conve ). The propo d algori thm is e tended to al locate the power 
and bandwidth profi le for the improved AF cooperative communica­
tion cheme over frequency elective fad ing channels. 
• tackelb rg game is propo ed to model the interactions between the 
u er and the relay in AF cooperative communication systems, where 
the rela aim to rna imize i ts benefits from sel l ing i t  resources power 
and bandwidth to competing users, and the users aim to maximize 
th ir uti l i t  functions by selecting the power and bandwidth demands. 
The existence and uniquene s of Stackelberg Nash Equil ibrium are 
proved for the proposed game. A d istributed algori thm to reach the 
Stackelberg Nash Equil ibrium is proposed . The stabi l i ty conditions of 
the proposed a lgorithm are investigated . 
• A 1m complexity a lgori thm is  developed to select the mode of oper­
a tion to maximize the sum rate over one OFDM symbol at high SNR 
regime for three scenarios: selective AF /OFDM, selective DF /OFDM, 
and hybrid AF-DF-OFDM scenarios, under two power constraint cri­
teria; individual power constraint at the source node as well as the 
relay node, and total power constraint .  The computa tion complexity 
of the proposed algorithm is of O(N), which can be reduced further 
to O(log2 (N)), using binary search algorithms compared to O(2N) for 
exhaustive search a lgorithm. 
• The two band partition principle for two users OFDMA system can 
be applied to al locate subcarriers for two users AF / DF-OFDMA co­
operative communication systems aiming to maximize the weighted 
sum rate. Low complexi ty algorithms are developed based on the 
two users scenario to a l locate the subcarriers for mult i  user AF / DF-
• 
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OFDM cooperative commun ication tem umerical simulation 
show that the propo ed algorithms achiev approximately the sum 
rate f th dual approach with less computations. 
equentia J auction algorithm is proposed to al locate the subcarriers for 
multi relay multi u er F-OFDMA communication system, aiming to 
ma imize eith r the um rate or the fa irness index in a competi tion 
fa hion. The bid ing trategy i based on optimal power profi les at the 
ource and rei a nodes. The algorithm proceeds in a sequential fash­
ion until a l l  sub arriers are assigned . The subcarrier is assigned to 
the u r who submits the highest bid .  Numerical simulation resul ts 
how that the propos d algorithm achieves the proposed objective 
with high-performance measures; high-throughput index for maxi­
mizing the um data rate and high fai rness index for maximizing the 
fairness index. To reduce the required synchronized interactions be­
tween the base-station and the users in sequentia l  auction algorithms 
one-shot auction algorithm is  devised to al locate the subcarriers for 
multi relay multi user AF-OFDMA communication system, a iming to 
maximize the fa irness index. The biding strategy is based on optimal 
power p rofi les at  the source and relay nodes. The user determines the 
most infl uentia l  sub carriers based on an estimate of the Shapley value 
and bids on a l l  subcarriers a t  once. The subcarriers are then al located 
at the base station based on the submitted bids using an iterative algo­
rithm developed to maximize the fairness index. 
10.2  Further Research 
This thesis opens promising doors for further research in  wireless relay net­
works. Here, are some directions. 
• Optimal Resource Allocatiol l  for AF cooperative communication with Uncer-
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tainty in the Channel Gains 
In Chapter 4, joint power and bandwidth al location is performed with 
perfect C 1 .  I t  i also intere ling to address joint power and bandwidth 
al location ith imperf ct CS1 . 
• Differential! Dynamic Games for Resource Allocation 
In Chapter 5, u ing Stackelberg framework, we as ume a static model, 
i .e .  the number of users do not change, channel gains do not vary, 
and the users do not move. I t  is int resting to extend the model to 
encompa the fol lowing: 
- The number of users is changing in the system; entering or leav­
ing the system. 
- The user is  moving with a certain speed . 
- The resources which are al loca ted to the user are changing based 
on the densi ty of users and their class of service. 
- The channel is t ime variant. 
- The user can churn between d i fferent wireless networks. 
- The user can select d ifferent relays based on availabil ity of re­
sources or service prices. 
In this sense, the fit between d i fferential games and resource manage­
ment in a dynamic system is a promising one for further research .  
• Two Bands Partition with Subcarrier Pairing 
I n  Chapter 8, the developed ordering function for AF / DF- OFDMA 
for subcarrier assignment is based on the assumption that  the infor­
mation at subcarrier j in the first time slot is forwarded on the same 
subcarrier in the second time slot. To uti l ize a l l  available degrees of 
freedoms, further research is needed to find or modify the ordering 
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functlOn to entai l  the possibi l i ty of u ing a di fferent subcarrier to for­
ward the information in the second time slot. 
• Two Bands Partition for low SNR for AF/DF-OFDMA Scenarios 
In  Chapter and Chapter 7, the developed ordering function for AF / DF­
OFDMA for ubcarrier a signment is based on high SN R approxima­
tion. Further research is needed to explore the two-band partition ap­
proach for I w S R AF / DF-OFDM scenarios, and the possibi l i ty of 
developing an ordering function in this regime. 
• Two Ba/lds Partition Pril1ciple with Bemnforming 
Further research is needed to explore the two band partition principle 
for multi relays with beamforming for AF / DF-OFDMA scenarios and 
developing the ordering function. 
• Resource allocatioJ1 for AF/DF-OFDMA Multi User Two Way Relaying 
I nvestigating subcarrier assignment and power a l location at the source 
and relay nodes for two way relaying AF / DF-OFDMA systems using 
auction framework is an interesting direction for further research. 
• Bundle Auctiol1 for AF/DF-OFDMA Relay Networks 
In Chapter 9, each user submits bids either on a single subcarrier in 
the proposed sequential auction a lgorithm, or on a l l  subcarriers in  the 
proposed one-shot auction a lgorithm. Both a lgori thms are based on 
assigning one subcarrier at  each step. I t  is interesting to develop auc­
tion algorithms where each user submits a bundle of bids based on op­
timal power profi les at the source and relay nodes. Bund ling based on 
the Shapley value, is one promising direction for further investigation. 
The effect of the number of submitted bundles, and the characteristics 
of the submitted bundles on the throughput  and fa irness indices need 
to be investigated . Developing low complexi ty a lgorithms for bundle 
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auction F /DF-OFDMA to solve the winner determination problem 
ne d to b xplor d further. 
A p P E N D I X A  
P O W E R  A N D  B A N D W I D T H  A L L O C AT I O N  
The objective function for the exterior penalty method can be formulated as 
[ 1 09 ] :  
p [(rna ( a, Wi - Wl)2 - p (ma ( 0, ([ P, - Pmax ) )f .  (A. l )  
lEI lEI 
The dual problem can be formulated as [ 32 ] :  
[ Il�P)P, + [ /l�WL)Wi - [ /l;wU) (Wi - W), (A.2) 
iEI lEI lEI 
A p P E N D I X B  
A p P E N D I X  A F - O F D M A  
B . I  Pro o f  o f  Concav i ty 
o fin the function R(Ps, PR) as: 
where a, b, and d are positive constants .  
(B. 1 )  
The second derivative test (Hessian) i s  used to show that  R(Ps, PR ) i s  a 
concave function [ 20 ] .  The second partial derivative of R(Ps, PR ) with re-
spect to Ps is  computed as: 
(B.2) 
the second partia l  derivative of R(Ps, PR) with respect to PR is  computed as: 
JP2 R 
(B .3) 
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and the s cond pa rtial deri ative with re pect to PR and Ps is  computed as: 
a2R(Ps1 PR) _ 2dbP5PR(bP� + dPR)( l  + aPs + �) - bP�(bPs + dPR)(a + (bPsd:;Pd ) 
aPRap� - (bPs + dPR)3(1 + aPs + �)2 bPs+dPR 
(B.4) 
a2R(p P ) a2R(p P ) I t  i clear from (B.2) and (B.3) that dP�' 
R < 0 and dP;' R < 0, respectively. 5 R 
And it can b pro ed ea i ly that d2R(Ps,h) d2
R(Ps"PR) - ( d2RCPs,PR ) )2 > O. This ap� aPR aPRdPs 
proves the conca i ty of R (Ps , PR) in Ps and PR . 
B . 2  Dual Problem 
For F-OFDMA cenario, the optimization problem after relaxing the total 
p wer constraints can be written as: 
where ;\ R ,  and 1\ , are Lagrange multip l iers. For a given subcarrier assign-
ment Y, the source and relay power profi les are given a in (8. 12) and (8. 14) .  
Using the source and relay power profi les and the Lagrange multip l ies /lR 
and 11" Vi E I, we can determine the jth subcarrier assignment, such that 
the subcarrier is assigned to the user that achieves the maximum rate in that 
subcarrier, This can be formulated as:  
Yj = f l , 1 0, 
i f  i' = arg max RI(j), 
lEI (B.6) 
otherwise , 
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where R, (j) i d fined a : 
Th power profi le p�)(j) and p�\j) are obtained as arg max RI (j). Prob­
p�) (j), p�) (j) 
lem (B.5) can be oIved i terati ely using the grad ient or sub-gradient meth-
od a [ 2 1 ] :  
(B .8) 
where E i the step ize, t i the iteration index, Pmax = [ p�ax I pr;ax I · . .  I p�axV, 
P = [LJEJ LIEI YjP�) (j), LJEJ Y� p�)(j)/ . . . I LIE.:! Yfp�K) (j)V, and 11 = [ i\ RI A l l 
. . . I lldT. 
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